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Introduction

Provocative Eloquence and the
Antebellum Scene

On May 24, 1841, at New York's Park Theatre, theatrical star and noted egomaniac Edwin Forrest debuted in Jack Cade, a drama playwright Robert T.
Conrad had revised in collaboration with Forrest. In a subsequent portrait
of Conrad, Edgar Allan Poe praised the play: "The fierce, bold, vengeful, yet
noble nature of the hero is drawn with exceeding force and truth, and when
we regard it as drawn for the peculiar acting of Mr. Forrest, we cannot help
regarding it as altogether a masterpiece."1 By the early 1840s, Forrest was a
national icon, a native son who had accomplished his rise to fame through
a combination of innovative acting and strategic self-promotion.2 Early on,
he had made a name for himself in blackface and Shakespearean roles, gaining attention from northeastern audiences and those he wooed in the Old
Southwest. From the late 1820s through the early 1840s, Forrest sponsored
an American playwriting contest that provided him both the reputation of a
patriot and exclusive control over a bevy of plays suited to his talents.
Jack Cade, originally titledAylmere when it debuted in Philadelphia in 1835
but renamed after winning the·1841 contest, raises to the status of hero the
historical leader of a mid-fifteenth-century Kentish rebellion and the object
of derision in Shakespeare's Henry VI, Part 2. The plot is a quintessential
tragedy. 3 After witnessing the murder of his father by the evil Lord Say, Cade
flees to the continent where he becomes the respected Dr. Aylmere, and returns with wife and son to his native land at a moment of unrest. When his
mother is then murdered, he becomes the leader of the bondsmen's rebellion
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and rallies both loyal followers and fierce opposition among the aristocracy.
He ultimately dies fighting for the cause. Rewritten for Forrest, Jack Cade
included physical skirmishes and fiery speeches calling for liberty or death,
and it remained a success for the rest of the actor's career. 4
The character of Jack Cade provided Forrest with the opportunity not
only to flex his substantial muscles in skimpy costumes but also to showcase rousing moments of oratory in which words stirred collective action.
Contemporary William Rounseville Alger observed, "In it he was a sort of
dramatic Demosthenes, rousing the cowardly and slumberous hosts of mankind to redeem themselves with their own right hands."5 In act 2, scene 3, for
example, when the hero catalogs the oppressions of the bondsmen, a compatriot asks, ''Are we men who brook it?" Cade (who still goes by the name
Aylmere) affirms, "Why should ye brook it? Heav'n ne'er made a bondman,
/ Ne'er made one man to be his fellow's victim .... "6 The words have immediate effect. "Heaven, not Aylmere, speaks!" declares an auditor. The room
stands ready to receive instruction, and the orator does not disappoint:
Are your arms sinewless, or your hearts craven?
'What should ye do!'What would ye, twine a serpent's
Slimy volumes round you? Stoop? Caress?
And stand to think and tremble? No, you'd dash
The reptile to the earth, and trample on,
And crush it!
WORTHY: But if we rise, what would be our demands?
AYLMERE: All that just Nature gave and they have taken:
Freedom for the bond! and justice in the sharing
Of the soil given by Heaven to all.
WORTHY: They will not grant this.
AYLMERE: They shall,
If we are true unto ourselves! But if
We rend a single link, we are rewarded.
Freedom's a good the smallest share of which
Is worth a life to win. 7

AYLMERE: ••••

The arrival of news that Cade's mother has been murdered cuts off the rousing speech and prompts the son's oath for vengeance. The remainder of the
play follows Cade's successful leadership of the rebellion, the people's receipt
of the charter, and Cade's martyrdom in the closing moments, events that
make manifest his early proclamations. With thrilling moral clarity, his com-
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manding words correspond to his own actions and to the actions of those
he addresses. jack Cade understands speech as a catalyst for justice, staging
eloquence's effectiveness in the face of oppression. 8
One might find it tempting to declare jack Cade an antislavery production considering the political turmoil of the year it debuted: the Supreme
Court ruling in the Amistad case that March; the ascension in April ofJohn
Tyler to the presidency after William Henry Harrison's untimely death; the
persistence of the Gag Rule that barred antislavery petitions from Congressional consideration; and the ongoing Second Seminole War, which entailed
tensions over the future of formerly enslaved "black Seminoles." Yet audiences, with some notable exceptions, appear to have understood Forrest's
performance of slave revolt as referencing the ongoing efforts of non-elite
white men to secure property, the franchise, control over labor, economic
security, and social standing. Indeed, the fettered workingman was a common Jacksonian metaphor, and Forrest took up Jack Cade in an increasingly
class-stratified and racially regimented theater culture, entertaining many
dyed-in-the-wool J acksonians suspicious of politicians and businessmen, repelled by social elitism, and attracted to rugged individualism rather than
reform culture. 9 Clad in armor, in feathers, in a toga, and even in red paint
and burnt cork, Forrest represented the white workingman's struggle and, the
story goes, that struggle alone. 10
But the Forrest hero's position vis-a-vis African American enslavementand more broadly, antebellum theater culture's relationship to the struggle to
overturn slavery-is far more complex and weighty than this narrative would
have it. In Provocative Eloquence, I revisit the deep resemblance between oratorical performances on theatrical stages and those at antislavery lecterns, as
well as the visibility of that resemblance in the antebellum United States. I
argue that a concern with the correspondence between the speaker's words
and actions and the speaker's ability to provoke action through eloquence
makes theater essential to the antislavery movement's consideration of forceful resistance. Tavia Nyong'o reminds us that "The uneven ground of history
ensures that social struggles are usually pitched not in terms of opposing
discourses but in competitions over a single vernacular and improvisations
upon a common repertoire." 11 Theater practitioners and antislavery rhetors,
black and white, drew upon just such a common repertoire, though their
shared discursive and performative practices are often downplayed in cultural
historiography.
Two years after Forrest's debut in Jake Cade, on August 16, 1843, Henry
Highland Garnet delivered ''An Address to the Slaves of the United States
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of America" at the National Convention of Colored Citizens in Buffalo, New
York. Garnet, who endeavors on behalf of those gathered at the convention
to speak to enslaved men, calls for them to escape the peculiar institution's
"direful effects" and take action encompassing both "burning eloquence" and
forceful confrontation. Reflecting on the Revolution, he enthuses, "with one
voice they cried, 'Liberty or death.' Oh what a sentence was that! It ran from
soul to soul like electric fire, and nerved the arms of thousands to fight in the
cause of holy Freedom." 12 The enslaved person, he insists, must begin his or
her freedom suit with rhetorical endeavors:
Appeal to their sense of justice and tell them that they have no more
right to oppress you then you have to enslave them. Entreat them to
remove the grievous burdens which they have imposed on you, and to
remunerate you for your labor. Promise them renewed diligence in the
cultivation of the soil, if they will render to you an equivalent for your
services. Point them to the increase of happiness and prosperity in the
British West Indies since the Act of Emancipation. Tell them, in language which they cannot misunderstand, of the exceeding sinfulness
of slavery and of a future judgment and of the righteous retributions
of an indignant God. Inform them that all you desire is freedom, and
that nothing else will suffice. 13
Through the accumulation of imperative verbs, Garnet instructs the hypothetical enslaved auditors in the business of oral persuasion. He paints a
performance similar to the one the young Frederick Douglass found in The
Columbian Orator, in which an enslaved man, through careful argumentation,
convinces his master to emancipate him. 14
Garnet's scene, like Douglass's formative encounter with elocutionary
practice, leads to a moment of decisive physical disobedience and violent
repercussions. "Do this," he continues, "and forever after cease to toil for the
heartless tyrants, who give you no other reward but stripes and abuse. If they
then commence the work of death, they, and not you, will be responsible
for the consequences." 15 The remainder of the work-the content that ties
Garnet's address to David Walker's seminal Appeal to the Coloured Citizens of
the World (1829), with which Garnet published his speech in 1848, thanks to
funding from John Brown-emphasizes "there is not much hope of redemption without the shedding of blood" and holds up a constellation of revolutionaries (Denmark Vesey, NatTurner,Joseph Cinque, and Madison Washington) to light their way. 16 "Brethren, arise, arise!" he commands; "Strike for
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your lives and liberties. Now is the day and the hour. ... Rather die freemen
than live to be slaves. ... In the name of God, we ask, are you men?" 17 ''An
Address" explicitly and self-consciously exhibits the faith that the eloquence
of those determined to end slavery will provoke the physical resistance of the
enslaved, if not the bloodless conversion of the slaveholder. 18
The striking resemblance between Garnet's ''An Address to the Slaves" and
the speech by Jack Cade arises from a related commitment to natural liberty
and the divine origins of human equality and a shared definition of manhood
as the readiness to defend the helpless and to die in resistance to tyranny. The
argument of jack Cade might best be summarized with Garnet's words: "In
everyman's mind the good seeds of liberty are planted, and he who brings
his fellow down so low as to make him contented with a condition of slavery
commits the highest crime against God and man."19 1heir resemblance is also
rhetorical; in purposeful echo of Revolutionary era leaders, Garnet and Cade
speak to provoke physical resistance to physical oppression. 20 We do not have
hard evidence that Garnet found inspiration in a Forrest performance, nor
that Forrest was moved by the potent rhetoric of abolitionism. What we
do have are remarkable rhetorical and philosophical overlaps that point to
a shared performance culture, a shared understanding of oratory as heroic
action, and a shared interest in how speech incites violence. We have, as this
book chronicles, instances of theatrical performance reflecting on the power
and limits of eloquence to overturn bondage, and antislavery orators pushing
against those limits through selective, creative adoption of theatrical forms.
The chapters of Provocative Eloquence detail a profound dialogue between
public speaking and popular theater in the context of antebellum antislavery
argument. Through an emphasis on antislavery speech, I acknowledge that
not all who attacked the moral or political legitimacy of slavery imagined a
fundamentally transformed society after its demise. Only those that did may
be accurately called abolitionist. If the theater alternately conjured and repressed antislavery speech, it also cultivated powerful rhetorical resources for
all who worked to overturn the peculiar institution and for those who worked
to establish racial equality.
Before turning to the chapters, I will spend the remainder of this introduction offering a bit more scene setting, especially with regard to the era's
oratorical and theatrical practices, the impact of minstrelsy on both, and the
question of eloquence's efficacy in relation to violence. The many intersections of oratorical and theatrical practice in this period illuminate in new
ways performance's multidimensional role within a heterogeneous movement to end slavery. 21
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Oratorical Contexts
Looking back on the decades stretching from the Revolution to the midnineteenth century, Edward G. Parker declared it a Golden Age of Oratory
in which eloquent lawyers, politicians, and ministers developed an art form
aimed to persuade and uplift the American public. 22 The art of eloquence
was prominent in public life, an essential object of study, a source of cultural
capital, and an emblem of national pride. "We are accustomed to say, and
not without reason," a writer in an 1829 issue of the North American Review
reflected, "that this country offers the fairest field in the modern world for the
culture of eloquence."23 In such essays, but also reviews, books, and speeches
on the topic of oratory, representative white men of certain public standing
were singled out for emulation. The labors of Patrick Henry, Henry Clay,
Daniel Webster, and Rufus Choate, among others, were framed in the highest of terms. That same writer in the North American Review put it this way:
To give the noblest thoughts the noblest expression; to stand up in the
pure light of reason, or to create a new atmosphere, as it were, for intellectual vision; to put on all the glories of imagination, as a garment;
to penetrate the soul, and to make men feel as if they were themselves
new creatures, to make them conscious of new powers and a new being; to exercise, in the loftiest measure, the only glorious and godlike
sway, that over willing minds; to fill the ear, the eye, the inmost soul,
with sounds, and images, and holy visions of beauty and grandeur; to
make truth and justice, to make wisdom and virtue and religion, more
lovely and majestic things, than men had ever thought them before; to
delight, as well as to convince; to charm, to fascinate, to win, to arouse,
to calm, to terrify, to overwhelm,-this is the work of eloquence; and
it is glorious work. 24
Within the young nation, eloquence was not simply effective public speaking.
Wielded to move an audience to a consecrated end, be it social legislation,
scientific progress, religious conversion, or bloody revolution, eloquence was
heroic toil. As Webster himself put it, "this, this is eloquence; or rather it is
something greater and higher than all eloquence, it is action, noble, sublime,
godlike action."25
Such a conception of the orator's art-"a heroic style of oratory"26depended greatly on classical precedent, as evidenced by the prominence
of neoclassicism in antebellum education, but also in broader performance
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cultures of the United States. While the first decades of the nineteenth
century witnessed a shift away from the elitist aspects of neoclassical rhetorical practice, its "agonistic" quality and emphasis on "self-display, both
as an end in itself and as an indispensable part of the orator's arsenal of
persuasive techniques," persisted. 27 Demosthenes was held up as the exemplar of heroic oratory at the same time early nineteenth-century textbooks
established "a growing hagiography of national oratorical giants."28 Daniel
Webster, for his part, received the title ''American Demosthenes." In plays
like Damon and Pythias and The Gladiator, American men in togas modeled the eloquence of Greece and Rome, pointing all the while toward the
contemporary political scene.
One impact of U.S. classicism was that it paradoxically ensured that enslavement retained a critical place in the nation's self-conception. Revolutionary discourse urged comparisons of the original colonies to the nations
who had thrown off the bonds of the Roman empire. The ubiquitous symbol libertas, a robed woman holding aloft a cap on a pole, referenced the
manner in which Romans manumitted the enslaved.29 Defenders of chattel slavery were careful to distinguish between modern and ancient practice
with reference to racial difference, and the highly partisan political context
and the economic impact of enslaved labor served to isolate the question of
contemporary chattel slavery. Within dominant oratorical culture, the presumed white masculinity of the heroic orator depended on a well-developed
discourse of African American inarticulacy, including emphasis on dialect,
malapropism-riddled speech, and overall illiteracy. In particular, the minstrel
portrayal of incoherent black expression worked to keep antislavery or antiracist argument distinct from the iconic calls for liberty. 30
Nonetheless, classical understandings of oratory were essential to the political work of African American orators in the period. 31 At the same time
minstrelsy gained popularity in the theater and in literary and visual culture, the antebellum period witnessed ample displays of African American
eloquence by such talented orators as Douglass, Garnet, Maria W. Stewart,
Frances Ellen Watkins Harper, and William Wells Brown. In The Ebony Column, Eric Ashley Hairston chronicles the way in which the classics from
the late eighteenth through the early twentieth centuries served "as essential
cultural tools for African Americans to build civic and spiritual virtue, encourage heroism, value and pursue civic equality, and cultivate artistic and
intellectual life. "32 Douglass, for one, drew upon classically derived oratorical
handbooks of the era, especially Caleb Bingham's The Columbian Orator (1797,
23 editions), speeches and essays by "a small body of classically educated secu-
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lar and semisecular [African American] scholars" in the movement, and the
"classically inflected African Methodist oratorical tradition and training" he
engaged early in his public career.33 Douglass, that is, drew upon the broader
performance practice in African American conventions, churches, and literary societies, as well as the abolitionist and lyceum circuits, all of which offered African Americans as practitioners of active eloquence. 34 Further, the
publication of oratory in the black press and elsewhere served a critical role in
the struggle for African American rights, providing rhetorical education for
African American readers and reaching an audience well beyond the original
venue. 35 African American orators of the period, emphasizes John Ernest,
"transformed political action into the need to join word and deed, to restore the word violated in white American culture"36-and in doing so they
claimed for themselves the heroic role.
As the tensions over slavery increased from the 1840s into the 1850s, the
reigning "culture of eloquence"-to borrow James Perrin Warren's formulation, which is in turn inspired by period treatments-was propelled in part by
its internal contradictions and the fears ofits critics. 37 In the late eighteenth
century, elocutionary practice had taken on an emotional dimension, with
credibility (or ethos) requiring a somewhat paradoxical performance of affect
and control. In this context, speakers like Patrick Henry were perceived to
wield a "natural theatricality" (the rousing "electric fire" identified by Garnet) that at once dazzled and flabbergasted through the unions of"[c]lassical
cadences, passions verging on the evangelical, pronunciation that smacked
of the rustic, and dress and deportment that were genteel."38 Over the 1820s
and 1830s with the rise of Jacksonianism, Kenneth Cmiel argues, such strategic blending of high and low in an affecting performance of the authentic
constituted a "middling style" newly ascendant in democratic discourse. 39 It
brought with it much handwringing over, among other things, its potential to
heighten rather than resolve political disagreements and its association with
a speaker who might abuse his power. 40 For his part, Ralph Waldo Emerson
praised the orator who "tak[ es] sovereign possession of the audience. Him we
call an artist, who, shall play on an assembly of men as a master on the keys
of the piano...."41 But, others asked, what of the master (the metaphor is
suggestive) who provokes the audience to ignoble action?
Further complicating cultural attitudes toward oratory at mid-century
was its association with entertainment, particularly through the auspices of
the lyceum. The lyceum movement had its modest origins in 1820s Massachusetts, and as Angela G. Ray chronicles, over the next three decades spread
westward across the country. Local lyceum chapters organized debates and
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public lectures for the edification of members, though by the r85os these had
shifted from local production of content to "a circuit of traveling lectures" on
topics ranging from the scientific to the reform-minded. 42 The lyceum circuit
fostered audiences for the star orators it created, and, Ray argues, politically
"controversial topics and controversial speakers ... reach[ed] full flowering" in the years just prior to the Civil War. After the war, "controversial
people and issues were frequently presented as entertainment, encouraging a
spectatorial response."43 This was not a continuous process, nor was it consistent across constituencies. While communities like Concord, Massachusetts,
saw controversy over the appearance of full-throated abolitionists, African
Americans in the North oversaw lyceums that "served as centers of community consciousness and as staging grounds for protests and abolitionist agitation."44 So while it is true that the lyceum reinforced the amusement value
of public speaking-and that the broad spectrum of oratory, from Christian
preaching and temperance speeches to Fourth of July orations and debate
on the floor of the Senate, possessed an aura of popular diversion-politics
blended with entertainment in antebellum performances of eloquence, including antislavery eloquence. 45
In light of oratory's ubiquity, antebellum curricula continued to place
elocutionary training at the fore, and students encountered editions of
eighteenth-century British treatises like Hugh Blair's Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres alongside a growing body of U.S. textbooks, such as
Bingham's Columbian Orator and Increase Cooke's 7he American Orator, or,
Dialogues far Schools (r8n; five editions). Through public recitations and the
activities of debating and literary societies, students emulated ancient, British, and homegrown oratorical heroes to demonstrate mastery of content.
Indeed, in ''American'' textbooks, as in Parker's reflection on the history of
U.S. oratory, oratorical practice is defined in large part through representative practitioners-men whose speeches tangibly contributed to public
deliberation and the moral foundations of the nation. For his part, Parker
identified for praise congressmen Henry Clay, Daniel Webster, and Fisher
Ames and lawyers William Pinkney and Rufus Choate, as well as Edward
Everett, Edwin Chapin, Henry Ward Beecher, and Wendell Phillips, whose
performances encompassed religion, reform, politics, and entertainment. This
canon of orators at the heart of elocutionary training signaled who could
rightfully access the podium and achieve personal glory through it.
However, the model of heroic oratory that depended on an assertion of
white dominance and a "discourse of hyper-masculinity" 46 had long been
surrounded by the eloquence of those it would exclude. Euro-American
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experiences in the colonial period with Native American speech practices,
especially Iroquois oratory, argues Sandra Gustafson, made an indelible
mark on the formation of discourse practices in the Revolutionary era and
early Republic. 47 The figure of the eloquent Indian-including Logan, the
Cayuga-Mingo leader whose condemnation of white treachery Thomas Jefferson first included in Notes on the State of Virginia-featured in American
literature and elocutionary textbooks. 48 There were also activists like William Apess (Pequot), whose oration "Eulogy on King Philip" (1836) fundamentally questioned the way in which the nation bestowed the title of hero.
Women rhetors, many of whom studied standard elocutionary practices in
female academies and literary societies, played a vital role within the public
performances of reform movements, including the struggle against slavery.
Gay Gibson Cima documents how African American and white women in
the Garrisonian movement developed speeches, recitations, and dialogues to
challenge passive sympathy within an audience and foster public action. 49
Further, African American women's oratorical performances, no less than
those by men, were demonstrations of racial equality; seemingly excluded
from the world-making of heroic orators, they served, in Carla L. Peterson's formulation, as "doers of the word," whose "speaking and writing constituted ... social action continuous with their social, political, and cultural
work."50 Overall, the organizing of African American conventions, literary
societies, lyceums, and benevolent and mutual aid societies provided opportunities for those excluded by the dominant model of the orator to perform
both equality and collective resistance in a manner that challenged an ideal
of individual accomplishment.
The heroic orator was challenged as well by ample evidence that the audience resembled less the piano of Emerson's formulation than it did .the
Aeolian harp of the Romantic imagination: the musician might play upon
it but competed with winds that blew to cross-purposes. The violence surrounding antislavery speech in the decades leading up to the Civil War, from
urban riots to guerrilla warfare, represents the orator's unsought provocations. What Thomas Gustafson details as the culture's anxieties concerning
the spectacular failures of the speaker and of language itself arose from an
understanding that eloquence was often misunderstood or ill-received, with
deadly results. 51 In the prominence of heroic orators of color within the abolitionist movement; in the entry of black and white women into the practice
of public speaking through the antislavery cause; in the collective rather than
individualistic nature of antislavery oratorical practice; and in the spectacular
failures of speech to undo the institution of slavery or to prevent violence
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against abolitionists, we see that by the mid-nineteenth century, slavery had
fundamentally shaped and threatened U.S. oratorical culture. The theater offered a site of reflection on this fact, a place that staged in both intentional
and inadvertent ways the provocative nature of eloquence in American society and slavery's specifically vexed ielationship with the classical sources for
contemporary oratory.

Theatricality and Eloquence
Though elocutionary practice evolved to take on greater emotional display at
the turn of the nineteenth century, theorists of effective oratory did not necessarily embrace the popular stage. Moral objections to the theater with origins in Puritan and Qyaker colonial North America continued to influence
its social and aesthetic status in the antebellum United States, though such
prejudice waned over the first half of the nineteenth century. The actor's presumption in expressing the thoughts and feelings of another raised the question of social legibility in a fluctuating, democratic, market-driven culture
even as it resonated with the performativity of social relations. 52 Prominent
works on oratory from the first decades of the nineteenth century sought to
distance the orator's art from that of the actor. The introduction to Bingham's
ubiquitous 1he Columbian Orator, which is composed of extracts from various
authors, acknowledges that in ancient Greece and Rome, instructors "in the
whole art of pronunciation, both as to their voice and gestures ... were generally taken from the theatre," but goes on to note that Cicero, Crassus, and
Qyintilian insisted orators learned, in contrast to actors, "a decent and graceful management of their bodies."53 The treatment concludes, '½.n affected
imitation of others, in pronunciation or gesture, especially of stage-players,
whose pretensions to literature are seldom considerable, and who are generally too fond of singularity, ought to be carefully avoided. For nothing can
appear more disgusting to persons of discernment than affectation."54 James
Rush includes in Philosophy of the Human Voice (1827) a section entitled "Of
the Faults of Stage-Personation" in which he criticizes actors and reviewers
alike for speaking of performances in spiritual rather than physical terms,
thus limiting the effectiveness of their art through a ridiculous emphasis on
"a peculiar histrionic 'phrensy' of pas[s]ion."55 Andover Theological Seminary
President Ebenezer Porter, in his second edition of Analysis of the Principles
ofRhetorical Delivery (1828), insists "the dignity of eloquence can in no case
condescend to histrionic levity," as exemplified by the comic actor. 56 These
writers acknowledge the family resemblance of acting and oratory but elevate
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the latter through judgment with a moral tinge: the orator performs truth
while the actor stages a lie.
Nonetheless, theatrical forms persisted in the oratorical instruction and
practice, evidence that any firm distinctions between acting and public speaking were strained at best. Elocutionary textbooks of the period are full of
dramatic extracts, especially from the Bard's works. As Sandra Gustafson
declares, "the elocutionary movement that trained young people in the verbal arts of republican civic life and profoundly shaped American education
for over one hundred years found its principal English model in the works
of William Shakespeare."57 Cooke, in Sequel to the American Orator, credits Shakespeare with keen understanding of the passions, notes that Greek
and Roman writers found the dramatic dialogue to be the best venue for
philosophical expression, and concludes, "I know that there are those who
condemn every thing, which is vehement and forcible, as theatrical. But it
is an old trick, to undervalue what we cannot attain; and calling a spirited
pronunciation theatrical, is but an artful method of hiding an utter inability of speaking with force and energy."58 If theater remained a questionable
source of pleasure for certain divisions of U.S. society, the prominence of the
drama in elocutionary training as well as the popularity of the lyceum, itinerate preachers, and fiery reform lecturers indicate that many consumed the
histrionic in an oratorical guise. 59
Those who did attend the theater took part in an evolving performance
culture deeply relevant to the power of public speech because reflective, in
Rosemarie K. Bank's words, of "destabilization and change" in the antebellum
United States. 60 Over the first half of the nineteenth century, U.S. theater
evolved to become a significant cultural force. Major U.S. cities had multiple
venues, and touring companies brought productions to smaller cities, including to locations west. By the 1850s, a star system had been put into place
where a major thespian (or family of thespians in the case of the George,
Caroline, and Cordelia Howard) would appear at a venue for a course of
weeks, performing a number of plays with the support of a local cast. A night
at the theater entailed a range of entertainments, as the main play was preceded and followed by one-act productions, song and dance numbers, pantomime, comic sketches, or other supporting works. The melodramatic mode
was ascendant and so too was spectacle. 61 Theaters developed elaborate sets,
creating the illusion of such things as flowing water and fiery explosions, and
brought onto stage live animals, moving vehicles, and means of showy verisimilitude. Outside of the theater, as Amy E. Hughes documents, visual culture
borrowed the language of theatrical spectacle to the extent that it "operate[d]
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as an essential mode of communication."62 Papers covered performances in
reviews and ubiquitous puff pieces, and cultural critics took up reflections on
the state of the drama and theatrical culture in the nation. Text-laden playbills, theatrical periodicals, and circulating theatrical images (including carte
de visites by the late 1850s) bolstered the popular profile of the theater and its
broader impact on the cultural imagination.
The American stage was still filled with British and European fare, and
the lack of international copyright encouraged such practice. At the same
time, U.S. playwrights, managers, and stars appealed to an audience's nationalism to promote homegrown dramas and talent. Such nationalism was
one source of antebellum phenomenon associated with the theater: the riot.
Richard Butsch argues that acts of mob violence in and around theaters "involved insistence on the subordination of British actors to the will of the
common man in the audience." 63 Yet as seen in the prominent case of the
Farren Riot of 1834-when a crowd already stirred by anti-abolitionist rioting
in New York descended on the Bowery Theatre to protest manager George
Farren's supposed insults against the United States-promulgations of nationalism were deeply connected to assertions of racial and class hierarchies. 64
The most famous theater disturbance in an era punctuated by such was an
event on May ro, 1849, when, in the midst of what would become known as
the Astor Place Riots, a crowd devoted to Edwin Forrest and fomented by
the popular press attacked the Astor Place Opera House where British actor William Charles Macready was appearing in Macbeth. 65 As I explore in
chapter r, Forrest's racialized performances and ambiguous relation to the
Democratic political machine made him a powerful yet unsettled symbol of
white working-class manhood.
Antebellum theater was at once a site of socially disruptive performances
and a venue for the consolidation and regulation of the categories of class,
race, ethnicity, and gender. In the aftermath of financial panic in the late
1830s and the increase in immigrant populations in urban centers, theater
audiences and venues themselves began to divide according to social status.
Whereas a theater at the turn of the nineteenth century might accommodate
a heterogeneous, though majority male, population of a city, by mid-century
more specialized venues had emerged, catering to bourgeois or aristocratic
tastes, including those of respectable women, and others came to direct their
offerings primarily at the working-class men who had come to dominate urban street culture. Venues not constructed as theaters, such as P. T. Barnum's
museums in Philadelphia and New York, filled out schedules with theatrical productions defined by edifying content, namely moral reform dramas.
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White-controlled theaters enforced racial segregation, excluding African
American actors (but not always the musicians and dancers) and confining
audiences of color to designated spaces. African American theater practitioners sought their own venues, though as the case of William Brown's African Grove Theatre makes clear, such independence could be met with ire. 66
White women served as playwrights, actors, and occasionally managers in the
theatrical scene, though marriage continued to be a necessity for the maintenance of respectability. 67 Perhaps not surprisingly, reception of women's theatrical performances was impacted by the participation of women in political
culture. In her history of breeches roles, Elizabeth Reitz Mullenix notes a
"critical shift from approval back to censure for women who attempted serious male roles" as having "paralleled public opinion toward women's social
involvement in the 1830s. "68 As women of all races took up the suffrage and
antislavery causes, theatrical performances could function as a referendum on
the appropriateness of women's participation in public discourse.
Theater's regulatory ambitions in the antebellum period are perhaps most
visible in the ascendance of minstrelsy and a "crazy quilt" of ethnic and regional types. 69 Blackface performance existed prior to the 1830s, but it was in
that decade that white American artist T. D. Rice established a look, structure, linguistic style, dances, and sets of characters that would mark the art
for across the long nineteenth century. 70 Such performances fed into audience thirst for spectacle, as "it granted audiences an opportunity to marvel
at the talent of white actors" who "shift[ed] across two allegedly pure (and
unrelated) states of being-whiteness and blackness .... "71 The spectacular
quality of the performance bolstered the status of the white men who crossed
the racial boundary with ease, but its deep roots in African American cultures
of resistance, as well as African American reappropriations of the minstrel
aesthetic, highlighted the form's ironic contradiction of racial essentialism.
Irish, German, and Jewish characters joined blackface figures on the antebellum stage, reflecting the immigrant communities in urban centers as a
phenomenon to be portrayed and audience to be served. In contrast to all of
these, the stage Yankee, who appeared first in the late eighteenth century but
remained popular from the 1820s through the 1850s, harnessed for comedy an
icon of U.S. nativism. 72
The restrictions placed on fem ale and African American performers and
white performers' staging of race and ethnicity, especially through the minstrel and the Yankee, make plain how important the spectacle of eloquence
was to the antebellum theater. In the Golden Age of Oratory, minstrelsy
satirized African American public speaking as inflated and the stage Yankee
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lampooned linguistic provincialism; in both cases, humor arose from the presumptions of both to eloquence, though minstrelsy offered a far more corrosive portrait, related as it was to the violent suppression of the African American voice. Elsewhere in the theatrical cast were characters offered as models
of eloquence in scenes focused on the effectiveness and, as detailed above, the
heroism of their public speaking. In this way, the antebellum stage presented
audiences with characters whose verbal performances prompted a reflection
on the role of oratory in the period. The stage, that is, served as an important
site for the consideration of oratorical practice and the role of eloquence in
antebellum society. The American theatrical repertoire of the decades prior to
the Civil War was marked by a preoccupation with powerful speakers and the
violence they stirred. Such stagings of oratory represented to audiences the
potentiality and the failings of eloquence in the face of political unrest and
violent upheaval, and in this way, theater's orators were in dialogue with the
national deliberation over the future of slavery. How did types from the stage,
in a manner akin to the representative passages in eloquence textbooks and
the culture's canon of celebrated speakers, inform the pursuit of promulgating slavery's demise? To begin to answer this question, one must return to the
phenomenon of minstrelsy and its unwelcome grip on antislavery expression,
including the phenomenon known as Uncle Tom's Cabin. 73

Uncle Tom's Cabin, Theatricality, and Racism
Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin, serialized from 1851 to 1852, proved
immediately, promiscuously available for problematic theatrical adaptations,
many of which undermined the novel's antislavery message and resisted any
portrait of African American equality and rights. George L. Aiken's adaptation debuted in Troy, New York, in 1852, and soon moved to the National
Theater in New York City, where it was rivaled by Henry J. Conway's version at Barnum's American Museum (having debuted before that in Boston).
In the coming years, other playwrights followed suit with adaptations that
were far from consistent structurally or ideologically. Through the additions
of characters and situations, the heightening of minstrel song and dance, and
in some instances the positive portrayal of slavery, these adaptations, writes
Sarah Meer, "both revealed the contradictions of the original and inflated
them into contrary and sometimes conflicting positions on slavery."74 The
theatricalizations of Stowe's novel had a lasting impact on the portrayal of
African Americans and the institutions of slavery through the early twentieth century. Productions of Uncle Tom's Cabin persisted in the era of nostalgic
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plantation novels, as moments like Eliza's leap across the icy Ohio became
thrilling theatrical spectacles. Minstrel companies developed their own versions for inclusion in a night's entertainment. Through these performance
traditions, the characters ofTom, Eva, Topsy, and Legree became entrenched
in American popular culture, from children's toys to film, and Stowe's abolitionist message was swallowed up in the display of abused black bodies and
comic espousals of black inferiority. 75
The theater did not simply impose racist discourse on Uncle Tom's Cabin;
as many scholars have noted, the novel contains ample raw material for minstrel performances and pro-slavery adaptations. 76 Notably, it promotes colonization as the answer to the slavery issue, a stance earning rebuke from Frederick Douglass in its own day and from critics in ours. The novel has been
castigated for (to name a few reasons) its admonition that readers should seek
to "feel right," supposedly to the exclusion of actually doing anything about
slavery; essentialist accounts of the African and European races; contrasting
depictions of light-skinned and dark-skinned African Americans; celebration of black martyrdom above armed resistance; and clear indebtedness to
derogatory performances of blackness. 77 With regard to the latter, Stowe's
anti-theatrical prejudice as a New England Calvinist did not prevent her
novelistic depictions of African American song, dance, and acts of resistance,
as well as the structure of the novel itself, from being marked by the minstrel
aesthetic, as Meer documents. If the stage adaptations of Uncle Tom's Cabin,
or "Tom shows," took their cue from popular performances of race, so did
Stowe's novel.7 8
As James Baldwin famously critiqued Stowe's novel as the progenitor of what he deemed to be an ideologically bankrupt genre-the protest
novel-so other critics have concluded from the multimedia phenomenon of
Uncle Tom's Cabin that nineteenth-century theatrical forms were irrevocably
racist, tainting all with which they came into contact. In a recent study drawing in particular on the work of S aidiya Hartman, Douglas Jones Jr. concludes
that antebellum theatrical forms were "proslavery" at heart, catching even
the most self-aware abolitionist performers in their signifying web. 79 More
speci:fically,Jones interrogates theatrical racism in the antebellum North, arguing that it promoted a "proslavery imagination with which to maintain
and, over time, widen the gulf between freedom and full black inclusion." In
this account, minstrelsy, endemic by mid-century, was an "aesthetic surrogate
for the loss of slavery in the north," and African Americans who embraced
performance as a mode of action in the context of their exclusion from established political processes were often unable to move out from under its
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shadow. 80 They found themselves caught between minstrel absurdity on one
hand and melodramatic abjection on the other.
In a contrasting line of inquiry, critics including Nyong'o, Peter P. Reed,
and Heather Nathans highlight the multivalent and highly contextual work of
theatrical performance vis-a-vis chattel slavery. 81 Nineteenth-century theater
audiences were more ideologically heterogeneous than often acknowledged,
and the political meanings that arose in specific performance contextsmoments when the intentions of playwright, performer, spectator, manager,
reviewer, and so many others come together in unpredictable ways-prove
quite difficult to pin down. 82 lndeed, theater historians seem to agree that the
political meanings and cultural work of individual nineteenth-century performances remain elusive and often multiple. They disagree, however, on the
question of whether racial mimicry could ever function in what we might call
a progressive manner, or to antislavery, anti-removal, pro-immigrant, and/or
anti-racist ends.
Melodrama and minstrelsy did repulsive political work, but I resist the
conclusion that every instance of those theatrical forms only underwrote racial hierarchy or, more directly, the institution of slavery. In her ambitious
reconceptualization of formalism, Caroline Levine insists that aesthetic and
social forms are at once "material, situated, and political" and "transhistorical,
portable, and abstract," such that the political work of any given form cannot be pinned down. 83 The multitude of forms that are in play, she observes,
means that "when forms meet, their collision produces unexpected consequences, results that cannot always be traced back to deliberate intentions
or dominant ideologies." 84 In the midst of minstrelsy's ascendance, African
American performers and antislavery activists of all races found the means
by which to harness or convert theatrical forms to stage black agency and
resistance. This is the rich account created over the past two decades by such
scholars as Marvin McAllister, Daphne Brooks, Nyong'o, Nathans, Hughes,
Cima, and Jenna M. Gibbs. 85 They restore to U.S. cultural history the innovative practices of African American performers, from Henry Box Brown to
William and Ellen Craft, and imagine a wide range of audience responses.
Provocative Eloquence focuses on specific performances and related texts
in order to discern the political portability of theatrical forms and what
Reed describes as the repressed "discursive continuities" among stagings of
slavery and blackness. 86 It draws inspiration from the careful scholarship of
Hughes, who locates and unpacks the "dramaturgical strategies" taken up in
the visual and material culture of various nineteenth-century reform movements. 87 Without a doubt, romantic racialism and minstrelsy, as employed by
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numerous orators, playwrights, and other performers in this era, ran counter
to the abolitionist vision of unassailable equality; the chapters of this book
contain numerous examples of such and probe in particular the racism of
white-authored melodramas about slavery. Yet theatrical forms, which were
employed by rhetors inside and outside the slavery debate and moved across
a wide range of media and venues, were inherently neither proslavery nor
antislavery, in large part because rhetors, despite their best efforts, could not
control audience reception. Marilyn M. Cooper reminds us that "agency is
an emergent property of embodied individuals," such that in the oratorical
context, "coming to an agreement or success in persuasion is a joint enterprise" of the physically present orator and listener. 88 Without downplaying
the oppressive racism of the antebellum stage or its position within a society
founded on the dispossession, dislocation, and the physical exploitation of
people of color, this book considers moments when abolitionists strategically
took up theatrical forms and when entertainers far more conflicted on the
question of African American rights unwittingly generated irresistibly revolutionary performances. The theater's engagement with the heroic orator and
the violence provoked by eloquence made it a charged rhetorical resource as
those opposed to slavery pondered whether the peculiar institution could be
overturned without physical force.

Moral Suasion and Performative Speech
The antebellum period witnessed the political, judicial, and extra-judicial
censorship of antislavery speech. The 1834 anti-abolitionist riots in New York,
the murder of editor Elijah Lovejoy in 1837, the burning of Philadelphia Hall
in 1838, the Congressional Gag Rule of 1836-1844, the Fugitive Slave Law
of 1850, and the 1856 caning of Massachusetts Senator Charles Sumner by
South Carolina Congressman Preston Brooks-each of these events functioned metonymically, as they continue to do today, for the violent character
of that censorship. 89 Each event was also available for interpretation as to
what Thomas Gustafson terms a "Thucydidean moment," or an instant "when
fortune or necessity or corruption defeats virtue, or when moral and political stability-and the code oflanguage that sustains that stability-collapses
into confusion and the muteness of violence." 90 Not only was antislavery
speech by the free and the fugitive met with force but also the speech of the
enslaved faced perpetual violent suppression. The manipulation of the enslaved person's expression and outright silencing were essential mechanisms
in maintaining mastery. Violent responses made antislavery speech all the
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more critical as political action: threats faced by abolitionist orators increased
the force of their eloquence just as the suppression of voices in slavery fueled
the prolific literary production of those who escaped. 91
The opposition faced by antislavery speech informed, moreover, the perpetual disagreements among factions within the antislavery movement over
the justification of physical force in confronting slaveholders. 92 For all of the
hostility Garrison had faced as an orator (famously, he was saved in the nick
of time from a Boston lynch mob in 1835), he held firmly to the belief that the
only moral way to pursue abolition was through direct appeals to the public,
distrusting a government that sanctioned slaveholding and practiced physical
coercion and dismissing forceful resistance as antithetical to Christian ethics.93 Garrison's insistence on moral suasion as the proper abolitionist strategy
was not the only game in town; the diversity of the movement meant that
many sought progress through the political process and some, like Garnet
and Walker, embraced physical resistance. 94 Further, slavery apologists fearful
of insurrection persistently connected nonresistant abolitionists "with ranters
and fanatics, murderers and insurrectionists." Debra J. Rosenthal concludes
that by the 1850s, "confidence in the power of words seemed to fade." 95 With
the passage of the Compromise of 1850 and subsequent developments in that
tumultuous decade, including the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854, followed by
Bleeding Kansas, the Brooks-Sumner affair, the Dred Scott decision in 1857,
and the raid on Harpers Ferry led by John Brown in 1859, even those long
inclined toward pacifism revisited the question of justified violence and the
apparent necessity of uniting anti-slavery speech with shows of force. 96
The prevalence of forceful censorship and the shift within the antislavery movement toward broader acceptance of violent resistance profoundly
impacted literary texts, as scholarship of the last two decades makes clear.97
The impact on antislavery speech was no less profound and, I would add, no
less important to accounts of U.S. literary history. It registered at the levels
of content, with a shift toward justifications of resistance, and of style, with a
turn to theatrical forms. Nathans considers this most directly in her treatment
of Henry Ward Beecher's "slave auctions" in his Brooklyn Congregationalist
church, "theatrical events" through which he raised money to purchase the
freedom of the enslaved. "Unlike other activists who spoke about the cruelty
of slavery," emphasizes Nathans, "Beecher chose to embody the menace of
the slaveholder and slave catcher."98 In taking up public dramatic readings,
Wells Brown likewise embodied the menace of the slaveholder but also the
African American man's use of brains and brawn in resistance to slave power.
Well beyond the dramatics of Beecher and Wells Brown, I argue, we find the
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impact of theatrical forms on those who only "spoke aboui' the matter. Theatrical forms shaped oratorical performances in surprising and often obscure
ways. In turn, within antebellum theatrical performances concerning slavery,
characters employing eloquence to alter the fate of the enslaved and their
oppressors took on an added significance, pointing toward a revolution in
antislavery sentiment and expression.
Key to this intersection of the theatrical and the oratorical is a shared
interest in the relationship of speech to action-a deep investment in the
sense that eloquence could provoke a change in the heart of the audience and
in the happenings of the world. The heroic orator of the elocutionary handbook and his equivalent in the contemporary theatrical productions signified
the certainty of speech's efficacy. His declarations could harness the will of
auditors and move a people to action. At the same time, the culture turned
its attention to those "Thucydidean moments" when eloquence proved futile
and the heroic orator suffered shame and sometimes death. 99 The tragic or
martyred orator, a figure I take up most immediately in chapter 3, certainly
reflects the reality of violent suppression of antislavery speech in the period
but also records the persistent tension over the effectiveness of speech alone
to work a revolution in society.
An antebellum attention to the work of speech in the world makes relevant more recent understandings of the performativity of language. In J.
L. Austin's classic How to Do 7hings with Words (1962), the performative or
speech act is a statement that does something (for example, joins two individuals in marriage, names a child, settles a legal dispute) rather than simply
describes what exists. 100 Austin's theorization of categories of performatives,
and the revision and extension of his work by John Searle,Jacques Derrida,
and Judith Butler, among others, offers a rich set of concepts for understanding how a culture so invested in the orator and the heroic quality of eloquence
could also pursue hyperbolic acts of censorship. The fierce disagreements over
slavery (its morality, its legality, the best way to defend it, the best way to
overturn it) were intensified by a common understanding of the necessary
relationship of speech to action. But if practitioners shared a base commitment to the notion that speech and action were co-travelers, they vigorously
debated the details. Abolitionists asked one another whether the violent institution of slavery could actually be overturned through moral suasion, while
slavery's defenders understood all antislavery speech, including that delivered
by self-proclaimed pacifists, as instigating rebellion. The understanding of
speech as setting an audience in motion, as provocative of internal transformation, outward protest, violent resistance, and/or brutal censorship, under-
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wrote the heightened conflict of the 1850s. Smith details in The Oracle and
the Curse how it also led to the emergence of the martyred orator figure, one
attacked and sometimes killed for speaking against slavery.
Smith's work, alongside that of Rosenthal, traces this relevance of speech
act theory to the antebellum scene and the literature it produced. Smith focuses on the role of two speech acts-the oracle, or legal judgment, and the
curse, or expression of "religiously animated resistance" to that law-and the
place of the curse in the formation of a counterpublic challenging the legal
status quo. 101 As abolitionists moved away from the rhetoric of peaceable
social reform toward "a prophetic public address that might redeem the nation by stirring up a revolution'' in the 1850s, martyr literature, he emphasizes,
provided the figure of one whose transformative curse results in his death. 102
In a consideration of "what happens when words act," Rosenthal finds that
the representative novel of abolitionist moral suasion, Uncle Tom's Cabin,
"oscillat[es] between sentimental maternal suasion and vitriolic performative
speech," a product at least in part of "Stowe's ambivalence about the role of
speaking women."103 Smith and Rosenthal chronicle the deep engagement
in antebellum literature with the performativity of speech; the very same
engagement can be seen in the staging of slavery in the era, including adaptations of abolitionist works. In the midst of the crisis over slavery and in the
context of the forcible suppression of antislavery speech, the theater attended
to heroic and martyred orators seeking to enact change in the world through
eloquence.
Chapters 3 and 5 return to Austin's understanding of the speech act
through the consideration of"theatrical commissives," or dramatic moments
when characters bind themselves to one another and to a shared course of
(violent) action through oaths of allegiance. (This despite Austin's emphasis
that performatives do not operate in literary and dramatic texts.) But overall,
the book connects antebellum theatricality and anti-slavery speech through
the period's own performative understanding of language and the tensions
within U.S. society over what the orator's words can and should perform.

lnterperformative and lntertextual Approach
Rather than identify any theatrical forms as essentially proslavery, or antislavery for that matter, this book looks to instances of charged resemblance,
citation, revision, and overlap between theatrical performance and antislavery speech in the lead up to the Civil War. The chapters of Provocative Eloquence examine a full range of theatrical forms-not just actual stage perfor-
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mances but also dramatic readings, monologues, dialogues, tableaux vivant,
sensation scenes, mimicry, allusion, performance metaphors, and more. 104
The book brings together the notions of intertextuality, or the way in which
texts signify in relationships that include, but can be far more indirect than,
quotation or allusion, and interperformativity, or the messy transmission of
culture through repertoires of movement, music, and speech both palpable
and impermanent. To access the history of generic cross-fertilization and the
intersection of theatrical forms and rhetorical strategies, I tend to adaptations, parodies, mash-ups, plagiarisms, bastardizations, and transformations
that occur across genres and media in startling and often elusive ways.
In this way, I extend the groundbreaking work of Joseph Roach and Diana Taylor, both of whom theorize the essential, but often overlooked, role of
performance in the conveyance of cultural memory. Yet performance necessarily involves change, Roach emphasizes, through processes of forgetting,
erasure, waste, and surrogation. 105 Further, repertoires of movement, music,
and speech cannot be fully dissociated from the archive of material records
for, Taylor demonstrates, "The archive and the repertoire have always been
important sources of information, both exceeding the limitations of ·the
other ... They usually work in tandem and they work alongside other systems
of transmission .... "106 Such insights have led to a refocus in early American
studies on a new understanding of the public sphere as encompassing performances as well as print. 107 Provocative Eloquence takes an interperformative and intertextual approach to a culture in which print and performance
overlap, influence, intersect, interact, and generally become entangled with
one another. It charts the confluence of oratorical and theatrical practices in
a decade when those committed to the overthrow of slavery sought new ways
to resist the violence of slaveholders in the political public sphere. And it
considers the way in which antislavery eloquence, charged through theatrical
forms, made its way back onto the stage proper in manners that sometimes
displaced, sometimes diverted, and sometimes heightened the radical work
of emancipation.
Chapter I serves as prehistory, returning to Forrest to explore how a burgeoning national theatrical culture stoked the provocative nature of free expression in a decade of riots and intensification of the antislavery movement.
Speaking at the Fourth ofJuly celebration of the New York Democratic Party
in 1838, the actor known for histrionic portrayals of rebels surprisingly focused
his speech on how words alone could counter injustice. Despite Forrest's emphasis on peaceful revolution, which was linked to his defense of a populist
wing of the party, the Equal Rights Democrats (a.k.a., the Locofocos), he
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performed an implicit threat of collective violence should political speech
be suppressed. This chapter details the star's shrewd negotiation of, at once,
heroic oratory, antislavery discourse, theatrical spectacle, and working-class
radicalism. In Forrest's July 4th performance, we find a visceral manifestation
of how theatrical and oratorical forms converged in a culture that could not
agree whether words were enough to counter physical oppression.
The dramatic genre served an essential role in the evolution of antislavery speech in the years just prior to secession, and chapter 2 turns primarily
to the performances of abolitionists William Wells Brown and Mary Webb
for evidence. Wells Brown and Webb offered public readings of anti-slavery
dramas not simply to harness the popularity of Uncle Tom's Cabin stagings
and blackface minstrelsy, as is commonly suggested. Rather, in the context
of Bleeding Kansas and the Brooks-Sumner affair, they developed what I
term "dramatic suasion," a performative genre and political-rhetorical strategy employed to convince largely white audiences that slavery was inherently
resistant to the free speech of whites. Vividly reading plays that highlight the
active suppression of anti-slavery speech, each served as a font of overflowing,
overpowering discourse-a compelling symbol of irrepressible, if imperiled,
African American genius.
The third chapter of the book considers how Stowe's Dred and its theatrical adaptations self-consciously explored the limits of rhetoric as seen in the
black and white antislavery orators who martyr themselves to the cause. 108
The novel draws energy from two historical personages: prophet Nat Turner,
executed in 1831 for his role in the Southampton insurrection, and Senator
Sumner. Stowe's volume productively susperids the question of moral suasion
versus force, but when Dred inevitably made its way to the U.S. stage, adaptors flattened the dialogism by foregrounding minstrel characters and adding
comic Yankees marked by aggressive speech. At the same time, the two extant
U.S. adaptations of Dred include the spectacular murder of the proslavery
villain, Tom Gordon, whom Stowe's novel allows to survive. The dictates of
the dramatic form (specifically, tragedy's retributive violence and melodrama's ethical transparency) made the otherwise politically conservative theater
available for radical reimaginings of anti-slavery speech as backed by force.
Having ·established the importance of dramatic suasion and theatrical
performance to antislavery argument at mid-century, Provocative Eloquence
then engages a captivating orator whom anti-slavery rhetors drew from the
pages of Shakespeare. 1he Merchant of Venice occupied a prominent place in
nineteenth-century U.S. theater but also in the classroom, drawing room,
courtroom, and lecture hall as a source of much admired speeches. Previ-
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ously overlooked is the role Portia's courtroom dialogue with Shylock in act 4
provided a rhetorical-performative strategy whereby Northerners opposed to
slavery could entrap its apologists by reinterpreting the Constitutional "bond"
among states as anti-slavery. Portia's eloquence reappears transformed in two
famous melodramas of the late 1850s, J. T. Trowbridge's Neighbor ]ackwood
(1857) and Dion Boucicault's 7he Octoroon (1859), which recover the agency of
Northern white men (heroic orators all) in legal disputes over slavery, replace
the male fugitive with the mixed-race tragic heroine, and find that rhetoric
secures rather than diffuses violent retribution. These surrogations are essential to a mid-nineteenth century determination that the legal question of
slavery required extralegal violence.
Chapter 5 argues that the North's eventual acceptance of John Brown's
use of force to overturn slavery depended on theatricalized performances
that coupled antislavery eloquence and violence. This chapter begins with an
overview of the cacophonic, evolving response to Brown's physical and verbal
performance of militant abolitionism at Harpers Ferry and in the aftermath,
from speeches by African American leaders to satirical doggerel in the popular white press. It then focuses on two 1859 stagings of John Brown: Kate
Edwards Swayze's drama, Ossawattomie Brown, or, 7he Insurrection at Harper's
Ferry, and Henry David Thoreau's highly theatrical "A Plea for Captain John
Brown." Thoreau and Swayze explicitly incorporate competing interpretations of Brown in their performances through theatrical forms, capturing in
speech and spectacle the need for eloquence that unites auditors in collective antislavery action-even warfare. This was one beliefJohn Wilkes Booth
shared with John Brown, and the chapter closes with the Lincoln assassin's
foray into oratory as inspired by the militant abolitionist.
Provocative Eloquence asks readers to reconsider the political work of the
antebellum theater by thinking less about the presumably stable ideological
valence of any particular performance (Forrest's Jack Cade in New York, for
instance) than the way in which antislavery speech readily drew upon theatrical forms and the provocations of antislavery speech made their way back to
the stage. This was especially the case at mid-century, as many who sought to
overturn slavery finally endorsed Garnet's provocative eloquence: "Let your
motto be Resistance! Resistance! RESISTANCE!" 109

One

Edwin Forrest and Heroic Oratory

"There is no room to fear that persuasion to this effect, though urged
with all the power of logic, and all the captivating arts of rhetoric, by
lips more eloquent than those that address you now, will lead too suddenly to change."
-Edwin Forrest, Oration Delivered at the Democratic Republican
Celebration (1838)

A September 25, 1831, New-York Mirror review of a soon-to-be-staged tragedy, The Gladiator by Robert Montgomery Bird, declares the opening scene
of the fourth act as "bear[ing] comparison with nearly the best of the modern
dramatists, if not the best." 1 The play, winner of Edwin Forrest's third U.S.
playwriting contest,2 treats the 731 1 B.C. gladiator rebellion led by Spartacus, a Thracian captive who, in the speech the reviewer found so admirable,
challenges Roman rule by embracing his purported barbarousness. "I thank
the gods I am barbarian," declares Spartacus,
For I can better teach the grace-begot
And heaven-supported masters of the earth,
How a mere dweller of a desert rock
Can bow their crown'd heads to his chariot wheels.
Man is heaven's work, and beggar's brats may 'herit
A soul to mount them up the steeps of fortune,
With regal necks to be their ste[p]ping-blocks. 3

In this celebrated speech and throughout the play, Spartacus's egalitarian vi-

sion fuels his soaring eloquence and his thirst for vengeance; comrades and
25
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enemies alike find the hero's powerful speech and capacity for violence to be
inextricable. Bird, with whom Forrest collaborated to revise the drama for
the stage, knew the yoking of articulacy to brawn through the figure of the
heroic noble savage was key to the star power of Forrest, whose commanding
voice, sculpted body, and explosive displays of emotion thrilled rowdy urban
audiences primed for stagings of equality wrested from tyrants.
Spartacus's speech in the fourth act points to the key concern of 1he Gladiator and of Forrest's tragic oeuvre as a whole: the vexed relationship between
speech and physical power. Significantly, Spartacus's eloquence, which unifies
the rebel forces at the start of the conflict, fails him as the tragedy unfolds,
his soldiers deserting him for other leaders and his Roman enemies dismissing the once-feared enemy as a lunatic. 4 In Forrest's other lead roles in such
tragedies as Metamora and Virginius, as well as Shakespeare's Othello, King
Lear, Richard III, Macbeth, and Hamlet, he repeatedly illustrated the capacity
of eloquence to marshal force but also the degradation of public speech in
the context of violent struggles for power. fo this sense, he participated in a
broader theatrical response to the centrality of oratory in antebellum public
life and attendant anxieties concerning the extravagant power of the eloquent.
Forrest performed in a culture deeply invested in oratory as a tool for political
action and moral uplift but also wary of the orator's command over audiences. As I discuss in the introduction, the neoclassical and Revolutionary
foundations of antebellum oratorical practice emphasized the heroic orator
whose words were, in Daniel Webster's formulation, "noble, sublime, godlike
action."5 But the model was also surrounded by the threat of the demagogue
or, perhaps worse, the undisciplined orator whose eloquence brings chaos. In
this context, theatrical stagings of public speaking gone astray took on added
significance, prompting the audience to reflect on the limits and the excesses
of the eloquent performer and the danger of ill-equipped or base auditors
finding in vigorous oratory a provocation to destructive behavior. Forrest's
success in heroic tragedies depended not only on his remarkable voice and
body but also on the deep relevance of both to reform discourse. Forrest's
stardom was fed by his repeated performance of heroic oratory and all that
it could unleash.
Today, we readily associate Edwin Forrest with popular turmoil because
of his connection to the Astor Place Riots of May 1849, when in response to
the appearance of British actor William Charles Macready's Macbeth at the
Astor Place Opera House and days of inflammatory editorials and broadsides, a mob of New Yorkers loyal to Forrest, who was performing in Gladiator at the Broadway Theatre, attempted to storm the venue, with deadly
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results. 6 Before Astor Place, Forrest found himself caught up in the Farren
Riot ofJuly 9, 1834, when in the midst of four days ofanti-abolitionist rioting
in the city, a mob responded to a rumor that the Bowery Theatre's English
stage manager George Farren had blasphemed the United States by descending upon the theater, where the evening performance of Metamora was a
benefit for Farren, and forced Forrest and his fellow cast members from the
stage. 7 Elizabeth Maddock Dillon recounts how the anti-British sentiment
of the mob dovetailed with its hatred for actions of the New England AntiSlavery Society, whose leaders were closely associated with British abolitionists Charles Stuart and George Thompson, and that the crowd was pacified
by the appearance of minstrel star George Washington Dixon in the character of Zip Coon. 8 Rosemarie Bank emphasizes that the mob, estimated at
over 1,000, only dispersed after "a hundred watchmen trooped in to the theatre, directed by the mayor and city aldermen and augmented with police."9
During "New York's year of the riots," 10 Forrest faced the collective violence
of white working-class men who could not be persuaded that theatrical performance was irrelevant to the urban labor market and the maintenance of
racial hierarchy.
The Farren Riot reminds us that Forrest's star rose in a decade when rapid
inflation, economic panic, competition among white and free blacks for work,
and increasing sectional tensions contributed to mob violence. Antislavery reform efforts in particular fueled riots, as the subject of the peculiar institution
seemed to touch on all of the above concerns.11 Fears over the socially deleterious effects of antislavery speech prompted, among other forms of censorship, the Congressional Gag Rule (1836-44), whereby the House refused to
consider antislavery petitions. For some, abolitionists were to blame for social
unrest; for others, legalized censorship and violent backlash confirmed the
savagery of any defending the peculiar institution. For William Lloyd Garrison in particular, argues Robert Fanuzzi, ''.Any strategy that championed the
right of free speech ... associated the abolition movement with a historic, ongoing struggle of a people against tyranny, and that included nonresistance,"
and Garrison "regarded every obstacle to the discussion of abolition'' in the
context of this long-standing struggle. 12 The Garrisonian philosophy of non. resistance was ennobled by the physical opposition it faced, taking part in a
grand Enlightenment narrative whereby peaceful, rational argument faced
tyrannous repression. In this vein, one who speaks against slavery heroically
defends the cause of liberty for all. When we consider Forrest's theatrical
performances of heroic oratory in this era, the question remains: Does one
who speaks of liberty for all necessarily attack slavery, even ifinadvertently?
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Four years after the Farren Riot, in in the more immediate aftermath of
city rioting associated with the Panic of 1837, Forrest offered a very different
performance, delivering the New York Democratic-Republican Party's July
4th oration to at least 4,000 gathered at the Broadway Tabernacle. Though
some feared that the star's performance would incite disorder among the
boisterous audience, it did no such thing. Forrest's 1838 oration, delivered in
an explicitly restrained style, was standard patriotic fare, laced not with radical invective but with the markers of the party's rhetoric: praise for Thomas
Jefferson, criticism of governmental intervention in the market, and prophecy of westward expansion. The Democratic-Republican party (referred to as
Democratic from here forward) was, in contrast with the Whigs, opposed to
a strong federal government and in particular a national bank. A number of
periodicals, Whig as well as Democratic, reviewed and excerpted the speech.
According to a classified ad in the Morning Herald (NY), W. R. Blake read
it as part of the evening's entertainments at New York's Franklin Theatre
on July 19,13 and party officials published it in pamphlet form the following
August, which prompted additional reviews, reprinting, and excerpting. 14 In
the wake of Forrest's oratorical success, the party asked him to serve as a
candidate for Congress from New York, but the thespian eventually rejected
the opportunity, citing his theatrical earning potential. 15
Because of his acting style, his Jacksonian affiliations, his penchant for
the violent rebel, and his association with two major theater riots of the era,
scholars have largely overlooked the emphasis Forrest places in the July 4th
oration on political discourse that eschews collective violence and the ways in
which this links Forrest's performance to the antislavery wing of the Democratic party. 16 This despite the fact that Forrest's partisan commitments, and
more specifically the intended political work of his theatrical performances,
has dominated scholarly treatment of his career, especially in recent decades.
Bruce McConachie influentially describes Forrest and his oeuvre as essentially Democratic and haltingly populist. Through the roles of heroes who nobly resist tyrannous government on behalf of an oppressed people, he argues,
Forrest captured the Jacksonian "contradiction between egalitarianism and
charismatic authority." 17 Given this emphasis, Forrest's July 4th oration has
most often been noted in passing by theater historians to emphasize Forrest's
relationship to a non-elite, urban constituency less concerned with the issue
of slavery than with the economic and political rights of the white working
class. 18 Multiple readings of Forrest's performance in Gladiator in particular
refer to his turn as Democratic orator and particular love of Andrew Jackson
in order to explain how a tragedy about slave revolt that premiered the same
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year as Nat Turner's rebellion could have been received by many on both sides
of the Mason Dixon line as not having an abolitionist tenor. 19
Forrest's July 4th oration complicates any simple vision of the political
work of the star's theatrical performances by revealing his complex engagement with the potentially incendiary nature of free expression in a democracy marked by economic inequality and chattel slavery. On the surface, the
oration demonizes those who would suppress popular speech in the name of
public safety and declares that the guarantee of free expression circumvents
popular violence. In this manner, Forrest offers a standard criticism of the
Whigs and defends one particular wing of the New York Democratic Party:
the Equal Rights Democrats or "Locofocos," who had been blamed with
instigating the 1837 New York Flour Riot. 20 But insofar as Forrest's defense
of peaceable free expression is, to use the terminology of Marvin Carlson,
haunted by his theatrical portrayal of the eloquent and bloody rebel and delivered in a venue haunted by attacks on abolitionists, it contains an implicit
threat of violence. 21 Such a realization brings us full circle to Gladiators ambiguous relationship to the slavery question.
A critical restaging of Forrest's July 4th oration as a defense of the Locofocos raises the possibility that the attempt to locate in Forrest's career a consistently legible Jacksonianism-proslavery, antislavery, populist, demagogic,
or otherwise-is, if not a fool's errand, then at least an interminable task.
We might more productively approach the first homegrown U.S. theatrical
star as an uncanny register of the era's investment in and fear of provocative
eloquence, an anxiety inextricable from the discourse surrounding slavery. In
this chapter, I closely consider the intertextual and interperformative qualities that made Forrest's speech available for largely unacknowledged political
work and argue that his heroic oratorical performance serves as an unlikely
prehistory to the antislavery use of theatricality in the 1850s. Approaching
Forrest not in his performance of the militant rebel but in his unique turn as
a rational orator, we discern the ways in which antebellum theatrical forms
functioned as powerful yet unstable rhetorical resources for radical reform.

"Mr. Forrest the Orator, Was Not Mr. Forrest the Actor"
On June 20, 1838, the New York Morning Herald commented concerning Forrest's upcoming oration, "The only difficulty to get over will be to find a room
large enough for the accommodation of the multitude."22 Around 2:00 p.m.
on July 4, over four thousand people, party enthusiasts and curious interlopers alike, crowded into a sweltering Broadway Tabernacle to hear and cheer
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the seventy-seven-minute performance. Anticipation was high. Though Forrest had proclaimed his love of President Jackson during curtain speeches,
an actor's delivery of.an official party oration was novel-its propriety had
been debated in the press in the preceding weeks-and Forrest was at the
height of professional and personal success, having received a hero's welcome
after returning from a successful tour of England in 1836-1837 with a British
bride on his arm. 23 More to the point, Forrest would bring to the podium
the malleable voice (said to move from a guttural bellow to a high-pitched
whine), barrel chest, large calves, burnished skin, Byronic shock of hair, and
wild eyes with which he regularly challenged theatrical decorum-much to
the delight of working-class fans (figure 1). Particularly through roles like
Spartacus, Forrest had developed a "theatre of yeoman independence," portraying physically and vocally forceful leaders fit to lead the masses against
corrupt and tyrannical government. 24 1he audience gathered at the Broadway
Tabernacle sought the latest incarnation of the Forrest hero, a new eloquent
rebel poised to spearhead a Democratic offensive in the name of the People.
Instead, as the purportedly unrevised published version of the oration and
most newspaper accounts of its delivery show, the audience was treated to a
standard instance of epideictic oratory in a period when the July 4th holiday
was observed with festivities (the reading of the Declaration, delivery of orations, recitation of odes) akin to "a religious service" in structure and pomp. 25
Forrest offers a calm exposition of party principles as echoing the values of
an American Revolution marked less by violence than by reasonable thought.
Thus he refuses to recount the scenes of battle by which the colonies wrested
liberty but instead celebrates "the glorious charter ofliberty"whose articulation of foundational Enlightenment ideals justified revolution and provided
the basis for the nation. 26 "How simple, how sublime, is the occasion of our
meeting!" he concludes his exordium, for this group has gathered "to solemnize the anniversary of an event which appeals, not to their senses nor to
their passions, but to their reason; to triumph at a victory, not of might, but of
right; to rejoice in the establishment, not of physical dominion, but of an abstract proposition," namely "the political equality of mankind."27 He proceeds
to identify the nation's foundational propositions as equality, majority rule,
"the protection of life, property, and social order," and free speech, or "leaving opinion free as the wind which bloweth where it listeth."28 "[T]hese,"
he concludes, "are the plain, eternal principles on which our fathers reared
that temple of true liberty." 29 With this final figure, Forrest drew upon what
Jenna M. Gibbs has traced as a well-established Anglo-American symbol,
Columbia (or Britannia) in the Temple of Liberty, part of a lexicon variously
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Fig. 1. "Forrest as Spartacus," undated period caricature. TS 992.6.6 (1-2), Houghton
Library, Harvard University.

employed on both sides of the Atlantic in deliberations over the nature of
freedom and citizenship-and inevitably over the morality of slavery. 30
Forrest continues the oration by insisting that the "simplicity" of the eternal principles "gives signal assurance of that inherent durability, which can
withstand unhurt the stormy conflicts of opinion, and the tempest breath of
the time. Simplicity is the invariable characteristic of truth."31 Simplicity is
Forrest's key term in a discourse that assumes societal progression toward an
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originary state of nature through the application of reason. "Simplicity is the
end, as it is the origin, of social effort," he declaims: "it is the goal, as well as
the starting post, on the course of nations."32 Forrest celebrates Jefferson for
"reducing the theory of freedom to its simplest elements," and situating the
author of the Declaration alongside Cadmus, Bacon, Newton, and Franklin,
he characterizes the American Revolution in terms of rational "experiment"
rather than martial contest. Such an account of human progress underpins
the party's laissez faire ethos. 33 "Here at last is discovered the grand political
truth," Forrest concludes,
that in the simplicity of government consists the strength and majesty of the people .... When the institutions of society shall conform
to the beautiful simplicity of nature, which does nothing in vain,
then will man have attained the utmost limit of human felicity....
Let us keep constantly in mind, that the sole end of government,
consistent with the unalienable equality of human rights, and the
greatest diffusion of happiness, is the mere protection of men from
mutual aggression, leaving them otherwise in unlimited freedom, to
follow their own pursuits, express their own opinions, and practise
[sic] their own faith. 34
Fittingly, then, the oration culminates not in a call for partisan struggle or renewed revolution but a vision of the natural, inexorable, peaceable extension
of a nation characterized as "the grandest, the most important experiment,
ever undertaken in the history of man."35
The irony of Forrest offering this vision in a decade that saw the brutal
implementation of federal Indian removal policy is astounding, though common in the era. As Forrest prophesied western lands populated by "a hundred millions of co-sovereigns, recognizing no law, but the recorded will of
a majority; no end of law, but mutual and equal good; no superior, but God
alone!,"36 Cherokee citizens were pursuing justice through the rational political discourse Forrest promoted, appealing directly to U.S. citizens, sending
delegations, petitions, and memorials to Washington, DC, and challenging
Georgia law in court. 37 As he imagined a government dedicated to protecting
inhabitants from mutual aggression, the administration of Martin Van Buren
was preparing troops to relocate the Cherokee at gunpoint. Having played
the tragic Indian chief Metamora for thousands of fans since 1829, Forrest
neglected to acknowledge the contemporary Native struggle against Euro-
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American tyranny when he took to the political podium. In this way too, he
reflected the mainstream views of the Democratic Party.
Despite Forrest's careful embrace of central Democratic themes, multiple
accounts of the event and reviews of the published speech suggest the star's
performance did not meet expectations. Visiting from Boston, Whig newspaper editor Dr. Joseph Palmer, whose observations appeared in the Daily
Commercial Bulletin (NY), was surprised to hear an oration that was "a fair,
calm disquisition on political government generally, free from loco-focoism
and party bias."38 He continued,
His oration ... was listened to with the most marked attention, interrupted by repeated bursts of applause, and at the conclusion the cheers
were long and loud, and yet it appeared to me that a large number
of the audience were disappointed in it. It did not seem to be radical
enough for them, and therein I thought was its great merit. I hope
they were satisfied; I certainly was not only satisfied with its general
tone, a few things only excepted, but felt gratified to find that the author was not disposed to act the character of the political brawler and
leveller [sic], which I feared he would feel himself obliged to assume.

An otherwise irreverent piece in the Morning Herald of July 6, 1838, con-

cluded with serious praise: "Mr. Forrest the orator, was not Mr. Forrest the
actor. "39 The reviewer, and indeed the rowdy audience that gathered in the
sweltering heat, likely anticipated the Forrest whose voice was said to roar
like a cataract and whose eyes were compared to flashes of lightning. Instead,
they found a speaker who read from a prepared text and who "remind[ed]
one very forcibly of Daniel Webster, though by no means an imitation. His
style is his own-it is manly-it is classic-it is chaste, and the very beau
ideal of simplicity." A Whig senator and the era's most prominent orator,
Webster resisted, at least until the 1840s, the emergent "middling rhetoric" of
Jacksonian oratory and employed the neoclassicism of the Revolutionary era.
Webster, that is, pursued the oratory of the elocutionary revolution, which
"subordinated argument to the tonal register of feelings" but also served as "a
ritualized forum for demonstrating self-control. "40 He was an orator whose
heroism lay in the ability to change the world through words alone. In contrast, argues Matthew Rebhorn, Forrest's sublimely volatile theatrical performances "purposely outstripped the elocution revolution's efforts at control" of
self of auditors. 41 The adjectives in the Morning Herald description indicate
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that Forrest's speech lacked unnecessary or distasteful rhetorical ornamentation and was marked by the regulated expression and elicitation of emotion. Given the party's anxieties about the behavior of the assembled crowd,
Forrest's decision to chasten his performance style was no doubt wise. And
surely it led to such comments as found in the Daily National Intelligencer
(Washington, DC): "Mr. Forrest's oration is well spoken of by all who heard
it, mingling the manner of the actor, however, with much real eloquence of
language. It was not sprinkled with Locofocoism, I am told."42
Forrest's oratorical decorum, I propose, had everything to do with his
strong association with the Equal Rights Party or "Locofocos," a prominent
wing of the city's Democratic party-and indeed, indicate the extent to which
he sought to advance the group's agenda. The Locofoco platform, as captured
in the party's July 1837 Declaration ofRights, was explicitly Jeffersonian, echoing the Declaration of Independence's emphasis on natural rights; asserting "unqualified hostility to bank notes and paper money," "to any and all
monopolies by legislation," "to the dangerous and unconstitutional creation
of vested rights," and to legislative curtailment of trial by jury; and finally,
affirming the legislature's ability to alter or repeal previous legislative acts. 43
The Locofocos coalesced as an anti-bank Democratic faction in October 1835
when they directly challenged the authority of the New York Democratic
Party establishment, Tammany Hall. At the meeting for selecting candidates,
Tammany officials had unceremoniously cut off the group's protests and the
meeting by turning out the lights. Those who stayed behind to assemble their
own slate lit matches, or locofocos, and thereby gained a nickname associating them with incendiary politics. 44 This association was driven home with
the Flour Riot on February 13, 1837, when a Locofoco rally at which orators
blamed monopolies for the surge in flour prices in the city culminated in the
departure of auditors to ransack and burn multiple warehouses. 45 A movement that started with an act of peaceable resistance to Tammany authority
was viewed as emblematic of working-class volatility unleashed by irresponsible speech.
When Forrest took the stage on July 4, 1838, audiences sympathetic and
hostile alike anticipated his explosive theatrical style would serve to further
rouse an unruly Locofoco constituency. By conforming to the controlled display of emotion common to elocutionary practice of the day and, as Alan
Ackerman has it, explicitly "appeal[ing] not to the passions of his spectators
but to their reason," Forrest undermined the expectations of his theatrical
fans in order to defend the Equal Rights platform as socially constructive
rather than disruptive. 46 More specifically, he carefully and rationally pre-
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sented that platform as inherently opposed to what he regularly performed in
theatrical venues: the use of collective violence in pursuit of political reform.
This heroic oratory accomplished its goal without the sword. Perhaps Forrest
drew inspiration from Shakespeare's King Henry IV, Part I, in which Prince
Hal anticipates the advantageous effect of his having slummed in East Cheap
before ascending to the court, declaring, "My reformation, glittering o'er my
fault,/ Shall show more goodly and attract more eyes / Than that which hath
no foil to set it off."47
Most likely, as the newspapers speculated, Forrest developed his strategy
in consultation with his dear friend, and fondest theater critic, the outspoken Democrat William Leggett, whose political editorials had inspired the
Locofoco movement.48 Certainly Leggett had a reputation for vituperative
writing-what mentor William Cullen Bryant later celebrated as "words
of fire" 49-and was readily attacked as an agitator in an era of popular disturbances. Yet, explains Jeffrey Sklansky, Leggett "defined his own vision of
popular politics against the wave of urban riots that formed the underside of
Jacksonian politics," and while his writings "owed [their] expressive force to
the theatrical conventions of melodrama," they did not promote violent confrontation with malevolence so much as harness such spectacle to political
ends. 50 Whether Leggett authored, co-authored, or simply inspired Forrest's
oration,51 it explicitly emphasized the individual's rational, peaceful participation in democratic processes, in contrast to revolutionary upheaval.
Forrest directly addresses the skeptic's fear of an unruly mob responsive to
the silver-tongued speaker by characterizing his own speech as simple and by
describing such skepticism as fundamentally un-American. During troubled
times, notes Forrest via imagery from Macbeth, "there are a sort of boding political soothsayers, who, with malignant alacrity of evil augury, magnify each
transient speck into a fearful harbinger of desolating tempests." 52 "But how
pitiful," he continues, "how worse than pitiful, the wretched aim of those,
who gloat over these rare and transient ebullitions of tumultuous rage as
supplying an argument against the adequacy and benign effects of democratic government!"53 Those who find in the Flour Riot evidence that public
speech must be curtailed in the name of public safety actually seek to undermine the nation's democracy and, he continues, find a governmental model in
Britain. 54 Having thus questioned the patriotism of those fearful of popular
unrest, Forrest spends the remainder of his refutation linking the nation's
security and happiness to the fact that nothing apart from the "gentle weapon
of suffrage" is needed to secure the People's rights. 55 His words in defense of
the absolute equality of individuals'"moral rights" (the philosophical founda-
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tion for the Equal Rights Party's anti-monopolism and anti-Bank positions)
are worth quoting at length:
There is no room to fear that persuasion to this effect, though urged
with all the power of logic, and all the captivating arts of rhetoric, by
lips more eloquent than those that address you now, will lead too suddenly to change. Great change in social institutions, even of acknowledged errors, cannot be instantly accomplished, without endangering
those boundaries of private right which ought to be held inviolate
and sacred. Hence it happily arises, that the human mind entertains
a strong reluctance to violent transitions, not only where the end is
doubtful, but where it is clear as the light of day, and beautiful as the
face of truth; and it is only when the ills of society amount to tyrannous impositions, that this aversion yields to a more powerful incentive of conduct. Then leaps the sword of revolution from its scabbard,
and a passage to reformation is hewn out through blood. But how
blest is our condition, that such a resort can never be needed. 56
The Locofoco spokesperson confirms that change would be gradual, violence
unnecessary, and the orator an heroic participant in the peaceful, deliberative
process at the heart of democracy. As the Democratic Review concluded in its
enthusiastic response to Forrest's address, the star thus "developed the majestic strength of the popular cause in gigantic vastness and repose"-rather
than in active revolt-"and proved the unshaken sway of the cardinal principles of democracy over the minds and wills of which the simple exertion
can place our cause in triumph."57 Forrest's oxymoron, the "gentle weapon,"
captures a sea change in how the masses assert their moral rights: without
violence.
But surely audiences did not overlook the fact that while Forrest the
orator emphasized humanity's "strong resistance to violent transitions" and
would not claim the power to stir the throngs to revolt in the name of equal
rights, Forrest the actor claimed such power on a nightly basis-and Forrest's
identity was inextricable from his most famous dramatic roles. 58 ln his seminal work, 7he Haunted Stage, Carlson details how theatrical performances are
surrounded and infused by the memories of previous performances, theatrical and otherwise. "[T]he memory of that recycled material" of the theater,
especially the dramas, actors, production elements, and venues, "contributes
in no small measure to the richness and density of the operations of theatre
in general as a site of memory, both personal and cultural."59 Reception, no
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less than creation, takes place in a tangle of performance genealogies themselves composed of reused material, such that audience expectations "are the
residue of memory of previous such experiences." Of the "recycled body of
an actor" in particular, Carlson writes, "already a complex bearer of semiotic
messages, [it] will almost inevitably in a new role evoke the ghost or ghosts
of previous roles if they have made any impression whatever on the audience,
a phenomenon that often colors and indeed may dominate the reception
process."60 The press surrounding Forrest's performances confirms that the
star was inseparable from his noble heroes whose violent ends he portrayed
with such gusto, and certainly Forrest's popularity with Democrats depended
on the nature of his heroic roles. A short 1837 biography "Written by an Individual Who Had Known Him from His Boyhood" declares, "The feeling
[of Spartacus] so consonant to his warm heart gives it the full force of nature,
which to imitate, constitutes perfection in the performer. "61
One imagines, then, the audience for Forrest's oration seeing not simply
the well-groomed, statuesque declaimer before them but a matrix of individuals akin to a contemporary rendering of Forrest's most popular roles:
Spartacus, Macbeth, and Jack Cade (figure 2). The text anticipates Forrest's
haunted body as it pairs the eschewal of popular violence with a thrilling reference to "tyrannous impositions,""the sword of revolution," and "blood."62 ln
the words of the address and in its delivery, Forrest associates Locofocos not
with riot-not with the scenes of bloody revolution he enacts elsewherebut with gradual reform attained through the exercise of suffrage and possible
only in the context of free speech. To do so, he establishes his representative
control over his considerable emotions and remarkable physique through the
contrast between Forrest the orator and Forrest the actor, between heroic
eloquence of revolution's observance and revolution itself, between Edwin
the Democrat and Spartacus the Rebel.
Responses to Forrest's political dalliance in 1838 affirm his haunting and
the range of interpretations it afforded. As the New York Democrats continued to press Forrest to run for Congress, the Morning Herald of October
17, 1838, commented, "If Forrest should 'stand the hazard of the die,"' quoting
Richard III, in which Forrest had starred, "it will bring up an entire new question both in theatricals and politics."63 Emphasizing that no "mere player" in
the history of the world had ever succeeded in becoming a political leader,
the Whig writer quotes Macbeth as he issues a challenge to the star of Gladiator. "Spartacus is the first and last attempt of the kind-and he died 'with
the harness on his back.' Stand, Forrest, for the novelty of it."The partisan's
sarcastic dismissal of Forrest's candidacy through a mash-up of his most fa-
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Fig. 2. "Edwin Forrest"by F. F. Oakley, 1856. (Courtesy of Prints and Photographs
Division, Library of Congress, LC-DIG-pga-04004.)
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mous roles indicates that he either failed to see or willfully dismissed the
star's defense of the Locofocos, as that defense depends on the distinction
between his theatrical and oratorical styles. At the same time, it captures
another strain in Forrest's oration and broader political discourse of the era:
rhetorical militarism, or the use of military metaphors in partisan debate.
This suggests the possibility that Forrest's strategic use of his theatrical associations might have done more than re-characterize Locofocos as peaceable;
the effectiveness of Forrest's rational rhetoric depends on an undercurrent of
barely veiled aggression.
Forrest's strategic conjuring and eschewal of bloody revolution draws
upon a well-established anti-Jacobinism in U.S. political discourse and in
the popular genre of the July 4th oration more specifically. 64 Since the bloody
aftermath of the French Revolution, rhetors from both political parties had
come to frame the American Revolution as a political event marked more
by the rational development of principles than physical resistance to British
rule, much as Forrest does in his oration. But as Rachel Hope Cleves documents, whereas conservatives (Federalists then Whigs) conjured the threat of
Jacobinism to justify prior restraint,Jeffersonians began to describe governmental suppression of speech in the name of public safety as itself violentanother "reign of terror." 65 With the rise of anti-Jacobin discourse and the
related distrust of violent passions, revolutionary struggle shifted from the
actual battlefield to a discursive one. Yet rhetorical militarism had a "bipolar
power," according to Cleves; it could underwrite pacifism or inspire retaliation against violent opponents. 66
William Cullen Bryant, who at the time of Forrest's oration was the beleaguered editor of New York's Democratic Evening Post, captured this in
an 1837 poem, "The Battle-field," which Forrest quotes in his July 4th oration. When Bryant wrote the poem, he was coping with the choices Leggett
had made while serving as editor of the Evening Post during Bryant's 18341836 sojourn in Europe .. In those years, Leggett had defended the rights of
workers to unionize and declared himself an abolitionist, thereby alienating
many readers and imperiling the periodical. 67 Bryant defended Leggett upon
return, embraced the same causes, and "resolved to make the Evening Post
the conscience of the country." 68 "The Battle-Field" appeared in the inaugural issue of the Democratic Review, a bastion of cultural nationalism and
Democratic politics. Ostensibly a celebration of Revolutionary soldiers and a
reassertion of violent rebellion's superfluity in the present day, Bryant's poem
midway turns to the "harder strife" of those who, like himself, are locked in a
rhetorical battle against market and partisan forces threatening to silence the
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Truth of the forefathers once and for all. For his part, Forrest quotes the most
hopeful stanza (the first of the three included below) of a poem that ends
with a vision of never-ending struggle:
Truth, crushed to earth, shall rise again;
The eternal years of God are her's;
But Error, wounded, writhes with pain,
And dies among his worshippers.
Yea, though thou lie upon the dust,
When those who helped thee flee in fear,
Die full of hope and manly trust,
Like those who fell in battle here.
Another hand thy sword shall wield,
Another hand the standard wave,
Till from the trumpet's mouth is pealed
The blast of triumph o'er thy grave. 69
Forrest, then, acknowledges the nation's leading poet and his friend Leggett's
outspoken champion as a fellow solider in a battle to protect and sustain the
freedom to voice political opinion. 70 It would appear Forrest finds in Bryant's
poem inspiration for the metaphorical sword that indicates the translation of
physkal struggle into discursive battle.
Yet the persistence of battle imagery in Bryant's poem and Forrest's oration indicates the extent to which Forrest's defense of the Locofocos and
of free speech more broadly depends on an implied threat of force. Because
Forrest was yoked to the bloody roles of rebel leader, power-hungry traitor,
and noble savage, his reference in the long passage quoted above to "reformation [] hewn out through blood" indicates not only the distance between the
battles of the Revolution and contemporary political deliberations but also
warns opponents that the suppression of speech or the curtailment of suffrage would no doubt produce a violent response. Put another way, even as
Forrest claims to sheath the actual sword of revolution, he rhetorically frames
the people as a sword of Damocles, ever poised to strike against tyranny. Forrest reaffirms individual rights not through the acts of violence he publicly
disowns but through dire prophecy: no one, not even the virile hero, will be
able to halt collective violence ifthe rights and demands of the People are not
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respected. This heroic orator does not push the audience toward violence but
reminds them oftheir potential for such.
Fittingly for the holiday, Forrest reinforces thiswith a subsequent reflection
on the nation from which he had recently returned, an "aristocratic" England
incapable of "restrain[ing] the outbreaks of popular phrenzy," including acts by
"the riotous and incendiary sons of agriculture,""the pale operatives of manufactories," and a press-gang, all of whom "contend[] for the inestimable right
of personal freedom" but are subdued "at the bayonet's point."71 In this way,
Forrest recalls the bloody events surrounding reform in Britain, including the
notorious Peterloo Massacre of 1819 when, at St. Peter's Field in Manchester, a
cavalry rode upon an assembled crowd demanding Parliamentary reform, kill.:.
ing eleven and wounding hundreds. 72 Once again, then, Forrest's description of
peaceable democracy stands in contrast with unwarranted governmental force
that creates rather than restrains a passionate response. "The dams and embankments of arbitrary power may, for a while, compel the stream of society to
flow in a direction contrary to that of nature,))he acknowledges,
but wider is the havoc of the deluge, when the flood sweeps away its
bounds, and gushes in wild torrents over the land. Happy, then, that
country, whose simple polity places no restraint on opinion, which,
feely expressing itself in the constituted modes, continually conforms
the institutions to the public will, and thus prevents all occasion and
excuse for violent disruption and change. 73
Appropriately for a July 4th oration, Forrest defines the freedoms of the
United States in contrast with the restrictions on liberty in the nation from
which it separated. But in the ambiguity of the reference ("that country"), he
hints that there are signs that freedom of opinion may be endangered in the
United States.
Forrest's exceedingly intertextual oration insists on the power of speech
alone to secure and protect rights, but his layered performance succeeds
through the ghostly presence of theatrical appearances in which eloquence
and physical violence are natural allies in the confrontation with tyranny. This
heroic orator at once promulgates the self-control of the Locofocos and implies that events like the Flour Riot are bound to happen if the government
colludes with business interests against the will of the worker. These are the
limits of our restraint, Forrest insists; these are the conditions under which
mob violence will justifiably recur.
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"As Full of' Abolitionism' as an Egg Is of Meat"
Forrest's strategic emphasis on irrepressible rebellion in the presence of unnatural tyranny is appropriate in a work celebrating Jefferson, who (in)famously asserted, "The tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to time
with the blood of patriots & tyrants."74 Forrest's prophetic tone reminds one
even more of Jefferson's most candid reflections on the future of slavery in
America. "Indeed I tremble for my country," Jefferson writes in Notes on the
State of Virginia,
when I reflect that God is just: that his justice cannot sleep for ever:
that considering numbers, nature and natural means only, a revolution of the wheel of fortune, an exchange of situation, is among
possible events: that it may become probable by supernatural interference! The Almighty has no attribute which can take side with us
in such a contest. 75
A slave-owning son of liberty, Jefferson knew only too well the increasing
irony and difficulty of maintaining slavery in the new nation, and he paired
his advocacy for gradual, comprehensive emancipation with a foretelling of
divine wrath picked up in subsequent antislavery discourse. Forrest praises
Jefferson and his fellow revolutionaries without ever mentioning the peculiar institution, yet he does not exorcise the threat of domestic slave revolt
as articulated by the architect of the Declaration. Indeed, his emphasis on
intractable violence in the context of repressed speech resonates with contemporaneous turmoil over the censorship of antislavery views and the related emergence of antislavery sentiment within a faction of the Democratic
party.76
In 1838, the issue of free speech was inherently wedded to the discussion
of slavery, and no one was more certain of this than Forrest's possible collaborator, Leggett. 77 In the first half of the decade, Leggett criticized calls for
immediate emancipation as "fanaticism'' and voiced support for colonization
efforts. However, writing in the Evening Post in response to the July 1834 antiabolitionist violence in New York, which began with an attack on abolitionist
minister Charles Grandison Finney's Chatham Street Chapel (formerly a
theater) and included the Farren Riot, Leggett lambasted such attacks as
"neither just nor politic" and blamed the editors who spurred them. 78 Leggett
was sensitive to a harsh irony, writes Sean Wilentz: "While they condoned
violation of other men's rights to free speech, the editors (who liked to pose
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as gentlemen) spoke dangerously, in ways calculated to excite the basest emotions of the mob." 79 A year later, Leggett linked anti-abolitionist violence
directly to censorship in his criticism of the postmaster of Charleston, South
Carolina, for refusing to deliver abolitionist tracts. He concluded, "It is the
bounden duty of the Government to protect the abolitionists in their constitutional right of free discussion; and opposed, sincerely and zealously as
we are, to their doctrines and practise, we should be still more opposed to
any infringement of their political or civil rights." 8 For his blunt editorials,
Leggett was kicked out of the Democratic Party by Tammany officials in
October 1835, living proof of how "anti-Black and antiabolitionist riots split
the working class."81 It was iO: response to the treatment of their hero that
soon-to-be-named Locofocos came prepared to light matches at the Tammany meeting.
During the mid-183os, Leggett's increasingly embattled position as editor, the incessant violence directed at abolitionists, and legal efforts to suppress antislavery speech, especially the Gag Rule, brought about Leggett's
full "conversion'' to abolitionism. Writing in the pages of his new paper, 7he
P!aindealer, on January 14, 1837, Leggett declared, "[E]very succeeding effort
of intolerance, every outbreak of violence, every tumultuous attempt to invade
the sacred right of speech and of the press, has swelled the number of those
who, in the true spirit of the Constitution, assert the equal claim of all mankind to the blessings ofliberty.""We cannot give up Freedom for the sake of
Union," he concluded; "We cannot give up the principle of vitality, the very
soul of political existence, to secure the perishing body from dismemberment.
No! rather let it be hewed to pieces, limb by limb, than, by dishonourable
compromise, obtain a short renewal of the lease of life, to be dragged out in
servitude and chains."82 The slavery question had become inextricably bound
to the fate of free speech for Leggett; the curtailment of free expressionwhite men's free expression-prompted him to become an abolitionist and
compelled him to employ brutal figures resonant with revolutionary violence.
Leggett was in the vanguard of Jacksonian Democrats whose "antimonopoly, hard-money, and free-trade beliefs"- their essentially egalitarian commitments-eventuated in full-throated rejections of slavery in the
183os.83 In the two subsequent decades, Jonathan Earle argues, their antislavery arguments would contribute to the Free Soil Movement and the
fracturing of an alliance between Northern and Southern Democrats. Still,
antislavery Jacksonians and the Free Soilers who followed were not consistently anti-racist, as their distrust of aristocracy rested on a vision of white
workingmen's rights. Nor did they follow in the footsteps of evangelicals like
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Finney, rejecting slavery as sinful. 84 For this group, slavery posed a threat to
white men's economic status and civil rights.
Forrest's emphasis on democratic free speech as a guarantor of peace that
is worth defending in war aligns with Leggett's editorials and fed suspicions
that Leggett had authored the oration. 85 Such suspicions indicate how an
address that studiously avoided mention of slavery was nonetheless infused
with it. Consider as well that Forrest delivered his praise for free expression
in a venue associated with radical abolitionism and its attempted suppression. Finney and his congregants relocated from the Chatham Street Chapel
to the Broadway Tabernacle in 1836, and soon found themselves once again
threatened by critics of antislavery preaching and racial integration. 86 Reflecting on venues as also filled with memories of previous performances, Carlson
observes, "the 'something else' that this space was before, like the body of the
actor that exists before it is interpellated into a character, has the potential,
often realized, of 'bleeding through' the process of reception, the process I
have called ghosting." 87 Though Finney had left New York in 1837 for Ohio
and the Broadway Tabernacle was no longer the scene of such controversy,
the venue no doubt retained an association with Finney and reminders that
it had been maliciously burned during construction but finally completed as
a site for the espousal of an egalitarian evangelicalism. 88 Remembering that
Leggett's journey toward abolitionism began with his disgust over the July
1834 attack on Chatham Street Chapel, and that Forrest had been driven from
the stage of the Broadway Theatre during that same bout of anti-abolitionist
rioting, Forrest's Leggettian emphasis on free speech could not be extricated
from the antislavery history enveloping the stage on which he spoke. 89
Nor could Forrest's body be entirely dissociated from that of the enslaved
African American due to his early performances in blackface and the popularity of his Othello and Spartacus portrayals. 90 Peter P. Reed concludes that
1he Gladiators remarkable "unwilling[ness] to divulge its relationship to African American slavery" arose in part from its inscription of"subtle racial associations on working-class American bodies," as made palpable in the subtle
racial associations inscribed on the body of the laboring Forrest. 91 Despite
the play's debut the same year as Nat Turner's rebellion, reviews of 1he Gladiator in performance are largely free of references to contemporary slavery, and
theater historians, with the recent exceptions of Reed and Heather Nathans,
have long concluded that audiences found in Forrest's Spartacus a hero of exclusively white liberty, a classical model for the nation's founding and ongoing process of democratization rather than for African Americans' clash with
slaveholding power. 92 In this understanding, the tragic arc of 1he Gladiator, in
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which Spartacus loses his eloquence along with his authority as the vengeful
passions of his fellow rebels overwhelm rational military strategy, parallels
Forrest's oratorical promotion of unfettered political expression in the interest of defending white Locofocos as nonviolent, but it does not parallel a
defense of physically defiant enslaved African Americans.
Yet playwright Robert Montgomery Bird, who was no abolitionist, privately expressed concerns about Southern audiences' reception of the play,
speculating that if"the Gladiator were produced in a slave state, the managers, players, [and] perhaps myself in the bargain, would be rewarded with the
Penitentiary!"93 Walt Whitman famously went so far as to declare in a review
of Forrest's performance in 1846, "This play is as full of 'Abolitionism' as an
egg is of meat." He elaborated, "Running o'er with sentiments of libertywith eloquent disclaimers of the right of the Romans to hold human beings
in bondage-it is a play, this Gladiator, calculated to make the he.arts of the
masses swell responsively to all those nobler manlier aspirations in behalf
of mortal freedom!" 94 With a hero who initially wins respect by refusing to
kill for sport but whose dying words are a ruthless command to his troops"Romans are straws.-No prisoners.-Naught but blood"95- The Gladiator
prompted spectators to imagine their response to a situation in which "sentiments of liberty," though exquisitely and urgently articulated, can be realized
only through ferocious insurrection of the kind prophesied by Jefferson and
feared by Southerners. One's response to theatrical slave rebellion could potentially clarify one's response to rebellion off stage. For his part, Leggett in
July 1837 cast himself and his readership as a passive audience to slave revolt:
"Should the oppressed bondmen, impatient of the tardy progress of truthurged only in discussion, attempt to burst their chains by a more violent and
shorter process, ... we should stand a sad spectator of the conflict; and whatever commiseration we might feel for the discomfiture of the oppressors, we
should pray that the battle might end in giving freedom to the oppressed."96
When Forrest declared within the Broadway Temple that no bloody action
would be needed to effect change in America because of the guarantee of free
expression, then immediately conjured the irrepressible "sword of revolution,"
he primed an audience for the extra-theatrical spectacle of rebellion in the
context of failed speech.
In the months after Forrest's oration, in the lead-up and aftermath to
his refusal of candidacy, commentators both friendly and hostile to Forrest's
candidacy raised the issue of his murky stance vis-a-vis slavery. Forrest officially declined to run because he could make more money acting. 97 The
popular press buzzed with speculations as to unofficial reasons, including that
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he was insufficiently abolitionist for Leggett-inspired Locofocos. The Morning Herald of October 17, 1838, reported that Forrest would "decline in favor
of Leggett," despite the former's superior "talent and discretion" and pointedly predicted that the success of the Whigs in the 1840 presidential election
would depend on the outcome of New York's congressional race in 1838. 98
New York editorialists were not the only newspapermen who found national
importance in the race, especially once Leggett's candidacy was challenged
by Isaac Varian, a Tammany leader and future New York mayor. The Daily
National Intelligencer paid close attention to the debates over the Democratic
nominee, emphasizing Leggett's support for and Varian's opposition to the
outlawing of slavery within the nation's capital (a highly contested issue in
that election cycle). A correspondent to the Intelligencer reported on October 22, 1838, that Leggett had ultimately failed to gain the nomination not
because of his abolitionism; to the contrary, his serious consideration was
proof, the writer believed, that the majority of "the Slam Bang Locofocos"
had embraced his views on "equality in all things, races, colors, and so-forths."
Leggett failed because "the Locofocos have all body and no head. The Conservatives in disguise here are the head, and the Locofoco multitude is the body,
with the legs and arms." 99 Persistently characterized as physical, unintelligent, inarticulate, and subject to cooptation, Locofocos remained excluded
from party power and tainted by association with antislavery speech. Still,
according to a piece from the Morning Herald reprinted in the New York
Colored American on October 27, 1838, the struggle between Tammany and
the Locofocos had confirmed anti-abolitionists' fears that rather than debates
over federal involvement in banking, "It is the question of _abolition-and
abolition alone that now agitates the country, and preys on its vitals." 100 Forrest's contemporaries were no more certain of the star's stance on the issue of
slavery than twenty-first century scholars, but his 1838 oration-text, delivery,
audience, and venue-was deeply entangled with a branch of antislavery discourse that held freedom of speech sacrosanct.
In an August 16, 1838, piece titled "Rhetorical Flourishes," the Emancipator indicated this by reprinting the Richmond Whigs observation that when
Forrest referred to "fifteen millions of fellow-men" celebrating the national
holiday, the number necessarily included African Americans, free and enslaved.101 Whether or not Forrest had intended to extend equality to African
Americans (the Whig seemed to imply he did not), his words brought African
Americans into fellowship with the heroes of the Revolution and those gathering to memorialize them in 1838. This, of course, was the rhetorical tactic
pursued by David Walker, Henry Highland Garnet, and Frederick Douglass
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in key texts of abolitionism. The ambiguity of Forrest's position was undeniably heightened by his oration's emphasis on the suppression of free speech
and corresponding mass violence. That concern had led Forrest's strongest
advocate and dearest friend to abolitionism and would work the same transformation in other Jacksonian Democrats whose foundational political cause
was the progress of white working men.

"All Poetry Is, Indeed, Essentially Democratic"
In "Forrest, the Tragedian'' of August 1, 1838, The Hesperian quoted a blunt
assessment of Forrest's oration from The New Yorker. "while most of it is well
enough and very like Fourth-of-July Orations in general, there is very little
that one would be likely to remember a week here afterward, unless it be
some of the quotations." 102 Indeed, Forrest drew upon striking lines of verse
not only by William Cullen Bryant but also by John Milton, Alexa~der Pope,
and Walter Scott, among others. 103 Responding to a report that the oration
included "frequent quotations from Shakspeare [sic]," a writer for the Baltimore Patriot imagined Forrest repurposing the bard's work to denounce the
national bank and Van Buren's presidency. "In reference to the many promises
made in the earlier years of Jacksonianism," the satirist sneers, "the orator
might have described the people of the United States in the predicament of
Hamlet, 'Eating air[,] promise-crammed."' 104 He concludes the whole piece
with reference to Shakespeare's buffoonish Jack Cade (a figure whom Forrest
would reclaim as a democratic hero after Leggett's death in 1838). 105 As much
fun as the Baltimore Patriot had with a politicization of Shakespeare, the basis
for his criticism appears as insubstantial as the false promises described, for
the print version of Forrest's oration, while overflowing with others' words,
contains only three phrases (ten words total) from Shakespeare's works.
What the oration does contain are ample quotations from a longstanding
British tradition promoting rational progress through the free expression of
ideas. Consider the passage Forrest offers from Milton's famous repudiation
of censorship, Areopagitica (1644): "Though all the winds of doctrine were
let loose to play upon the earth, so truth be in the field, we do injuriously,
by licensing and prohibiting, to misdoubt her strength. Let her and falsehood grapple! for who ever knew truth put to the worse in a free and open
encounter? Her confuting is the best and surest suppressing." 106 As we saw
with Forrest's recitation of lines by Bryant, the intertextual accumulation of
military metaphors for the open contest of ideas rather than the clash of
armed bodies reinforces the orator's performance of self-control ghosted by
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the willingness to back words with force. But the misattribution of Forrest's
quotations to Shakespeare brings into relief the way in which theatrical overtones seemingly harnessed to particular political ends could send interpreters
far afield. If some of Forrest's audience members assumed the actor-turnedorator inevitably channeled the Bard of Avon, those more knowledgeable of
the Anglo-American archive on which he drew might not even share conclusions he and Leggett had drawn. Forrest's recitation of passages by Percy
Bysshe Shelley in particular raised additional specters of armed rebellion,
tyrannous suppression of speech, and the antislavery potential of romantic
performance.
Forrest, who owned Shelley's collected works in his expansive library, 107
included in his 1838 oration two stanzas from Shelley's verse dramas Queen
Mab (1813) and Revolt ofIslam (1817, originally Laon and Cythna). The latter
of these represents Shelley's explicit attempt to aestheticize democratic commitments-an artistic act likely endearing to Forrest and his friend Leggett.
Critic Michael Henry Scrivener argues that Shelley wrote it as "a practical attempt to counter [William] Hazlitt,"who had lamented in an 1816 review of
a Coriolanus production, "although democracy is ethically correct, aristocracy
and absolutist power are most susceptible to aesthetic representation .... The
natural tendency of poetry is to foster authoritarianism, a love for tyrannical power, and a contempt for the people."108 Coriolanus, it is worth noting,
begins with the titular hero's suppression of a grain riot, and in January 1838,
between the Flour Riot and his July 4th oratory, Forrest debuted the role
unsuccessfully in New York and Philadelphia. 109 Countering assertions like
Hazlitt's was, of course, the driving force behind Forrest's repertoire, his acting style, his sponsorship of the American playwriting contest~, and his cultivated public persona:The cultural organ of his political party, the Democratic
Review, praised Forrest on the occasion of his July 4th oration for making
clear that "All poetry, indeed, is essentially democratic.""Poetry can never be
made the instrument of oppression," the Review continued, "and the poetry
of England, in particular, has gloriously contributed to swell the mighty current of democratic feeling which is now spreading over the world, and which
promises results so vast for the future destiny of the human race." 110 The
Democratic Review, like Forrest, revered Shelley for setting out explicitly to
versify democratic speech. 111
Shelley's democratic commitments were decidedly nonviolent in the
tradition of William Godwin; in an era of Revolution marked by collective
brutality and suppression of opposition, Shelley was "an uncompromising
republican and anti-militarist"who envisioned the poet as diviner of an ideal
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intended to reclaim and purify the People's pursuit of institutional reform. 112
His verse, then, communicated a vision of gradual but irresistible social progress rather than violent revolution113-despite the terror wielded by corrupt
leaders. The poet served as prophet or visionary in this cause, as Shelley made
clear in the closing lines of"The Defence of Poetry" (1821):
Poets are the hierophants of an unapprehended inspiration, the mirrors of the gigantic shadows which futurity casts upon the present, the
words which express what they understand not, the trumpets which
sing to battle and feel not what they inspire: the influence which is
moved not, but moves. Poets are the unacknowledged legislators of the

World.114

Poets, that is, do not decree action but "guide the general will by expressing it"
(a description identical to that of ideal eloquence). 115 Queen Mab and Revolt
ofIslam insist that the general will longs for a peaceful and enduring realm of
liberty. Through selected quotations, Forrest echoes the pacifism of Shelley
and, in an Emersonian manner, unites the roles of democratic poet and orator
as one whose political work is less institutional than inspirational. 116 As we
shall see, however, Shelley was no less than Leggett a vexed figure for Forrest
to call upon in a performance of heroic oratory.
In Queen Mab, the Fairy Qyeen comes upon the sleeping Ianthe, transports her soul to the Qyeen's palace in order to view all human history, including instances of despotic oppression, bloody war, false religion, selfish commerce, and deceptive eloquence. From this work, Forrest extracts a description
of the utopic eclipse of Religion by Nature, reframing it to emphasize how the
United States-"the temple of true liberty"-persists unscathed by the bloody
unrest of the centuries (the verse is Shelley's, the prose Forrest's):
"When the sweeping storm of time
Has sung its death dirge o'er the ruined fanes
And broken altars of the mighty fiend
Whose name usurps her honors, and the blood,
Through centuries clotted there, has floated down
The tainted flood of ages,"that shrine shall stand, unshaken by the beating surge of change, and
only washed to purer whiteness by the deluge that overwhelms all
other political fabrics.11 7
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Likewise, Forrest draws upon the Revolt of Islam, which imagines revolutionary leaders resistant to the surfeit of violence that marked the French
Revolution but destined to be defeated, to celebrate the wedding ofliberty to
peace in the young nation. From a section in which the hero, Laon, describes
the promise held by America, Forrest takes a passage to elucidate the United
States' rapid development:
Whence is derived the strange act1V1ty which has wrought this
change-so vast, so sudden, it almost makes the wildest tales of magic
credible? Whence?-but from the inspiring influence of equal democratic liberty.
"Yes, in the desert there is built a home
For freedom . Genius is made strong to rear
The monuments of man beneath the dome
Of a new Heaven. Myriads assemble there
. Whom the proud lords of man, in rage or fear,
Drive from their wasted homes."
No need of standing armies here . ... Here at last is discovered the
grand political truth, that in the simplicity of government consists the
strength and majesty of the people. 118
Forrest's citation of Shelley's verse is judicious; the poet's critique of organized religion is jettisoned in the interest of figuring an ideal U.S. democracy
in persistent, peaceful defiance of all who seek to suppress political movements of the People.
A close reading of these passages is not sufficient to an understanding of
the range of political meanings generated by Forrest's oratorical inclusion of
Shelley's verse. As Forest the orator was defined in part by Forrest the actor,
and thus his defense of Equal Rights Democrats depended on contrasting
images of violent rebellion, so Shelley's verse was received in the context of
British popular reform and its violent suppression. Paul Foot argues, "The
three periods of Shelley's most prolific political writing" correspond roughly
to the 18n-12 Luddite uprising, the 1817 Pentrich Rebellion, and the 1819
Peterloo Massacre. Shelley's righteous indignation over such events fueled
poetry and prose in which he defended democratic movements while emphasizing "the power that accrues to the powerless through organized mass
resistance. "119 In the context of widespread censorship and Shelley's decision
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to publish selectively his most radical writings, reformers pirated Shelley's
works from 1819 until long after his death in 1822. Forrest himself owned a
pirated 1821 London edition of Queen Mab. 120 When he recited passages from
Queen Mab and 7he Revolt of Islam in July 1838, Forrest the bibliophile and
English sojourner drew upon Shelley's formulation of the poet and peaceful
social progress in the face of tyranny while also summoning the unruliness of
democratic radicalism across the Atlantic.
More specifically, audience members and readers familiar with Shelley
and democratic politics in Britain would have understood Forrest's choice
of verse as sympathetic with the nascent Chartist Movement, which took its
name from the People's Charter of May 1838. The People's Charter upheld
universal male suffrage, along with reforms aimed to secure working-class
representation in Parliament: secret balloting, no property qualification for
members of Parliament, pay for members of Parliament, consistently sized
constituencies, and annual Parliatnentary elections. 121 In many ways, then,
it bore a strong resemblance to the New York Equal Rights Party's Declaration of Rights from the previous year, representing the political demands of
transatlantic labor reform movements in the first half of the nineteenth century. And like the Locofocos, the Chartists took inspiration from a literature
of democracy. "Poetry mattered to the Chartists," argues Malcolm Chase,
because it provided a safe (or safer) medium for political argumentation, a
means of "confront[ing] polite culture," a strong intellectual tradition, and
education for the present moment. 122 Shelley was relevant for all of these
reasons, and as Ronald Tetreault notes, "[a]mong the framers of'The People's
Charter'in 1838 were admirers of Shelley like Henry Hetherington and James
Watson, who had risked prosecution to publish his works," especially Queen
Mab. 123 Chartist newspapers praised and reprinted Shelley's work through
the 1850s such that looking back at the end of the century, George Bernard
Shaw declared Queen Mab "the Chartist Bible," and Frederick Engels recalled for his daughter, "Oh, we all knew Shelley by heart then." 124 Just as
the Equal Rights Party anointed the unaffiliated Leggett architect of their
movement, adopting and adapting his works to their own rhetorical ends, so
the Chartists, who embraced poetry as an essential political resource, named
the long-deceased Shelley their prophet and guide. 125
Insofar as the work of Leggett and Shelley declaimed resistance to tyranny
with rhetorical vehemence, devotees could overlook their eschewal of violent
rebellion. In the decade following the People's Charter, as Chartists divided
over the issue of whether forceful resistance was warranted, the group's militant wing nonetheless continued to claim Shelley as vital inspiration. 126 By
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the time Forrest quoted Shelley to the crowd at the Broadway Tabernacle,
Queen Mab and Revolt ofIslam epitomized self-consciously democratic poetry and linked the American actor to the British movement. Certainly, Forrest was recognized as an ally on the other side of the Atlantic; the Glasgow
Chartist Circular reprinted the first half of Forrest's oration the following
year. 127 While Forrest's performance as orator summons such flashpoints in
New York political life as the advent ofLocofocoism, the Flour Riot, and the
anti-abolitionist Farren Riot, Forrest's citation of the Unacknowledged Legislator links a local defense of free speech to transatlantic pursuits of broad
democratic reform and individual liberty.
Chartists' relationship with the abolitionist movement in Britain but also
the United States is no clearer or less contested than the political valence
of Forrest's performances. "Two of the most dramatic reforms of the early
nineteenth century, the abolition of the slave trade and slavery never figured prominently" in Chartist rhetoric, notes Robert G. Hall-"Nor did
they refer to the well-known example of the Haitian revolutionary Francois
Dominique Toussaint L'Ouverture. . . . "128 Further complicating assessments of the largely white workingmen's commitment to universal freedom
is the Chartists' recurrent use of slavery as a metaphor for the situation of the
British laborer and occasional claim that chattel slavery was more humane
than British wage labor. Kelly J. Mays concludes that the prominence of the
enslaved figure in Chartist poetry was not an assertion of camaraderie with
the enslaved African American but primarily an "appropriation of an indigenous radical discourse in which the notion of slavery had long functioned
primarily as metaphor." 129 Still, Chartism was as diverse as the antislavery
movement in the United States, containing a multitude of political attitudes
and affiliations, and some of those affiliations were with U.S. abolitionists.
When Douglass and Garrison visited Britain in 1846, prominent Chartist
leaders William Lovett and Henry Vincent appeared on platforms with
them. 13°Forrest spoke years before those appearances, but in quoting Queen
Mab and Revolt of Islam, he invited to his own stage a poet who in turn
brought with him a collection of British activists giving their own inflection
to democratic poetry.
The history of the Chartists' use of Shelley shows how the romantic aesthetic of prophetic, peaceable idealism was poised for adoption and circulation by political activists inclined to use force in pursuit oflaborers' emancipation, broadly conceived. Further, the coexistence within Shelley's verse of
rational progress through the free expression of ideas and the inevitability of
violence when free expression is denied made it available to those inclined
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to use force. When the writer from the Baltimore Patriot mistakenly asserted
that Forrest's oration was full of Shakespeare's words rather than Shelley's,131
he offered both a defiant interpretation making visible the limits of Forrest's rhetorical agency and evidence of Forrest's successful use of theatrical
forms. Thanks to his well-known repertoire, his much admired physical form,
and his unmistakable acting style, in addition to his extensive use of quotations, Forrest's performance of the rational, peaceful Democratic orator was
surrounded by figures of provocative eloquence: tragic heroes who resisted
tyranny with swords, working-class Democrats who struck matches to defend their right to speak, British and American writers who attempted to
convert weapons into words, activists 'of all races who decried slavery, and the
enslaved who spoke back to enslavers. These figures were not always detected
or even consciously discerned, but accounting for them enables us to better
understand the range of responses to Forrest's performance made possible by
the intersection of theatricality and oration in a turbulent era.

"When the Ills of Society Amount to Tyrannous Impositions"

In his examination of "It"-that "certain quality, easy to perceive but hard

to define, possessed by abnormally interesting people"-Joseph Roach attributes celebrity to "the power of apparently effortless embodiment of contradictory qualities." 132 Surely the star power of Edwin Forrest arose from an
abundance of productive tensions: between his beautiful voice and musclebound form, working-class affinity and economic success, racial crossings
and Jacksonian affiliations, nationalism and cosmopolitanism, and turns as
bloody rebel and rational statesman. And yet, analysis of such "play of sudden reversible polarities" cannot pin down the political meaning (intended or
otherwise) of Forrest's performances. For if"the outcome of the struggle between implacable opposites must be deferred to maintain suspense," as Roach
explains, "at the end, a dark secret remains untold, and even in the afterglow
of the most illuminating disclosure, there is an uncanny translucence without transparency, a silhouette." 133 Forrest remains perpetually fascinating to
scholars of nineteenth-century America because he and his performances are
richly evocative and stubbornly elusive.
When Forrest performed as a tragic hero, he both declaimed in thrilling
fashion and demonstrated how, in the face of "tyrannous impositions," reform
must be "hewn out through blood." 134 Gladiator and the other Forrest vehicles move from eloquent espousals of natural liberty to fiery denunciations
of those opposed to it, expressing at once a deep faith in the power of ora-
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tion to prompt right action, a tragic sense of speech's foreseeable corruption,
and acquiescence to the necessary violence of revolution. The roles for which
Leggett championed Forrest constituted, Sklansky argues, "a popular way of
understanding and experiencing revolutionary change." 135 For Leggett, such
change is irrepressible when tyrants pervert the natural correspondence of
currency to labor and the process of democratic deliberation, which relies on
freedom of expression.
Forrest's performance in the Broadway Tabernacle on July 4, 1838, relied
upon his deep association with violent rebellion and discursively inflected
tragedy. His theatrical associations served as a rhetorical resource underwriting a sideways defense of the Locofoco party, allowing him simultaneously to
defend the radical group as rational participants in the political process and
to telegraph the negative consequences should they be excluded from that
process. Moreover, his theatrical associations heightened the inherent irony
of rhetorical militarism, or the use by such writers as Bryant and Leggett of
martial metaphors in arguments not explicitly intended to provoke violence.
Forrest's interperformative and intertextual act produced, then, another pair
of opposites: a gradualism that asserts rational deliberation as the best means
to effect political change and an immediatism that understands physical resistance as morally necessary to overturn those who would prevent deliberation. Bringing together heroic oratory that eschews force and that which
conjures it, Forrest performed obliquely a Jacksonian defense of antislavery
speech. In this way, his July 4th oration is an instructive precursor to the circulation of theatrical forms in antislavery speech of the 1850s.

Two

William Wells Brown, Mary Webb, and
the Emergence of Dramatic Suasion
"Mr. Brown, in delivering them, is doing an a.'nti-slavery work which
he could not do so effectually in any other way."
-The Liberator, October .8, 1858

On April 9, 1856, William Wells Brown offered a debut dramatic reading of
his Experience, or, How to Give a Northern Man a Backbone at Brinley Hall in
Worcester, Massachusetts. 1 The three-act comedy served as an explicit refutation of A South-Side View of Slavery; or Three Months in the South (1854), in
which Reverend Dr. Nehemiah Adams reported that his sojourn in the South
had convinced him slavery was a benevolent institution. According to contemporary synopses of Wells Brown's play, the character based on Adams returns to the South only to be kidnapped, sold into slavery, abused repeatedly,
and thereby converted to the antislavery cause. Experience was Wells Brown's
first public foray into playwriting. In the twenty-two years between his escape from slavery and penning of Experience, Wells Brown had forwarded the
cause of abolition as an agent on the Underground Railroad, a paid lecturer
for multiple antislavery societies, and an author of autobiographical works,
printed orations, a catalogue to accompany his panoramic display, an antislavery songbook, a travelogue, and the earliest African American novel, Clotel (1853). With Experience, the versatile author-performer explicitly embraced
theatrical forms.
In 1856, just two years after friends had purchased his freedom, Wells
Brown was known primarily in the United States and abroad as an accomplished lecturer, favorably and repeatedly compared to the formidable Fred55
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erick Douglass. The success of Experience, notes biographer Ezra Greenspan,
afforded him a new level of professional control, enabling him to leave behind
lecturing for the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society and "devote himself
primarily to recitations and self-scheduled lectures." 2 ln February r857, Wells
Brown followed Experience with a five-act comedy, The Escape; or, A Leap
for Freedom (published 1858), which exposes the hypocrisy of a slaveholding
physician, Dr. Gaines, and his wife and dramatizes the successful escape to
Canada of three enslaved characters: the sentimental couple Glen and Melinda (based on William and Ellen Craft) and the wily minstrel Cato. In New
England and New York towns and cities from 1856 through the early 1860s,
Wells Brown alternated between antislavery lectures and dramatic readings; a
review of an April 1856 performance in Seneca Falls concluded: "If you want
a good laugh, go and hear him. If you want instruction or information upon
the most interesting question of the day, go and hear him."3
Why did Wells Brown add drama to his reformist repertoire, both as author and performer? Wells Brown defended the choice in very simple terms,
writing a disapproving white abolitionist, "People will pay to hear the Drama
that would not give a cent in an anti-slavery meeting." 4 "Brown had learned
by experience,"William Farrison remarks, "that in order to win and hold the
attention of possible converts to the antislavery cause, he must vary from time
to time the form in which he presented his antislavery arguments."5 Many
responses in the antislavery press insist that Wells Brown's dramatic readings
were at once lucrative and rhetorically efficacious, and ultimately bolstered
his status in the antislavery movement. Having watched Wells Brown in
Utica in 1858, Garrisonian abolitionist and Congregational minister Henry
Wrights reported to the The Liberator, "The audience listened to his reading-or, rather, reciting-with deeper interest.... Mr. Brown, in delivering
them, is doing an anti-slavery work which he could not do so effectually in
any other way."6 The Auburn (NY) Daily Advertiser determined that Escape
served as "a masterly refutation of all apologies for slavery.... "7 And in early
1862, the Daily Eagle of Poughkeepsie reported, "his drama interested and
amused his audience, bringing the subject before them more vividly than any
amount of argument could have done. It seemed to have been highly relished
by the audience." 8 While these responses emphasize the entertainment value
of the dramatic reading or recitation, Wells Brown's theatricality cannot be
reduced to a spoonful of sugar accompanying a dose of antislavery medicine. 9
Rather, it constitutes what I call dramatic suasion: a rhetorically strategic recasting of the antislavery lecture into the drama.
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Wells Brown was not the only antislavery activist of this era to take up
dramatic suasion. As Eric Gardner and others have documented, Wells
Brown followed most immediately in the footsteps of Mary Webb, an African American performer who first gave dramatic readings in Philadelphia in
mid-April 1855 after her husband Frank J. Webb's business failed. She then
gave readings in Boston and Worcester, Massachusetts, including in her repertoire "excerpts from William Shakespeare, Richard Brinsley Sheridan, and
John Greenleaf Whittier, among others."10 (Later, Webb would offer a dramatic reading of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's Hiawatha [1855], which
she delivered "in the picturesque dress of the North American Indians."11 )
Admiring audiences embraced Webb, and Stowe soon penned explicitly for
Webb's performance a dramatic adaptation of ,Uncle Tom's Cabin, complete
with musical numbers, titled The Christian Slave. Webb debuted the piece in
a dramatic reading to an audience of 3,500 at Boston's Tremont Temple on
December 15, 1855, and went on to offer readings in "Worcester, Plymouth,
New York, Brooklyn, Rochester, Buffalo, Cleveland, and Hartford."12 She
did not read the drama in its entirety during her 90-minute performance,
but audience members were encouraged to purchase copies of The Christian
Slave. 13 In June 1856, Mary and Frank Webb traveled to London, with notes
of introduction from Stowe, and Webb achieved tremendous success with
her dramatic readings there before dying of consumption three years later. 14
Theater historians have begun to chronicle the engagement of antislavery
activists with a variety of performance practices. Gay Gibson Cima provides
a rich history of how Garrisonian women, black and white, challenged reductive forms of sentimentalism by "performing a revised sympathy rather than
an empathy with the slave." 15 Considering critiques of slaveholding Christianity in antebellum plays, including Wells Brown's Experience and The Escape,
Amy E. Hughes argues that abolitionist playwrights "perceived the unique
powers of dramatic expression'' in laying bare the place of religion in the
struggle over slavery and drew in particular upon "the stylistic and formal
conventions of melodrama (spectacle, climactic structure, stock characterization)" as well as the fact that the dramas allowed for the presentation of characters' beliefs "[u]nmediated by authorial voice." 16 In this chapter, I consider
how abolitionists took up the dramatic reading in particular, adding it to
what Cima calls "the Garrisonian repertoire."17 I contend that Wells Brown
and Webb turned to the drama in the 1850s to counter the viciousness of attacks on antislavery speech and on the speech of the enslaved more broadly,
both from within and without the peculiar institution. Dramatic suasion, as
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they formulated it, was a blending of performance genres and a politicalrhetorical strategy that called attention to its own necessity through an emphasis on antislavery speech's provocations of violence.
Moral suasion was the chosen tool of Garrisonian abolitionists and indicated a deep faith in the power of words, written and spoken; to work a
revolution in the hearts of individuals and in the larger society. The emphasis
on moral suasion over physical force was a response to the violence inherent
in the institution of slavery; that abolitionist speech was regularly met with
individual threats, acts of vandalism, anti-abolitionist riots, draconian legislation, and martial rhetoric confirmed the abolitionist assertion that slavery
was sustained by brute force rather than Christian paternalism or biological hierarchy. This did nothing, however, to diminish the negative impact of
anti-abolitionist violence on the transmission of words and the well-being
of those who wrote and delivered them. Understandably, then, the works of
abolitionists committed to pacifism are infused with irnages of the brutal curtailments of expression and martial metaphors for their persistent activism.
More broadly, the canon of abolitionism-from slave narratives and orations
to novels and poetry-displays a productive tension between acts of physical
resistance to the brutality of masters and affirmations that free, open expression will, as Henry David Thoreau insists through earnest word play, "prepare
the way for a still more perfect and glorious State... ."18
When Wells Brown and Webb offered dramatic readings in the mid185os, they did so in the context of increasingly spectacular attacks on abolitionist speech. Most prominent was Preston Brooks's May 22, 1856, caning
of Charles Sumner on the floor of the U.S. Senate in the wake of Sumner's
incendiary "Crimes against Kansas" speech and one day after proslavery
forces sacked the antislavery town of Lawrence, Kansas:19 Many Northerners came to connect the eruption of violence in Kansas and in the nation's
capital: those invested in slavery found the very dissemination of antislavery
speech so threatening as to warrant disproportional displays of force. Abolitionist editors and orators had long known this: William Lloyd Garrison,
for example, had barely escaped lynching in Boston in 1835; Elijah Lovejoy,
the editor of the St. Louis Observer, was shot in 1837 after publishing antislavery editorials; that same year,James G. Birney, editor of the Cincinnati
Philanthropist, escaped the city before a mob destroyed his press and offices,
much to the dismay of fellow Cincinnatians, Stowe and her brother, Henry
Ward Beecher;20 Douglass fought back against an anti-abolitionist mob in
1843 and escaped with a broken hand; and Wells Brown was almost beaten
to death by a blood-thirsty crowd in Harwich, Massachusetts, in 1848. Webb
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and Wells Brown performed in the context of ever more spectacular acts of
brutal censorship.
As practiced by Webb and Wells Brown, dramatic suasion constituted
an interperformative relocation of antislavery speech in the interest of foregrounding the perpetually embattled body of the abolitionist performer and
audience. Wells Brown's dramatic readings in particular may have indicated
a transition from pacifism to a support for armed resistance. 21 Performed in
a rhetorical context shaped by contemporary theatrical and oratorical cultures, the dramatic reading was astonishingly well suited to a goal shared
by so many abolitionists: to convince largely white audiences that slavery
was inherently hostile to free speech and that those defending the peculiar
institution would silence the free alongside the enslaved. The drama provided
a means by which Wells Brown and Webb might at once expose and draw
energy from antislavery speech's provocations ofretaliation, censorship, and
transformation.

Dramatic Suasion in Context
The choice to pursue dramatic suasion depended in large part on a matrix of
meanings surrounding theatrical forms and performance culture in the midnineteenth century. In their own ways, Webb and Wells Brown drew upon
contemporary audiences' associations to bolster their abolitionist arguments.
To speak of dramatic suasion is to highlight the deeply rhetorical nature of
their choice of theatrical forms without the actual theater.
First of all, the dramatic reading represented a genteel compromise between the theatrical production and private or domestic reading in an era
when, as Hughes documents, liberal Christian leaders had begun to defend
the potential of the dramatic arts for moral instruction, but anti-theatrical
prejudice had not quite breathed its last. 22 It helped that the common
practice of reading aloud in the domestic setting encouraged a culture of
animated oral interpretation that readily spilled over into the public arena.
The popularity of dramatic readings in Britain and the travel of British performers to the United States may also have been influential. Perhaps most
famously, Charles Dickens, whose works had already been adapted for the
stage, took up dramatic readings of his fiction as a full-time profession in
1858 (though he did not read in the United States until his 1867-68 tour). 23
Before that, Fanny Kemble brought her dramatic readings of Shakespeare to
the eastern United States while finalizing her divorce from the slaveholder
Pierce Butler in 1849. 24 The stance of the dramatic reader yoked together the
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immediacy of live action with the stability of print. Surely the captivating
nature of the performance stemmed from its mixture of dramatic speech and
musical numbers, as common in period melodrama. Dramatic readers could
appeal to audienc~s' taste for theatricality, for a live, dynamic, presentation of
multiple characters in words and song, while highlighting a visible text as the
locus of meaning and indicator of constant, respectable identity.
Secondly, dramatic suasion enabled Wells Brown and Webb to draw upon
what Heather Nathans identifies as the "constant undercurrent of violence"
in the contemporary theater -in order to indict slaveholding culture. 25 As
touched on in chapter r, the most popular tragedies of the era, Shakespearean and otherwise, featured leaders of bloody rebellion and heroes marked
by appalling acts of public and domestic violence (think Macbeth, Othello,
Metamora,Jack Cade, Spartacus, Virginius). Comedic performances dependent on racial and ethnic types, including and especially blackface minstrelsy,
conjured jokes from the sadistic objectification of bodies. 26 Audiences of the
era asserted a level of physical control over productions that we find unimaginable today; as Lawrence Levine writes, "To envision nineteenth-century
theater audiences correctly, one might do well to visit a contemporary sporting event in which the spectators not only are similarly heterogeneous but
are also-in the manner of both the nineteenth century and the Elizabethan
era-more than an audience; they are participants who can enter into the
action on the field .... "27 Theatrical venues were regularly the sites of pub.lie violence and deadly riots. Wells Brown pointedly includes in his dramas
scenes of violent response to antislavery speech, such as the assaults on the
enslaved and attempted lynching of white abolitionists, and Stowe's dramatic
adaptation of Uncle Tom's Cabin emphasizes Legree's suppression of scripture
and hymnody among the enslaved. These dramas follow the logic of the antebellum theater in which violent spectacle and volatile audiences heightened
affect and captured deep anxieties concerning democratic life.
Thirdly, because nineteenth-century drama, and in particular the melodrama and comedy of manners, depended heavily on the juxtaposition of
character types (foils) to establish conflict, these abolitionist dramatic readers
could employ polyvocality to highlight the effects of slavery on masters and
the enslaved, Southerners andYankees, rich and poor. While Webb presented
herself as a respectable and accomplished free woman of color, through the
dramatic reading she voiced the traumas of enslaved African Americans and
the enabling cynicism and amorality of their white masters; as one reviewer
reported, "The characters speak indeed through [her] mouth."28 While Wells
Brown the lecturer stood forth as a unifying symbol of black potential, Wells
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Brown the playwright and dramatic reader (to draw on Walt Whitman)
"contained multitudes": master, enslaved person, white abolitionist, black fugitive, Northern doughface, and Southern vigilante. 29 Daphne Brooks writes
of blackface minstrelsy in this period as leading "to an inevitable method of
performance that depended on containing difference and dissonance in one
(acting) body"to the end of"racializing and policing [the transatlantic] body
for the purposes of mass consumption and collective desire. "30 In contrast,
Wells Brown and Webb brought characters together in a single body to illustrate not the consumption of the other but Americans' impulse toward
mutual-destruction and self-destruction. 31 The violence of slavery unified in
the mixed-race bodies of a man formerly enslaved and the daughter of a
Spanish man and an enslaved mother, respectively, could, with tremendous
clarity, capture the threat that enslaving African Americans posed to white
bodies. At the same time, the genre of dramatic reading placed a certain
amount of distance between the performers and the words and actions of the
characters they voiced, such that each could be associated with an overarching vision of slavery's socially corrosive nature and dissociated from specific
inflammatory words and actions or from the base performance of minstrelsy.
I should note here that a single performer's voicing of multiple roles
was a well"established practice in oratory and in theater beyond blackface
minstrelsy by the time Wells Brown and Webb began giving dramatic readings. Early in his career, Douglass was praised for his successful imitations
of "easily recognizable Negro characters," proslavery preachers, and white
politicians, namely John C. Calhoun, Henry Clay, and Daniel Webster. 32 As
Marvin McAllister notes, early nineteenth-century African American actor
James Hewlett, star of William Alexander Brown's African Grove Theatre
in New York, was known for his ability to perform multiple roles in a single
production, modeling his performances after the well-known Anglo actormimic, Charles Mathews (who had toured the United States in 1820-21 and
added African American characters to his set). Both Hewlett and Mathews
drew audiences to the spectacle of an individual metamorphosing before
their eyes, and in the case of Hewlett, that individual mastered "multiethnic, multiclass, and cross-gendered characters," despite the codifying force
of much ethnic mimicry in the period. 33 My point is that Wells Brown and
Webb tapped into a performative mode whereby the practitioner directed
audience attention alternately, flickeringly, to the verifiable contrasts among
a broad range of individuals and to the one remarkable individual conjuring
them. Thus gushed the Vergennes, Vermont, Citizen about Wells Brown's
reading of Experience in 1856, "No man of ordinary ability could originate so
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truthful a picture, and few, very few, have the capacity requisite to do justice
to the subject before an appreciative audience."34 And the Daily Plain Dealer
praised Webb's performance, "Her rendering of the parts of 'Uncle Tom,'
'Little Eva,"Aunt Chloe,''Miss Ophelia,''Marie,' and above all 'Topsy'were
as nearly natural as it is possible for an imitator to give them. The selections
from the drama ... , read in tones varying from the strong and rough to the
soft and gentle, from the rushing and boisterous wind to the sighing and
musical breeze, were deeply affecting." 35
Finally, the dramatic reading made vivid slavery's fundamental hostility
toward free expression in that it offered an African American performer as
a singular figure of abundant, overflowing, overpowering discourse-a compelling symbol of the imperiled but irrepressible nature of antislavery speech
and, more specifically, of "black genius." 36 Writing specifically on African
American women speakers of the era, Shirley Wilson Logan reflects, "The
general response of white audiences to the very presence of intelligent, articulate black women was often much stronger than their response to anything the women had to say. These speakers were the embodiment of their
message...."37 Given the connection to the theater, the dramatic readings
of Webb and Wells Brown situated each not only as representative African American but also as star, a famous actor (like Edwin Forrest, Edmund
Kean, Sarah Siddons, Charles Kemble, Fanny Kemble, William Macready,
Edwin Booth, and Charlotte Cushman) who commanded a high salary and
the imagination of audiences. 38 A star compels the audience, according to Joseph Roach, through acts of simultaneous "self-expression and self-erasure."39
Sanborn emphasizes with regard to Wells Brown, "Like a marionetteer who
can be seen, strings in hands, above his marionettes, Brown presents himself,
unabashedly, as the means by which the show goes on."40 The dramatic reader
was at once erased by the wide range of characters voiced and made more
visible as a brilliant performer. Wells Brown and Webb exposed slaveholders'
vile tactics for silencing opposition yet also raised doubts about their ability
to do so in light of such virtuosity.
As Webb's nickname "the Black Siddons" suggests, African American
stardom was inevitably inflected by racial essentialism. 41 Frank Webb insightfully commented regarding his wife's performance, "in their enthusiasm
and delight the audience lost the mulatto in the artiste; genius had become
the conqueror of prejudice." 42 By "transcending" race through individual genius, evidenced in their ability to mimic in speech and song a broad range of
characters, Wells Brown and Webb returned attention to African Americans
remaining in bondage. And by summoning the violent context of contempo-
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rary theatrical culture while retaining distance from the actual stage, they at
once highlighted the physical threat posed to all who spoke against slavery
and replaced sensationalized brutality with the exhibition of a decorous, selfcontrolled, and exceptionally eloquent African American performer.

Webb's Performance and the Power of Dramatic Reading
The serial publication of Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin beginning in June 1851
marked "the beginning of a full-scale phenomenon-a cultural, commercial,
ideological, and theatrical phenomenon."43 Before the last installment rolled
off the presses, theatrical companies were staging the exploits of Uncle Tom,
Eliza Harris, Little Eva, Topsy, Simon Legree, and the other characters in a
fiction condemning slavery through a one-two punch of Christian millennialism and domestic ideology. As I detail in the introduction, scholars have
traced how the novel lent itself readily to the stage because it was deeply
shaped by performance culture of the era, especially the racial caricature of
minstrelsy and the emotive spectacle of melodrama. Indeed, seeking the affective transformation of her readers through Uncle Tom's Cabin, Stowe found
much to emulate in the genre of melodrama, which Erin Hurley describes
as "a kind of feeling-producing machine, formally engineered to elicit emotional response."44 Stowe was not a playgoer, and we have no record of her
attending a minstrel performance, but she wrote her novel within an antebellum literary and visual culture deeply influenced by and influential of the
theater. Stowe's incorporation of minstrel set pieces and scenes reminiscent
of the melodrama (including temperance plays) made her work, in turn, ripe
for a formal and ideological variety of adaptations, not to mention "reappropriation'' by minstrel performers. 45 Uncle Tom's Cabin, wrote Henry James,
"simply sat down wherever it lighted and made itself, so to speak, at home."46
Less remarked upon in discussions of the novel's openness to popular adaptation is the proliferation in its pages of foils, or pairs, triads, even quadrads
of mutually illuminating characters. While Railton remarks that the novel
"is organized around several sets of polarities: black and white, female and
male, northern and southern," the mutually illuminating characters of Uncle
Tom's Cabin illustrate differences beyond race, gender, and region, including
divergent forms of childcare, housekeeping, citizenship, civil disobedience,
and above all, Christian faith. 47 Stowe develops mutually illuminating characters through theatrical combinations of visual contrasts and contentious
dialogue. On board the steamboat La Belle Riviere, for example, "a gravelooking gentleman in black, a clergyman" defends slavery with reference to
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Noah's curse of Canaan in Genesis 9:25 while a "tall, slender young man, with
a face expressive of great feeling and intelligence," also a clergyman, counters
with the golden rule of Matthew 7:12. '"I say, now,"' remarks an onlooker, an
"honest drover" from Kentucky who ' serves as a proxy for the reader, "'there's
differences in parsons, an't there?"'48 Such differences were excellent fodder
for the stage, where the dramatic genres of the comedy of manners and the
melodrama had long depended on suggestive juxtaposition to advance plot
and establish moral content.
Perhaps the most famous use of the foil in Stowe's novel-her juxtaposition of the angelic Eva St. Clare and the abused, mischievous Topsywas also one with significant influence on theatrical productions of Uncle
Tom's Cabin and its dispersal in popular culture, including in the iconic Topsy
Turvy doll. 49 Topsy became a key comedic figure in the various stage versions,
a source of physical and verbal comedy that drew audiences and subsequently
became an icon of racial essentialism. 50 It may be difficult to recall, then, that
when Topsy is introduced in chapter 20, the narrative prompts the reader to
analyze the child as Eva's opposite and at the same time to see in the contrast
the social injustices faced by all peoples of African descent in the context of
chattel slavery:
There stood the two children, representatives of the two extremes of
society. The fair, high-bred child, with her golden head, her deep eyes,
her spiritual, noble brow, and prince-like movements; and her black,
keen, subtle, cringing, yet acute neighbor. They stood the representatives of their races. The Saxon, born of ages of cultivation, command,
education, physical and moral eminence; the Afric, born of ages of
oppression, submission, ignorance, toil and vice! 51
A passage that begins with racial essentialism moves toward a stark assessment ofTopsy's social conditioning, even as it represses the "Saxon'' culpability for the ''Afric's" abuse. Given the "oppression, submission, ignorance, toil
and vice" that has enveloped Topsy, the dying Eva must convert her young
opposite through overflowing, unconditional sympathy: '"O, Topsy, poor
child, I love you!' said Eva, with a sudden burst of feeling .... "Topsy need
not speak to affirm the effect of Eva's words:
The round, keen eyes of the black child were over-cast with tears;large, bright drops rolled heavily down, one by one, and fell on the
little white hand. Yes, in that moment, a ray of real belief, a ray of
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heavenly love, had penetrated the darkness of her heathen soul! She
laid her head down between her knees, and wept and sobbed,-while
the beautiful child, bending over her, looked like the picture of some
bright angel stooping to reclaim a sinner. 52
This archetypically sentimental tableau serves as shorthand for Stowe's central message: the sin of slavery is best corrected through emotive, maternal
care. It is a moral scene transported into the major stage versions and the
basis for a multitude of derivative images based on the binary of the angelic
white child and the mischievous black one.
Despite Uncle Tom's Cabin's borrowings from minstrelsy and its musical
and pictorial qualities, Stowe resisted adapting her novel for the stage while
versions unfaithful to the abolitionist message and to the basic plot achieved
widespread popularity. In 1855, she chose to write 1he Christian Slave "Expressly far the Readings rf MRS. MARYE. WEBB," as the title page states, and
provide the Stowe imprimatur for Webb's subsequent performances. Thinking
in terms of dramatic suasion, or the rhetorical decision to relocate abolitionist
argument into the drama, helps us better understand the unusual partnership
formed by Stowe and Webb. Gardner points out that, for all the benefits
Webb received from Stowe, "Webb gave Stowe a new voice in the debates
over slavery and race" along with the ability "to move Stowe's dramatization
of her novel into the land of family/amateur theatricals and reading as closet
drama." 53 Certainly, Webb allowed Stowe to take the stage by proxy. As a dramatic reader and singer whose performance literally foregrounded the play
text-it stood on a lectern between audience and performer-Webb overtly
voiced Stowe's words in a clear effort to stabilize the message of her work, or
as Gardner has it, to offer "a potentially powerful answer to minstrelsy's theft
of Uncle Tom's Cabin." 54 "It is likely too that for many spectators," concludes
Meer, "Webb's presence helped authenticate the text and that Webb herself
was seen to embody the white writer's fictional African Americans."55 Webb
visually and verbally communicated for white audiences on both side of the
Atlantic that the content and the particular abolitionist argument of Stowe's
work was consistent with the experience of a woman one generation removed
from slavery and committed to the abolitionist cause. Just as Stowe amassed
evidence in A Key to Uncle Tom's Cabin (1853) to verify her depiction of slavery
in Uncle Tom's Cabin, she asked an accomplished African American woman
rather than a motley crew of white thespians to affirm her novel's unambiguous moral outrage over slavery. 56
The fact that Webb read 1he Christian Slave did not eliminate attention
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Fig. 3. "Mrs. Mary E. Webb ... Reading 'Uncle Tom's Cabin,' in the Hall of Stafford
House," London Illustrated News, August 1856. (Courtesy of Special Collections,
Kenneth Spencer Research Library, University of Kansas Libraries.)
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to the visual elements of her recital. In his study of the interplay of voice
and body in African American performance of the era, Alex Black traces
how reviewers of Webb's readings paid close attention to her physical control as well as to her accomplished polyvocality. "Without the distraction
of histrionic acting, panorama, tableau, and other visual effects," Black emphasizes, "Webb's performance became a spectacle of the body"-and more
specifically, a body well-regulated and modestly presented57 (figure 3). This
body did not simply stand in contrast with certain characters included in The
Christian Slave; rather, it became the awe-inspiring source of numerous dissonant voices. We are not certain which scenes Webb cut from performances,
though Gardner confirms "that she read the scenes connected to Eliza's
flight, Eva and Uncle Tom's conversations on religion, Cassy's life story, and
Uncle Tom's death .... "58 If we proceed under the. assumption that any portion of the drama beyond these scenes was fair game for the dramatic reading,
that Stowe wrote the adaptation with this in mind, and finally that readers
of the printed text read it with Webb in mind, then the characters Webb encompassed are truly copious: George Shelby; Mrs. Shelby; Mr. Shelby; Uncle
Tom; Aunt Chloe; Eliza Harris; the Shelby "servants" including Sam and
Andy; Haley; Eva St. Clare; Marie St. Clare; Augustine St. Clare; Ophelia;
Topsy; the St. Clare "servants" including Dinah and Rosa; Legree; Cassy;
Emmeline; those enslaved on the Legree plantation including Lucy, Sambo,
and Qiimbo; and God (who twice speaks lines from scripture). The requirement that the dramatic reader voice a wide range of characters posed a performative challenge and a rhetorical opportunity. The versatile Webb inverted
period ethnic caricature wherein a white actor possessed the identity of the
other and, in the process, showcased the genius of a representative African
American performer.
George Harris, the Douglass-like hero of Uncle Tom's Cabin who does not
hesitate to use force in pursuit of freedom, does not appear in The Christian
Slave, superseded by Cassy, Legree's traumatized enslaved mistress whom
Uncle Tom brings back into the Christian fold through his sacrifice. Reflecting on this, Gardner makes the case that in Stowe's drama "white characters
are de-emphasized, as are male characters," and moreover that there was a
"significant cutting of white mothers from the text," and Susan F. Clark concludes that the play "restores the black and female points of view that are
distinctly minoritized" in other stage adaptations of the novel, but that it
privileges Uncle Tom's story line. 59 While the character of Cassy does indeed
dominate act 3 and has by far the longest sustained speech of the drama (in
act 3, scene 4), acts 1 and 2 triangulate married white couples with an outside
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female figure-Mr. and Mrs. Shelby with Eliza, Augustine and Marie St.
Clare with Ophelia-and the resulting cacophony of voices makes clear the
personal stakes the white slaveholders have in the perpetuation of slavery.
One imagines the presence of white characters also prompted audiences not
simply to identify Webb with Eliza and Cassy but to recognize how her
performing body and voice, like Stowe's novel, converted others to abolitionism through the strategic assemblage of familiar characters. To attend to the
strategic polyvocality of dramatic suasion, in the following pages, I approach
every scene as having been voiced by Webb in the live.performance and/or in
the imaginations of the playwright and readers.
Act 2 of The Christian Slave begins with the return of Augustine and
Eva St. Clare to New Orleans with Uncle Tom and ends with the report of
Augustine's death. As with the parallel chapters of Uncle Tom's Cabin, Augustine's deeply cynical attitude concerning slaveholding culture is made clear
through his exchanges with his wife, Marie, a vicious, self-centered mistress,
and his cousin Miss Ophelia, a Yankee whose Christian faith and commitment to abolition are matched by a deep-seated aversion to blacks. A brief
passage shows how this works:
I think you slaveholders have an awful responsibility upon
you. I wouldn't have it for a thousand worlds. You ought to educate
your slaves, and treat them like reasonable creatures, like immortal creatures, that you've got to stand before the bar of God with.
That's my mind.
ST. CLARE: O! come, come, what do you know about us? [ Goes to the
piano, and plays and sings.] .... I make no manner of doubt that
you threw a very diamond of truth at me, though you see it hit me
so directly in the face, that it wasn't exactly appreciated at first.
MARIE: For my part, I don't see any use in such sort of talk. I'm sure, if
anybody does more for servants than we so, I'd like to know who;
and it don't do 'em a bit good.... [A]s I said before, they are a
degraded race, and always will be, and there isn't any help for them;
you can't make anything of them, if you try.... [ST. CLARE whistles
a tune.] 60

OPHELIA:

As indicated by bookending musical performances, Ophelia's words bring
the habitually sarcastic St. Clare close to an admission of his culpability in
the dehumanizing aspects of slavery, whereas the words of his cold-hearted
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spouse enable his retreat to musical sardonicism. One imagines this scene
in performance, with Webb altering the accent, pitch, and tone of her voice
as she shifted from character to character and also transforming the qualities of St. Clare's delivery as the voices surrounding his own pushed and
pulled him from an embrace of Ophelia's assertions. One imagines as well
that Augustine's escapes to the piano and to whistling would have provided
Webb an opportunity to illustrate the musical talents on which many reviewers commented. 61 The persistent association of Augustine with performance
underscores the relevance of the drama to abolitionist conversion and metaperformatively links Webb and Augustine. The second scene of act 2 ends
with Augustine quoting the Bard himself: "I believe Shak[e]speare makes
somebody say, 'I could sooner teach twenty what were good to be done, than
be one of the twenty to follow my own teaching.' Nothing like division oflabor. My forte lies in talking, and yours, cousin, lies in doing."62 Talking, however, appears to be essential to abolitionist doing in a dramatic reading that
foregrounds its own performance and celebrates the skills of its performer. 63
The Christian Slave again links Augustine's conversion to performance
in the penultimate scene of act 2. To avoid Ophelia's insistent questioning
regarding whether he has made provisions for those he holds in slavery, Augustine offers to read scripture to Uncle Tom. Though he seeks to dodge
confrontation, Augustine ironically finds himself acting out the scene of final
judgment found in Matthew 25:31-36 when the "Son of Man" comes to divide
the sinners from the saved "as a shepherd divideth his sheep from the goats."
As the stage directions indicate, he "reads on, in an animated voice":
Then shall the King say also unto them on the left hand, Depart from
me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire: For I was an hungered, and ye gave
me no meat: !was thirsty, and ye gave me no drink: I was a stranger,
and ye took me not in: naked, and ye clothed me not: I was sick, and
in prison, and ye visited me not. Then shall they also answer unto him,
Lord, when saw we thee an hungered, or athirst, or a stranger, or naked, or sick, or in prison, and did not minister unto thee. Then shall he
say unto them, Inasmuch as ye did it not to one of the least of these
my brethren, ye did it not to me. 64

In the midst of a work written for dramatic reading by an African American
woman, a white master himself dramatically reads a scene juxtaposing the
generous individual, the complacent individual, and the Judge and immedi-
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ately recognizes that the cursed ones "seem to have been doing just what I
have." The scene reinforces a faith in performance's potential to convert the
sinner rather than provide refuge from serious reflection.
A closer look at the scene helps us understand dramatic suasion's impact on the audience. Augustine is deeply troubled as he reads, identifying
with the cursed while also giving voice to Jesus, one with whom he cannot
intellectually joust or morally equivocate. He once again breaks from sobering reflection to make music, but this time, rather than distracting himself
from the subject of a final reckoning through popular song, he sings an excerpt from the requiem mass. "What a sublime conception is that of the
last judgment!" he finally declares, acknowledging that one ought indeed to
be excluded for "terrible enormities" but also for sins of "not doing positive
good"-in this case, manumitting those he holds in slavery and committing to a Christian life. ''And what, what shall be said of one," he asks in
self-reflection, "whose own heart, whose education, and the wants of society,
have called in vain to some noble purpose; who has floated on, a dreamy, neutral spectator of the struggles, agonies, and wrongs of man, when he should
[have] been a worker?" 65 Read and sung aloud, this scene would constitute a
meta-performance: the process of conversion via the dramatic reading within
a dramatic reading. Augustine is transformed from spectator to actor, paralleling his conversion from ethical dilettante to committed Christian.
Or more accurately, Augustine is almost converted in that moment. Ophelia counsels him to repent immediately, and Augustine thinks of Eva and his
mother, two other female figures who urged him to pursue a godly life, yet he
finally, fatefully seeks distraction once again by heading out to "hear the news
to-night."66 Like his sainted namesake, Augustine finds himself attracted to
faith through holy writ-but repeatedly, even fatally, delays a commitment
to the Christian life in the interest of sensual pleasures. 67 Augustine is killed
that very night, having missed the opportunity to provide for the enslaved
in his will. Both the lengthier treatment of Augustine's story in Uncle Tom's
Cabin and the compressed scenes of The Christian Slave conform to what
Linda Williams identifies as the "dialectic of pathos and action" in melodrama-"a give and take of 'too late' and 'in the nick of time. '"68 Augustine
is too late to save Tom from being sold to Legree, but the question remains
whether his soul has been saved just in time. The novel removes any doubt
to the affirmative by offering readers the context for Augustine's death (he
was stabbed while gallantly trying to break up a knife fight) and his deathbed
experience ("They saw that the mighty hand was on him'' 69 ), but the drama
provides neither of these. Augustine's death is simply announced in the brief
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final scene of act 2 through the pathetic words of those for whom it is indeed
too late: Uncle Tom ("He's gone!") and the other St. Clare servants ("Do hab
pity! 0 Lord, hab mercy! O'Mas'r St. Clare! 0, mas'r, mas'r, mas'r! he's dead!
he's dead! he's dead!"). 70
Perhaps the ill-fated Augustine of The Christian Slave, who exemplifies
the power of dramatic reading but whose soul remains shrouded in ambiguity,
signals Stowe's ironic resistance to theatricality in the midst of her attempt
to harness the transformative potential of public performance. At the same
time, Webb's performance distanced the temporary distracting pleasures of
life as made manifest in musical interludes and minstrel humor-keystones
of the unfaithful adaptations of Uncle Tom's Cabin-from the serious "feelinglabor"71 of an abolitionist presentation. Audience members familiar with Uncle Tom's Cabin likely recalled the novel's inclusion of Augustine's deathbed
testimony and its assurance of grace. The exclusion of that scene from the
drama in performance and in print had the potential to turn audience attention to the distracting, if not damning, nature of popular song.
For all of Augustine's metaperformative significance in act 2, the sardonic
Southerner is eclipsed in act 3 by Cassy. Her melancholy song and opening
line-"I'm tired! I'm sick! I'm dead! Dead? yes, dead at heart"72- explicitly
link Cassy to the late Augustine as another soul in need of Christian conversion. But there is no more room for comedic interludes on this Deep South
plantation. When Legree arrives with Emmeline, his intended concubine,
Cassy declares, "You have come to the gates of Hell!" and the scene ends with
Legree's ominous declaration, "Hang it, there's no joke in it!" 73 Subsequent
scenes document Uncle Tom's service to downtrodden women; his repeated
abuse by Legree, Sambo, and Qyimbo; Cassy's persistent denials of a benevolent God; and Tom's concluding submission to a deadly beating rather
than betrayal of Cassy and Emmeline after their escape. The drama's final
act, then, omits the most optimistic components of the novel's denouement:
the conversion of Sambo and Qyimbo, George Shelby's assault of Legree,
and the reunion of the nuclear and extended Harris family. From the title
to Tom's concluding utterance of"Who-who-who-shall-separate-us
from-the-the-love of Christ? LOVE! LOVE! LOVE OF CHRIST!"74
the focus of the drama is on the conversion of Augustine and Cassy via the
sacrifice of Tom. Augustine and Cassy are situated in the chorus of Stowe's
imagined world-a chorus then located in Webb's performative presence and
the practice of dramatic reading.
As with Augustine in The Christian Slave, Cassy finds herself compelled
into reading a scene from scripture. Visiting Tom in the gin-house garret
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after his first severe beating, Cassy expresses a deep-seated doubt in stark
contrast with Tom's unwavering faith. One imagines the dramatic effect if
read aloud:
And what are these miserable low dogs you work with, that
you should suffer on their account? Every one of them would turn
against you the first time they got the chance....
UNCLE TOM: Poor critturs! what made 'em cruel? And if I give out, I
shall get used to't, and grow, little by little, just like 'em! ... I've lost
everything in this world, and it's clean gone forever; and now I can't
lose heaven, too; no, I can't get to be wicked, besides all!
CASSY: But it can't be that the Lord will lay sin to our account; he won't
charge it to us, when we're forced to it; he'll charge it to tham that
drove us to it.
UNCLE TOM: Yes; but that won't keep us from growing wicked. Ifl get
to be as hard-hearted as that ar' Sambo, and as wicked, it won't
make much odds to me how I came so; it's bein' so; that ar's what
I'm a dreadin'.
CASSY: 0, God a' mercy! you speak the truth! O! O! 0!75

CASSY :

Tom then directs Cassy to retrieve the Bible from his coat pocket and to read
the account of the crucifixion in the gospel of Luke. After voicing Jesus's
plea, "Father, forgive them, they know not what they do!" according to the
stage directions, Cassy abandons her own dramatic reading and "throws down
the book violently, and buries her face in her hands. "76 But as with Augustine,
reading scripture moves Cassy without completely converting her, despite
Tom's eloquent explication of the passage. What follows is not a retreat into
music but an extended monologue, an abandonment of the dramatic reading's script(ure) for personal testimony. Cassy's recounts her chilling experience in sexual slavery, including her white father's failure to manumit her,
her betrayal by her true love, the sale of her two children, and her murder of
a third infant. 77 In this hell on earth, Cassy declares herself "a lost soul, pursued by devils that torment me day and night," 78 one beyond the reach of the
forgiveness she just read about. Webb's performance of this passage struck a
London reviewer as "especially pathetic."79 Whereas Augustine retreats from
Christian commitment to musical performance, Cassy sets aside the gospel
for a catalog of traumas. The frame of the dramatic reading emphasizes that
the realities of slavery can no longer be ignored.
Music makes a final appearance in act 3, scene 6, as Tom sings to himself
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by moonlight. In the novel, Tom finds comfort in the words of a well-known
Isaac Watts hymn, "When I Can Read My Title Clear," and 1he Christian
Slave includes the same three verses-but before taking up what Legree
calls one of "these cursed Methodist hymns," 80 Tom first sings the opening
eight lines, somewhat modified, of Stephen Foster's "Old Folks at Home"
(a.k.a. "Swanee River"). A popular minstrel song first published in r85r, "Old
Folks" does not appear in Uncle Tom's Cabin; however, in 1852, Foster did write
"Poor Uncle Tom, Good Night," which he subsequently revised as "My Old
Kentucky Home,"for the staging of Stowe's novel. 81 Approached as another
performative juxtaposition, the situation of Foster's nostalgic minstrel song
alongside the hymn provides an abolitionist contrast in two ways. According
to the stage directions, after Uncle Tom sings the pining words "All the world
am sad and dreary, I Everywhere I roam; I 0, Chloe, how my heart grows weary, I
1hinkin' ofye all at home!"he abruptly transitions away from its mournfulness:
"[A pause. Looks up. His face brightens. Sings.]" As Webb, via Tom, moved from
the mournful, dialect-ridden nostalgia of the minstrel stage to the buoyant,
poetic certainty of the hymn-"Let cares like a wild deluge come, I And Storms of
sorrow fall, I May I but safely reach my home, I My God, my heaven, my all!' 82the audience received musical illustration and affirmation of Tom's ability
to withstand the trials of Legree's plantation. That same London reviewer
emphasized the effectiveness of Tom's hymn signing, elaborating, "The peculiar negro intonation, the struggle after correctness of melody, the solemn
meaning which the singer threw into the words, gave great preminence [sic]
to this portion of the readings. It was a mixture of solemnity and pathos quite
indescribable. "83 Webb's delivery of Stowe's work could not help but sample
just enough of the minstrel tradition to provide a stark contrast with the religious culture beloved by black and white evangelical Christians. 1he Christian
Slave, as written for and read by Webb and as published in response to the
theatrical appropriation of Uncle Tom's Cabin, indicated the kind of performance it was not and which performances could serve as a moral resource for
all Christians, enslaved and free.

William Wells Brown's Star Power
The dramatic reading enabled Wells Brown, in a way no other textual or
performative genres had, to counter the viciousness of attacks on antislavery
speech and on the speech of the enslaved more broadly, both from within and
without the peculiar institution. As lecturer and author, Greenspan notes,
Wells Brown emphasized time and again the dependence of masters on si-
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Fig. 4. Frontispiece to William Wells Brown, Narrative of William W Brown, an
American Slave. Written by Himself(r849). (Courtesy of Documenting the American
South, UNC-Chapel Hill Library.)
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lencing those around him, or as he declared in his 1847 Lecture Delivered before
the Female Anti-Slavery Society ofSalem, "The Slave cannot speak for himself;
he cannot speak for his wife, or his children. He is a thing."84 This emphasis
on the enslaved person's silence dovetailed with the faith Wells Brown placed
in the power of speech. From 1843, when Wells Brown began work as a lecturing agent, through the mid-185os, he embraced the Garrisonian emphasis
on moral suasion, favoring rhetorical rather than violent means of toppling
slavery. But as the nation approached Constitutional crisis in the mid-185os
and blood spilled across Kansas and the floor of the U.S. Senate, Wells Brown
took up the subject of physical opposition in response to the physical containment of the antislavery movement. 85
This is not to say that Wells Brown was unfamiliar with the violent suppression of antislavery sentiment prior to the mid-185os. He had grown up
enslaved, after all. Not only that, Wells Brown had at one point been bound
out to Elijah Lovejoy, the slain editor of the St. Louis Observer, and his service
to Lovejoy came to an end after Wells Brown was brutally assaulted in the
street by the father of a white teenager with whom he had scuffied. 86 Just a
few months into his antislavery lecturing career in early 1844, Wells Brown
successfully stared down a hostile audience and the garbage they lobbed at
him while lecturing at a church in Aurora, New York, and the next year he
was pelted while speaking in Livingston County, New York. More seriously,
at an outdoor antislavery convention on Cape Cod in August 1848, Wells
Brown and others on the platform were assaulted and barely escaped with
their lives. And during his time in England, Wells Brown appeared with Rev.
Edward Mathews and George Thompson, British abolitionists who had both
famously escaped the wrath of mobs while touring the United States.87
Escape, no less than The Christian Slave, provides for the polyvocality of
the dramatic reading through its use of foils to indict slavery. It centers in particular on contrasting couples: Dr. and Mrs. Gaines, a slaveholding physician
and his virago wife, and Glen and Melinda, a noble enslaved couple whose
sacred marriage vows are threatened by Dr. Gaines's plan to take Melinda
as his concubine. 88 The minstrel-like Cato, Dr. Gaines's right-hand servant,
serves as the comedic heart of the drama; he is paired with Mrs. Gaines's
attendant, Hannah, whose repeated abuse and failure to escape unsettles all
Cato-related comedy. Wells Brown employs the drama's common hierarchical arrangement of couples ironically here, and the foiling works horizontally and vertically. 89 Further, violence is pervasive in Escape, which contains
scenes of dental torture, attempted poisoning, attempted rape, and attempted
lynching. Assault permeates the work: the words "whip," "whipped," and
"whippin'" appear a total of thirty-three times.
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Cato surely was as captivating for Wells Brown's audiences as he has been
for more recent readers. In the words of Brooks, Cato is "an expedient house
servant who wages a one-man, slow-burning insurrection of blackface minstrelsy in his solo bid for freedom," 90 standing in for Wells Brown, the shapeshifter with a history of hardscrabble self-sufficiency. He also gives voice to
slavery in a manner similar to his creator, offering, as John Ernest writes, "a
commentary on performance itself." 91 In act 5, scene 3, a disguised Cato enters a free state only to find his new condition bewildering and tenuous. He
expresses this through a dialogue with himself, or more accurately through
a dialogue between his selves, which must have been particularly funny in
the context of Wells Brown's dramatic reading. "I wonder ef dis is me?" Cato
reflects, "By golly, I is free as a frog. But maybe I is mistaken; maybe dis ain't
me. Cato, is dis you? Yes, seer. Well, now it is me, an' I em a free man." 92 In
his autobiography, and no doubt his lectures, Wells Brown recalled his reaction upon his own escape to Ohio, as also bifurcating his identity: "The fact
that I was a freeman-could walk, talk, eat and sleep as a man, and no one
to stand over with the blood-clotted cowhide-all this made me feel that
I was not mysel£" 93 Wells Brown and Cato find the correlation of a newly
free body with a longtime free mind disorienting. If, as Sanborn emphasizes,
Cato accepts more readily than his author that the free mind and free body
do coexist, 94 Wells Brown's performance of Cato and of himself through the
dramatic reading confirms that union.
The identity that emerges like a frog from a tadpole requires a new name,
and Cato's reflections as he renames himself project the fugitive's experience
back onto Brown's (free, Northern, largely white) audience. "I'm now in a
suspectable part of de country," notes Cato, "an' I muss have a suspectable
name. Ah! I'll call myself Alexander Washington Napoleon Pompey Cresar.
Dar, now, dat's a good long, suspectable name, and every body will suspect
me."95 Cato's subsequent song culminates in a pointed question, "You loudly
boast of liberty, an' say your State is free, / But ef I tarry in your midst, will
you protect me?"96 Voicing Cato, and all of Cato's voices, Wells Brown brings
his Northern audience, long since transformed by the "suspectable" Fugitive
Slave Act, to ask themselves, "I wonder ef dis is me?"97
Earlier in the play, acts 2 and 3 of Escape bring their critiques of slaveholders to a head through assaults by the enslaved. In act 2, scene 3, Dr. Gaines
spies on Cato as he courts Tapioca and hears firsthand Cato's assessment of
his authority:
Did you know, Miss Tappy, dat I is de head doctor 'bout dis
house? I beats de ole boss all to pieces.

CATO:
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I hev hearn dat you bleeds and pulls teef.
CATO : Yes, Miss Tappy; massa could not get along widout me, for
massa was made a doctor by books; but I is a natral doctor. I was
born a doctor jess as Lorenzo Dow was born a preacher. So you see
I can't be nuffin' but a doctor, while massa is a bunglin' ole cuss at
de bissness. 98

TAPIOCA:

Enraged, Gaines mutters to himself that he will punish Cato, and the noise
startles Cato who, thinking thieves are in the house, attacks the obscured
form of Dr. Gaines with a chair and "knocks him down." 99 When Cato discovers the mistake, he simply runs away from a master who cannot deliver
upon his threats. All Cato has bragged comes true, and in that moment,
Wells Brown the dramatic reader might be said to succeed the famous itinerate preacher Lorenzo Dow in oratorical gifts. With act 3, scene 5, Wells
Brown could read a scene in which Melinda has her own opportunity to
inflict punishment upon the slaveholder. Knowing that her husband plans to
rape Melinda, Mrs. Gaines declares she will force her to drink from a vial of
poison. Melinda grabs a broom, and the scuffle ends as she "sweeps efMRS.
GAINES,-cap, combs and curls."100 The aged Mrs. Gaines's jealous rage over
another woman results in the sweeping away of her headdress, the exposure
of her false respectability. Wells Brown, reading these scenes of assault he has
scripted, offers his own performance as an act of physical resistance to the
violence of slaveholders.
Act 4 begins with Glen's revelation that he too has assaulted Dr. Gaines
and now awaits punishment. If Cato represents a trickster side, Glen embodies Wells Brown's oratorical eloquence, including its close association with
the physical struggle for freedom, past and future. Chained in a dungeon for
having struck Dr. Gaines, Glen offers a thrilling figure common to antislavery rhetoric in this period: "Oh! there is a volcano pent up in the heart of the
slaves of these Southern States that will burst forth ere long. When that day
comes, wo to those whom its unpitying fury may devour!" 101 At this point in
the dramatic reading, the line between Wells Brown and Glen must have all
but disappeared as words issued forth from the former self captured in his
well-known autobiography. Along with the bodies of the enslaved, antislavery speech emerges from under the lash in Escape. Through dramatic suasion,
Wells Brown performs the enslaved individual's declaration of what "we dare
not utter in the presence of our masters." 102
The play's conclusion addresses most directly the impact of slavery on
whites' freedom of speech in the United States, emphasizing in ways intertextual and interperformative the violence faced by all who oppose slavery.
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Act 5 opens with a Yankee on a Southern tour with the fitting name of Mr.
White. He stops at "the American Hotyl," where his fellow guest and immediate foil is a slave speculator named Jennings. White inquires of the Barkeeper whether a room is available, and rather than receiving the welcome of
the establishment's gathered loungers, the traveler faces immediate hostility:
Where mout you come from, efit's a far question?
I am from Massachusetts.
30 LouN.: I say, cuss Massachusetts!
1ST LOUN.: I say so too. There is where the fanatics live; cussed traitors.
The President ought to hang 'em all. 103
20 LOUN. :

WHITE:

Disturbed by the response, White asks for a private room, at which point
the first lounger defends his right to defame Massachusetts, for "this is a free
country, and people talks what they please...."Mr.White points out the
paradox of his reference to freedom-"Sir, if this is a free country, why do
you have slaves here?"-and through the second lounger's response to White,
Wells Brown dramatizes the irony of their reference to freedom of speech:
"He did n't mean that this was a free country for niggers. He meant that it's
free for white people. And another thing, ef you get to talking 'bout freedom
for niggers, you'll catch what you won't like, mister. It's right for niggers to be
slaves. "104 Indignant and more than a bit naive, Mr. White fails to take seriously the threat in the lounger's response and decides to try his hand at heroic
oratory. "Well, sir,"Mr. White begins,
I am from a free State, and I thank God for it; for the worst act that a
man can commit upon his fellow-man, is to make him a slave. Conceive of a mind, a living soul with the germs of faculties which infinity cannot exhaust, as it first beams upon you in its glad morning of
existence, quivering with life and joy, exulting in the glorious scenes
of its developing energies, beautiful, and brave, and generous, and joyous, and free,-the clear pure spirit bathed in the auroral light of its
unconscious immortality,-and then follow it in its dark and dreary
passage through slavery, until oppression stifles and kills, one by one,
every inspiration and aspiration of its being, until it becomes a dead
soul entombed in a living frame! 105
Wells Brown selected for this antislavery white Northerner's speech every
mark of overly wrought contemporary oratory; Sanborn points out that these
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words come directly from Edwin Whipple's Lectures on Subjects Connected
with Literature and Life (1850). 106 Whether Wells Brown delivered White's
speech in a pompous or a serious fashion, its content is principally right.
Nonetheless, antislavery speech in the South is fatal. One lounger charges
White with treason, and another one snarls, "Yes, if you talk such stuff as that,
you'll get a chunk of cold lead in you, that you will." 107 Within five minutes of
arriving at the American Hotel, White finds himself facing the same threat
as the enslaved.
White claims nothing other than the right to free speech heralded by the
first Lounger, but by speaking of freedom for the enslaved, he commits an
act of treason and thus forfeits that right. In a country that is free only "for
white people," a white person is not free to express otherwise-or more to
the point, he cedes whiteness and its privileges by attacking the institution of
slavery. Here, Wells Brown departs froni the social satire and melodramatic
pathos of previous acts to offer blunt political allegory. Indeed, rendered visually-Mr. White of Massachusetts surrounded by hostile Southern Loungers
under the label American Hotel-this scene would make a striking political
cartoon for an era in which public speech concerning slavery was surrounded
by violence and those opposed to slavery understood the nation itself as held
in bondage. 108 Soon the loungers conclude that the Massachusetts visitor has
stolen the two fugitives, Glen and Melinda. The whole crew departs to lynch
White, who returns to beg for the Barkeeper's aid and declare his Constitutional rights. "We don't care for Constitutions nor nothin' else,"Wells Brown
declares in the voice of the representative Southerner, heightening the political parable; "We made the Constitution, and we'll break it." 109
Critics have for the most part attributed the sudden appearance ofWhite,
which briefly interrupts the working out of the escape plot, to Wells Brown's
concern with representing Northern whites whose heroic oratory is not
matched by heroic action. Due to his grand speech and his subsequent refusal to help white beggars, Mr. White appears to these critics "a hypocritical
and ultimately ridiculous figure whose advocacy of emancipation is made to
seem, at best, beside the point" and "a vehicle through which to satirize the
inertia and self-congratulatory aspects of [what Douglass called] 'Sentimental Abolitionism."' 11°Certainly, Wells Brown does not pull any punches in his
characterization of White's ineffectuality. Yet viewed in the context of Wells
Brown's repeated account of an incident from his days as a fugitive-stopping
at a pub while on the run, he overheard talk about fugitives from slavery and,
"fearing they would seize me," departed as discreetly as he could111-the line
between Brown and White (a chromatic pun likely intended) blurs. Through
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the act of dramatic reading, moreover, Wells Brown performs White as his
own oratorical foil; for all of their differences, both provoke violent responses
through antislavery speech, cumbersome and nai:ve though White's might
be. If Escape emphasizes the ineffectualness of anyone, it is that of the master
and the mob, who neither restrain the irrepressible central enslaved characters (Cato, Melinda, and Glen all successfully cross to Canada) nor silence
antislavery speech in any form.
In act 5, scene 2, of Escape, the wandering Glen and Melinda live through
an experience Wells Brown describes in his first autobiographical text of
searching for the North Star on a cloudy night. 112 The couple searches the
cloudy night sky for the North Star and celebrate when its rays reach them.
In fact, Glen celebrates by reciting or perhaps singing all eleven stanzas of a
well-known poem by abolitionist John Pierpont, "The Fugitive Slave's Apostrophe to the North Star," which declares, "Thy light and truth shall set me
free." 113 In slave narratives and numerous poems like this one, antislavery
writers personified the North Star to capture its crucial service to fugitives
and to capture the relative isolation of those who, in pursuit of freedom, must
travel at night and avoid contact with a majority that would return them to
bondage. Wells Brown, drawing on Pierpont's verse, moreover associates the
star with antislavery speech that cannot be suppressed. The star affirms that
antislavery speech makes freedom.
In the first edition of his Anti-Slavery Harp (1848), Wells Brown had
included another poem by Pierpont indicating the threat posed by slavery
to free speech. The four-stanza "The Slave-Holder's Address to the North
Star," which Pierpont wrote as an accompaniment to "The Fugitive Slave's
Apostrophe to the North Star," imagines the master's hatred for the star.
The North Star here is at once a physical guide to freedom and the emblem of antislavery speech that provokes both resistance to slavery and brutal
censorship. The slaveholder, in the spirit of the Gag Rule of 1836-1844 and
the Compromise of 1850, and echoing Southern states' criminalization of the
circulation of antislavery texts, declares the north star a "lying lantern'' and
demands of New Englanders "not to let thee shine/ (Excepting of a cloudy
night) / Anywhere south of Dixon's line." 114 He then threatens that should
the star "shine an inch" beyond the Mason-Dixon line, "We'll have thee up
before Judge Lynch."Through extra-legal action, this slaveholder and his ilk
will bind African Americans and antislavery speech once and for all:
And when, thou Abolition star,
Who preachest Freedom in all weathers,
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Thou has got on thy coat of tar,
And over that, a cloak of feathers,
Thou art "fixed" none will deny,
If there's a fixed star in the sky.
Through the word fixed, Pierpont points to the enslaved person's unceasing
pursuit of freedom and the antislavery activist's unceasing efforts as eliciting
violent suppression.
"Slave-Holder's Address" no less than the "Fugitive Slave's Apostrophe"
affirms the irrepressible light of the North Star but through caustic humor
rather than moving sentiment-the two poles of Wells Brown's art. And, I
would argue, this verse, through which the antislavery singer voices a hubristic slaveholder's ultimate ineffectualness as well as his viciousness, captures
the heart of dramatic suasion. In dramatic readings, Wells Brown took on the
voices of masters and mistresses, touring Yankees, and numerous bystanders
alongside enslaved people, making his body at once a rhetorical hub and a
testimony to persistence in the face of constant physical threat. Ultimately,
the brilliant and audacious Wells Brown was himself a foil for the wide cast
of characters in the dramatic readings, most boldly directing rays toward an
· enemy feared as ruthless but scoffed as delusional. For who in the world can
silence a star?

What Shall We Do with the Traitors?

In the spring of 1862, Wells Brown toured New York State, lecturing on "The

War and Its Connections with Slavery." The Liberator of April 4, 1862, reported, "He has done a good work in some towns hitherto beyond the reach
of the anti-slavery lecturer." With the onset of hostilities, the threat white
Southerners posed to white Northerners was no longer hypothetical for the
white residents of the Empire State, and certainly no longer limited to the
realm of free expression. ''After delivering a second lecture to the citizens
[of Poughkeepsie] generally," the article continues, "Mr. Brown was invited
to give a reading of his new Drama on 'Life at the South."' 115 No such play
is extant, and it is possible that "Life at the South" was a wartime updating
of Experience.11 6 One can imagine Wells Brown's wartime dramatic reading,
"highly relished" by the audience, as exposing through his trademark dark
comedy the sadistic heart of a Southern slaveholding culture that had now
trained its sites on white Northerners. The drama was well received, reportedly prompting a spontaneous invitation from the audience for Wells Brown
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to offer an additional lecture in the town entitled "What Shall We Do with
the Traitors, and What Shall Be Done with Their Slaves?"The Poughkeepsie
Daily Eagle summarized the lecture as follows: "He thought the difficulty in
settling our national difficulties was not so much what to do with the slaves
as what to do with the masters. He argues that the rebellion could never be
suppressed till slavery was abolished." 117 Such a lecture could serve as a gloss
on Wells Brown's dramatic works.
Dramatic suasion, as developed by Webb and Wells Brown in the 1850s,
transferred the rhetoric at the heart of the Garrisonian abolitionism into
a genre (the drama) associated with rebellious and retributive violence and
into a perfotmative mode (the dramatic reading) at one remove from theatrical volatility and infamy. Capturing the brutality of proslavery attacks on
antislavery speech, the antislavery plays and public readings of them in the
decade prior to the Civil War telegraphed a shift toward physical resistance
to slavery. While giving voice to the enslaved person and showcasing irrepressible African American eloquence, Webb and Wells Brown insisted that
the real question the nation faced was "what to do with the masters"-a class
of people who, through their willingness to suppress antislavery speech with
violence, had proven themselves inimical to U.S. democracy.

Three

Martyred Eloquence
and Stagings of Dred
"The drama ends with quite a novel and striking development, which
is rather deduced than embodied from the text of the novel."
-The New York Daily Express, October 9, 1856

On May 22, 1856, South Carolina Representative Preston Brooks approached
Massachusetts Senator Charles Sumner, who was seated at his desk on the
Senate floor, declared his recent speech "a libel on South Carolina, and Mr.
[Andrew P.] Butler, who is a relative of mine," 1 then beat Sumner to within
an inch of his life with a cane. The eloquent leader, known for delivering
lengthy orations from memory, would never speak again with the same
force. 2 Brooks's action was celebrated in the South as an honorable act of
retribution given Sumner's defaming of South Carolina's Senator Butler in
his "The Crime against Kansas" speech. In the North, the assault was received
as emblematic of Southern tyranny. Abolitionist editors and orators had long
known that those invested in slavery believed antislavery speech warranted
disproportional displays of force. But the Brooks-Sumner affair, as I touched
on in chapter 2, captured, in a strikingly allegorical fashion, the violence inherent in the South's defense of slavery and the threat that the persistence
of slavery at mid-century posed to the rights of Northerners, especially the
right to free expression. In an impromptu speech at a pro-Sumner meeting
at the Broadway Tabernacle on May 30, Henry Ward Beecher declared, "The
symbol of the North is the pen; the symbol of the South is the bludgeon."3 A
famous lithograph from the period by John L. Magee (figure 5) encapsulates
this interpretation. The prostrate, genteel Sumner holds onto his paper and
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Fig. 5. "Southern Chivalry-Argument versus Club's"by John L. Magee, 1856.
(Courtesy of Boston Athenaeum.)

pen as a faceless Brooks beats him with a gore-studded weapon, Brooks's
conspirator Lawrence M. Keitt restrains those who would intervene, and
other spectators jeer at a spectacle composed for their viewing pleasure. 4 The
print serves much like a theatrical tableau, distilling the villainy of Brooks
and his allies and Sumner's heroic sacrifice-his martyrdom to the cause of
freedom in Kansas.
The tableau of Brooks's attack on Sumner distills antebellum culture's
understanding of how antislavery speech did or did not, could or could not,
advance the cause of emancipation. In pursuit of abolition, eloquence could
be fashioned to elicit what Sumner referred to as the "Remedy ofJustice and
Peace": legislative, judicial, or (from a Garrisonian understanding of moral
suasion) social action to work a nonviolent overthrow of slavery. Alternately,
eloquence could pointedly, obliquely, or incidentally rouse auditors to use
force against an institution that itself did not hesitate to use violence in pursuit of profit and power. 5 It was the fear of antislavery speech's incitement of
forcible resistance that led to a very different manifestation of provocative
eloquence: the vicious suppression of eloquence by resistant auditors. That, in
turn, produced antislavery martyrs whose suffering might work a change in
the world. The Brooks-Sumner affair, captured by Magee and by many others
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on all sides of the debate, staged antislavery speech as at once dangerous and
endangered, necessary and superfluous, rousing and ineffectual. Antislavery
speech appeared fatally linked to violence.
Brooks's assault on Sumner occurred one day after the sacking of Lawrence, Kansas, and in the midst of Harriet Beecher Stowe's penning of Dred;
A Tale of the Great Dismal Swamp (1856). The turmoil in and over Kansas,
writes Robert Levine, "led Stowe to write a novel that is less hopeful and
arguably less naive than Uncle Tom's Cabin."6 Dred signaled Stowe's renunciation of the colonization schemes she had endorsed in the conclusion of
Uncle Tom's Cabin, framed her understanding of Southern culture as inherently degenerate, conveyed her increased anger over the complicity of the
church with slavery, and registered a broader waning of faith in the viability
of what we might sum up as rhetorically achieved emancipation. 7 The sweeping narrative of Southern master and mob brutality, failed attempts at political and cultural amelioration, the ravages of disease and alcoholism, and the
potential for armed revolt reflects a crisis point in the antislavery movement
when it appeared that direct appeals to the public, no less than legislative and
judicial antislavery action, could not proceed without provoking the violence
they intended to circumvent. Small wonder Stowe's second antislavery novel
contains numerous scenes of provocative eloquence in every sense I outline
above but especially instances of orators martyred for their antislavery pronunciations. Small wonder that the lengthy narrative concludes without settling the issue of whether antislavery speech alone could overthrow such a
brutal practice.
Dred takes place in the slave territory of the Carolinas, encompassing
masters who seek to ameliorate the condition of the enslaved and those who
brutally enforce their will, as well as enslaved African Americans who chafe
under such control, those who appear unconcerned with their status, others
who flee for their lives, and still others who seek to overthrow slavery through
force. The titular character ofDred is the son of Denmark Vesey and master
of Engedi, a hidden swamp fortress where maroons and fugitives find safety
from the dogs who hunt them and where Dred waits for the right moment to
administer divine vengeance. He is, as a contemporary put it, "a tragic image
of Africa, its eyes and hands raised to heaven, and its mouth full of wrath and
denunciation." 8 A very different form of speech comes from the white hero
and heroines of the novel. Idealists in the midst of a morally and physically
degenerate South, Edward Clayton and his sister Anne establish a system of
education and uplift on their South Carolina plantation, Magnolia Grove,
going so far as to build a picturesque schoolhouse for their wards. After ··
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Clayton becomes attached to Nina Gordon, the young mistress of the North
Carolina plantation Canema, he finds himself advocating for the amelioration of slavery by representing the case of the enslaved mother, Milly, who is
shot by a white man to whom she is bound out. Milly and Harry, no less than
Clayton or Dred, emerge in the novel as fonts of eloquence. Time and again,
however, antislavery eloquence proves ineffectual. The central characters
despair as they witness legally sanctioned brutality under slavery (the local
court's decision in favor of Milly is overturned by the state Supreme Court,
which happens to be headed by Clayton's father) and the evil work of Nina's
brother, Tom, who torments Harry Gordon, their enslaved half-brother, and
his wife Lisette. Nina dies of cholera before she and Clayton can marry and
pursue their envisioned reforms, the Magnolia Grove school is destroyed by
a mob, and the interracial group that flees to Engedi eventually must head
north to start new lives.
Like Uncle Tom's Cabin, Dred draws on theatrical forms well known to
antebellum audiences, including minstrel antics and the temperance drama's
spectacle of delirium tremens, that "temporary episode of insanity" brought
about by alcohol addiction. 9 When the novel made its way to the stage in the
United States and in Britain (an inevitability given the popularity of Uncle
Tom's Cabin performances), 10 the constraints and demands of the theatrical
context resolved certain tensions of the novel in a predominately retrograde
but occasionally radical fashion. I look specifically at U.S. stage adaptations
by John Brougham and H.J. Conway, both of which center on comedic
blackface performance, have Nina survive to marry Clayton, and arrange to
have Dred kill Tom Gordon before dying himself. The constellation of texts
and performances surrounding the violent attack on Sumner by Brooks affirms theatricality's essential relevance at a moment in U.S. history when the
violent suppression of antislavery speech became a national focus, but armed
aggression in pursuit of emancipation did not yet appear divinely or democratically sanctioned to prominent white antislavery leaders.
In this chapter, I first turn to Sumner's "Crime against Kansas" but also
an 1854 speech by Butler to explore how the theatricality of Sumner's oratory opened him (and by extension, others who spoke against slavery) to the
charge of inciting sectional violence. Then I will look briefly at scenes of provocative eloquence in Stowe's Dred and the manner in which the novel offers
the Sumner-like martyred orator simultaneously as a model of antislavery
work and an intimation of moral suasion's deficiencies. Finally, through a
reading of Dred adaptions by Brougham and Conway, I will consider how
theatrical forms alternately enabled and suppressed radical understandings of
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physical resistance to slavery. Theatricality reveals itself to be as dangerous as
Butler claims, putting into motion the violence inherent in the slavery debate.
One finds in all of these instances of provocative eloquence evidence of what
Douglas Jones calls the "pro-slavery" quality of the antebellum stage11 yet
also verification of what William Wells Brown and others had identified as a
critical role for theatricality in the struggle to speak and work against slavery.

"I Should Like to See a Play Written on This Matter":
The Brooks-Sumner Affair
After months of heated debate, in May of 1854, the U.S. Congress passed the
Kansas-Nebraska Act, which rescinded the Missouri Compromise of 1820
by stipulating that residents of the two territories would vote concerning
the legality of slavery within their borders. Authored in its final form by Illinois Senator Stephen Douglas, but devised by the collective imaginations
of Senators David Rice Atchison of Missouri, James M. Mason and Robert
M. T. Hunter of Virginia, and Andrew P. Butler of South Carolina, the Act
effectively allowed for the indefinite extension of slaveholding into future
western states. 12 The resulting conflict in the state of Kansas was intense, as
Missouri i~terlopers joined forces with proslavery residents at the polls and
New England emigrants who believed they pursued God's work increased
the ranks of antislavery residents. Open conflict arose and soon a territory
named for the Kansa people received the moniker "Bleeding Kansas," a particularly powerful emblem of the nation's inability to solve the problem of
slavery through traditionally political means.
In the midst of the violence in Kansas, on May 19 and 20, 1856, Massachusetts Senator and abolitionist Charles Sumner delivered a blistering speech
in which he decried an "uncommon tragedy": "the rape of a virgin Territory"
by "the Slave Power of our Republic. "13 With its classical allusions, scriptural
references, literary and dramatic figures, Revolutionary history, flowery invective, and occasional colloquialisms, "Crime against Kansas" is representative
antebellum oratory of the "middling style" and nothing short of a political
melodrama. "There, Sir, stands the criminal, all unmasked before you," declares Sumner, "heartless, grasping, and tyrannical, with an audacity beyond
that of Verres, a subtlety beyond that of Machiavel, a meanness beyond that
of Bacon, and an ability beyond that of Hastings." 14 In this arena, "Murder
stalks, Assassination skulks in the tall grass of the prairie, and the vindictiveness of man assumes unwonted forms." 15 Complicit with the criminal
Slavery are its apologists, Sumner presses, drawing an image from Macbeth
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to catalog the nature of their defenses: "Tyranny, imbecility, absurdity, and
infamy all unite to dance, like the weird sisters, about this Crime." 16 Identifying the crime's antidotes, Sumner takes imagery from Merchant of Venice,
cataloging "the four caskets" from which the Senate has to select: "the Remedy
ofTyranny; next the Remedy ofFolly, next the Remedy ofInjustice and Civil War,
and, fourthly, the Remedy ofjustice and Peace." 17 In closing, Sumner imagines
with the approach of the 1856 presidential election the struggle "transferred
soon from Congress to a broader stage, where every citizen is not only spectator, but actor," such that the territorial melodrama will be a national one, the
villain Slavery the enemy of all. 18
For all of Sumner's potent use of theatrical forms, we remember "Crime
against Kansas" today for the calumny Sumner directed toward Butler and
the bloody results. Condemning Douglas and his conspirators for their work
on the Act but characterizing Butler in particular as having made "the harlot Slavery" his mistress, Sumner subsequently refers to the South Carolina
Senator's speech impediment as emblematic of the incoherency and immorality of his position. 19 Perhaps more goading to the absent Butler, Sumner
questions South Carolina's cultural and military accomplishments, negatively
comparing the Palmetto State to the Kansas Territory. "Ah, Sir," he concludes
by quoting Hamlet, "I tell the Senator, that Kansas, welcomed as a Free State,
'a ministering angel shall be' to the Republic, when South Carolina, in the
cloak of darkness which she hugs, 'lies howling."'20
Sumner's vitriol was not without context; he and his colleagues in the
Senate, Butler included, had been exchanging personal and sectional barbs
since the heated debates over the Kansas-Nebraska Act in 1854.21 An instigating performance was Sumner's "The Landmark of Freedom," delivered
in the Senate on February 21, 1854, to protest the reversal of the Missouri
Compromise's designation of 36° 30 1 as the northern limit on slavery, while
expressing regret over the Compromise's consequences. Deuteronomy 2r17,
"Cursed be he that removeth his neighbor's landmark. And all the people shall
say, Amen."22 The speech won widespread accolades, even from an adversary
or two, and prompted Frederick Douglass to declare, "All the friends of Freedom in every State and of every color may claim you just now as their representative. "23
As with in his other speeches, Sumner carefully structures "Landmark" in
the classical fashion-exordium, narration, partition, proof, refutation, and
peroration-though he interweaves refutation throughout the body of the
presentation.24 After the rousing exordium, Sumner narrates the Compro-
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mise of 1850 as not overriding that of 1820; refutes the argument that a belief
in equality overlooks "the physical or mental inequalities by which men are
characterized, or the unhappy degradation to which, in violation of a common brotherhood, they are doomed"25 ; recounts the legislative process that
produced the Missouri Compromise and its narrow passage thanks to the
Southern vote; and offers proof that the Kansas-Nebraska Act runs counter
to the national vision shared by Northern and Southern founding fathers. It
was Sumner's emotional peroration that most galled his opponents, especially
Butler. "By no rule of justice, and by no subtilty of political metaphysics,"
Sumner declares, "can the right to hold a fellow-man in bondage be regarded
as essential to self-government." He continues, "In the name of Liberty you
open the door to Slavery. With professions of Equal Rights on the lips, you
trample on the rights of Human Nature. With a kiss upon the brow of that
fair Territory, you betray it to wretchedness and shame."26 Having accused
slavery's defenders of such hypocrisy, Sumner predicts the inevitable success
of abolitionism in the context of cultural and technological progress. ''Art,
literature, poetry, religion, everything which elevates man," he declares, "all
are on our side. The plough, the steam-engine, the railroad, the telegraph, the
book, every human improvement, every generous word anywhere, every true
pulsation of every heart which is not a mere muscle and nothing else, gives
new encouragement to the warfare with Slavery."27 Between hopeful lines lies
a sharp insult concerning the inferiority of slaveholding society.
Sumner was never one for concision, often "extending his peroration
by introducing a point that he could not seem to forbear discussing."28 In
"Landmark," the extension takes the form of dramatic dialogue through
which Sumner acknowledges that his eloquence aims to spur anger, if not
retaliation. In a striking display of dramatic suasion, Sumner excerpts for
brief recitation an exchange in Julius Caesar, act 4, scene 3, in which Brutus
bluntly condemns Cassius for accepting bribes and Cassius in turn threatens
violence. The italics in the printed speech, replicated below, help us imagine
Sumner's emphasis in delivery:
0 ye gods! ye gods! must I endure all this?
All this! Ay, more: fret, till your proud heart break:
Go show your slaves how choleric you are,
And make your bondmen tremble. Must I budge?
Must I observe you? must I stand and crouch
Under your testy humor?

CAs:

BRU:
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cAs: Do not presume too much upon my love;
I may do that I shall be sorry for.
BRU: You have done that you should be sorry far.
There is no terror, Cassius, in your threats;
For I am armed so strong in honesty,
That they pass by me as the idle wind,
Which I respect not. 29
Having stated at the outset the resemblance of the North to Brutus and the
South to Cassius, Sumner emphasizes that the two men are reconciled and
go on to fight together for "the liberties of Rome." 30 He closes "Landmark"
with the image of the North and South united in pursuit of Freedom. Shakespeare's scene provides words of accusation and a plot of reconciliation. By
incorporating a dramatic reading into his speech, Sumner offers an interperformative reflection on his intentional incitement of proslavery auditors
almost to the point of assault-a use of theatrical form terribly relevant to his
caning two years later.
Butler responded to "Landmark" (and the words of Sumner's abolitionist
colleagues William Seward, Salmon Chase, and Benjamin Wade) on February 24 and 25, 1854, insisting that Sumner had spoken "with the taste and
fervor and eloquence of an accomplished orator," but not "with the wisdom,
the judgment, and the responsibility of a statesman."31 Butler devotes time
to arguing that the Missouri Compromise was unconstitutional and ultimately divisive, claiming it encouraged the South to defend slavery and the
North to promote racial equality, but the dominant thrust of his speech is
to attack as dangerous the manner in which the abolitionist senators speak.
Abolitionism according to Butler is a "fanatical organization," a word that
pegs the abolitionist as "an unreasoning enthusiast" whose speech or actions
might be described as "frantic," "furious," "frenzied."32 While clarifying his
position on the bill-namely, that it is a flawed but necessary compromise in
light of increasing sectionalism-Butler positions himself as a model not of
provocative eloquence but of proper political discourse that brackets emotion
for reasonable deliberation. This tack is likewise inflammatory, as we shall see,
ultimately justifying violence in response to "fanatical" speech.
At the start, Butler highlights his infamous speech impediment in order
to characterize Sumner's admired eloquence as destructive: "The state of my
voice is such that I may not be able to speak with articulate clearness; but
I will say one thing before I go further-if I had the tongue of Juvenal, I
would not use it as a rasp to exasperate sectional differences." 33 Sumner and
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his ilk are, according to Butler, nothing short of bloody Jacobins, taking the
notion of racial equality to such absurd lengths that they pose a grave societal danger. 34 The nature of their expression points toward the immorality of
their message, Butler insists. Contrasting the Attic style reflecting "republican purity and simplicity" with the "splendor and gorgeous extravagance" of
the Asiatic style that succeeded it, Butler condemns the latter as concerned
with "sentiment more than thought and virtue," implying a parallel difference
between his own speech and Sumner's. 35 He proceeds,
I will not say that the honorable Senator from Massachusetts [Mr.
Sumner] has adopted the Asiatic preference to the Attic style, because
I would not do him injustice upon any occasion; but will say what is
the truth, th~t this pseudo philanthropy which is now, to some extent,
pervading the public mind of the North, was unknown to the hardy
morality of our forefathers. 36
Through the repeated use of apophasis, or raising a topic through the stated
refusal to do so, Butler insists he will not, in the manner of his opponents,
stoop to insults. 37 At the same time, he implicitly paints Sumner's oratorical style and the entirety of the Northern abolitionist movement (they are,
he insists, inextricable) as excessively affective, illogical, immoral, and unAmerican. Butler concludes with a rousing summation: "This government ...
can be preserved as a glorious Republic of equal States, if you keep clear of
that fanatical spirit which is nursed by a sickly, morbid, sentimentality, inconsistent with the wisdom, and justice, and responsibilities of a statesman."38
The accusation is that Sumner and his abolitionist colleagues speak in a morally deficient, politically suicidal manner.
At key moments, Butler associates abolitionists' lack of decorum with
theatricality. "The plunging agitator and rhetorical advocate may play his part
on the stage, and win the plaudits of an ex parte constituency," he declares in
the exordium, "but he cannot have bestowed on him the honors due to the
sage and the patriot."39 To contest claims of racial equality, Butler paints a
scene in which a white man raised without knowledge of racial difference
balks at the marriage altar when he sees his bride is an African princess. He
then expounds:
Equality! Equality! I should like to see a play written on this matter. I
have no doubt that the honorable Senator from Massachusetts, with
his taste and talent, could draw up one describing the scene which
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I have mentioned. He could depict the negro princess in search of
a husband, and could take this scene as a practical illustration of its
results! 40
The senator becomes the playwright, just as later Butler imagines him as
a poet who, for inspiration, "get[s] a negro to sit for him."41 Sumner's very
expressions of racial equality make him more akin to an author of dramatic
and poetic absurdities than to an eloquent statesman. Butler returns to this
point when he references the part of Sumner's speech that had most offended
him: the assertion that "wherever slavery existed, it was followed by sterility,
ignorance, and the want of civilization," followed by the reading from Julius
Caesar. 42 "Sir," Butler declared, "these are remarks, which, in my opinion, the
occasion did not call for." He continues,
They are remarks which may have an influence in making one of those
small tributaries which tend to form public opinion in one section
of the Union. They may furnish materials for the theater. They may
furnish some materials for the pulpit, for I am sorry to say-I am
sorry to be compelled to say-in consulting the verdict of truth, that
the Christian religion is sometimes disregarded in the pulpit. They
may furnish materials for what I understand is a very popular novel"Uncle Tom's Cabin."! have no doubt they may do all this; but I put it
to the gentleman, are his remarks true?43
Sumner's speech belongs not on the Senate floor but on the melodramatic
stage, in the Northern pulpit tainted by Henry Ward Beecher, and among the
scenes of his sister Harriet's bestseller. Butler denies abolitionism's relevance
to the serious business of legislation, and he does so by dismissing the literary and performative modes abolitionists had embraced under the auspices
of moral suasion and in the context of tyranny of censorship and violent
reprisals.
Ultimately Butler apprehends abolitionist expression as at once dangerously fanatical and legislatively irrelevant. In an effort to undermine the validity of his colleague's political position, he associates Sumner's speech on the
floor of the senate with contemporary abolitionist literature and associated
performances. Yet whether thrusting Sumner into the position of playwright
or comparing women's rights activists to Lady Macbeth, 44 Butler appears to
acknowledge the powerful place of theatrical forms in the political world of
the mid-r85os. Two years later, he would play a.key role in the transformation
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of the Senate floor into a tragic stage and the transformation of Sumner into
a martyr worthy of Stowe's pen and of the melodramas she inspired.

Stowe's Novel of Provocative Eloquence
Stowe's Dred has, in the last decade, become a pivotal text in the literary
history of abolitionism, offering rich material for critics interested in its depiction of (among other things) slavery and the courts, benevolence, white
poverty, property and interracial inheritance, religious revivalism, mysticism,
mesmerism, the politics of revolutionary violence, the Republican worldview,
and the apocalyptic imagination. 45 Less considered is the preponderance of
public speaking in the novel, which ranges from school recitation and revival
preaching to co~rtroom address and lynch mob inducement. This is not to say
that the orators of Dred have gone unnoticed; for example, Jacob Stratman
provides a rich reading of the novel's central characters as "new Jeremiahs,"
and Caleb Smith frames Dred as emblematic of"the public performance of
condemnation," its eponymous character cursing corrupt law with words of
divine justice. 46 Oration in Dred is not limited to the antislavery kind; the
novel represents the broad spectrum of provocative eloquence, including
speech forwarding the nonviolent overthrow of slavery, the forcible overthrow of slavery, the amelioration of slavery, and the vicious suppression of
all expression that would weaken the position of the master. In the context of
the Kansas-Nebraska Act, Stowe reflects in Dred on the spectacular failure of
oratorically based judicial procedure, deliberative politics, and reform work,
evidenced by the caning of Sumner and the intense struggles over the Kansas
constitution. No matter the original intent of the orator, antislavery speech
proves inextricable from violence, especially as applied in pursuit of retribution. The black and white survivors of slaveholders' violence relocate to the
North and to Canada at the conclusion of the novel, and to the consternation of numerous readers, Stowe effectively suspends the question of whether
retributive violence will prove necessary. 47 1his is a move that, as I take up in
the next section, does not survive the tale's adaptation for a theater governed
by the logic of melodrama and tragedy. Scenes of provocative eloquence that
move from the novel onto the stage register a shaken confidence in the power
of antislavery speech alone.
Studies of Stowe's novel often dwell on Edward Clayton, a slaveholding lawyer whose conversion to the cause is set in motion by his own failed
eloquence, 48 but just as important to the novel's exploration of antislavery
speech's efficacy is Father Dickson, who likewise faces vicious retrenchment
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among resistant auditors. When first introduced at the camp meeting, Dickson stands in as a foil for Father Bonnie, a preacher with "a certain rude but
effective style of eloquence, a more general and apparent popularity," and no
compulsion against slaveholding. 49 In a scene echoing a brief exchange between two preachers in chapter 12 of Uncle Tom's Cabin, Bonnie and Dickson
debate the biblical justification for slavery, but unlike the lone antislavery
clergyman in Stowe's first novel, Dickson sticks around to have a critical
role in the plot of the novel. 50 That evening, he preaches a moving sermon to
a congregation consisting of a Georgia trader and a dying enslaved woman
named Emily. Though he provides comfort in Emily's final moments, Dickson fails to convince the trader "this may be the turning-point with your soul
for eternity."51 Back at the camp, he confronts Father Bonnie, who has business with the trader, recounting the scene and emphasizing, "Brother Bonnie,
I much fear you are the stumbling-block over which souls will stumble into
hell." Again, his preaching fails; the narrator snidely comments, "father Bonnie ... wept at the account," but not long after "drove a brisk bargain with
the same trader for three new hands."52 Dickson's eloquence leads only to
his own suffering; annoyed congregants withhold payment and foodstuffs as
his wife and children suffer from illness, and eventually Tom Gordon leads a
group of armed men to tie him up and administer the "slave-whip" in front of
his family, taunting, "Preach us a sermon, now, can't you? Come, where's your
text?" 53 With the suppression of antislavery speech, martyrdom becomes the
clergyman's new medium.
As the nation had seen with the beating of Charles Sumner, martyrdom
was now in the legislative playbook as well. Through the figure of Clayton,
Stowe reminds readers directly of the Brooks-Sumner affair and connects the
suppression of anti-speech across public arenas. Enraged by Clayton's rebuke
over the ill treatment of Dickson, Gordon and two masked accomplices assault Clayton as he returns to the Dickson home the following day to check
on their health. Though armed with pistols, Clayton refuses to engage the
group, so Gordon "prove[s] his eligibility for Congress by beating this defenceless [sic] acquaintance on the head, after the fashion of the chivalry of
South Carolina."54 This is the second time Gordon wields his cane against
those who defy him and the second time his half-brother Harry, this time
with Dred's aid, counters the violent attack. What stands out in the paired
victimhood of Clayton and Dickson is that their eloquence alone achieves no
lasting legal victory or successful conversion of apostates; instead it provokes
decisive assertions of slavery's physical tyranny. Martha Schoolman writes of
the scene, "Dred [beats] Tom Gordon on Edwarq's behalf, thereby matching
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the enraged violence of the slave with the enraged violence of the master, over
the body of the nonviolent abolitionist citizen."55 The ferocious censoring of
Clayton and Dickson associates them, like Uncle Tom before, with the sacrifice of Christ, but in the context of Bleeding Kansas and the Brooks-Sumner
affair, the novel begs the question of whether verbal challenges to slavery,
even when paired with a galvanizing portrait of martyrdom, will ever be sufficient to challenge the master's "absolute" power over the enslaved and the
nation. 56 Staging the ferocious censoring of whites opposed to slavery, Stowe
pivots toward African American heroism in the form of speech and physical
resistance.
Within the novel, slavery's brutality cannot suppress the remarkable eloquence of African Americans, which for Dred is wedded to physical resistance. Dred speaks in the manner of Nat Turner, the leader of the bloody
1831 revolution in Southampton County, Virginia, whose "confessions" as
published by Thomas R. Gray are excerpted in Appendix I of Stowe's novel.
Through scripture-infused prophecy of divine retribution that justifies the
murder of slaveholders, Dred serves as an auditory and a visual representation of "that avenging justice which all nature shudderingly declares." 57 Unquestionably, Kevin Pelletier argues, "the power of apocalyptic retribution is
imbued in Dred."58 He cries out from the tops of the pine trees to the campmeeting's horrified congregants, "Hear, 0 ye rebellious people! The Lord is
against this nation! The Lord shall stretch out upon it the line of confusion,
and the stones of emptiness!"To the band gathered at Engedi, fleeing chains,
rifles, mob, and dogs, Dred declares, "The God of their fathers judge between
us! If they had a right to rise up for their oppressions, shall they condemn
us? For judgment is turned away backward, and justice standeth afar off!"59
And in the scene that first introduces him, Dred takes on the mantle of the
Old Testament prophet and the gun of the American revolutionary. 60 While
the narrative occasionally attempts to contain Dred's heroic oratory through
references to emotional instability or incipient madness, his eloquence, in
contrast to that of Dickson or Clayton, is undeniably efficacious-second
only in effectiveness to that of the white supremacist fire-eater, Tom Gordon.
Dred fortifies his role as heroic orator through the establishment of
Engedi, a highly rhetorical setting in which words scriptural, prophetic, political, and tragic unify gathered rebels and direct their acts at a moment of
crisis. 61 When in the aftermath of Nina's death Harry learns from Mr.Jekyl
that his new owner will not honor the agreement to allow him to purchase
freedom, Harry speaks as Dred might: "The measure you have filled to us
shall be filled to you double-mark my words!" 62 What follows is a rapid
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escalation of events, seemingly toward revolution: Gordon's assault on Harry,
Harry's retaliation and retreat with Lisette to Engedi, Gordon's assembling
of the mob that attacks Dickson, the assault on Clayton when he tries to intervene, Harry and Dred's intervention, Gordon's issuing a reward for Harry's
capture, and the brutal murder of an enslaved man named Huck.
In the aftermath, all those silenced by slavery gather at Engedi around
the "Jegar Sahadutha," a physical incarnation of the collective resistance of
the enslaved. In Genesis 31:47, the J egar Sahadutha is a pillar accompanied by
a "heap" of stones indicating the covenant between Laban and Jacob-a detente in tensions that originated with Laban's deception ofJacob into marrying his eldest daughter and heightened by Jacob's leaving with Laban's family
members, livestock, and possessions. In Dred, the Jegar Sahadutha is a "heap
of witness," "a rude and ragged monument of stumps of trees, and tufts of
moss, and leaves" atop the grave of murdered fugitives. 63 The typological reference to an Old Testament monument in the context of resistance to slavery
recalls Sumner's formulation of the "Landmark of Freedom" from Deuteronomy and likewise prompts eloquence. At the Jegar Sahadutha, the rebels
swear an oath and Dred introduces Harry as a new Moses who, familiar with
the laws and ways of the Egyptians, can lead the slaves to freedom. Harry
justifies revolution against tyranny by reading aloud the Declaration, offers
proof of tyranny in the present moment by reciting Judge Clayton's decision, and then narrates the experience of his sister Cora who, like Margaret
Garner, murders her children in order to keep them out of slavery. 64 Thus
Harry employs three forms essential to abolitionist argument:the rhetoric of
the American Revolution, the careful documentation of (to borrow Theodore
Dwight Weld's title) "slavery as it is" in U.S. law and society, and the personal
testimony of the enslaved. In reaction, Harry's gathered auditors step forward
in turn, insisting, "I's got a story to tell."65 The name Engedi encompasses the
physical fortress, its typological significance, the community of fugitives, and
their covenantal focal point, the Jegar Sahadutha. Engedi prompts African
Americans to speak their revolution into existence.
The novel's African American characters strongly resemble living abolitionist orators. An enslaved son of a white master whose remarkable gift
of speech does not preclude him from seriously entertaining open rebellion,
Harry echoes Frederick Douglass of the 185os. 66 In an August 3, 1857, speech
celebrating the anniversary of the abolition of slavery in the British West Indies, Douglass insisted, "Those who profess to favor freedom and yet deprecate agitation are men who want crops without plowing up the ground; they
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want rain without thunder and lightning. They want the ocean without the
awful roar ofits many waters." 67 Without abandoning moral suasion, or what
he calls "moral" struggle, Douglass justified any and all African American
efforts to overturn slavery. Stowe's Milly, who stands in contrast with Harry
and Dred throughout, arises from the persistent Christian pacifism and
homespun speaking style of Sojourner Truth. 68 She too wields eloquencemen "involuntarily" join her in singing of Christ's atonement at Engedi-but
when she quotes scripture and adds her own tale of suffering to the heap of
witness, she does so to declare earthly vengeance unnecessary. 69 In an 1863
essay on Truth, Stowe recounts that at an abolitionist gathering in Boston's
Faneuil Hall, Douglass declared that African Americans "had no hope of
justice from the whites, no possible hope except in their own right arms" to
which Truth, from ·the front row of the audience, responded, "Frederick, is
God dead?" "The effect," writes Stowe, "was perfectly electrical, and thrilled
through the whole house, changing as by a flash the whole feeling of the audience. Not another word she said or needed to say; it was enough."70 Milly
wields power at Engedi, suspending the revolution through a reinterpretation
of the Jegar Sahadutha. "Woman, thy prayers have prevailed for this time!"
responds Dred. "The hour is not yet come!" 71 The cairn around which gathers testimony of violence against African Americans-a potent figuration of
the abolitionist archive and repertoire on which Stowe explicitly built her
fiction-might still prompt retributive love, not violence. 72
I use the word suspend to emphasize the lack of closure in Stowe's novel.
After heading off to protect a fugitive from Gordon's lynch mob, Dred returns
wounded to Engedi and dies crying out, "O, earth, earth, earth! Cover thou
not my blood!"73 Meanwhile, Milly's radical love does not alter Tom Gordon,
who remains determined to eliminate antislavery speech all together. Indeed,
Gordon's hate-fueled oratorical power increases; with a speech resembling
those "of the leaders who presided over the sacking of Lawrence," he foments
a mob to hunt down Harry. 74 Frustrated in that particular endeavor, Gordon
and his drunken cronies go on to destroy the schoolhouse at Magnolia Grove,
causing Anne Clayton and her brother to depart for Canada in despair. In the
preface to Dred, Stowe writes, "If ever a nation was raised up by Divine Providence, and led forth upon a conspicuous stage, as if for the express purpose of
solving a great moral problem in the sight of all mankind, it is this nation." 75
The United States remains on that conspicuous stage at the crisis point of
the drama, as signaled by the struggle in the Western territories, the compromised judicial system, and the audacity of proslavery politicians. The lack of
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resolution in Dred makes this all the clearer. Like Dred himself, the reader
awaits word from the narrator or from God that justice, or more accurately
vengeance, has been achieved. Dred declares, "The hour is not yet come!" 76

Dred on Stage

In a wonderfully incisive passage on the plot of Dred, Murison makes plain
how terribly resistant the novel is to conventional closure:

Rather than writing a marriage plot, Stowe kills off her heroine; Nina
dies in a cholera epidemic, moreover, not from a stereotypical feminine disease such as consumption; rather than having one lynch law
scene, Stowe has three; and, just as a reader may expect the escape of
the main characters to be assured (for the novel is almost over at this
point), an improbable shipwreck almost thwarts the whole plan. 77
The sheer orneriness of Dreds plotting corresponds in important ways to the
novel's failure to explicitly resolve the dichotomies at its heart, dichotomies
concerning the best way to end the peculiar institution: amelioration versus
immediatism, Garrisonian moral suasion versus judicial and legal pursuits,
and pacifism versus militarism. Dred formalizes life's precariousness within
slave society through its evasions of typical generic conclusion, yet in doing so, it troubles all expressions in favor of a gradual or peaceful ending to
slavery. True, the character of Dred does not lead his prophesied revolt, but
given Gordon's continued existence (and by association, Preston Brooks's),
Dred's vision of retributive war on slaveholders persists as surely as the Jegar
Sahadutha.
The nineteenth-centurydrama,even more so than the nineteenth-century
novel, necessitated certain forms of closure, such as the comedy's marriage,
the melodrama's triumph of good and punishment of evil, or the tragedy's
display of the protagonist's righteous martyrdom. Stowe's Dred posed a particular challenge for those who sought to adapt it to the stage; a reviewer of
John Brougham's version complained that the novel "is not at all dramatic"
and a reviewer of H.J. Conway's adaptation called it "that most undramatic
of all novels." 78 However, this did not stop antebellum theaters from capitalizing on its sensational subject matter and association with the popular
cultural juggernaut of Uncle Tom's Cabin.
Three adaptations of Dred premiered in New York City within months
of the novel's publication, each touting special star performances and two
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appearing in theaters that had enjoyed success with adaptations of Stowe's
first novel.79 C. W. Taylor's Dred ran at A. H. Purdy's National Theatre, formerly the Chatham Theatre, from September 22 to October 25, 1856, with
the playwright in the role of Tiff. The production also featured the renowned
Howard family; Mrs. Howard performed the role of Nina, Mr. Howard was
Clayton, and the young Cordelia Howard blacked up for the role ofTom Tit
(Tomtit in the novel). Known for her performances as Little Eva opposite
her parents in the roles of St. Clare and Topsy, Cordelia had been honored
by the National 'Theatre at the end of August, corresponding with the 374th
performance of Uncle Tom's Cabin. 80 Purdy's declared itself "First in the Field,
as Usual"with its debut of Dred, placing the name of"LITTLE CORDELIA HOWARD" in larger type than that of Harriet Beecher Stowe. One
week after the debut at Purdy's,John Brougham's adaptation of Dred opened
at the Bowery Theatre, which he had managed since the previous June. The
Bowery had not staged Uncle Tom's Cabin under Brougham, but it had offered
other favorites such as Macbeth, Lady ofLyons, Schoolfar Scandal, and Pizarro,
alongside the manager's many works, including Life in New York, adaptations
of Dombey and Sons and David Copperfield, and the wildly popular Po-CaHon-Tas and Met-A-Mo-Ra. 81 Brougham acted in the majority of these productions, and in Dred, he played the comic role of Uncle John opposite the
famous purveyor ofJim Crow performance, Thomas Dartmouth Rice, as Tiff.
H.J. Conway's version appeared at Barnum's American Museum, the same
venue where his adaptation of Uncle Tom's Cabin had gained success, from
October 16 to November 22. The previous spring, the Howards had appeared
at Barnum's in Uncle Tom's Cabin, among other plays, and the subsequent
May, as I discuss in chapter 4, an adaptation of Trowbridge's abolitionist
novel Neighbor Jackwood opened there, followed in early 1860 by The Octoroon.
This is not to say that Barnum's American Museum was devoted to an antislavery position; rather, these plays appeared in a string of"moral drama[s]"
through which Barnum packaged spectacle and star power as edifying. 82 His
Dred featured American Museum favorite Charles Stratton, better known as
General Tom Thumb, in blackface as Tom Tit.
All three of these New York versions of Dred impose various forms of
resolution on Stowe's tale of the Great Dismal Swamp, including the survival
of Nina, her marriage to Clayton, and the death of Tom Gordon, a fact that
did not escape reviewers. In response to Tayl~r's Dred in particular, the writer
for the New-York Daily Tribune concluded, "Mr. Taylor ... would hardly be
considered a reliable historian should he take as great liberties with fact as he
has in this instance with fiction." 83 The question remains for period reviewers
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Fig. 6. Playbill for John Brougham's Dred at Brougham's Bowery Theatre,
October 1, 1856. TCS 65 Box 326: Bowery 1856 Sept-Dec, Houghton Library,
Harvard University.
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Fig. 7. Playbill for Tom Thumb (Charles Stratton) as Tom Tit, in H.J. Conway's

Dred at Barnum's American Museum, November 4, 1856. TCS 65 Box 353: Chatham

1586, Houghton Library, Harvard University.

whether taking liberties with the plot represented a damnable offence, especially when it resolved ideological tension. Concerning Conway's version, in
which newlyweds Nina and Clayton remain in the South to oversee a school
for enslaved children, a puff piece in the New York Daily Express noted, "The
drama ends with quite a novel and striking development, which is rather
deduced than embodied from the text of the novel." 84 This writer actually
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inferred the triumph of amelioration rather than immediatism, captured in
a closing performance by the school children, from a novel entertaining the
possibility of justified revolution.
If we take seriously the reviewer's emphasis on adaptations' deducements
of new plot points from those in a novel, the theatrical adaptations serve as
evidence of the multiple conclusions provided by the novel's (ir)resolution.
The theatrical forms available to Dreds adapters do not determine misappropriations of the novel but rather make possible the staging of interpretations for which it provides, from regressive to progressive, particularly in the
context of the mid-185os political scene. More important, theatrical adaptations of a novel so attentive to provocative eloquence in the aftermath of
the Brooks-Sumner affair staged for heterogeneous audiences the comforting prospect of words solving the problem of slavery but also the spectacle
of violent censorship visited upon white speakers and the prospect of justified and satisfying violent resistance organized by African American leaders.
The theatrical adaptations of Dred are not essentially abolitionist, nor even
consistently antislavery, but in convoluted and fascinating ways demonstrate
antebellum theater's (no less than Stowe's) sustained reflection on the relationship between eloquence and violence in the conflict over slavery. This
is how adaptations of Dred, in all their variety, collectively demonstrate the
deep relevance of theatrical forms to the struggle to overturn the peculiar
institution.
If Dreds plot appears "not at all dramatic," it is nonetheless marked by
theatricality and contains a wealth of raw material for set performance pieces.
Much like Uncle Tom's Cabin, Dred includes theatrical forms that clearly
shape its dramatic adaptations even as the dramatic adaptions depart in ·key
ways from specific plot elements of the novel. Amy Hughes emphasizes, "Exciting effects and tableaux, which were eventually dubbed 'sensation scenes,'
enjoyed widespread popularity in America" and found their way into novels,
oratory, and other public performances. 85 Dred includes, among other sensation scenes, horrific depictions of alcoholism's effects on the family and
breathless chases. In the hours before the death of Sue Cripps, a woman
born into the genteel Peyton family but brought low through marriage to
an alcoholic ne'er-do-well, Mr. Cripps eats and drinks to excess, resists her
request that he educate their children once she is gone, and passes out beside
her. When he wakes next to her the following morning, "he recoiled from the
lifeless form, and sprang from the bed with an expression of horror." 86 Later,
the Cripps's servant Tiff and the Cripps children flee a cruel and likewise
drunken stepmother, finding safety with the noble, generous Dred. In addi-
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tion, Stowe's visual renderings of prophetic oratory stand ready for translation
into tableaux vivant. Consider the narrative's portrait of Dred in the midst
of his overpowering testimony at the Jegar Sahaduth: ''As a thunder-cloud
trembles and rolls, shaking with gathering electric fire, so his dark figure
seemed to dilate and quiver with the force of mighty emotions. He seemed, at
the moment, some awful form, framed to symbolize to human eye the energy
that avenging justice which all nature shudderingly declares."B7 Beyond the
sensation scene, the novel is full of minstrel characters, songs, and scenarios.
Tiff, to name one, is a picture of black subservience, faithfully caring for Sue
Cripps and her beset children as the low-bred Mr. Cripps neglects and abuses
them. With his bizarre dress, worthless gold spectacles, and malapropisms,
he unites the characteristics of Jim Crow and Long Tail Blue.BB The novel
brims with music, including popular hymnody and minstrel-inspired plantation tunes. Most prominently, Lisette sings and plays the banjo in an attempt
to lift Harry's spirits ("What are the joys of white man, here,/ .... He great,
he proud, he haughty fine,/ While I my banjo play"), and during Nina's stay
with the Claytons, their highly cultivated students offer a performance in
their "Opera House" as the "Magnolia Troubadour Troupe," with the aptly
named Dulcimer leading the group in an closing ode to the guest, "O, de
North Carolina rose!" 89
Looking at the extant adaptations of Dred, and in particular those by
Conway and Brougham, we can trace how the practices or modes of the
theater interacted with the novel's inherent theatricality and its largely unresolved dichotomies of amelioration and immediatism, suasion and force,
pacifism and militarism in ways alternately hostile, favorable, and ambivalent toward chattel slavery. I argue throughout this study that antebellum
theatrical forms-minstrelsy, sensation, spectacle, heroic oration, retributive
violence, and ethical transparency, to name a few-made the often politically
conservative theater available for radical reimaginings of antislavery speech
backed by armed resistance. Both Conway's and Brougham's Dreds are saturated with minstrelsy, and Conway's adaptation of Dred in particular touts
amelioration in its concluding scene and suppresses the threat of rebellions
represented by Dred. Nonetheless, both works challenge Stowe's portrayal of
white and black martyrdom in the context of the slaveholder's overwhelming
power, through Dred's shooting of the evil Tom Gordon before dying himsel£90 Taken together, Conway and Brougham's Dreds capture the culture's
preoccupation with eloquence and the productive tension-or symbiosis, as
W. Caleb McDaniel would say91-between a pacifist project of moral suasion
and a literally combative pursuit of freedom and rights. That these staging~
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deduce very different resolutions for Stowe's tale of the Great Dismal Swamp
highlights the manifold outcomes of an antislavery use of theatrical forms.

Conway's Dred: Theatrical Commissives
When Conway's Dred opened at Barnum's Museum, it was the third New
York production to appear, and it proved the most successful, running for
"five lucrative weeks." 92 The New York Daily Express affirmed Conway to be
the only playwright who had successfully adapted an "irregular and very weak
plot" into an engaging theatrical production by "embodying all its salient
points, linking together all the disjointed portions, and bringing, in the manner of the stage, each character out into bold relie£" 93 According to Bluford
Adams, it was suited to the ideologically mixed line-up in the Lecture Room
of Barnum's Museum, which served "a rural patronage that was heavily antislavery and a city patronage that supported compromise with the South at
all cost. "94 A primary way in which Conway appears to have achieved both
political "fence-sitting"95 and dramatic unity is by adding to Stowe's story
a stage Yankee named Cipher Cute who comes south from Connecticut in
order to study law with his uncle Judas Jekyl, Tom Gordon's unscrupulous
lawyer. The comic addition's name echoes that of Gumption Cute, a character
George Aiken developed for his adaptation of Uncle Tom's Cabin, and plays a
central role in the drama's understanding of Northern resistance to the evils
of slavery. 96 Cute is the first character in the play to encounter and speak of
Dred-he runs into him in the swamp on his way to his uncle's-and Cute
soon finds himself affected by the peculiar institution, as a patrol mistakes
him for a fugitive and chases him through the swamp. Dred saves him, and
Cute shares his newfound legal truth: "No doubt property's property, and all
o[f] us humans has, more or less, a kinder hankering arter acquiring on it.
But darn it, it somehow seems to me, niggers shouldn't be any body's property, any how; if they be, they're a dreadful skeany property."97 Cute, that is,
gives comic voice to the advocacy of rights and becomes a satisfying agent
of audience desire, bringing down ·Gordon by informing others of his legal
machinations (including a forged will) and using force to back his sentiments.
Alex Black concludes that Cute appears to represent labor abolitionism, with
its "cross-racial sympathy" and ultimate legitimation of black agency through
the staging of white agency. 98 Due to his Declaration-based understanding of
American history and law and the violence he faces in the South due to his
antislavery speech, Cipher empathizes with enslaved African Americans and
serves a critical role in Conway's adaptation.
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Specifically, Cute provides entry for the play's consideration of the violence surrounding antislavery speech in the aftermath of the Brooks-Sumner
affair. The second half of act 2, scene 6, juxtaposes the provocations by four
men of contrasting regional, racial, and political affiliations (this comes after
a comic comparison of Nina's four beaux). 99 Cute is the white Yankee galled
by the impositions of Southern slave-power, which is represented by the vicious Tom Gordon. Further, the educated, mixed-race Harry represents the
Douglass-like oratorical pursuits of abolitionists, and his stance it brought
into relief by the words and actions ofDred, who intends to foment revolution in the name of divine retribution. The scene takes off as Tom Gordon
threatens to strike Cipher for not handing over the papers that substantiate his claim to Tiff, and Cipher determines to fight back. He frames the
scuffie as observers did Brooks's attack on Sumner: "South-slavery against
northern liberty."100 Adding "I'll tan his hide," however, Cute signals a rejection of white martyrdom and assertion of Northern white male agency. But
Gordon is readily distracted from combat with the stage Yankee when Harry
proclaims him a brute for throwing aside Nina as she attempts to intervene.
"What! you white nigger, dare you call me brute?" cries the Southern man
who discerns irreparable insult in another's spoken truth. 101 The scene begins with a series of threats and remonstrations-short on eloquence, full of
provocations.
But as Gordon's attention turns to Harry, the performance of accomplished anti-slavery speech and the prospect of martyrdom come to the fore.
In the midst of a thrilling storm, Harry issues a declaration of rights that
places the ability to speak freely before his own life:
My blood is up, and I must speak. The liberty of speech is one of the
boasted pillars of your glorious Constitution. Strike me down for using it, as your Senators have done in Washington! Strike me downtrample on me! heap blow on blow! Yet shall my voice be heard ringing in your ears, liberty, liberty! I am a man; the same Heaven is over
us-the same power that made us both, now looks down on us. (Loud
thunder.) And hark, His voice speaks! Now, now! Father in Heaven,
whilst thou'rt angry, let thy fiery bolt fall, and strike dead at thy feet he
that most belies thine own image. 102
Harry blends patriotic and prophetic language in the manner of abolitionist heroic oratory, at once claiming secular rights within the nation and the
certainty of God's vengeance within the world. Theatrically, his antislav-
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ery speech comprises a sensation scene wherein sound and lighting effects
make manifest the ringing voice and the fiery wrath of Harry's words. But
if Harry's words indicate an embrace of Sumner-like martyrdom, his subsequent fight with Gordon, which culminates in his drawing a gun to shoot the
slaveholder, provides a powerful alternative image. Immediately, Dred enters
"holding a bleeding negro, his throat all bloody, in his arms," and pointing to the
prostrate Tom, cries, "The blood of thy slave cries vengeance! And shall have
it, I swear!" 103 The scene ends with a "Picture" of armed assault in the context
of black suffering and comic confusion among the white onlookers (Nina's
aunt faints and her spiritual advisor, Obadiah Orthodox, drops the lights).
Just as sensational stage effects materialize the impact of Harry's antislavery
speech, the theatrical forms of both the tableau and the juxtaposition of high
and low characters materializes an unanswered question of Stowe's novel:
whether the destruction of slavery will necessitate physical violence.
Act 3 of Conway's Dred opens with an apparent answer, as Dred and his
band of fugitives sing "1he Slave's Oath over the body ofa Murdered Brother' in
front of a "blasted tree" in the swamp, their Jegar Sahadutha: "Blood for blood
shall be our cry, / We swear on bended knee." 104 However, as quickly as it
conjures the gathering of black combatants, the play turns away from them,
locating dramatic resolution in the conflict between two lower-class white
men. Conway places Cute at the Cripps household, where he seeks to protect
Tiff and the Cripps children from their father and from Tom Gordon's base
associates, Ben Dakin and Abijah "Bige" Skinflint, in the aftermath of Mrs.
Cripps's death. Gordon has stolen Tiff's free papers and orders Dakin to lay
claim to him. Posing as an interested buyer, Cute plies Dakin with alcohol
in order to help Tiff and the children escape, but first, Cute comes close to
blows with Dakin over their respective sections:
See here, stranger. I'll buy that nigger, and give you my
note for him.
BEN: Your note! And who are you, any how? Where from-North or
South?
CIPHER: Well, North, I guess.
BEN: I thought so. Its only such trash talks about giving notes.
CIPHER: Who do you call trash?
BEN: You, and every cussed Yankee like you. (Rises.) I suppose you
come to get this nigger to let him free-eh? I'd rather put this into
him first. (Draws a long bowie knife.) D'ye see that?

CIPHER: ••••
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Coolly rises-goes close up to the knife--brings his eye down to the
handle, and then lets it travel up to the point slowly.) I dew!
BEN: That's what I call a particeler Southern argument agin Northern
abolition.
CIPHER: Shouldn't wonder. Heow long will such an argument reach?
BEN: About arm's length-its mighty cutting. (Stretches out his arm.) 105

c1 PH ER: (

Conway spins low comedy from Southern belligerence in response to the
prospect of Northern antislavery speech (not to mention the use of credit).
Enamored of Tom Gordon much as the South is of Preston Brooks, Dakin
jumps immediately to physical aggression over rational discourse. Like Mr.
White in Wells Brown's The Escape; or, A Leap far Freedom (1858), discussed
in chapter 2, Cute's association with the antislavery North immediately earns
him threats. Dakin's "argument" threatens the life of not only the African
American man but also the white Northern ally, whom Dakin assumes will
submit in the face of danger.
Conway's Dred, then, transports Brooks's assault on Sumner into the
realm of the temperance drama and the theatrical low-namely, the stage
Yankee and the Southern yokel. The skirmish between Cute and his drunken
mark does not end with martyrdom, as Cipher proves to be as well-armed
a rhetor as his opponent. After eyeing Dakin's knife, Cipher "Deliberately
draws a very long pistolfrom his inside belt, and levels it at Ben," then declares,
"And this is a popping rejoinder. 'Tis but fair tew meet men with their own
arguments." 106 The only effective means of winning the slavery dispute is to
meet the Southern bowie knife with the Northern pistol. Dakin immediately
backs off, pours Cute a drink, and then loses in a rigged drinking game. With
Dakin passed out, Cute uncuffs Tiff, provides his free papers, and sends him
with the children off to the swamp. Dakin and Bige awake at the last minute
only to be halted by Dred, who suddenly "appears with leveled gun." 107 Reflecting on such scenes in Conway's adaptation, Adams concludes that Dred
"functions less as a character in his own right than as the embodiment of
Harry's rage." 108 Yet Dred's actions in this moment more readily echo Cute's
"argument," or the armed resistance of Northern whites to Southern slaveholders. Here and elsewhere, Conway repurposes the titular hero of Stowe's
novel to heighten the agency of the white characters, expunging the original's
emphasis on white martyrdom.
The final judgment concerning force versus amelioration in Conway's
Dred comes through two Southerners who represent the lethal potential of
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the proslavery mob and abolitionist militia respectively. Both Tom Gordon
and Dred assemble deadly force through the administration of public oaths,
speech acts that obligate an individual to a particular deed and bind her or
him to others with a common obligation. Relevant here is one of J. L. Austin's categories of speech acts, commissives, which include such expressions
as "promise," "covenant," "contract," "give my word," "declare my intention,"
"swear," "vow," "embrace," "side with," and "espouse," all "commit[ting] the
speaker to a certain course of action." 109 As made especially clear by a word
like covenant, when these performative utterances require the speaker to act
in accord with others, the commissive constitutes community. Stowe's Dred
portrays these moments, and in Conway's adaptation they become what we
might call theatrical commissives, bringing together agents in a manner that
drives the plot to its conclusion. 110
Conway contrasts through theatrical commissives the personal vengeance
of a so-called Southern gentleman who commands an irrational mob and the
righteous justice pursued by the African American leader of daring fugitives.
Enraged by the escape of Tiff, Gordon gathers his own group of compatriots
to attack all who would challenge his authority. "I'll have the plantation yet,"
he tells the men. "I'll carry off my own slave, Lisette, and shoot down Harry,
and burn down Clayton's abolition den over his head. You're all sworn to assist me, boys."''All! All!" they diligently vow. 111 Later Gordon motivates these
lower-class white men further with the promise of s5,ooo for the capture
of Harry, dead or alive (much more than the s150 mentioned in the novel).
"Death to the runaway!" they confirm, unified as an arm of mastery. 112 Gordon encounters Dred as he shepherds Harry, Lissette, Tiff, and the Cripps
children through the swamp and shoots the rebel-prophet who, in turn,
shoots Gordon. While Conway's adaptation thus realizes retribution against
the slaveholder, it does not then call for immediate abolition but rather takes
the villain's death as an opportunity to retract the oath taken at Engedi.
With his last breath, Dred declares, "Blood has been shed enough-shed no
more-your greatest enemy is removed. Be patient, if made to suffer; Heaven
will, in its own good time, set all free. "113 Stowe's novel answers Dred's call
for vengeance with Milly's plea for Christ-like forgiveness, then devotes the
final chapters to the prosperity of all who relocate away from slave society.
Conway's drama highlights the provocative eloquence of Gordon and Dred,
their ability to assemble force in pursuit of retribution, but then contains the
sensational vengeance they seek to their own lethal showdown.
The play ends with a speech act uniting all Southerners not in violence
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but in pursuit of African American education and in an embrace of gradual
emancipation. Act 4 opens with ''freedom and happiness" on the plantation
as all prepare for the wedding of Nina and Clayton. 114 After much comedic
banter, including Uncle John's assertion that he will not approve of the union
because of their misguided plan to educate African Americans, Tom Tit enters with his banjo to lead "The Magnolia Grove Troubadors [sic]" in "an
operatic and terpsichorean entertainment." 115 Tom Tit succeeds in coaxing
Uncle John to approve of the union through the performance of a minstrel
love song of his own composition, "De North Carolina Rose." (Dulcimer
sings this song in Stowe's original, where it also appears in a dream Clayton has foreshadowing Nina's death.) Moving from the theatrical form of
minstrelsy to that of static spectacle, Harry introduces "Grand Tableaux":
"As Uncle John Gordon's prejudices against education remain in a measure
unanswered, I have prepared a little scene by which they may possibly be
overcome-when he will consent to, and bless my sister's union."Tom Tit
waves a curtain up to reveal a transparency that reads:
"EDUCATION"
"Leads to Present Amelioration"
''And Ultimate"
"Liberty. "116

In the foreground, the "Goddess of Liberty" stands on a pedestal, flanked by

black school children, or blacked-up child performers. This theatrical display
allowed Tom Thumb to perform his signature "statuary exhibitions" at the
close of the play, posing as Ajax, Cupid, and Hercules, adding to what Manuel Herrero-Puertas calls the performance's "strange melange." 117 Uncle John
joins the young lovers' hands upon seeing the figurative and textual affirmation of Clayton's philosophy, his conversion representing the ideal audience
response as well as the necessary conclusion to the drama. The scene blends
the verdictive with the commissive, as Harry and Tom Tit collaborate to declare the ascendance of a philosophy and to stage the unity of the plantation's
residents behind it. 118 This is the "novel and striking development" of which
the Daily Express reviewer wrote.
Amelioration and gradualism win the contest, even to the extent that the
main characters need not flee the Carolinas to pursue education and liberty.
Conway gives Harry a final speech communicating the moral he deduces
from Stowe's equivocal narrative: "When education is fully carried into effect,
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we shall need no more Dreds to protect fugitive slaves-nor read more tales
of the great Dismal Swamp. "119 As the curtain lowers, the school children
reprise a song from act 2:
The blessings of edu-ca-tion,
The blessings of edu-ca-tion.
Make us happy on mas'rs plan-ta-tion,
And carry freedom throughout a nation,
A nation, a na-tion,
And carry freedom throughout a nation. 120
Not only will education of the enslaved improve their condition, suggests the
closing song, it will keep them in the South and effectively halt the abolitionist press. A reviewer for the New-York Daily Tribune noted this "amplification
of what in the book is a mere episode" necessitates the fact that "Dred himself
is very much curtailed." 121 It represents a stunning conclusion to a drama
that has damned mob violence and the proslavery demagogue who sparks it,
foregrounded the potential for black rebellion, rejected Yankee martyrdom to
Southern politics, and staged the murder of the slaveholder by an avenging
prophet. But just as the theatrical forms of the stage Yankee and the sensation scene fuel the adaptation's critique of slavery, the theatrical forms of
minstrelsy and star power contribute to its closing repression of the novel's
radical possibilities. 122 Conway concludes not with antislavery speech but
with a school demonstration and Tom Thumb's antics, effectively controlling
oratorical practice and content to exclude the call to arms.

Brougham's Dred: "Oh, earth, earth, earth, cover not my blood!"
Brougham's adaptation of Dred, though shot through with minstrelsy, approaches the ambivalence of the novel quite differently than Conway's. Purportedly adapted "by special permission" of Stowe, 123 Brougham's version
does not expunge white martyrdom nor close with a rousing tribute to the
power of education but faithfully reflects the original's unsettled qualities and
tangled plot strands. Theatrical forms, and especially a surfeit of comedic performances, afford some closure in the play, which carefully sequences scenes
with high characters and low characters in a manner faithful to dramatic tradition and resistant to the gradualism of Conway's adaptation. In particular,
Brougham's Dred confines white benevolence to the narrative of Tiff and the
Cripps family while isolating the titular figure from the otherwise pervasive
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minstrel performances. Antislavery eloquence retains its essential association
with resistant African Americans.
Perhaps the faithfulness of Brougham's Dredto Stowe's original might
arise in part from the popular playwright and actor's particular position as
an outsider satirist. Originally from Dublin, and arriving in New York by
way of London in 1842, Brougham penned multiple dramatic genres and
excelled in caricature, especially the stage lrishman. 124 His popular satires
of Indian dramas and Shakespeare, topical burlesques, and history plays
comprised a loving critique of his adopted metropolis and country. Manager of the Bowery Theatre starting in June 1855, Brougham performed in
a wide range of works but did not stage the play that had taken the nation
by storm: Uncle Tom's Cabin. That he so quickly took up Stowe's second
novel might suggest he found in that story a satisfying alternative, one
that more readily encompassed the irreconcilable tensions of a slaveholding democracy.
Brougham saved for himself the part of the crotchety, big-hearted Uncle
John and developed the loyal servant Tiff as a feminized minstrel character
suited to the talents of his friend, T. D. Rice. Showcasing the comic white
paterfamilias and black materfamilias, Brougham devoted many scenes to the
plight of the Cripps family and Tiff's devotion to them, augmenting the comedy of Stowe's novel. Act 2 in the published play takes place at the degraded
cabin where the Cripps family squats. In the midst of squalor, Tiff oversees
the family's care, sings comforting hymns, and distinguishes the noble Peyton
family from the worthless Cripps clan into which Sue Peyton married. When
Uncle John arrives to find a drunken father, dying mother, starving children,
and attentive servant, he gives the family food and money but accuses them
of thievery and shiftlessness. Tiff protests, saying, "Bress your heart, if your
chicken were to fly into my pot with their feathers plucked off, dere's nobody
in dis yer family, not our part ob it, would touch a moufful, not if we was at
de las gasp.... "125 Acting enraged, Uncle John reproves Tiff for not asking
him for food. His final words to the children and their mother capture the
comic contrast between his declared fury and his warm heart: "Damme, if I'll
have any thriftless vagabonds on my grounds with their unruly children: give
me a kiss, you little ragamuffin, give that to your mother, my man, [ Giving
bill.] you'd better get well, mam, soon-that's all I have to say to you." 126 One
imagines Brougham and Rice playing comic bluster off incongruous pride.
Benevolence toward poor whites, a feature of Stowe's novel, comes to the
fore in Brougham's adaptation. Played for laughs, it replaces the narrative of
ameliorative education highlighted in Conway's adaptation.
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In Brougham's Dred, Tiff is augmented by an array of other minstrel characters taken from the novel, including Old Hundred, Tomtit, Peacock, and
Dulcimer, and overall, the play capitalizes on the presence of Rice to bring
the music and antics of minstrelsy to the fore. Each of the five acts begins
with a blackface character's musical performance that sonically signals the
thematic content of the act. Act 1, which focuses on Nina's pursuit by three
beaux, begins with the Gordons' servants singing "Pretty Carolina Rose" in
honor of Nina's birthday. Acts 2 and 5 foreground Tiff's consoling songs of
trust in the Lord and the rewards of his faithfulness: gifts and relocation
North. Act 3 opens with Harry's wife, Lisette, singing merrily, unaware of the
danger Tom Gordon poses to her happiness; by the end of the act, Gordon
has assaulted Harry and attempted to abduct Lisette. Act 4, scene I includes
a performance by the Magnolia Troubadours who likewise sing "de North
Carolina rose" prior to everyone's departure for the Camp Meeting where
Dred propounds revenge and after which a mob drives Nina and Clayton
into the swamp.
The songs serve as guideposts through the drama's interwoven plots, with
the exception of events at Engedi. Indeed, the play implicitly distances Dred
from the musical conventions of blackface performance. 127 Conway's Dred,
in contrast, includes minstrel songs in its four acts with a symmetry that
structurally contains the threat of vengeance; the enslaved sing versions of
the "Carolina Rose" in the opening and closing acts and school children sing
"Blessings of Education'' in the second and closing acts, while Dred and his
followers intone the "Slave's Oath over the Body of a Murdered Brother" at
the start of act 3. Capitalizing on blackface convention and specifically on
Rice's deeply racist displays, Brougham's adaptation also places the figure of
the prophet-rebel apart from comic song and does not bookend his acts with
assurances of peaceful resolution.128
Whereas Conway builds scenes of provocative eloquence around the juxtaposition of two or four characters, Brougham focuses on powerful speeches
by Dred and Harry concerning the hypocrisy of American orators. Their theatrical abolitionist eloquence reaches beyond the edge of the stage to prompt
an unflattering comparison with the mass of political speech. At the close of
act 1, after Nina has promised to speak with her Aunt Nesbit about Harry's
freedom, he considers the insincere celebration of freedom in a slave society:
Freedom!-Freedom!-with what a greedy hungering of the soul I
yearn to call thee mine. Freedom-those only who have thee not, can
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fitly estimate the greatness of the loss-and yet, how many amongst
those who shout out thy sacred name in crowded assemblages, and
in well rounded sentences enforce from sympathising [sic] listeners
floods of tears, care one jot beyond the grateful plaudits that accompany
their labored oratory-no, it is a convenient rocking horse, whereon to
canter easily into present celebrity, while the earnest, honest few, bow
down their heads with shame to see hypocrisy and worldly greed so
clothe themselves in the garments of humanity and justice. 129
Through an apostrophe to freedom that shifts to a searing jeremiad, Harry
practices the elevated oratory of his age even as he rejects it as largely empty
and self-serving. Dred too knows the hypocrisy of the day. In act 4, after we
overhear one of the Camp Meeting preachers, Father Bonnie, bargaining
with a slave driver for a new cook, Dred enters to music and offers a soliloquy
on the proximity of slavery and so-called Christianity: "Shepherds that sell
the flock, and pick the bones."130 He likewise employs apostrophe steeped in
the prophetic mode, issuing a warning to all complicit with slavery: "Hear
this, ye that swallow up the needy, and make the poor of the land to fail: the
Lord hath sworn, saying, I will never forget their works; I will surely visit
you." 131 In this moment, Dred points his finger outward from the stage,just
as Harry does, implicating those well beyond the confines of the dramatic
plot in the sinfulness of slavery. Patriotic and religious orators throw around
words for effect, and their audiences-North and South-accept an empty
rhetoric that retards moral action.
Once Dred and Harry are brought together in the swamp with the fugitives, both black and white, their respective oratorical powers as Prophet
and Interpreter emerge. The rebel leader twice addresses the heavens, first to
protect the approaching fugitives ("Descend, ye rolling clouds, and veil his
footsteps! break, thunder, and with thy tremendous voice cry, Beware! to the
soul-slayer!"), and then to destroy slaveholders with lightning ("Wake, 0 arm
of the Lord-awake, put on thy strength-rend the heavens and come down,
to avenge the innocent blood"). 132 In a sensation scene with what must have
been an impressive bit of stage business, lightning strikes a tree and "leav[es]
the naked trunk blasted," creating in real time the central pillar of the Jegar
Sahadutha Stowe describes. This is a far cry from the tableau with which
Conway ends his Dred-and also a remarkable revision of Stowe's novel.
Brougham has Harry interpret the blasted tree as "a sign'' from God, taking
up Dred's language of scriptural prophecy:
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Oh, thou unrighteous ones who lift your heads so high and prosperous, as yonder tree is in a moment stripped of all its pride of verdure,
so will the fulness [sic] of your earthly glory be rent from ye, even in
the twinkling of an eye-for, doth He not say, I will show wonders in
heaven above, and signs in the earth beneath-blood, and fire, and
vapor of smoke?133

In Stowe's novel, the biblical passage on "blood, and fire, and vapor of smoke"
comes in a passage on Harry's despair and Dred's determination that God
has not yet given the sign warranting revolt. But in Brougham's staging,
God's sign is visible to all and Harry, transferred to the swamp and initiated
into the violence of the slave catcher, stands ready to enact divine vengeance
alongside Dred.
Still, when Gordon does appear at the head of a drunken mob bent on
murder, Harry hesitates to pull the trigger: "My heart stops still, and my
limbs are moveless; I cannot slay him, for he is my brother." 134 As Gordon
prepares to fire into the brush where Dred, Harry, Lisette, Clayton, and Nina
have hidden themselves, Dred declares himself "an instrument in the hands
of unswerving justice," takes up the pistol, and shoots Gordon dead, crying
"Vengeance is mine, saith the Lord. I will repay." 135 This scene of Gordon's
death provides melodramatic resolution and, further, denies Gordon the satisfaction of killing Dred. The leader of Engedi is subsequently wounded off
stage while throwing the dogs off the fugitives' scent, a feature of the play
consistent with Stowe's plotting yet still altered by the death of Gordon. Like
in the novel, Dred dies speaking words that fail to foreclose on the pursuit of
vengeance. Though he begins by saying "Pe~ce! peace!" to calm his shocked
friends, Dred continues, "Behold! I go unto the witnesses who cry day and
night! Oh, earth, earth, earth, cover not my blood! Harry, before you go tonight-for all is nearly over-lay me beneath the heap of witnesses, and let
the God of their fathers judge between us!" 136 Captured in a tableau, Dred's
death scene intensifies the drama's vision of justice to come.
After Dred's final utterances, the denouement of Brougham's Dred, no
less than Stowe's novel, offers a fairly disorienting and ultimately ineffectual
return to images of amelioration through transracial bonds. The majority of
act 5 focuses on the fate ofTiff and the Cripps children as they flee a drunken
father and abusive stepmother. Brougham draws on Stowe's own unlikely
ending to once again make the most of Rice's presence: Tiff stirs pathos and
humor as he comically reappears after all assume he has drowned. 137 More
important, broad humor reinforces Tiff's earlier songs of faith, and he eel-
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ebrates his arrival "in de land ob Canaan at last, with my darlin' children,
and I'll never leave dem no mo', until I goes to sleep for eber an' eber." 138
In the closing lines of the play, which resonate with Stowe's final chapter,
"Clear Shining after Rain," Nina likewise affirms the end of all conflict: "The
clouds have broken away; the valley of the shadow of death passed; and now
the blessed light of hope and joy illumes our onward path." 139 Nonetheless,
unlike the rebel leader of Conway's adaptation, Brougham's Dred has not
been quietly interred in a South transformed by universal education but has
bequeathed blood to Southern soil and his body to a towering heap of witnesses. Nina, Clayton, Harry, Lisette, Tiff, and the Cripps children flee the
South as a land of pestilence. Gordon's death does satisfy dramatic logic, but
rather than signaling the end of slavery's brutality, it represents the likelihood
of armed resistance to enslavers. Brougham's Dred, like Stowe's novel, yokes
together a vision of communal care in the North and the certainty of divine
retribution to the South. Its staging of Gordon's death at the hand of Dred
emphasizes the urgency of the struggle against slavery.

"It Will Be So, and Nothing Can Prevent It."
Brougham's Dred was the least lucrative of the American versions, running
less than two weeks. 140 Moreover, it was reduced from a five-act play to a
three-act play after the first two nights of its run (figure 6). 141 The ending
Brougham deduced from Stowe's novel-one mixing the sunshine of resolved domestic plots with the thunder of open rebellion-apparently did
not sit well with all. The irritated New York Herald reviewer cited above who
declared Stowe's novel "not at all dramatic" and "not strong enough to take
hold upon the sympathies of the audience" dismissed the title character as "a
fugitive slave, who quotes an immense quantity of Scripture, and evidently
considers himself a sort of avenger of all the wrongs of the slaves." Though
Dred was "well received" at the debut, the reviewer concluded, that was "a
compliment due in a greater degree to the actors and the scenic display than
to the play itself." 142 Though much more popular, Conway's Dred at Barnum's
Museum did not escape the criticism of the Herald either. A reviewer in the
17 October 1856 issue praised the performance by Tom Thumb as Tom Tit but
complained that the drama was "rather too heavily spiced with ultra abolition
harangues, which, to our thinking, are out of place in the theatre." 143 Such
distinctions between the purview of the theater and that of the abolitionist oration or novel recall Butler's response to Sumner's "The Landmark of
Freedom," and his insistence that the literature and performance of aboli-
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tionist sentiment, inherently overwrought, had no place in legislative deliberation. In both cases, the critic identifies antislavery speech as indecorous
and incongruous and offers Stowe's theatrical and theatricalized novels as
primary evidence. Within Butler's association of Sumner's speech with "the
theater,""the pulpit," and "what I understand is a very popular novel-'Uncle
Tom's Cabin,"' 144 we see how antislavery speech in public life blurred the lines
among discursive and performative categories.
While critics continued to debate the political, moral, and artistic appropriateness of antislavery expression in the theater, few denied that dramas
delivered such content. A notice of Dreds appearance at the Boston Museum
in the Newburyport (MA) Herald, reprinted in the Lowell (MA) Daily Citizen of 12 February 1857, notes with relish that Dred and other antislavery plays
"reach a class that the pulpit does not"-a fact, the reviewer emphasizes, not
yet realized by a South more concerned with antislavery speech in churches,
schools, and print culture. For residents of Massachusetts in 1857, "wherever
we turn, whether to the church for worship or the theater for amusement,
whether we go to the lyceum for information, or seek the same by our firesides in the daily journals, we find men standing before us proclaiming the
sanctity of freedom and the sin and ruin of oppression." Given such a climate, "can it be possible that the next generation will not be the most determined opponents of slavery the world ever saw? It will be so, and nothing
can prevent it."The writer concludes, "Daniel Webster said, many years ago,
that whenever the agitation of slavery should be generally seized upon in
the North as a great moral question, it could be no longer controlled. Even
more so will this be true when the agitation reaches the very groundlings of
society." 145
By the mid-185os, the qualities of the dramatic genre and of stage performance, especially pronounced physicality, made theatrical forms an apt
addition to the abolitionist arsenal and to the rhetorical tools of antislavery
speech. Stage elements such as sensation scenes, minstrelsy, the stage Yankee,
and the triumph of good over evil offered orators, actors, activists, and audiences means by which to entertain methods of resistance otherwise difficult
to promote openly, including the use of force to defend antislavery speech
and, more broadly, to dismantle the power of the slaveholder. This rise of theatricality is indicative of a particular moment when, as the Brooks-Sumner
case made so clear, the provocations of antislavery speech were profound and
the willingness of people on ill sides of the slavery issue to take up arms
increased.

Four

Portia's Eloquence and the Law
in Racial Melodrama
"He hath refus'd it in the open court;
He shall have merely justice, and his bond."
-Portia in 1he Merchant of Venice 4.1.352-53

On October 27, 1859, a Rhode Island "O!iaker Lady" with the initials E. B.
wrote the imprisoned John Brown, expressing her admiration for his efforts
to overturn slavery. Reflecting on his trial for the raid on Harper's Ferry,
which had started two days earlier, she concluded her letter, "Oh, I wish I
could plead for thee, as some of the other sex can plead, how I would seek
to defend thee! If I had now the eloquence of Portia, how I would turn the
scale in thy favor!" E. B. wished to convince the jury and judge in this case
that Brown's attempt to liberate the enslaved warranted not his execution but
his canonization as a second Moses or Washington. 1 But why did she reference the heroine of Shakespeare's 1he Merchant of Venice? What about Portia's
eloquence was possibly relevant to the defense of John Brown?
Perhaps the most famous passage from Merchant of Venice in the nineteenth century was Portia's address to Shylock in the Venetian court, which
takes place in act 4, scene r. Antonio has secured a loan from Shylock for his
friend Bassanio by signing a bond that he will render a pound of his flesh
should he prove unable repay, and after suffering a terrible loss at sea, Antonio must indeed default. Shylock insists on collecting his pound of flesh, and
Portia, in the guise of a youthful Doctor of Laws named Balthazaar, steps
forward to advocate for mercy. When Shylock persists with his claim, Portia
abandons a promotion of mercy for its opposite, insisting that if only justice
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will satisfy Shylock, then he can attempt to gather his pound of flesh but in
doing so he will certainly earn a death sentence. To speak as Portia does in
the trial scene of Merchant of Venice is to accomplish, through legal speech,
the inversion of a seemingly inevitable ruling by turning one's initial argument on its head. It is also to save a life through the threat of taking one. Her
strategy-taking the counterargument of classical rhetoric to its extreme-is
essentially ironic, depending on the incongruity between what is said and
what is.
When E. B. wrote to John Brown, she imagined that the Virginia slaveholding elite who sought to make an example of Brown might, in reversed
circumstances, find themselves subject to, but spared from, the noose they
had tied for the hero of Bleeding Kansas. An abolitionist and pacifist, the
"O!iaker Lady" does not endorse retributive justice for Brown's captors, noting "we, who are non-resistants, and religiously believe it better to reform
by moral, and not by carnal weapons, could not approve of bloodshed.... "2
However, with "the eloquence of Portia," E. B. embraces a rhetorical and performative strategy whose effectiveness rests on an unblinking consideration
of violence on the way to a bloodless resolution.
E. B. was neither the first nor the last participant in the debate over slavery for whom Portia represented the model for successful intervention in
a perverted legal situation. Legal perversion arose with the passage of the
Fugitive Slave Law in 1850, under which the requirement that free states aid
in the capture of fugitives from slavery would be strictly enforced and those
charged with fleeing enslavement were not given a trial by jury but a hearing
with a federal commissioner who was paid more when the accused was found
guilty. The spectacular legal renditions cif enslaved people from free states,
including the infamous cases in Boston of Shadrach Minkins, Thomas Sims,
and Anthony Burns, heightened the sense of the distance between the way
things are (slavery controls the U.S. judiciary) and the way they should be
(the Constitutional ideal of universal equality undermining all legal defenses
of slavery). The situation, as Frederick Douglass famously declared in his 1852
fifth of July speech in Rochester, New York, necessitated "scorching irony,
not convincing argument."3 Yet Douglass's own speech made clear that irony
could and would be a vital part of"convincing argument"-and further that
legal argument could be appropriated by those most opposed to the implementation of the Fugitive Slave Law. As federal courts failed to implement
justice, writes Jeannine Marie DeLombard, abolitionists "encouraged Americans to imagine the slavery debate itselfas a vast, ongoing trial" and charged
enslavers, found them guilty, and publicly shamed for their crimes in the pub-
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lie print sphere. 4 Abolitionists "strove to remove authority over slavery from
the judiciary and bestow it on an American reading public,"5 and for those
abolitionists who referenced Merchant, Portia represented the reader who,
newly authorized to interpret the law for herself, would find guilty the man
who seeks legal cover for murder. Yet Shakespeare's Portia intervened in the
actual public sphere, donning a robe and raising the possibility of retribution.
Her eloquence, then, also helped abolitionist writers and speakers imagine a
performance in actual courtrooms and legislative halls whereby slavery would
be deprived, once and for all, of its legal cover.
The eloquence of Portia, centered as it is on the interpretation of a legal
document (Shylock's bond with Antonio), shows up in abolitionist rhetoric
specifically rejecting proslavery interpretations of the Constitution and, more
specifically, the constitutionality of the Fugitive Slave Law. It also makes
an appearance in racial melodrama, though the resemblance to the Shakespearean forebear can be hard to detect. The eloquence of Portia as I define
it functions in the antebellum United States as a rhetorical tool and as a
recurrent act that has what Joseph Roach would identify as its own circumAtlantic performance genealogy. Recognizing the centrality to performance
of substitution--or what he terms surrogation-Roach describes cultural
repertoires in which "expressive movements [serve] as mnemonic reserves,
including patterned movements made and remembered by bodies, residual
movements retained implicitly in images or words (or in silences between
them), and imaginary movements dreamed in minds, not prior to language
but constitutive ofit... ."6 Roach finds that as expressive movements and associated words are transmitted across space and time, "no action or sequence
of actions may be performed exactly the same way twice" but "must be reinvented or recreated at each appearance." 7 The story of how the eloquence of
Portia served as a rhetorical and a performative resource for abolitionists in
an era when U.S. courts repeatedly upheld the white individual's right to possess black individuals is incomplete without a parallel consideration of how
the eloquence of Portia circulated in a theatrical culture whose engagement
With the question of slavery was, to say the least, diverse. 8
In this chapter, I begin with an overview of the trial scene of Merchant
of Venice and its place in mid-century elocutionary and moral education and
on the actual stage before examining the eloquence of Portia as a figure in
antislavery speech and print. In the second half of the chapter, I turn to what
were the most famous racial melodramas of the 1850s, apart from adaptations
of Uncle Tom's Cabin (1852)-J. T. Trowbridge's Neighbor ]ackwood (1857) and
Dion Boucicault's The Octoroon (1859)-and consider how they draw upon
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and transform the ironic eloquence of Portia in central trial scenes related to
the fate of enslaved women. Merchant ofVenice is not an acknowledged source
text for Neighbor jackwood or The Octoroon in the way that the New Testament and Trowbridge's novel of the same title is for the former or Thomas
Mayne Reid's The Quadroon; or, A Lover's Adventures in Louisiana (1856) is
for the latter. Neither Neighbor jackwood nor The Octoroon contains anything
as explicit as a quotation from Shakespeare or direct allusion to the drama's
central events or characters. Indeed, both dramas go so far as to transform
the eloquence of Portia through emphasis on Northern white heroic orators
in legal disputes over slavery and the dislocation of the male fugitive by the
mixed-race tragic heroine. 9 The surrogations in Neighbor jackwood and The
Octoroon-of male for female, female for male, light-skinned for dark, slaveholder for usurer-appear essential to the mid-nineteenth century transformative transmission of Portia's successful redirection of legal violence and
challenge to the contractual claim on another's flesh.

The Eloquence of Portia on Stage and Page
Before the trial begins in act 4, scene 1, of Merchant, the Duke, who oversees
the hearing, pleads with Shylock, "How shalt thou hope for mercy, rend'ring
none?" 10 Portia/Balthazar, who is there to advise the Duke, immediately promotes mercy over the strict execution of the law:
The quality of mercy is not strain'd;
It droppeth, as the gentle rain from heaven
Upon the place beneath: it is twice bless'd;
It blesseth him that gives, and him that takes:
Tis mightiest in the mightiest: it becomes
The throned monarch better than his crown;
His sceptre shows the force of temporal power,
The attribute to awe and majesty,
Wherein doth sit the dread and fear of kings;
But mercy is above this sceptred sway,
It is enthroned in the hearts of kings,
It is an attribute of God himself;
And earthly power doth then show likest God's
When mercy seasons justice. Therefore,Jew,
Though justice be thy plea, consider thisThat in the course of justice, none of us
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Should see salvation: we do pray for mercy;
And that same prayer doth teach us all to render
The deeds of mercy. 11
Because Shylock knows Antonio to be a competitor and bigot, he is not
swayed by Portia's eloquence but fatally responds, "My deeds upon my head!"
He even rejects Portia's subsequent suggestion that Bassanio repay Shylock's
principle in triplicate.12
In one strain of modern interpretation, Shylock is a symbol, of the oppressed minority whose ruthlessness can be understood best through the relentless abuse he has received at the hands of other Venetians. 13 This Shylock
is no less famously eloquent than the merciful Portia as he interrogates Antonio's anti-Semitism: "Hath riot a Jew eyes? hath not a Jew hands, organs,
dimensions, senses, affections, passions? ... If you prick us, do we not bleed?
If you tickle us, do we not laugh? If you poison us, do we not die? And if
you wrong us, shall we not revenge?" 14 Less often remembered is Shylock's
expressed affinity with the gathered Venetian slaveholders as he asserts a legal
right to his bond:
You have among you many a purchas'd slave,
Which, like your asses, and your dogs, and mules,
You use in abject and in slavish parts,
Because you bought them:-shall I say to you,
Let them be free, marry them to your heirs?
Why sweat they under burthens? let their beds
Be made as soft as yours, and let their palates
Be season'd with such viands? You will answer,
The slaves are ours:-So do I answer you:
The pound of flesh, which I demand of him,
Is dearly bought; 'tis mine, and I will have it;
If you deny me, fie upon your law! 15
Well versed in the social structures as well as the laws and market practices of
a slave economy, and smarting from the treatment ofJewish people and his
own daughter's determination to marry across religious lines, Shylock raises
the specter of marriage between the freeborn and the freed. He insists on the
inviolability of his property rights with reference to his auditors'basest fears,
making himself a formidable foe in the courtroom. But he meets his match
in Portia.
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After Shylock proves resistant to the appeal to mercy, Portia abandons a
promotion of mercy for its opposite, insisting that if only justice will satisfy
Shylock, then only justice he will have. As some contemporary critics have
it, Portia, in the guise of a lawyer's apprentice, abandons legal equity (i.e.,
latitude in light of particularity) for "the rigor of common law literalism."16
She informs the usurer that his belongings will be confiscated and he will be
executed should he extract anything beyond the exact pound of flesh, including blood, mentioned in the bond. When Shylock begs that he be allowed
to receive the principle and forego the bond's penalty, she declares to the assembled, "He hath refus'd it in the open court; / He shall have merely justice,
and his bond." 17 Portia further tightens the screws by revealing that because
Shylock is a Jew, and therefore an alien, his ill will toward Antonio makes
him subject to stark discipline. Thus, Portia moves from prime advocate for
mercy to the most ruthless administrator of the law such that it falls to the
Duke and Antonio to show Shylock a modicum of mercy. Shylock, having
evoked judicial procedure, finds that he has brought judgment upon himself:
his deeds lie heavy on his head.
As mentioned above, Portia achieves her end through a particularly crafty
use of the classical counterargument, capitalizing on the strategy's essential
irony. Rather than simply anticipate and refute the opposition's argument
(which is how Portia begins; knowing that Shylock asks strict adherence to
the letter of the law, she lays out why all humans are in need of mercy), the
rhetor embraces the opposition's argument as having, all along, been counter
to the opposition's best interest (Portia concedes that strict adherence to the
law is the correct course only to reveal that the law will mercilessly punish
Shylock for his lack of mercy). Portia's eloquence also cultivates an ironic relationship to violence. She reverses an ostensibly inevitable legal judgment by
moving from an affirmation of compassion to an avowal of retributive justice
when it becomes clear that legally sanctioned cruelty can be redirected to an
individual who is cruel-not to mention an outsider. And yet her eloquence
does not actually result in violence; indeed, her advocacy of retributive justice
puts the Duke in the position to show mercy to Shylock. Finally, Portia's success stems from an ironic ethos, insofar as her rhetorical authority arises from
a gender-bending performance of professional identity, and her ironic ethos
maps onto her stance concerning violence because of the gendered inflections
of bellicosity and compassion. Portia at once overtly undermines the seemingly unassailable legal basis for Shylock's demand and covertly undermines
the seemingly unassailable roles of patriarchal Venice. She is, as the gloating
Gratiana declares, ''A second Daniel." 18 All told, the essentially ironic na-
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ture of Portia's eloquence enables her to bend the situation to her will, and
while the threat of violence remains central to her rhetorical situation as she
challenges Shylock's murderous schemes and then promotes mercilessness
toward him, ultimately Portia secures a third way: violence will be averted as
the court passes on the opportunity to administer capital punishment.
The eloquence of Portia as displayed in the trial scene of Merchant is one
of many Shakespearean passages that contributed to antebellum theatrical
and rhetorical cultures. In the first half of the nineteenth century, despite
the rise of cultural nationalism, Britain's most famous dramatist maintained
a stronghold on the U.S. stage and an outsized impact on American speaking.19 Coppelia Kahn and Heather S. Nathans document how "Shakespeare
was a key figure in the elocutionary movement that shaped American education throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries."20 That movement
entailed a methodization of affective expression within elocutionary practice
and an attention to increasing rhetorical effectiveness within the early republic and emergent democracy. Kahn and Nathans conclude, "Shakespeare's
language, quite apart from his plays as aesthetic objects or theatrical performances, became an oral and aural means of training Americans to use
their native language as an instrument of self-improvement and as cultural
capital."21 Occupying a central place not only on the nineteenth-century U.S.
stage but also in the classroom and drawing room, at the bar and the podium,
Shakespeare's works served as a valuable resource in political, legal, and ethical deliberation.
The trial scene of Merchant appears to have been a prime candidate for
scholarly recitation. 22 Shylock's demand for flesh and Portia's oratorical intervention represent in these works the potential of well-crafted speech to
Work a physical influence in the world. In an early instance, James Burgh's
1heArt ofSpeaking (1795), we see how Portia's eloquence bested her opponent
through the careful management of emotion. In the spirit oflate eighteenthcentury elocutionary instruction, Burgh's textbook includes "an index of the
various passions and humours" in the margins beside each recitation, including the trial scene from Merchant. Portia's speech on mercy moves through the
modes of "Advising," "Pleasure," "Reverence," "Serious[ness]," and "Reflection," whereas Shylock's response to her is simple "Obstinacy."When Portia
makes clear the consequences of Shylock's stance, she speaks in a "Forbidding" manner and with "Reproo£"1he scene as a whole is labeled "Intercession. Obstinacy. Cruelty. Forced Submission," characterizing Portia's effective
speech and the Duke's related ruling as essentially coercive. 23 Subsequent
nineteenth-century textbooks continue to find in act 4, scene 1 of Merchant .a
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resource for instructing students in the mechanics of conveying and eliciting
emotion to secure a desired moral outcome. George Vandenhoff's A Plain
System ofElocution: or, Logical and Musical Reading and Declamation (1845), for
example, uses the trial scene as an example of where compound inflections
(that is, a heightened and curved ascent or descent of tone) should be used
to convey "wonder, contempt, scornful indignation, ridicule, and (especially) in
IRONY"-in this case, Portia's wonder and contempt in response to Shylock's insistence. 24 Whether excerpting Portia's mercy speech or providing a
large portion of the trial scene, elocutionary textbooks drew upon Merchant
as exemplary of the period's emphasis on achieving desired social outcomes
through the performative harnessing of emotion alongside appeals to reason.
The popularity of Merchant reached beyond the classroom to the midnineteenth-century U.S. stage; New York City alone saw more than one hundred productions in the period. In 1858, one year before the opening of Dion
Boucicault's 7he Octoroon at New York's Winter Garden Theatre, the production of Merchant at New York's Wallack's Theatre enjoyed "a longer run than
any previous Shakespearean production on the American stage."25 English
critic William Hazlitt declared act 4, scene 1, "a masterpiece of dramatic skill"
of which"[ t]he legal acuteness, the passionate declamations, the sound maxims of jurisprudence, the wit and irony interspersed in it, the fluctuations of
hope and fear in the different persons, and the completeness and suddenness
of the catastrophe, cannot be surpassed. "26 On the other side of the Atlantic,
Henry Norman Hudson, an Episcopal priest, Boston University professor,
editor of Shakespeare's complete works, and renowned lecturer, echoed the
sentiment: "The trial-scene, with its tugging vicissitudes of passion, and its
hush of terrible expectation . . . is hardly surpassed in tragic power anywhere .... "27 Such was the love of this moment that Edwin Booth appears
to have ended his 1857 production with Shylock's exit from the trial, excising the denouement involving the young lovers, and James William Wallack
reconfigured the acts of the play to close with an impressive staging of the
trial scene. 28 Likewise, John Brougham's 1858 burlesque, Much Ado about a
Merchant of Venice, concluded with the trial scene (and framed Portia as a
"Philadelphia lawyer" whose speech rivals Henry Ward Beecher's). 29 Generally, the trial was presented with elaborate scenery and scores of extras. William Charles Macready's Merchant in the 1840s, which Kirk Mallory Reynolds concludes was "the most influential production of the nineteenth ... and
the twentieth centuries,"had no fewer than sixty-three supers on stage in the
charged showdown. 30 The December 17, 1858, playbill for the production at
Wallack's trumpeted, "In this play, Shakespeare has bequeathed to posterity
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one of his most perfect works, powerful in its effect and marvelous [sic] in its
ingenuity. While the language of the Jew is characterized by an assumption
of biblical phraseology, the appeal of Portia to the quality of mercy is invested
with a heavenly eloquence elevating the poet to sublimity."31 Act 4, scene 1, of
Merchant seized the stage as it did the classroom.
The nineteenth century witnessed an evolution in the portrayal of the
central characters of Merchant, Portia and Shylock,32 which likewise informed
the availability of Portia as a model for rhetorical practice and the transformations of her character across venues, from the elocutionary textbook to
the theatrical stage to the antislavery platform. In an era when "Shakespeare
could teach men how to act and women how to be," his heroines were framed
as exemplary women. 33 The leading British and American actresses of the
age interpreted Portia as acting in accord with feminine, domestic propriety,
even as she paced the floor of the Venetian court. Fanny Kemble, Helena
Facuit Martin, and Ellen Terry were moved to write searching reflections
of the character, and Kemble declared it her favorite role. 34 Portia was, in
Kemble's words, "a true lady" and, in Martin's assessment, a combination of
"all the graces of the richest womanhood with the strength of purpose, the
wise helpfulness, and sustained power of the noblest manhood." 35 Hudson
gushed, "With her noble intellect she has gathered in the sweets of poetry
and the solidities of philosophy, all for use, nothing for show; she has fairly
domesticated them, has naturalized them in her sphere, and tamed them to
her fireside, so that they seem as much at home there as if they had been
made for no other place... ."36 Critic Anna Brownell Jameson's praise for
Portia as "uniting in herself ... all the noblest and most lovable qualities
that ever met together in woman'' found its way into Anna and William
Russell's The Young Ladies' Elocutionary Reader (1851), appearing just before
Lydia Howard Sigourney's poem celebrating "The Mother ofWashington."37
In this manner, the nineteenth-century Cult of Domesticity claimed one of
Shakespeare's most forcefully intelligent and articulate heroines as its acolyte,
obscuring the irony of her rhetoric (especially by isolating the mercy speech)
and the public context of her performance. Distancing Shakespeare's heroine
from contemporary women whose pursuit of the law won them the derisive
label of "Portias,"38 commentators inside and outside the theater softened or
contained Portia's display of rhetorical power through gendered language,
preparing the way for the transformation of her eloquence by male rhetors.
Alongside the domesticated, feminine ideal of Portia stood a more complex Shylock. Edmund Kean's groundbreaking interpretation of Shylock in
1814 prompted many actors "to endow him with a large measure of dignity ..
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and humanity," such that "[b]y mid-century the idea of an impressive, halfsympathetic Shylock was well established" on both sides of the Atlantic. 39
Macready's Shylock was "marked, apparently, by dignified restraint and subtlety, not ferocity," and his production of Merchant-"his arrangement, his
cuts from Shakespeare's text, his use of music, his scenery, his costumes, his
spectacles, and his Shylock''-greatly influenced subsequent productions, including those by Charles Kean, Henry Irving, and Edwin Booth. (That said,
Booth was one of the period actors who stuck to a plainly despicable Shylock.)40 By the mid-nineteenth century, Hudson could assert without hesitation, "Shylock is a type of national sufferings, national sympathies, national
antipathies .... [In him] we see the remains of a great and noble nature, out
of which all the genial sap of humanity has been pressed by accumulated
injuries." 41 Shylock's actions remained unpardonable and yet somehow more
understandable to many in the mid-nineteenth century.
Ultimately, Portia and Shylock's dramatic confrontation in the court-the
showdown between an affective-ethical appeal and an argument that, arising
out of grievance, relies solely on the legal code-represented a reckoning of
morality grounded in feminine feeling and the merciless machinations of a
masculine public. The eloquence of Portia worked in the nineteenth century
because its ironic reversals involved two figures that stood in not merely for
good and evil (or Christian and Jew, for that matter) but the dualisms of
female and male, private and public, domestic and market-and higher law
and human law. This is not to suggest that the second item in each of those
binaries is essentially evil but rather that in the ninetee~th century, Shylock
·readily represented the aggrieved individual who, by disguising his malice in
the trappings of the market and legal literalism, destroyed domestic peace.
Given the fact that slavery's hostility to domestic-familial attachments and,
by extension, the familial-like bond of the states was essential to the sentimental critique as forwarded by Douglass, Lydia Maria Child, William Wells
Brown, Harriet Beecher Stowe, and others, and that Shakespeare's words already circulated in the debates over slavery, 42 the eloquent Portia stood ready
in the wings for a supporting role in antislavery speech.

"The Flesh Is Not in the Bond": Portia in Abolitionist Argument
After the implementation in 1836 of the Congressional Gag Rule, whereby
antislavery petitions were immediately tabled without discussion in both
houses, the antislavery effort to urge Congress to outlaw slavery in Washington, DC faced an intimidating obstacle. 7he Anti-Slavery Record, a short-
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lived publication of the American Anti-Slavery Society, published a lengthy
reflection in April 1837 on "Slavery: The Right of Northern Interference" to
counter the Southern arguments in support of the Gag Rule that Congress
lacked the constitutional power to outlaw slavery in the capital. Northern
men, the writer declares, have a "duty and right to give congress no peace, till
the principles of the constitution are carried out in the District of Columbia,
and the internal slave trade is abolished."43 ln a manner described by Deak
Nabers, this writer accomplishes a "conversion" of the Constitution into an
antislavery document by reframing it as "a form of written higher law" whose
"relationship to ordinary statutes [is] identical to the relationship between
natural and positive law." 44 Rather than impede antislavery legislation, this
freshly interpreted Constitution establishes a moral imperative for it.
Having in this way inverted the proslavery characterization of the Constitution and appropriated the proslavery use of a discourse of "rights," the
writer readily turns to the model of Portia's eloquence and her reinterpretation of the legal document at the heart of the dispute: "Let [the North] say to
the holders of the bond for human flesh, take the flesh that is in your bond,
but take more at your peril-in the language of Portia to the Jew.... Let
the North yield the penalty of the bond,-let her stand by her 'compact' in
this spirit, and it might soon be asked in regard to the South, 'Why doth the
Jew pause?m45 1he North could win the argument concerning slavery in the
nation's capital by drawing on the example of Portia; they could concede the
South's Constitutional right to enslave others (flesh) and then highlight that
there is nothing in the Constitution concerning restrictions on Congressional power (blood) such that the South's current actions imperil the union as
established in the Constitution (bond). But the North can and must be more
ambitious than Portia. "The fact is," he writes, "the flesh is not in the bond.
The South never dared to put it there, except by equivocation. She demands
that we yield her both flesh and blood, by courtesy of interpretation;-and we
have been courteous-most murderously courteous!" 46 Because the term
· "slave" actually does not appear in the Constitution, the North's capitulation to the South does not rest on the exact wording of the law but on an
overly solicitous concession to a willful Southern construal of that law. This
argument arises from what Nabers describes as emergent "theories of legal
hermeneutics under which the Constitution's evasions with respect to slavery
could become as significant as its concessions to slaveholders," thus "[making] it possible to think that the enforcement of a constitution would entail
radical reversals of that constitution's prior effects. "47 Calling for such a radical reversal, the writer finds a useful analogy in the eloquence of Portia.
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That analogy is useful, however, because it is imperfect. Portia-like, the
North can bloodlessly best its opponent through a close reading of a legal
document, but unlike Portia, the North need not ironically embrace the original premise of the document. Put another way, the overthrow of slavery does
not require sly strategy and assumed identity; the rhetor need not accept,
even if only provisionally and insincerely, the argument that the Constitution allows for slavery. The literalist interpretation of the bond enables instead a straightforward reclamation of Northern agency. 48 Still, Portia's ironic
reversal-her shift from advocating mercy to calling for an exact and brutal
application of the law-provides a template for the sudden reversal of the
Northern interpretation of the Constitution. Should the Shylock-like South
press its point, it will lose the argument over slavery in the capital and the
larger claim to the legality of all slaveholding. Proslavery rhetors, confident
yet careless in their attention to the actual wording of the bond, have set the
trap for themselves, enabling the North to pursue the end of slavery without
the turmoil of nullification, disunion, or war.
In recent years, literature and law critics focused on the volatile years leading up to the Civil War, including Nabers, DeLombard, Gregg Crane, and
Caleb Smith, have identified a set of literary figures reflecting and formative
of abolition's higher law argument, or the rejection oflaws underpinning the
institution of slavery as in direct conflict with natural or divine law. 49 To refer
to the "higher law argument" is, admittedly, to refer to a range of positions,
from the Garrisonian assertion that human law should be disregarded to
the "higher law constitutionalisrn'' articulated in 1850 by William H. Seward
in which the U.S. Constitution would be brought in line with higher law
through the "interplay of conscience (moral inspiration) and consent (political dialogue)."5 Crane asserts that the higher law argument "created a
special role for literary renderings of this jurisprudential crisis" caused by the
passage of the Fugitive Slave Law and especially the scene of "the decent citizen forbidden by law from aiding the shivering fugitive." 51 As I have already
mentioned, DeLombard explores the ways in which abolitionists, despairing
of justice in the courtroom, developed a "typographical tribunal" in which to
prosecute slaveholders, approaching the broader rhetorical situation as a parallel court resting on higher law principles. 52 Smith explores the abolitionist
use of the curse, a "speech act" focused on "a fatal corruption in the foundations of the common order" that matches the oracular nature of a judge's sentence "yet [is] spoken from the other side oflegal authority."53 The eloquence
of Portia is a rhetorical and performative figure in abolitionist discourse that
is more specific and, admittedly, less frequently employed than the spectacle
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of the forsaken fugitive, the trial in print, and the radical curse. Nonetheless, as a speech act associated with an imagined trial concerning a merciless
broker's claims on another's body, it bears a close relationship to all of these.
Situating the eloquence of Portia alongside the curse in particular helps
us understand the way in which a rhetorically achieved victory over violence
entails the threat of death. When Portia asks "Why doth the Jew pause?"
everyone knows the answer: Shylock hesitates to slice into Antonio because
Portia has, in a calm and rational matter, communicated that Shylock will be
executed and his goods will be confiscated should he proceed. Portia bloodlessly bests her opponent through a performance involving menace. Smith
theorizes the power of the curse in antebellum discourse as similarly balanced
on the tension between an abolitionist disavowal of physical resistance to
slavery and the way in which the it had the potential to prompt violent revolt,
and Kevin Pelletier describes abolitionist sentimentality, with its underlying
apocalyptic orientation, as "a staging ground of meditations on violence as a
response to slavery."54 In the wake of the Compromise of 1850 and then with
the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act in 1854, higher law arguments that
reference the trial scene of Merchant linger on the threat of violence in Portia's words to Shylock and, in some cases, overlook Portia's ironic relationship
to violence in Shakespeare's original. In Merchant, Portia's call for Shylock's
harsh punishment puts the Duke in the position to show mercy, but in these
works, the tantalizing prospect of an overpowered South threatens to undermine a broader commitment to peaceful resolution. Multiple abolitionists
who draw upon the eloquence of Portia note the imperfection of the analogy
between the Constitutional crisis of the 1850s and Shakespeare's Venetian
trial and to different extents obscure the irony of the threat Portia issues to
Shylock. In the process, a Shakespearean heroine, whom the nineteenth century had come to associate with feminine propriety, was remade in the image
of a manly assertion of Northern rights over a greedy, vicious South.
The Whig Burlington Free Press of June 2, 1854, denounces the Fugitive
Slave Law as antithetical to the spirit of the Constitution-"No such law
was ever dreamed of by the men who made, or agreed to, the clause in the
Constitution on which it is said to rest"-and proceeds with a reference to
Merchant:.
As it is, the [Fugitive Slave Law] is worse than Shylock's bond, and in
their demands under it, the despots who claim for their own benefit
its application, are less merciful than was the Jew.... Under this law,
the slave holder is not required to weigh, and he denies the use of
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the scales. He demands to cut for himself when and where he shall
please, and to weigh when and where it may suit his convenience or
his whim. 55
Like in "Slavery: The Right of Northern Interference," the comparison of
contemporary politics to Merchant breaks down, as the writer insists the dispute is not, ultimately, one of Constitutional interpretation but of legislation
that constrains the court. The slaveholder is not guilty of legal literalism but
of judicial usurpation. Once again, the rhetor draws upon Portia's warning to
Shylock ("Thou diest and all thy goods are confiscate") to issue a manly call
to action:
Every man in the Free States should say, "we too, will hereafter stand
shoulder to shoulder on the side of Freedom and the Free States ....
If you of the slaveholding section have over-reached us by your craft
or by your pertinacity in former years, and this year by a breach of
faith which did not look for, you will do so no more. There is no more
truce in this war. We have bound the sword to our wrists and we have
thrown away the scabbard."
To bind one's sword to the wrist and throw away the scabbard is to forsake the pursuit of peaceful resolution and commit oneself wholeheartedly to
combat. 56 The eloquence of Portia, with its ironic rhetorical shift from mercy
to ruthlessness, leads to a declaration of Northern militarism that overpowers
its dramatic point of origin. The image of a drawn sword serves as a telling
surrogate for the sheathed knife at the end of Merchant. No mercy will temper the fate of the slaveholder.
When Richard Hildreth, renowned U.S. historian and author of the abolitionist novel 7he White Slave; or Memoir ofArchy Moore (1836, 1852), published
the second edition of his America: An Inquiry into the Nature, Results, and
Legal Basis ofthe Slave-Holding System in the United States (1854), he too drew
upon Merchant in his call for Northern action, yet in a less physically aggressive manner. Indeed, Hildreth's call for legislators "to carry out and perfect"
the original vision in the Constitution of a "great, united, FREE republic!"
proceeds through an emphasis solely on acts oflegal interpretation.57 Citing
Daniel Webster's Seventh of March Speech and its reference to the appeasement of the South as "a question of morals and a question of conscience"
because of the slaveholder's constitutional rights, Hildreth declares Webster's
a "perilous appeal" resembling Shylock's. 58 With reference to Gratiano's joy-
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ful comparison of Portia to the wise counselor Daniel, Hildreth proceeds
to assert that the opponents to the Fugitive Slave Law whom Webster so
addressed "might be apt to call to mind the adjudication of'another Daniel
come to judgment,' a case quite as generally known and approved as any
recorded in the law books."The nineteen lines he quotes from Merchant are
from act 4, scene 1, and include the threat of goods confiscation but not execution. The passage concludes, "For as thou urgest justice, be assured / Thou
shalt have justice more than thou desir'st-."59 Calling the Fugitive Slave
Law "a bill yielding up not merely the pound of flesh alleged to be stipulated
in the bond, but, along with it, the very heart's blood of freedom," Hildreth
longs for a Portia to take Webster's place--one Daniel for another-and relishes the backlash Webster experienced for "standing godfather" to "the mis·
shapen monster" of a law. 60
Thomas Wentworth Higginson was fond of referencing Portia's eloquence in his abolitionist expressions of the late 1850s and early 1860s. Addressing the twenty-fourth anniversary of the American Anti-Slavery Society in New York in 1857, as reported by The Anti-Slavery Bugle, Higginson
cited Hildreth, among others, and drew upon The Merchant of Venice in a
declaration that he "never should hold the Constitution was Pro-Slavery,
while it couldbe interpreted in favor of freedom." 61 Higginson's focus on interpretation could not obscure his commitment to using force as necessary.
After all, he had been wounded while helping to lead the May 26, 1854, failed
assault on the Boston Courthouse to free Anthony Burns, he would soon
be one of the "Secret Six" who supported John Brown's plans for the 1859
attack on Harper Ferry, and he would go on to serve in the Civil War as the
colonel of the First South Carolina Regiment, the first Union regiment of
formerly enslaved men. He was, that is, opposed to the interpretation of the
Constitution as inherently complicit with slavery and to pacifism as a moral
absolute. Before the American Anti-Slavery Society, Higginson expressed
a quite pragmatic approach to constitutional matters: "There was but one
··rule in such cases, and that was to put in liberty wherever there was a loophole." Higginson elaborated: "The best case to refer to was that in which
Shylock was the plaintiff and Portia the judge and William Shakespeare
the reporter of the Court. (Applause.) With a Supreme Court in favor of
Liberty, the Constitution would be an Anti-Slavery document tomorrow.
(Continued applause.)" Higginson emphasized legal interpretation in the
spirit of Portia and yet showed little hope that political consensus would
follow the individual's ethical intervention; force would prove essential. "All
the learning in the world were not worth so much as the poorest pistol-shot
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which any slave ever gave his master," he declared, "-not worth so much
as the dagger-thrust by which Margaret Garner made her slave child free
in Heaven. Never could Freedom be gained by politics-only by revolution." Through the reference to Garner, the fugitive mother who killed a
two-year-old daughter and attempted to kill her other children in order to
avoid their return to slavery, Higginson forced his audience to confront the
necessity of violence, pursued by African Americans and white allies alike,
to the overthrow of slavery. The new Portia must not simply turn the tables
on Shylock; she must turn the weapon on him as well.
The abolitionist use of Merchant appears to have come readily to Higginson, whose political and literary pursuits were rarely separate. Higginson gave
a public lecture on Merchant on January 18, 1851, in the midst of turmoil in
the Massachusetts legislature's election over the candidacy of the abolitionist
Charles Sumner for U.S. Senate (Sumner would eventually win the seat by
one vote). 62 A great admirer of Fanny Kemble, Higginson twice attended her
dramatic readings of Merchant and Richard II in late February 1857, writing
to his mother that "acting within acting, in Shylock & especially in [Portia],"
showed off Kemble's "infinite variety."63 In that same letter, he confirms the
receipt of goods his mother had sent to freesoilers in Kansas. At times Higginson's roles as man of letters and antislavery activist appeared to compete.
In 1853, he apparently abandoned work on an essay for the Christian Examiner
reviewing John Payne Collier's Shakespeare-a controversial new edition in
which the editor incorporated supposed emendations by Shakespeare-for
other projects, including an essay tentatively titled "The Romance of Slavery
or American Feudalism'' for The Atlantic. 64 ln Merchant, however, Higginson
appears to have aligned the Bard with the cause.
Higginson repeats his reference to the eloquence of Portia in "The Duty
of Massachusetts," his February 17, 1859, speech before the Massachusetts
Committee on Federal Relations "In support of the Petition asking for a law
to prevent the Recapture of Fugitive Slaves." Speaking to politicians rather
than fellow abolitionists, and promoting a petition signed by 15,000 residents,
Higginson leaves behind the image of Garner with her dagger and speaks of
legal interpretation as conscience-driven yet necessarily rhetorically sneaky.
In other words, Higginson embraces the irony of Portia's eloquence-its manipulation of menace to achieve bloodless victory. This time applying the
Shakespearean precedent to the Fugitive Slave Law rather than the Constitution in his proof, Higginson insists,
we are called upon, when construing its application, to construe it as
that famous bargain was construed in which Shylock was plaintiff, and
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Portia was attorney for the defendant, and William Shakespeare was
reporter for the Court; and if there be a pound of flesh, or an ounce
of blood, anywhere, if there be the drachm [i.e., r/8 of an ounce] of a
scruple, or the scruple itself, to haggle on, it is our duty as men, it is a
noble claim on our intellect, to take advantage of that infinitessimal
[sic] scruple where freedom is to be served.... 65
As Portia warned Shylock he would be executed for cutting even "the division of the twentieth part / Of one poor scruple" more than a pound of flesh,
so Higginson calls on his state's legislators to scrutinize the Fugitive Slave
Law for the tiniest of entry points for the construction oflegal resistance. 66
"[T]he loftiest intellect, the profoundest moral sense, in such a cause as that,"
he continues with reference to another Shakespearean character, "may narrow
itself down to a chink as small as that which held Ariel in the cloven pine, if
by so doing it can, as the end ofits efforts, save one freeman in Massachusetts,
or turn into a freeman one slave."These esteemed legislators, in other words,
must not hesitate to confine themselves to the most technical and nitpicky of
arguments in order to pursue freedom.
Higginson's peroration strikes a highly emotional note as he insists that
the legislators must pursue all political possibilities for no less than their
pride as men is at stake. Here, all references to female agency, whether Portia's or the armed mother's, subside. We find instead the image of the female
fugitive in need of protection. Higginson had played a vital role in the establishment of Worcester, Massachusetts, as "Canada to the slave," a place where
local government, police, and armed civilians alike would protect fugitives
from kidnappers. 67 He and his wife had just a few months prior sheltered a
mother and child "white as any man or woman in this hall" fleeing an enraged
enslaver who happened to be the child's father. 68 Without reference to his
specific role in aiding them, Higginson describes their plight and then ap.peals to the gathered men's sense of chivalry:
But, sir, such is the simple beauty, such the impressive presence, such
the quiet intelligence of that woman, that if she could stand before you
to-day, and tell her wrongs, as I hoarsely tell them for her, she would
be safe with a thousand kidnappers around her,-as safe, gentlemen,
in your presence, as your own baby in its cradle; she would be safer
in this legislature than the poor thing ever was in her mother's arms;
she would be safe here, though an army of ten thousand slaveholders
blockaded these walls, and a Mexican-war General headed every division of the army. (Laughter and applause)
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In addition to understanding Higginson's joking reference to ex-President
Franklin Pierce, Higginson's audience likely recalled the depiction in chapter
9 of Stowe's ubiquitous Uncle Tom's Cabin, titled "In Which It Appears that a
Senator Is But a Man," of a senator in Ohio providing shelter for just such a
mother and child moments after defending state compliance with a fugitive
slave law. 69 Higginson pleads, "[W]hat you would do in your private capacity
for such a woman, do in your public. What you would do as men, do as legislators .... We do not ask you to shed blood; we ask you to save others from
the necessity of shedding it." Insofar as there is a distance between private
morality and public law, their manhood-defined here by the protection of
the women and children-is at stake. And while Higginson cannot suppress
entirely his vision of violent revolution in a speech to legislators, in encouraging the assembly to keep violence at bay through legislation, he employs
Portia's eloquence but strips it of all feminine association.
The Merchant of Venice provided Higginson and others opposed to slavery a dramatic figure and a rhetorical strategy for challenging the proslavery
interpretation of the Constitution and the bold implementation of the Fugitive Slave Law within free states. The eloquence of Portia-her scuttling of
an apparently unavoidable legal ruling through speech ingeniously ironicrepresented the best hope for posing a legal challenge to a legal system in
the thrall of the enslavers. The example of Portia proved, in the words of
James Freeman Clarke, that a free state like Massachusetts had "a right . . .
to keep slavery to the letter of the law" and in so doing "to exhaust all legal
contrivances to make [the Fugitive Slave Law] a nullity."70 As the sympathyinducing figure of the fugitive slave so prominent in abolitionist protests,
orations, editorials, fiction, and poetry of the era made its way to the playhouse, so too the eloquence of Portia found its way back home to the theater,
where it informed sensational trial scenes in the two most prominent racial
melodramas of the years just prior to the Civil War. And as the eloquence of
Portia sheds its association with feminine nonviolence in the white abolitionists' heroic oratory, so too in its theatrical manifestations Portia's legal reversal
appears to be essential to the recovery of belligerent Northern manhood.

"Why a Black Man?": Trowbridge's Response
to the Fugitive Slave Law
Neighbor ]ackwood follows in the steps of Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin, beginning as an antislavery novel and experiencing peak popularity on the American stage. Neighbor ]ackwood: A Domestic Drama in Five Acts premiered at the
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Boston Museum Theatre on March 16, 1857, starring comic actor William
Warren, the ingenue Rose Skerritt, and theater manager W. H. Smith, author
of 1he Drunkard. The reception for the three-week run in Boston was positive, though Trowbridge reported a hissing match between proslavery and
antislavery audience members on opening night, and the play appeared on
and off in the city for the next eight years. However, the work apparently was
not well received when it appeared May 13, 1857, at Barnum's American Museum in New York, one year after Dreds debut there. 71 Perhaps this was due
to its fierce regionalism. Neighbor jackwood stages New England disobedience
to the Fugitive Slave Law and, in a climactic trial scene, imagines the victory
of higher law over corrupt human law through the Portia-like reversals of a
heroic orator. Like in Higginson's "The Duty of Massachusetts," a manly protector of the beset female fugitive stands in for Shakespeare's heroine, and the
warning that the opponent faces violent repercussions for his actions appears
to be more than a rhetorical tactic, thanks to the armed assembly (one might
say mob) sympathetic to his cause.
The melodrama, which is largely faithful to the plot of Trowbridge's
novel, 72 follows the story of Camille, the daughter of a New Orleans merchant and a mixed-race enslaved woman who is sold away upon her father's
death and subsequently flees a master determined to seduce her, only to find
that Robert Greenwich, the dissolute Yankee who helps her escape, wishes
to have her for himsel£ Camille is the stereotypical "tragic mulatta," or the
beautiful and victimized mixed-race heroine appearing throughout antebellum narratives "as an interstitial ideal whose complicated constitution both
marked and masked the nineteenth century mesalliance known as miscegenation. "73 Roach elaborates that this figure "became .an effigy whose fate,
prepared in the crucible of gender and sexuality as well as race, condensed
hatred and desire in the same imaginary liquid-mixed blood."74 The tragic
mulatta populated what Tavia Nyong'o traces as a tangled genealogy of racial
and cultural hybridity at once essential and resistant to U.S. nationalism. 75 In
· Neighbor ]ackwood, two performance traditions-the eloquence of Portia and
the spectacularly endangered female offspring of racial intermixture-come
together in an affirmation of white male agency.
The play begins with Camille's rescue by the kindly AbimelechJackwood
(a.k.a. Neighbor Jackwood) and his namesake son, Bim'lech, who find her
lost in a rainstorm in the Vermont countryside. Camille is disguised as an
old woman, and after she sheds her costume, she protects herself through
an assumed identity. Introducing herself as a young white woman named
Charlotte Woods, Camille falls under the loving protection of the Jackwood
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family, despite the objections of their ornery Grandma Rigglesty. Camille
soon realizes that Robert Greenwich and Hector Dunbury, a former friend of
Robert's with whom she is in love, reside in the area. Shortly after her arrival,
the slave-catcher Dickson tracks her down with the help of the slow-witted
Enos Crumlett, whom he bribes. After a series of close calls, including near
drowning in a flood, Camille is brought before Robert Greenwich's hypocritical father, Squire Greenwich, the federal commissioner for the case. Squire
Greenwich issues the mandamus to return Camille to slavery, but before the
armed Dickson can exit with her, Hector bursts in, accompanied by an angry
assemblage oflocal residents who wish to save Camille. Hector begins by rejecting the authority of the court as in conflict with higher law, then reverses
his tack by producing manumission papers signed by Camille's last owner.
Portia-like, he secures the happy union through legal reversal. The play ends
with the image of Camille's acceptance in the bosom of the white family, as
represented by the Jackwoods and her union with Hector, and the news that
Squire Greenwich's son has killed himsel£ 76 Justice is served.
In an 1895 autobiographical introduction to a revised edition of the novel,
Trowbridge makes clear that the story of Camille's flight, the kindliness of
antislavery New Englanders, and the corruption of U.S. law arose from the
prominent fugitive slave cases in Boston after the 1850 passage of the Fugitive
Slave Law. 77 The cases started with the arrival in October 1850 of two men
in search of the famous abolitionist couple, William and Ellen Craft, who
had accomplished a dazzling escape from slavery in 1848 by posing as a white
master (the light-skinned Ellen cross-dressed) and his servant. Next, writes
Trowbridge, came the arrest of Shadrach Minkins as a fugitive in February
1851, though his escape was effected by a group of African American men
who "burst suddenly into the court-room, took him by force from the hands
of the officers, and hustled him into a hack that chanced to be passing, driven
by a colored man."78 Not long after, Thomas Sims was arrested and, Trowbridge recalls, "Terror and haste marked the proceedings."79 To the dismay
of many Bostonians, a large force of armed police officers marched Sims to
Long Wharf and the ship that took him back south.
Anthony Burns was arrested as a fugitive on May 24, 1854, and two days
later a group of local African American and white abolitionists, including
Higginson, led an assault on the jail. 80 In the skirmish, a deputy federal marshal was killed, but Burns remained in confinement. Trowbridge went to the
courthouse to watch the judicial drama unfold as Richard Henry Dana Jr.,
Charles Mayo Ellis, Theodore Parker, and Wendell Phillips mounted a defense for Burns. Dana, Trowbridge recalls, "made his eloquent plea for the
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prisoner ... praying that [the judge's ruling] might be in accord with a large
interpretation of the law, with the higher conscience, and with mercy." 81
Judge Edward G. Loring did not show mercy-he neither accepted Dana's
appeal to a higher law nor abided by the principle of legal equity-having
"evidently determined to perform what he deemed his duty, without any betrayal of emotion." Despite feeling "pity" for the position in which this "man
of eminent respectability" found himself, Trowbridge blamed Loring for not
having "resigned his commission, and washed his hands of the whole black
business in that way." Instead, Loring became a spectacle of moral failing for
the most prominent citizens of Boston. Trowbridge recollects,
On a bench before [Loring] sat Theodore Parker and Wendell Phillips, the great preacher and the brilliant orator, whose certain and terrible denunciations of what he was about to do might well have made
him pause .... [After Loring delivered his decision,] Parker and Phillips arose and walked arm in arm out of the court-room, conversing in
low tones, with bowed heads, and lowering brows.
Trowbridge and an "immense crowd" of his fellow Bostonians gathered to
"witness the final act of the drama" when Burns, like Sims before him, was
escorted to Long Wharf and slavery. Both legal persuasion and brute force
had failed, and all of Boston watched Burns remanded, a symbol of a feeble
North captivated by Southern slave power. 82
The spectacular and symbolic defeat of Dana, Parker, and Phillips's eloquence in that Boston courtroom and of popular resistance in the street
deeply affected Trowbridge. "I felt a burning desire," he recounts, "to pour
out in some channel the feelings which, long suppressed, had been roused
to a high pitch of excitement."83 Burns was victim of an unjust law administered by those who valued union over humanity. In Trowbridge's view, these
Northerners were deaf to moral and affective appeals but could not ignore
the use of force that threatened to undermine the law altogether. Neighbor
Jackwood served at once to replace ineffective legal rhetoric with affective narrative and to channel the mounting violence of those frustrated by the power
of slavery over the free North back into the discursive realm. Trowbridge
describes his novel as the result of the Burns affair and a decision to reverse
his approach as an antislavery rhetor: "almost in spite of myself, and against
my own literary taste and judgment, I was led to construct a story with the
one tabooed and abominated subject craftily concealed (as was charged at the
time) in the very heart ofit, a surprise to be exploded like a bombshell in th.e
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face of unsuspecting readers."With tongue in cheek but also with memories
of the tensions of the era and his own conflicted creation of a radical narrative, Trowbridge looks back on his penning of Neighbor fackwood and compares it to "commit[ing an] atrocity." 84
Trowbridge's novel and play explicitly draw upon the example of a legally
marked biblical parable: the story of the Good Samaritan. In the tenth chapter of Luke, a lawyer asks Jesus what he must do to inherit eternal life.Jesus
asks him "What is written in the law?" to which the man, not surprisingly,
responds with the appropriate passage ("Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy strength, and with
all thy mind; and thy neighbour as thyself") but also with a needling question: ''And who is my neighbor?" Jesus responds with the story of the Good
Samaritan, in which a man who is beaten, robbed, and left by the roadside
does not receive aid from a passing priest or Levite but from an outsider, a
Samarian gentile. At the conclusion of the tale, Jesus upends the lawyer's
question through one of his own: "Which now of these three, thinkest thou,
was neighbour unto him that fell among the thieves?" The lawyer's correct
answer-"He that shewed mercy on him''-conveys the sense that one ought
not judge whether another deserves the label of neighbor but whether one's
own actions constitute neighborliness. 85 As Trowbridge recalls in that introduction to the revised edition, he struggled to determine a title for the work
until he decided on a "scriptural motto for the title-page": an alteration of
Luke 10:30 wherein "A certain woman went down from Jerusalem to Jericho,
and fell among thieves." This was Camille. And for the scripture-inspired
query-"Who was neighbor unto this woman?" 86- Trowbridge had his answer: a conscience-driven, antislavery Yankee, Abimelech Jackwood.
In the play (and novel as well), the sanctimonious Grandma Rigglesty,
who insists the family should not aid Camille, owns a handkerchief emblazoned with the face of the Good Samaritan, "large as life-almost!"87 When
Jackwood first sees the handkerchief, he immediately references the moral of
the parable on which it is based: "Whenever we see that pictur' o' the Good
Samaritan, gran'mother, it'll remind us to be always kind and charitable, like
him." 88 The irony plays out time and again as Grandma Rigglesty behaves
more like the Pharisee than the Samaritan, more like an agent of U.S. law
than those advocating a higher law. Trowbridge offers the hard working and
generous J ackwood as a new Samaritan; he is the neighbor of the violent thief
and the thief's prey. Jackwood, his family, and his community are morally
obligated by the Golden Rule not only to aid a fellow human being in the
time of her greatest need but also to resist forcefully those who terrorize her.
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Neighbor Jackwood contains a bombshell in the sense that it upholds interracial marriage but also in that it advocates blatant, belligerent disobedience
of the law. The play presents the trial of a fugitive from slavery as the prime
occasion for correcting one's corrupt neighbors, whether by eloquence or
by force.
As Trowbridge adapted Jesus's parable to ask on the title page of his novel
"Who was neighbor unto this woman?" so he developed a Portia-like rhetor
in the form of a man. Act 5, scene 4, opens on a courtroom with lawyers, officers, and the defendant present. The stage directions of the scene make clear
that the normalcy of this legal proceeding is immediately undermined by the
sound of the mob gathered without and the spectacle of a manhandled female
defendant on the verge of collapse. The unscrupulous slave catcher Dickson and his uneasy abettor, Marshall Dole, prop up Camille for the hearing,
such that she represents sexual victimhood and silenced femininity rather
than strategic eloquence. Issuing only a pathetic "O!," Camille has a flask
forced to her lips, her collar loosened, and her body forcefully shaken. The
entry of Squire Greenwich does not restore propriety to the court; there are
"Shouts without, confusion within" just as there had been at the Burns trial. 89
Within seconds of initiating the hearing, Greenwich signs the documentation of Camille's enslaved status "in an agitated manner," clearly fearful of the
growing mob outside the courtroom. Dole orders that the members of his
party have their pistols ready, and Dickson, who is no officer of the law but
has assumed authority, adds the instruction to "Shoot down the fust man!"
who resists. 90 The courtroom and its officials have been usurped by the slave
catcher through actual and threatened acts of violence against Camille and
against court officials. The mob that surrounds the court necessarily matches
that violence.
The officials prepare to exit with Camille, but Hector "with fory in his
looks," pushes aside the guards and shouts "She is mine!" 91 He pushes Dole
away, strikes Dickson, and moves to the front of the stage with Camille in
one arm, the other raised "with a gesture of triumph and defiance." Jackwood
enters with a musket, Abimelech and other "neighbors" with pitchforks and
hoes, and the women after them. The stand-off between slave catcher and
vigilante Vermonters prompts a confrontation over the application of law
that echoes the trial scene of Merchant yet is steeped within the threat of
open conflict absent from Portia's performance:
(scrambling to his feet) Marshal! what are ye about? She is
mine, by the laws of the country!

DICKSON:
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(throws him aside) She is mine, by the one Eternal law.
Advance!
(As Dickson, Dole, and posse rush upon Hector, Mr. Jackwood and the.
farmers, with their weapons raised, rush before them.)
MR. J.: Stop that!
HECTOR: There is no power to take from me my own! 92
HECTOR:
DOLE:

Hector's higher law argument encompasses the directive to love one's neighbor as oneself and an assertion that a man's love for a woman grants him
divine proprietorship. The mob concurs. When Hector declares, "There is no
power to take from me my own," he speaks doubly, referencing a moral absolute that cannot be resisted and asserting the superior force of his promiscuously armed allies. In this way, Trowbridge unites the precedent of violent
disobedience of slave laws in New England and the tragic mulatta plot. The
legal reversal that marks the climax of the drama makes the union explicit.
The trial scene continues with Hector's excoriation of all those who break
God's law in the service of human-or as Hector asserts, inhuman-law:

(brandishing pistol) I call on the marshal to do his duty!
I call upon ALL to do the duty of MEN! Dogs! bloodhounds!
You mocker of justice, in the form of a judge, hear me!
(Mr. Greenwich rises up and bends forward, agitated. All eyes are bent
upon Hector.)
Under an inhuman law, you have hunted down a human soul! It
is recorded!
(Points upward.)
As ye have done it unto one of these, ye have done it unto Him!
MR. G.: You are resisting the execution of the law. 93
DICKSON:
HECTOR:

In delivering his judgment on the court, Hector pointedly associates the presiding judge and the slave-catchers who employ vicious dogs to apprehend
their prey. And he delivers the words of the Good Samaritan parable in a
prophetic register designed to heighten rather than disperse the threat of an
outbreak of violence. Spoken by Hector, the words of Jesus's parable become
a curse that is fulfilled in the subsequent death of Squire Greenwich's son by
suicide.
Yet before Greenwich feels the weight of God's judgment upon him, the
play ironically reinforces the authority of the human law Greenwich privileges
over mercy. A second Portia, though a Portia transformed, Hector adopts the
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language and standards of the court, namely that of contracts and deeds, once
his affecting assertion of divine morality proves ineffective in the pursuit of
Camille's freedom. No sooner has Hector publicly rejected the justice the
court alleges to administer then he produces a legal document obtained from
Camille's purported owner in New York. The effect is immediate: "This paper
stops all proceedings," declares Greenwich. "The girl is free!" 94 Although such
an outcome might indicate the playwright's cynicism concerning the moral
basis of the court's decision, none other than Neighbor Jackwood voices approval of Hector's strategy. "You've freed our Charlotte, accordin' to law;" he
tells Hector, "and that's the way always to do a good thing, when ye can." 95
J ackwood affirms Higginson's strategy to "put in liberty wherever there was a
loophole," maintaining that force should be a second option. As in Merchant,
the outsider who wishes to secure his pound of flesh through the exacting
application of the law is caught in his own web and banished under threat
of death.
But if Jackwood is right and the defiance of human law is only justified
when one cannot find another way to uphold moral law, why doesn't Hector
present the document testifying to Camille's free status from the very first
moment he enters the court? Why does Hector insist that the court first
hear his impassioned, defiant claim? Like Portia, Hector uses the court as
an arena wherein he, fluent in legal language and confident in success, may
delay a positive outcome in order to test and then torment the man who
jeopardizes his union with the beloved. 96 Hector Dunbury bests the laws underpinning slavery, not just by questioning their morality or pointing toward
the slaveholder's influence on them but also by ironically commandeering the
court, and he does so through the one-two punch of allying himself with the
armed mob just beyond the courtroom door and then reversing argumentative tack. Neighbor Jackwood's lines in the closing moments point toward
a will to power embedded in anti-slavery's eloquence of Portia: ''As for you,
Mr. Dickson," he declares, "go horn an' tell yer folks what ye think of ol' Vermont, an' our New England manners an' customs .... Our people believe in
law an' order; but le' me tell ye, show yer face here agin', an' you'll find a wus
night's lodgin' than the top of a haystack!"97 This Samaritan-turned-vigilante .
emphasizes that the perpetrator should, to echo the Duke's language of
Merchant, have no "hope for mercy, rend'ring none," but indicates that the
merciless application of justice will be made by individuals independent of
the court. While Neighbor Jackwood sincerely explicates the moral oppositions of divine mercy and human justice, God-given equality and humanlegislated enslavement, transcendent romantic love and economic interests,
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its hero wields rhetorical irony and the threat of mob violence to secure his
beloved and his revenge. Despite Neighbor Jackwood's thrilling display of antislavery victory in the
U.S. courtroom, its iteration of the eloquence of Portia bears a troubling relationship to contemporary real-life challenges to the Fugitive Slave Law.
Writing Neighbor ]ackwood from 1854 to 1855 in the wake of the Fugitive Slave
Law's passage, Trowbridge drew inspiration not from Nat Turner, Douglass,
Wells Brown, Henry Garnet, or any other African American heroic orators
but from his fellow white New Englanders silenced within the courtroom.
Through the characters of Hector and Camille, Trowbridge's novel-turnedmelodrama suppresses the recent history of black men spectacularly resisting enslavement in word and deed in order to replace the spectacle of white
Yankee men's ineffectuality with their ascendance. Put another way, Camille's
formulation as a helpless, near-white, beautiful woman and Hector's commanding, sexually charged courtroom performance are surrogations of, at
once, Portia's imposing eloquence in Merchant and African American agency
in the struggle against slavery.
In the 1895 introduction to the revised edition of Neighbor ]ackwood,
Trowbridge recalls the origin of the story: "I shrank from the thought of
making a black man my hero," he admits and then elaborates:
"Why a black man?" I said to mysel£ "All slaves are not black. And
why a man at all?" as I thought of Ellen Craft. "Sympathy will be more
easily enlisted for a woman, white, with native refinement and sweetness of character, and yet born a slave, with all the power and prejudice
oflegal ownership and cruel caste conspiring to defeat her happiness."
And I fell to thinking of that form of slavery which condemned to a
degrading bondage, not those of African blood alone, but so many of
the disinherited descendants of the proud, white master race. 98
Trowbridge's description of the moment he first conceived of Camille while
walking along "the confluence of Otter Creek and Mad River" in the Green
Mountains of Vermont in the summer of 1854 emphasizes the way in which
her position between identities-"not an old hag at all, but a beautiful girl in
disguise; nor yet a girl, but really a creature of my very own imagination""giv[es] life and form" to his antislavery tale. 99 Through this essential liminality of Camille, Trowbridge adds to the group of "disinherited descendants
of the proud white master race" such leaders as Dana, Parker, and Phillipswhite heroic orators who find themselves overwhelmed by the courts that
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protect Southern masters before Northern abolitionists. Inserting a tragic
mulatta character into this drama of legal reversals, Trowbridge alters the
gender identity of the ancestral courtroom rhetor (Portia) and that of the
imperiled fugitive who inspired his literary creation (Burns). Changed almost
beyond recognition, yet there in its essential rhetorical outline, the eloquence
of Portia functions in Trowbridge's racial melodrama as the means to restore
Northern white male authority through the pairing of eloquence and the
menacing mob as well as through the cleansing of the law. "Why a black
man?" indeed.

"Under a Higher Power than the Law":
Extralegal Violence in Boucicault's The Octoroon
Considered the quintessential racial melodrama in the American context,
Dion Boucicault's 7he Octoroon; or, Life in Louisiana has received much more
critical consideration than other mid-nineteenth century U.S. dramas; in
recent years, it has garnered widespread popular attention due to Branden
Jacobs-Jenkins's OBIE Award-winning postmodernist adaptation, An Octoroon (2014). 100 Boucicault's original is at once an exploration of racial difference's construction and a titillating portrayal of sexual slavery. Calling it
Boucicault's original is a bit of stretch, actually, as he drew directly on Thomas
Mayne Reid's 7he Quadroon, a novel concerning a New Orleans marriage
between a British man and a mixed-race enslaved woman. 101 Boucicault's
melodrama hangs on the fate of Zoe Peyton, the mixed-race daughter of
the late Judge Peyton and the object of the evil overseer Jacob M'Closky's 102
financial schemes and sexual desire. The spendthrift judge mortgaged half
his estate on the advice of M'Closky, a jealous Connecticut transplant, and
then hired Salem Scudder, a good-hearted but hapless New York inventor,
to manage and eventually mortgage the remaining property. The play opens
after the judge's death, with the Peyton family plantation of Terrebonne in
grave financial trouble and the judge's sister-in-law, Mrs. Peyton, and his
nephew and heir, George Peyton, in no position to save it. M'Closky announces that due to the death of a New Orleans banker, the mortgages have
come due, that Terrebonne and its residents are to be auctioned off, and that
he intends to bid. The Peytons' only hope lies in the $50,000 owed them by
a Liverpool bank. Certainly M'Closky, who considers the Peytons and other
plantation-owning families who have excluded him from their social circles
"a bilious, conceited, thin lot of dried up aristocracy," shows them no mercy
as Terrebonne is liquidated to satisfy creditors. Scudder assigns blame for the
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catastrophe to himself alongside M'Closky, referencing an African American
moniker for a creeper vine that suffocates the oak tree: "the Yankee hugging
the Creole. "103 Refusing to save herself through marriage to M'Closky, Zoe is
auctioned off, with M'Closky as the highest bidder. When George attempts
to strike M'Closky for the deed, the latter draws a knife and Scudder separates the combatants. Zoe does not experience a happy ending like Camille in
Neighbor ]ackwood; to avoid sexual slavery, she poisons herself in the closing
moments of the play.
The Octoroon had an auspicious start, opening December 6, 1859, at the
Winter Garden in New York City, four days after John Brown was executed for the raid on Harpers Ferry, Virginia and on an election day when
New Yorkers selected Fernando Wood, a Southern sympathizer, as the new
mayor. 104 Boucicault performed the role of the Indian Chief, Wahnotee, his
wife Agnes Robertson played Zoe, and comic actor Joseph Jefferson played
Scudder. As Sidney Kaplan and others document, The Octoroon stirred controversy while eluding any definitive associations with a particular stance
on slavery. In a time of sectional conflict, the playbill touted The Octoroon's
national and sectional qualities, describing the performance's "illustration
of AMERICAN CHARACTER,AMERICAN SCENES and SOUTHERN HOMES" (figure 8). 105 Boucicault instructed the manager of the
Winter Garden "to work up the anti-slavery feeling of the community for
the purpose of benefitting the run of the piece," and responses in the press
suggest this was successful. 106 The New York Herald and Spirit of the Times
expressed outrage over the play's apparent abolitionism, and reading such
invective from afar, the Charleston Courier, Tri-lliekly exclaimed, "It is on pictures such as this [Northerners] are told to gaze and inflame their hatred of
their dear brethren of the South." 107 Abolitionist publications, namely William Cullen Bryant's Evening Post and Horace Greeley's Tribune, celebrated
the play's tragic framing of the peculiar institution. Yet commenters in the
New York Times and the Albion concluded that The Octoroon did not take
clear sides and therefore was innocent. The Times, in words that echo Joseph
Jefferson's own determination, declared, "Nothing in the world can be more
harmless and non-committal than Mr. Boucicault's play.... [After all, it contains] no demonstrations in favor of the 'down-trodden'-no silly preachings
of pious negroes-no buncombe of Southern patriots-no tedious harangues
of Eastern philanthropists." 108 In other words, Boucicault's play bore little
resemblance to Neighbor Jackwood, Uncle Tom's Cabin, Dred, The Escape, The
Christian Slave, or any other drama with a plot centered on the legal and
social inner workings of slavery.
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For his part, Boucicault publicly defended his work from proslavery critics
by both asserting his right to free speech and declaring himself "a Southern
Democrat." He and Robertson withdrew from the Winter Garden production after only six performances, and in a letter to the Herald, Robertson cited
popular disgust over the play's supposed antislavery stance and fear for her
personal safety as the reasons. 109 A disagreement with partner William Stuart
was also likely to blame for the rupture; Stuart oversaw the play's continuation at the Winter Garden, without Boucicault and Robertson, through the
start of the new year.U 0 Multiple productions soon appeared in New York,
Boston, and Philadelphia, and Boucicault and Robertson opened the play
in London, where its political message remained somewhat obscure. In a
November 20, 1861, letter to the Times of London defending the death of
Zoe, an ending that caused an outcry in the city, Boucicault went so far as
to disparage Uncle Tom's Cabin as inaccurate and describe enslaved people
"a happy, gentle, kindly-treated population''-with the single exception of
sexual slavery. 111 Reflecting on Boucicault's letters to the press, his attempt
to suppress private writings in which he had expressed support for slavery,
and his revision of the ending in London to allow Zoe to live, Sarah Meer
concludes that the political ambiguity of the play might be traced back to
Boucicault's desire to maximize popularity. 112 Notably, Bram Stoker recalled
that Boucicault once told him in an Irish brogue "partly natural and partly
cultivated,""a normal audience doesn't go into the thayatre with its politics in
its breeches pockets." 113 With this in mind, Boucicault appears, like Edwin
Forrest before him, to have placed profit before partisanship, harnessing the
inherently dramatic debate over slavery without explicitly taking a side.
What impact does this ostensible political opportunism have on the elements of the drama? Daphne Brooks concludes that Zoe, positioned as she is
between white and black, freedom and slavery, love and loathing, "corporeally
manifests the play's sociopolitical equivocations, which Boucicault publicly
endorsed." 114 Brooks's powerful term, "spectacular opacity," is especially apt
for Zoe, all the more so because Robertson apparently did not use blackface
or "tawny" make-up. 115 The success of 1he Octoroon in drawing crowds had to
do with the linked indecisiveness of its visual cues and political stance, and
that indecisiveness captured and aroused what Jennifer De Vere Brody refers
to as the audience's "[a]nxiety about the destruction of one's whiteness." 116
The racial and political ambiguity of Boucicault's racial melodrama was not
rooted only in optics. Zoe's spectacular opacity existed alongside a declamatory opacity largely overlooked by more recent readers of the play. In 1he Octoroon, as in Neighbor ]ackwood, the adaptation of Portia's eloquence works in
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tandem with the tragic mulatta figure to restore Northern white male agency.
But in Ihe Octoroon, the context of this restoration is not clearly antislavery.
The play's presentation of the community's extralegal response to murder illustrates this well. Seeking to possess Zoe by marriage or ownership,
M'Closky becomes guilty of a second crime; when the young enslaved boy
Paul retrieves for the Peytons a letter from the Liverpool bank that will establish the plantation's solvency, M 'Closky kills him and then frames Paul's Native American friend, Wahnotee, for murder. The trial convened by M 'Closky
and then hijacked by Scudder for
for the purpose of eliminating Wahnotee,
,.,
not take place in an official legal
does
M'Closky,
prosecuting
of
purpose
the
venue or with legally appointed officials, nor does it directly concern the fate
of an individual claimed as property (Paul is, after all, dead). And it certainly
does not manage to contain the threat of violence simmering at its heart.
Nonetheless, Ihe Octoroon participates in a performance genealogy stretching
back to act 4, scene r, of Merchant, as Scudder imposes his will over the ad
hoc trial through a reversal of argument that hinges upon the interpretation
of a document (in this case, a photograph) and the presence of a physical
threat to that speaker's opponent (namely, a lynch mob). The play relocates
the dramatic trial of Merchant, complete with a central character's striking
use of rhetorical reversal, outside the standard setting and procedures oflegal
action, such that the victory of conscience over avarice is inextricable from
a brutal administration of retributive justice. 117 Carrying associations with
the debate over slavery, the eloquence of Portia, so altered, contributes to the
politically charged yet ambiguous nature of Boucicault's play.
In Ihe Octoroon's trial scene, referred to as the "The Lynch Trial" in the
original playbill (figure 8), Scudder prevents M'Closky from leading an assembly of Louisiana planters to lynch Wahnotee for the murder of young
Paul, but the group immediately decides to hold an ad hoc trial. One member of the assembly holds a gun to Wahnotee's head, and M'Closky proceeds with confidence: "Come-form a court, then; choose a jury-we'll fix
this varmin. "118 Matt Rebhorn and Katy L. Chiles point out that Wahnotee
represents the frontier, having come from the "Lepan'' (i.e., Lipan Apache)
Indians of the southwest and speaking "a mash up of Indian, French and
Mexican." 119 Scudder takes issue with the process M 'Closky endorses because it harms the reputation of those in the West:
this Lynch law is a wild and lawless proceeding. Here's a pictur' for
a civilized community to afford; yonder, a poor ignorant savage, and
round him a circle of hearts, white with revenge and hate, thirsting

.
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for his blood; you call yourselves judges-you ain't-you're a jury of
executioners. It is such scenes as these that bring disgrace upon our
Western life.
The crowd demands Scudder provide proof that Wahnotee's guilt is in doubt,
to which Scudder, a man characterized by tender feelings, responds, "Where
am I to get it? the proof is here, in my heart!" 120 No sooner has he declared this
than someone brings forward far more tangible proof: a photographic plate
bearing the image of M'Closky killing Paul. The villain, it seems, has made
the mistake of committing his crime in front of Scudder's camera, which just
happens to be loaded with a plate "prepared with a self-developing liquid"
Scudder has conveniently invented. 121 With such evidence at his disposal,
Scudder "completely reverses himself" 122 in a manner worthy of Portia, praising extralegal violence and summoning his own kangaroo court to sanction
M'Closky's execution:
Fellow citizens, you are convened and assembled here under a higher
power than the law. What's the law? When the ship's abroad on the
ocean-when the army is before the enemy-where in thunder's the
law? It is in the hearts of brave men who can tell right from wrong,
and from whom justice can't be bought. So it is here, in the wilds of
the West, where our hatred of crime is measured by the speed of our
executions-where necessity is law! I say, then, air you honest men? air
you true? put your hands on your naked breasts, and let every man as
don't feel a real American heart there, bustin' up with freedom, truth,
and right, let that man step out. That's the oath I put ye-and then say,
darn ye, go it! 123
"It seems," Roach observes regarding Scudder, "that Yankee Jonathan speaks
with a forked tongue." 124 Like Portia, Scudder espouses the opposition's argument once it proves fatal to the opposition. And like Tom Gordon in Conway's adaptation of Dred, he employs a commissive-an oath-to reframe his
own goal as the product of collective will. M'Closky responds to the threat
by pulling a knife, after which the crowd disarms him, searches his pockets, and finds further incriminating evidence. When the grief-stricken and
enraged Wahnotee offers to carry out the death sentence, Scudder sticks to
his newly found respect for frontier extralegal performance, sanctimoniously
distinguishing the revenge sought by the Native American from the justice
the planters administer with rope. 125
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Writing in 7he True American almost fifteen years before 7he Octoroon premiered, former slaveholder turned antislavery activist-editor Cassius Marcellus Clay drew upon Merchant to connect the violence of slavery to the
prevalence of lynching in slaveholding states. Decrying the recent execution
of four white men by a mob in Mississippi, Clay associates vigilantism with
Shylock and quotes at length Shylock's reference to the slaveholding of those
gathered in the Venetian court. "But such was not the wisdom of the immortal poet" to allow for the social sanctioning of murder, Clay concludes;
"In the ever-memorable words of~ortia, Lynch law finds its grave"-namely,
"It cannot be." 126 Yet in Merchant, :Portia pivots after that firm declaration
and agrees to the application of Shylock's bond, once she can establish it as
fatal to Shylock together with Antonio. Transplanted from the North, Scudder resists the violence of lynching-a practice Republicans associated with
"both the reign of terror in the South and the alliance between legislative
imposition and ruffian violence in Kansas" 127-until he understands its utility
in besting the opponent. Scudder, as Portia did before him, establishes the
assembled men's equal share in the administration of justice by appealing to
humanity's shared moral state: inescapable error, disciplinary law ("natural"
or institutional), and ameliorating mercy. And he does so ironically, as Portia
did before him, to isolate and punish an opponent, to transform the claimant or accuser into the accused, and to transform the citizen into the alien.
Unlike Portia, however, Scudder employs eloquence that ensures rather than
prevents murder. At the auction in act 3 as he helplessly watches Zoe suffer,
Scudder offers the loaded declaration, "I deserve to be a nigger this day-I
feel like one, inside." 128 In a contest with another white man from the North
for control of a foundering Southern plantation and its most beautiful production, Scudder orchestrates his opponent's lynching. This Yankee rhetor,
like Hector Dunbury before him, simultaneously acts on empathy with the
enslaved and purges himself of black-encoded failure. 129
In readings of the trial scene in 7he Octoroon, critics have emphasized the
potential abuse of affective appeals in judicial proceedings. 130 Paying attention to the trial scene as a distant relative of that in Merchant, and to Scudder's
performance of the eloquence of Portia, reveals another layer of 7he Octoroon's
dramatic engagement with legal speech. Through Scudder's daring rhetorical reversal and caustic irony, Boucicault harnesses for dramatic purpose the
viciousness at the heart of slaveholding society, including its judicial practice,
or approximation thereo£ Issued from within a display of racial types (white,
Native, black), Scudder's irony does not clearly oppose or support the peculiar
institution. Rather, the combination of murky visual and aural performances
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in 1he Octoroon heightens the possibility for audience members to find the
message of their choosing while thrilling to the display of so-called civilization sustained by savagery and rhetorical gymnastics.
The penultimate scene of the play repeats Scudder's extralegal rhetorical
reversal, this time drawing on accounts of racial hierarchy common in both
pro- and antislavery arguments and incidentally echoing with a difference
Portia's canonical quality of mercy speech. Scudder and Paul's grandfather,
Pete, are traversing the Red Cedar Swamp when they hear coming toward
them what they assume to be either a bear or a fugitive from slavery. Scudder draws his pistol before realizing that the noise is made by M'Closky,
who has escaped by setting fire to the ship on which he was confined but
is now doggedly pursued by Wahnotee. When Wahnotee "rushes on, and at
M'CLOSKY," M'Closky begs for help from his fellow white man. Scudder
responds,
Here we are on the selvage of civilization. It ain't our sile, I believe,
rightly; but Nature has said that where the white man sets his foot,
the red man and the black man shall up sticks and stand around. But
what do we pay for that possession? In cash? No-in kind-that is,
in protection, forbearance, gentleness, in all them goods that show
the critters the difference between the Christian and the savage. Now,
what have you done to show them the distinction? for; darn me, if I
can find out. 131
Scudder essentially asks M'Closky, "How shalt thou hope for mercy, rend'ring
none?" but in the essentialist lingo of a New Yorker transplanted to rural
Louisiana. This is not the first time he makes reference to "civilization'' in his
interactions with M'Closky. In a speech at the end of act 1, Scudder declares
he would like to cut his rival's throat but is "skeer~d to try" because "civilization is so strong in me," only to conclude that should M'Closky harm Zoe,
he would take action, "civilization be darned." 132 Nonetheless, he prevents
George Peyton's assault of M'Closky at the auction, insisting "If we can't
behave like Christians, let's try to act like gentlemen. "133 The concept of "civilization," then, is critical to Scudder's sense of identity and is defined by the
racial hierarchy he articulates in act 5, scene 3: white man controls the land
and bodies of red and black men but is expected to rule benevolently. The reversal during the trial scene, wherein Scudder insists a "civilized community"
should not lynch Wahnotee but that the residents of the "wilds of the West"
ought to swiftly punish M'Closky, 134 reveals how Scudder's understanding
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Fig. 9. "The Red Cedar Swamp" scene of The Octoroon as performed at the Adelphi
Theatre in London, 1861. Included in an extra-illustrated volume on Mr. &Mrs.
Boucicault. TS 931.2 v. 5, Houghton Library, Harvard University.

of civilization entails the verbal and physical outsourcing of violence to the
doomed noble savage. When M'Closky begs for what he did not offer Wahnotee, a trial in a legitimate courtroom, the sanctimonious Scudder declares,
in a Portia-like manner, "You have been tried-honestly tried and convicted.
Providence has chosen your executioner. I shan't interfere." 135
Through Scudder's extralegal rhetorical reversals, The Octoroon also defuses any possibility of violence on the part of the enslaved. Troubled by
Scudder's callous reaction, Pete reminds his companion of his earlier appeals to civilized behavior: '"tain't what good Christian should do." Scudder
needles M'Closky, "D'ye hear that,Jacob? This old nigger, the grandfather of
the boy you murdered, speaks for you-don't that go through you? D'ye feel
it?" Scudder, who reserves mercy for non-whites, harnesses Pete's appeal to
further debase his opponent. "Go on, Pete, you've waked up the Christian
here, and the old hoss responds. (Throws bowie-knife to M'Closky.) Take that,
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and defend yoursel£" 136 The Winter Garden playbill tellingly summarizes:
"Judge Scudder's revision of the lynch verdict. His decision. Pete's petition.
Scudder relents. His protection of the white man." 137 After Scudder and Pete
exit, Wahnotee and M'Closky fight, the former pursues the latter off-stage,
and distant screams conclude the scene. Pete's plea for mercy signals his admirable purity of conscience but, even more critically, displaces threats of
retributive violence from the enslaved man to the white ally. Further, when
Scudder throws M'Closky the knife, he wholeheartedly endorses Western
"justice" as a conflict between whites and Native Americans. In doing so,
he suppresses the figure of slave revolt and converts vengeful murder into
frontier warfare just as he earlier converted a lynch mob into a God-ordained
assembly of rational citizens. 138
Scudder's eloquence proves up to the task of eliminating M'Closky, if
not saving the tragic title character. The original U.S. printing of The Octoroon ends with Zoe's corpse and with M'Closky's as well. After a tableau of
Zoe surrounded by mourners come these stage directions: "(Darken front of
house and stage. Light jires.-Draw flats and discover Paul's grave.-M'Closky
dead on it. Wahnotee standing triumphantly over him.)"139 Scudder's reversal

in the trial and again in the Red Cedar Swamp represents the resolution
of the drama's central conflict: a struggle among men to control a woman's
fate. If Zoe's death forecloses interracial marriage in the American context,
M'Closky's indicates the irrelevance of mercy to the contest over slavery's
future. In The Octoroon, the menace inherent to the eloquence of Portia blossoms into bloodshed as the melodramatic occasion, synonymous with Scudder's "Providence," rejects orderly execution and demands the spectacle of
bloody revenge. The play transfers brutality from the shrewd white orator to
his inarticulate, autochthonous shadow, spectacularly suspending the question of slavery's ethical basis.
The eloquence of Portia taken up in antislavery argument in the midnineteenth century is a rhetorical device and moral tool that works to secure what is transcendentally right through profound irony-in argument,
words, performance, and in a simultaneous disavowal of violence and tacit
endorsement. It was, I have argued, available for this use and others because
of its prominence in elocutionary handbooks and period theaters alike. Critics have overlooked its appearance in two popular racial melodramas of the
era for the sound reason that the family resemblance is almost completely
obscured. Neighbor ]ackwood and The Octoroon doubly displace the threat of
force: from the white rhetor and from African Americans. If, as Roach argues, "the 'tragic' sale of white women displaces the representation of black
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slave sales," allowing "space for erotic play even in the most earnest of abolitionist tracts," 140 Neighbor ]ackwood and 1he Octoroon further displace the enslaved through a compensatory fantasy of white Northern male control over
U.S. law, over black bodies, and over the South. When Hector Dunbury and
Salem Scudder undo an otherwise inevitable judgment through the reversal
of their own legal arguments and a transformation of their Shakespearean
matriarch, they create space within the rhetorical and legal pursuits of abolition for violent patriarchal fantasy.
(

Coda: "The War Ras Been Our Portia"

In July 1861, the same month of the Confederate victory in the First Battle .

of Manassas, Higginson penned for 1he Atlantic a rousingly bellicose essay,
"Ordeal by Battle." He crows with certainty of a U.S. victory, declares that
Southerners lack honor, and asserts that though abolition is not yet the stated
goal of the U.S. forces, it is the de facto cause (President Lincoln would sign
the Emancipation Proclamation the following September). "It is impossible
to blink the fact that Slavery is the root of the rebellion," Higginson insists, "and so War is proving itself an Abolitionist, whoever else is. Practically
speaking, the verdict is already entered, and the doom,of the destructive institution pronounced, in the popular mind." 141 Insisting, as he had in the years
leading up to war, that the Constitution "will always prove plastic before the
popular will," Higginson turns to the eloquence of Portia as portending the
demise of slavery:
The scrupulous may still hold by the letter of the bond; but since the
South [through secession] has confessedly prized all legal guarantees
only for the sake of Slavery, the North, once free to act, will long to construe them, up to the very verge of faith, in the interest of Liberty. Was
the original compromise a Shylock bond?-the war has been our Portia.
Slavery long ruled the nation politically. The nation arose and conquered
it with votes. With desperate disloyalty, Slavery struck down all political
safeguards, and appealed to arms. The nation has risen again, ready to
meet it with any weapons, sure to conquer with any. Twice conquered,
what further claim will this defeated desperado have?142
The election of Lincoln and Southern secession have created the conditions
for war, argues Higginson, but also for a 180-degree pivot on the question
of whether the right of one human being to enslave another is protected
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under the Constitution. Here, as in The Octoroon, the strategic flirtation with
violence in Portia's forensic performance becomes actual violence and the
defeat of one who seeks legal cover for murderous action necessitates actual
bloodshed, not just its prospect. Higginson celebrates the defeat of both Garrisonian moral suasion and the political strategy of Southern appeasement by
recasting the war as a successful orator.
In the immediate aftermath of the Civil War, an actor killed one of the nation's greatest orators at a theatrical performance. On April 14, 1865, at Ford's
Theatre in Washington, DC,John Wilkes Booth assassinated President Lincoln while the latter laughed at a punch line in Laura Keene's production of
Our American Cousin. In the weeks after the murder, law enforcement shuttered the theater and temporarily jailed its owner and most if its employees.
To revive his business,John Ford planned to reopen on July 10, 1865, with none
other than Boucicault's The Octoroon as the main attraction. Before the curtain
could rise on the sold-out show that evening, however, federal soldiers arrived
and closed the theatre for good. 143 Booth, as actor and as fire-eater, had carefully chosen his venue for the reclamation of Southern honor, but he had also
managed to convert a working stage into a national shrine.
What if the show had gone on? What if the troops had not marched on
John Ford's business and The Octoroon, of all plays, had appeared in a theater
stained by the Great Emancipator's blood? Would the villain M'Closky have
stood in for Booth, hissed as a conniving traitor hunted down and killed for
his crime? Might Zoe have represented innocence martyred, pointing toward
the haunted presidential box as she collapsed from the poison? Or would the
company have staged the London ending, with Zoe living to marry George
Peyton, in order to represent the hope for a peaceful reunion of sections?
Given the riots and police crackdown in Washington, DC after Lincoln's
assassination, would Scudder's reversal on vigilante justice have registered
lingering tensions over the public's role in disciplining the traitors in their
midst? Or would The Octoroon have been received as a glimpse backward at a
plantation culture now lost-the kind of nostalgic, white supremacist depiction that would permeate U.S. literature and popular culture from the 1870s
through the mid-twentieth century?
Counterfactual history has its naysayers, but historians of performance
understand that speculation, deeply informed by the extant archive and living
repertoire, is an indispensable methodology. 144 The ephemerality of a night's
theatrical entertainment or an afternoon's political oration requires that, once
we have swept together the scraps of scripts, playbills, newspaper accounts,
reviews, and the like, we lie back on them and open the mind's eye. Following
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the eloquence of Portia as it circulates from elocutionary textbooks to abolitionist discourse and onto the melodramatic stage, I have, admittedly, moved
between careful documentation and creative reading, but only through such
a process does one begin to see the way in which this rhetorical and theatdcal strategy transforms across venues and occasions. When a "Qyaker Lady"
with the initials E. B. wrote the imprisoned John Brown that she longed
to advocate for him as a second Portia, she participated in a performance
genealogy that imagined courtroom speech capable of bloodlessly subduing
an opponent. It is an understanding of eloquence distinct yet, as Higginson, Trowbridge, and Boucicault ~uggest, not far removed from John Brown's
insistence that abolitionists cultivate words indistinguishable from physical
force.

Five

Staging John Brown in Eloquence
and Action
"No theatrical manager could have arranged things so wisely to give
effect to his behavior and words."
-Henry David Thoreau, "The Last Days ofJohn Brown''

What is the relationship between words and action in legal and political
contexts? Must the content of one's speech be congruent with one's actions,
and who is to assess that congruency? Can words alone prompt social reform
or must they be paired with acts of resistance? If the latter, what is the ratio
of force to rhetoric that one should apply, strategically and ethically? In revolutionary contexts, can a true distinction be maintained between rhetoric and
force? Can words alone provoke or justify violence, and under what conditions and for whom? Throughout Provocative Eloquence, I have explored how
theater offers a space and a set of practices through which these questions
are powerfully posed and variously answered. I have more specifically contended that in the 1850s, U.S. abolitionists seeking to reinvigorate arguments
overwhelmed by proslavery legislation,judicial decisions, and slavery's incursions in the free North and western territories turned to theatrical forms as
terribly relevant. Nineteenth-century stage conventions and dramatic genres,
especially tragedy, melodrama, and popular Shakespearean plays, framed as
ethically necessary both the congruency of words and actions and violent
resistance to bloodthirsty enemies.
157
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If we conceive of the 1850s according to the structure of dramatic action,
then after the inciting moment represented by the Fugitive Slave Law of 1850
and its forcible application in the free states, as well as the complications of
the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854, the confrontations in Bleeding Kansas, the
Brooks-Sumner affair of 1856, and the Dred Scott case of 1857, came a climax
in the form ofJohn Brown's raid on Harpers Ferry and his subsequent trial. 1
In the process of demanding that the nation eradicate slavery, Brown's actions and words in 1859 also pushed individuals on all sides of the matter to
evaluate once and for all the relationship between abolitionist expression and
the violent resistance to slavery. That few cotild do so without resorting to the
stage, as I have, drives home theatrical forms' essential relevance to the fight
over slavery at the moment of national crisis.
On October 16, 1859, Brown and an interracial group of twenty-one
armed men raided Harpers Ferry, Virginia, taking control of an armory, a
federal arsenal, and rifle works in the Appalachian town. 2 Their goal was
to liberate and arm the local enslaved population and thereby to trigger a
widespread rebellion, with fugitives finding sanctuary and passage North
along a mountain range secured by a growing rebel force. Brown spent years
refining his plans, gathering monetary support, recruiting militants, and
making physical preparations for the raid; indeed, some participants complained that Brown waited too long to enact his grand scheme. However,
in the wake of the Harpers Ferry Raid, which ended badly for Brown and
his men on October 18 when U.S. marines under the leadership of Lieutenant Colonel Robert E. Lee stormed the engine house in which the band
had taken shelter, Brown represented the man of action. Unwilling to wait
for the tree of moral suasion to bear fruit, Brown set aside rhetoric and
physically confronted the institution of slavery. Yet admirers of Brown, from
Transcendentalist Ralph Waldo Emerson to contemporary historian David
S. Reynolds, have argued that the political significance of Brown's actions
in Virginia, and in Kansas and Missouri before that, depended on his pronouncements in captivity: the interviews and courtroom speeches he gave
and the many letters he wrote between October 18 and his execution on December 2. Reynolds goes so far as to declare that "Brown made his greatest
effect not with weapons but with words." 3
First, there were Brown's responses to the aggressive questions leveled
at him by a throng of notable Virginians-Governor Henry Wise, U.S.
Senator James Mason, Lieutenant J. E. B. Stuart, Representative Clement Vallandigham, and Representative Charles Faulkner-just hours after
his wounding and capture. Published in the New York Herald of October 21
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and widely reprinted, the interview provided fodder for friends and foes of
Brown, who, for his part, insisted that he had come to free enslaved African
Americans but not to kill whites. 4 Asked to justify the raid, Brown pointed
to the Golden Rule, elaborating, "I pity the poor in bondage that have none
to help them: that is why I am here; not to gratify any personal animosity, revenge, or vindictive spirit. It is my sympathy with the oppressed and
the wronged, that are as good as you and as precious in the sight of God." 5
Moreover, Brown acknowledged that his actions were designed to persuade,
declaring, "the people of the slave States will never consider the subject of
slavery in its true light till some other argument is resorted to than moral
suasion." "You may dispose of me very easily ... ," he admitted, "but this
question is still to be settled,-this negro question I mean; the end of that is
not yet."6 Though he rejected Brown's methods, William Lloyd Garrison was
"thrilled" by his words, asking, "Is there another man, of all the thirty millions of people inhabiting this country, who could have answered more wisely,
more impressively, more courageously, or with greater moral dignify, under
such a trying ordeal?"7 Wounded and grieving for fallen comrades including
his son Owen, Brown plainly and forcefully asserted that the raid encapsulated the new abolitionist rhetoric.
While the Harpers Ferry interview quickly disseminated Brown's philosophy, the subsequent trial in Charlestown, Virginia, from October 25 to
November 2 provided a stage on which the shrewd radical could take up the
role of the heroic orator, pairing his eloquence with the display of his martial wounds. "No theatrical manager," declared Henry David Thoreau, "could
have arranged things so wisely to give effect to his behavior and words." 8
Robert A. Ferguson and Gary Alan Fine have reflected on how Brown embraced theatricality, including the use of courtroom props, like the cot from
which the wounded defendant occasionally arose, and the heroic qualities
that allowed elite white men vicarious aggression,9 Caleb Smith emphasizes
Brown's effective courtroom use of the curse, a speech act that counters judicial authority with reference to divine justice and thereby conjures a community of the like-minded through its "potentially incendiary" nature. 10 At
his sentencing, Brown proclaimed the court out of sync with biblical law
and embraced, Smith emphasizes, his own martyrdom: "Now, if it is deemed
necessary that I should forfeit my life for the furtherance of the ends of justice, and mingle my blood further with the blood of my children and with
the blood of millions in this slave country whose rights are disregarded by
wicked, cruel, and unjust enactments,-! submit; so let it be done!" 11 1his
was not the martyrdom of the Garrisonian abolitionist but the tragic hero,
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one who strikes a physical blow against tyranny before accepting death as
necessary to the cause. Brown, that is, resembled Spartacus, who understood
that the validity of his call for universal freedom depended on his taking up
arms against the Roman empire. Was Brown's call for slavery's eradication
congruent with his actions in Kansas and Virginia? This was a key question
for spectators in the months following Harpers Ferry.
Contemporary responses to Brown proliferated and ranged from the condemnatory to the laudatory. He was a madman, a traitor, a hero, an angel;
he was driven by insanity, by revenge, by Christian faith, by divine will. The
assessment of Brown in the press drew upon accounts of his role in the skirmishes among free state settlers, proslavery settlers, and border ruffians in
Bleeding Kansas, especially the infamous May 24, 1856, Pottawatomie Creek
Massacre in which men under Brown's command used broadswords to murder
and mutilate five proslavery settlers. 12 But that assessment situated accounts
of Brown's militarism alongside his heroic eloquence, such that his words in
captivity-including his performance in interviews, correspondence, and the
courtroom-fueled the popular understanding of Harpers Ferry and of militant abolitionism more broadly. Brown's ethos rested on the pikes and guns
he had wielded in the name of divine liberty, and this association of violence
and eloquence provided the occasion for a broad range ofinterpretations that
made apparent a growing ideological rift within the nation.
In this chapter, I begin with an overview of the multitudinous, evolving
response to Brown's clear expression of militant abolitionism, categorizing
responses in newspapers and from lecterns according to their associative, dissociative, and condemnatory tenor-that is, the extent to which the interpreter recognized the affinity of Brown's words and action and by extension
his or her affinity with Brown; highlighted the flaws of Brown and/or his
actions and by extension distanced him or herself from him; or denounced
the man and his deeds as both inherently immoral. I then focus on two stagings ofJohn Brown-one play and one highly theatrical speech-that engage
directly with the popular assessment of Brown's words and actions: Kate Edwards Swayze's Ossawattomie Brown; or, The Insurrection at Harper's Ferry and
Henry David Thoreau's ''A Plea for Captain John Brown." I have used the
word staging for multiple reasons. First, Swayze and the cast of the New York ,
Bowery Theatre brought Brown's story to the literal stage, and parts of Thoreau's speech function very much like a dramatic reading of Brown's words.
Second, the theatricality of Brown himself deeply influenced Swayze and
Thoreau in their endeavors. Finally, both Thoreau and Swayze incorporated
the range of associative, dissociative, and condemnatory interpretations of
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Brown through theatrical forms, including melodrama, spectacle (especially
the tableau), dramatic irony, and heroic speech acts.
Swayze's Ossawattomie Brown is the only extant John Brown play from
the period immediately following his capture and execution. 13 Published by
Samuel French in 1859, it debuted under the title The Insurrection at Harper's
Ferry at the Old Bowery Theatre in New York on December 16, 1859, and ran
for three nights. 14 Ossawattomie Brown was hardly a box office success, but
the surviving text warrants close study as an index of the discourse surrounding Brown and his actions. Structurally, generically, allusively, and explicitly,
Ossawattomie Brown reflects on the relationship of Brown's abolitionist action and speech. Thoreau's staging of John Brown in the aftermath of Harpers Ferry appreciated marked success in performance and in print. Thoreau
initially delivered the lecture on October 30, 1859, at the Concord Town Hall,
then at Tremont Temple in Boston on November 1 (the night before Brown's
sentencing), and finally in Worcester on November 3. 15 Published as "A Plea
for Captain John Brown" in James Redpath's Echoes ofHarper's Ferry of early
1860, Thoreau's first speech about Brown was essential to abolitionists' somewhat delayed embrace of him. 16 Like Ossawattomie Brown, "Plea" pulls together a wide range of popular responses to the threat/promise posed by
Brown and ultimately focuses on the powerful synergy of his voice and actions. Thoreau's "Plea" is thus intensely interperformative-a work of oratory
shot through with theatrical spectacle and concerned with the comparative
efficacy of speech and action.
Neither Ossawattomie Brown nor "Plea" completely erases the violence
of Brown's actions in Kansas and Virginia, though as we will see, Swayze's
drama greatly sanitizes the Pottawatomie Creek Massacre. What interests
me in this chapter are the ways in which Thoreau and Swayze employ theatrical forms to hold up speech, specifically familial oaths and public eloquence,
as the source of meaning and, by extension, justification for Brown's actions.
In both of these cases, the formal analysis of the interrelation of Brown's
words and actions is made possible through embodied public performancenot just the delivery of Thoreau's speech and the production of Swayze's
drama, but also Brown's heroic resolve that abolitionist expression be wedded
to physical action.

Responses to Brown
The expansive historiography on John Brown draws energy from the contemporary responses to his actions. In the years surrounding the 150th an-
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niversary of the raid on Harpers Ferry, work by scholars including Franny
Nudelman, David S. Reynolds, Evan Carton, Andrew Taylor and Eldrid
Herrington, Robert Ferguson, Jeannine Maria DeLombard, Bruce Ronda,
Janet Kemper Beck, Tony Horwitz, Larry J. Reynolds, John Stauffer, and
Benjamin Soskis has discussed the wealth of prose, poetry, drama;visual art,
and song produced in the raid's wake.17 What surveys of Brown materials
make clear-especially the wide-ranging treatments by David S. Reynolds
and Ronda-is the way in which period interpretations hinged on the respondents' judgments of whether and how Brown's actions corresponded
with his expressions ofbelie£1 8 More to the,,point, the question to which they
responded was whether the belief in the immorality of chattel slavery, based
on a faith in human equality, was sufficient to justify the use of force.
1hroughout Provocative Eloquence, I have emphasized how prominent opponents of slavery were not in agreement over the place of physical force in the
pursuit of divine justice, and the movement included a range of stances, from
the pacifism of Garrison to the militarism of David Walker. Narratives pitting
abolitionist militarism and pacifism against one another overlook the fact that,
as W. Caleb McDaniel details, "In the abolitionist movements, ... violence
and pacifism interacted symbiotically, both between and within individual activities."19 Douglass maintained that stirring slaveholders' fear of desertion and
rebellion could make them more responsive to the abolitionist message; by the
time Brown was executed, he declared, "We must make [the slaveholder] feel
that there is death in the air about him, that there is death in the pot before
him, that there is death all around him."20 Even Garrison had wielded "bloodthirsty rhetoric" from the beginning of his abolitionist activity, such that some
of his allies "denounced Garrison's language as a goad to violence."21 In the case
of John Brown, Christian-pacifist rhetoric devoid of invective, like sentiments
expressed in the poetry of John Greenleaf Whittier and the prose of Lydia
Maria Child, laid the groundwork for his reception as martyr. 22
As I will show, Ossawattomie Brown and ''A Plea for Captain John Brown''
capitalize on their performative contexts to reveal an admirable correspondence between Brown's rejection of slavery and use of force. Stagings ofJohn
Brown by Thoreau and Swayze also demonstrate an awareness of those who
either found incongruous what Brown claimed to believe and what he did or
understood Brown's verbal and physical expression to be consistently immoral.
In many ways, Ossawattomie Brown and ''A Plea for Captain John Brown''
incorporate and respond to the broad range of assessments-interpretations
through which rhetors aligned themselves with Brown, distanced themselves
from Brown's methods, or condemned Brown's beliefs and actions alike.
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Thoreau is perhaps the most famous contemporary defender of Brown.
His "Plea" and "The Last Days of John Brown," which he wrote for a July 4,
1860, commemoration of Brown, helped persuade a small but powerful group
of Northern abolitionists to embrace Brown's martyrdom. Brown embodies
the ideas Thoreau had presented in "Resistance to Civil Government" (1849),
where in response to the Mexican War (1846-48) Thoreau declared, "Action
from principle,-the perception and the performance of right,-changes
things and relations; it is essentially revolutionary, and does not consist
wholly with anything which was."23 To discern and act in accord with truth
was to realize Emerson's vision of self-reliance and Thoreau's philosophy of
civil disobedience. To discern and act in accord with truth was to transform
oneself and the world: "It not only divides states and churches, it divides
families; aye, it divides the individual, separating the diabolical in him from
the divine."24 Thoreau, who had met with Brown and heard him lecture on
visits to Concord in the years prior to Harpers Ferry, 25 asserted the divine
coherency of Brown's abolitionist beliefs and use of force and embraced him
as a moral exemplar. "I rejoice that I live in this age-that I am his contemporary,"Thoreau declared, and in this way exemplified what I call the associative
response to Brown. 26
Thoreau's prominent role in the Northern hagiography of Brown should
not eclipse the vital support shown Brown by many African American leaders in the North and expressed in the press and at public events-or, and
this is key, the way in which they rhetorically as well as physically and financially underwrote his endeavors in Virginia. "Ever since conceiving his war
on slavery," writes Horwitz, "Brown had courted black support, believing it
both critical to his success and morally imperative."27 In addition, as Brown
planned, implemented, and then stood charged for the Harpers Ferry raid,
key African American rhetors affirmed the theological and political basis for
using force to overturn slavery. For example, contri_butor and friend Reverend
James Newton Gloucester, unable to attend a meeting of African American
leaders with Brown in Philadelphia, called for a new approach in a letter to
Brown on March 9, 1858:
Long enough have we had this great evil in our land discussed in
all its possible aspects .... Shall we go on and still prosecute under
these means and thus as we have done for years dismally fail, or
shall we in the language of that noble patriot of his country (Patrick
Henry) now use the means that God and nature has placed within
our power. 28
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References to Patrick Henry's famous declaration ("give me liberty or give
me death") reappear throughout defenses of Brown's actions,just as they had
long appeared in the literature of abolition. Gloucester paired this affirmation
of violence as a providential means to freedom with actual means, namely
twenty-five dollars, reminding us of a contemporary idiom that likewise
values a correspondence of words and actions: "put your money where your
mouth is."
If Gloucester represents Brown's ardent following among African American abolitionists, Charles H. Langston stands as a distinctive inspiration for
Brown's defiant speech at his sentencing. Brown attended the Cleveland trial
--1
of the prominent African American abolitionist for his participation in the
rescue of John Price, who had been abducted from Oberlin as an alleged
fugitive. The whole affair was termed the Oberlin-Wellington Rescue and
received widespread attention in the press. Langston was one of two prosecuted and found guilty for the action, and at his sentencing on May 12, 1859,
took the occasion of pleading for leniency to issue a powerful rejection of
the court's authority. 29 "I was tried by a jury who were prejudiced, before a
Court that was prejudiced, prosecuted by an officer who was prejudiced, and
defended, though ably, by counsel that was prejudiced," he declared; ''And
therefore, it is, your Honor, that I urge by all that is good and great in manhood that I should not be subjected to the pains and penalties of this oppressive law, when I have not been tried,-either be a jury of my peers, or by a jury
that were impartial."30 Langston concluded with a note of rousing defiance:
And now I thank you for this leniency, this indulgence in giving a man
unjustly condemned by a tribunal before which he is declared to have
no rights, the privilege of speaking in his own behal£ ... I stand here
to say that I will do all I can for any man thus seized and held, though
the inevitable penalty of six months' imprisonment and one thousand
dollars fine for each offence hangs over me! We have all a common
humanity, and you all would do that; your manhood would require it,
and no matter what the laws might be, you would honor yourself for
doing it, while your friends and your children to all generations would
honor you for doing it, and every good and honest man would say you
had done right/3 1
Langston's strategic pairing of irony and fellow feeling matches Douglass
and Thoreau in power and anticipates Brown's address at his own sentencing on November 2, 1859. With reference to a transcendent moral law, one
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at odds with the Fugitive Slave Act and the Dred Scott decision, Langston
emphasizes that his actions, and indeed the actions of all in the courtroom,
will necessarily observe that law. Brown took note.
Though Langston declined Brown's request to join in the Harpers Ferry
Raid later that year, the vocal support and funds Langston had provided led
to his being investigated for treason after Harpers Ferry. Once again walking the line between caustic irony and appeal to human sympathy, Langston
took the occasion of a public denial of involvement in the Cleveland Plain
Dealer of November 18, 1859, to issue a wholehearted endorsement of the
raid. He declared that Brown's actions were "in perfect harmony with, and
resulted from the teaching of the Bible, of our Revolutionary fathers and
of every true and faithful anti-slavery man in his country and the world." 32
Likewise, when writing from Canada to deny publicly his involvement in
the Harpers Ferry raid, Douglass nonetheless embraced Brown, provocatively
declaring all slaveholders "beyond the laws of justice and honor," "only fitted for companionship with thieves and pirates-the common enemies of
God and all mankind." "[I]t can never be wrong," he concluded, "for the
imbruted and whip-scarred slaves, or their friends, to hunt, harass, and even
strike down the traffickers in human flesh .... Let every man work for the
abolition of Slavery in his own way."33 In a subsequent speech delivered in
Scotland, Douglass emphasized that if the enslaved could not "use what was
called moral suasion," then force was the only option; each "had a right to
gain his freedom by force" and all opposed to slavery "had a right to help
him to gain his freedom." 34 Douglass knew only too well that his connection
with Brown, documented in correspondence gathered by those investigating Harpers Ferry, endangered his life. Yet he did not hesitate to commend
Brown's vigorous militarism. The emphasis on the correspondence of Brown's
actions to revered sources (the Bible, Revolutionary War leaders) was key to
the associative stance taken by so many in the J\frican American abolitionist community. As Minister J. Sella Martin, the formerly enslaved pastor of
Boston's Joy Street Baptist Church, declared in his December 2, 1859, Martyr
Day sermon, "I am prepared, in the light of all Christian principle, to approve
of the means; in the light of all Christian principle, to approve of the end."35
For Gloucester, Langston, Martin, and Douglass (along with Thoreau,
Thomas Wentworth Higginson, Wendell Phillips, and others who defended
Brown's actions as inherent to his beliefs), Brown was Christ-like, a martyr
to the cause of freedom. Emerson declared that Brown would "make the gallows glorious like the cross." 36 To the African American and white rhetors
who embraced Brown's militant resistance to slavery, Brown resembled Jesus
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Christ in another fashion: he was the physical realization of God's law, the
word made flesh. Thoreau proclaimed, "for once the Sharps' rifles and the
revolvers were employed in a righteous cause" and heralded Brown's "transcendent moral greatness."37 ln his many reflections on Brown, Douglass em~
phasized the necessity of his actions, but he was not immune to the language
of divinity. "[Brown] was a noble, heroic, and Christian martyr, animated by a
desire to do unto others as he should himself be done unto,"38 Douglass told
an Edinburgh audience in January 1860. ln New York the following August,
he declared Brown "a human soul illuminated with divine qualities in such
high degree as to raise the question, was he our brother?"39 Looking back late
in life on the bloodiest act with which Brown'.was involved, the Pottawatomie
Creek Massacre, he assessed it "a terrible remedy for a terrible malady" and
concluded that "Until the lives of tyrants and murderers shall become more
precious in the sight of men than justice and liberty,John Brown will need
no defender."40
Garrison never sanctioned that terrible remedy; when he dissociated
himself from Harpers Ferry, he dissociated abolitionism from violent means.
The first issue of the weekly The Liberator to appear after the Harpers Ferry
raid, that of October 21, 1859, included on page three a chronological reprinting of dispatches about the affair. In a succinct paragraph on a preceding
page, Garrison referred to it as "a misguided, wild, and apparently insane,
though disinterested and well-intended effort by insurrection to emancipate
the slaves in Virginia"before affirming the paper's pacifist stance. 41 He added,
"let no one who glories in the revolutionary struggle of 1776, deny the right
of slaves to imitate the example of our fathers." Garrison's October 28 editorial tempered his dissociative stance with the insistence that "a more honest, conscientious, truthful, brave, disinterested man, (however misguided or
unfortunate,) does not exist," as evidenced by Brown's eloquence in captivity.42 The editorial culminated in a presaging of widespread violence, in the
form of slave revolt supported by white sympathizers, should the South not
commute the death sentences of the Harpers Ferry prisoners. The executions, he wrote, "will be sowing seed broadcast for a harvest of retribution.
Their blood will cry trumpet-tongued from the ground, and that cry will be
responded to by tens of thousands in a manner that shall cause the knees of
the Southern slave-mongers to smite together as did those of Belshazzar
or old! 0 that they might avoid all this by a timely repentance!" Garrison
took up the high mode of moral suasion and in the register of what Kevin
Pelletier terms "apocalyptic sentimentalism," whereby the abolitionist pursued sympathy for the enslaved by striking fear in the heart of the reader.
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Like Harriet Beecher Stowe in the closing prophecy in Uncle Tom's Cabin
(1852), Garrison at once rejected violence as a means to end slavery and sanctimoniously threatened the slaveholding society with providential wrath in
the form of bloody revolt:. 43 Pelletier names John Brown the "apotheosis of
apocalyptic sentimentalism"-the culmination of an intertwining of fear and
love in abolitionist discourse-even though Garrisonians were unwilling to
sanction Brown's actualization of the violence they had long prophesied. 44
A piece in The Liberator from the paper's printer and frequent contributor,
Charles K. Whipple, followed Garrison's simultaneous rejection and projection of violence. For Whipple, Brown's hostility to slavery made him akin to
the Good Samaritan, "the Saviour," and General Lafayette. But the actions of
Harpers Ferry clashed with the core tenets of"the Anti-Slavery movement[,
which] is a great religious enterprise, seeking a Christian end by Christian
means."Whipple elaborated:
Every slave, Christian or not, has a right, in virtue of his human body
and soul, to declare his freedom, and to take his freedom. But this right
does not include, nor extend to, the killing of his tyrant. .. . Wound
for wound, stripe for stripe, life for life, are provisions belonging to
the barbarous and obsolete Jewish system; the Christian code saysRender not evil for evil. 45
Garrison and Whipple distanced themselves from Brown's violence by linking it to the discredited law of retribution while harnessing his devotion to
abolition for their own ends. In this sense, the response is dissociative in
two ways: it distinguishes the rhetor from Brown and true abolitionism from
militarism. And one might say, in light of Pelletier's account of apocalyptic
sentimentalism, that the response distinguishes divine wrath from human
vengeance. In the pages of The Liberator, Harpers Ferry provided an occasion to affirm by way of contrast a faithfulness t~ moral suasion as the most
Christian means of attaining a most Christian end.
Like Garrison and Whipple, Lydia Maria Child described Brown as "a
martyr to righteous principles which he sought to advance by methods sanctioned by his own religious views, though not by mine." 46 Yet altogether, her
writings in response to Harpers Ferry do less to dissociate her from Brown
than to emphasize the way in which sympathy for the wounded hero ineludibly outstrips objections to violent means. Child wrote Governor Henry Wise
of Virginia on October 26, soon after Brown's capture, for permission to tend
the wounded prisoner, enclosing a letter for Brown with the same request. 47
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(Brown declined to have her, asking instead that she see to the support of
his family.) In a civilly worded response three days later, Wise blamed abolitionist expression such as Child's for the violence visited upon his state-an
argument he would make repeatedly in the months after the raid-and then
proceeded to publish their exchange in the New York Tribune with the intent
of embarrassing Child and her fellow abolitionists. 48 Undaunted, Child defended herself in a letter addressed to the paper, enclosing Brown's missive
to her as well, and then in a subsequent letter replied at length to Wise's
arguments: "No abolitionist arguments or denunciations, however earnestly,
loudly, or harshly proclaimed, would have prnduced that result. It was the legitimate consequence of the continual, and ·sonstantly-increasing aggressions
of the Slave Power."49 Having read the exchange in the Tribune, Margaretta
Mason, wife of Senator James Mason, one of Brown's interviewers after the
Harpers Ferry raid, published an open letter to Child that began, "Do you
read your Bible, Mrs. Child? If you do, read there, 'Woe unto you hypocrites,'
and take to yourself, with two-fold damnation, that terrible sentence.... You
would soothe with sisterly and motherly care the hoary-headed murderer of
Harper's Ferry!" 5 Child was neither embarrassed nor chastened by these Virginia critics. In early 1860, the American Anti-Slavery Society published the
exchanges as a tract, Correspondence between Lydia Maria Child, and Gov. Wise
and Mrs. Mason, of Virginia, one of the most important abolitionist works at
that dawn of the Civil War. 51 Carolyn Karcher writes, Child stopped short
of promoting open warfare yet "instill[ed] a determination to resist further
encroachments by the Slave Power, whatever the cost." 52 Correspondence is at
once a dazzling affirmation of moral suasion by example and an implicit concession to the occasional necessity of antislavery violence. Child did not keep
Brown at arm's length as Garrison did but embraced him in her philosophy
of transcendent love. The stance maddened her critics.
Child persisted in employing the figure of sympathy to account for Brown's
actions as seen particularly in "The Hero's Heart," a poem that originally appeared in Red path's Echoes ofHarper's Ferry. Like John Greenleaf Whittier's
"Brown of Ossawatomie" in the same volume, "Hero's Heart" takes for inspiration an apocryphal account first reported in the Tribune that when Brown
exited the jail on the day of his execution, he paused to kiss a child in the arms
of its enslaved mother. 53 In Child's portrayal of the scene, a young African
American girl offers Brown the only friendly visage in a hostile crowd, so
"fondly stooping o'er her face,/ He kissed her, for her injured race."The poem
imagines that "Jesus smiled that sight to see,/ And said, 'He did it unto me!"
before picturing how the angels "hover o'er yon gallows high, / And wait to
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bear thee to the sky."54 Brown's compassion for the enslaved is the only appropriate context for understanding Harpers Ferry, and thus compassion for
Brown (and by extension concurrence with his radical abolitionism) is the
only appropriate response to Harpers Ferry. Child thus moved beyond the
dissociative stance exemplified by 7he Liberator and her first letter to Wise
by reimagining all of Brown's actions as profound expressions oflove. While
never taking up the forceful language employed by Langston and Douglass,
Child refused to judge Brown as anything but humane. She was not entirely
alone in her compassionate response. A group of African American women
(a "band of sisters") in New York also wrote John Brown's wife, Mary, with
expressions of deep sympathy and the pledge to establish a fund to support
the Brown family. 55 But wholehearted sympathy was a rarity among whites,
as dissociation was widespread even among those who had previously shown
support for militant abolitionism.
Renowned Congregationalist preacher Henry Ward Beecher had raised
money during Bleeding Kansas to arm free-state settlers with Sharps rifles,
which came to be known as "Beecher Bibles."56 Yet in "The Nation's Duty to
Slavery," one of the most famous sermonic responses to the raid on Harpers
Ferry, Beecher rejected all attempts to "seek emancipation by the sword and
by blood" in the aftermath of Harpers Ferry, much to the consternation of
some who had supported his free-state efforts. 57 He emphasized the Brown
family's suffering in Kansas, including the torture of Jason and John Jr., the
burning of the Brown homestead, and the death of Frederick Brown at the
Battle of Osawatomie, stirring sympathy for the anguish of Brown but in
the process of blaming his violent tactics on that anguish rather than a clearsighted moral commitment. 58 Brown, Beecher insisted, was "[a] tender father,
whose life was in his son's life" and who, after the death of Frederick, resorted
to irrational violence: "The shot that struck the child's heart crazed the father's brain. Revolving his wrongs, nursing his ~atred of that deadly system
that breeds such contempt of justice and humanity, at length his phantoms
assume a slender reality, and organize such an enterprise as one might expect
from a man whom grief had bereft of good judgment. "59 Beecher did embrace Brown's symbolic potential: "Let no man pray that Brown be spared.
Let Virginia make him a martyr." 60 The tension between an affective defense
of Brown-the-father and a theological rejection of Brown-the-insurgent resulted in declarations that Beecher's stance was illogical, and Child, for one,
noted Beecher's hypocrisy. 61 However, it had an internal logic at once biblical
and racist. Beecher negotiated the problem of individual violence against the
state with reference to a key scriptural moment in which Jesus declares that
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one should "Render to Caesar the things that are Caesar's, and to God the
things that are God's."62 The state rightfully claims Brown's physical body,
which resisted political authority, and God claims his life as a symbol for the
tireless pursuit of abolition. In this way, Beecher affirmed Christian abolitionism while discrediting tactics that placed weapons in the hands of African Americans.
Beecher was far from the only one to express sympathy with the suffering
Brown but to dismiss the raid on Harpers Ferry as the act of a man made mad
through loss. Indeed, Brown's defense attorneys proposed an insanity plea,
which Brown flatly rejected as "a miserable artifice and pretext."63 The profusion of responses to Harpers Ferry in the ,Inewspapers included such works as
Edmund Clarence Stedman's "How Old Brown Took Harper's Ferry, A Ballad of the Times (Containing ye True History of ye Great Virginia Fright),"
which identifies revenge for the deaths of two sons in Kansas (rather than
the one) as an origin point for Brown's violent abolitionism. 64 At the start of
Stedman's poem, Border Ruffians burn the Browns' Kansas homestead to the
ground, prompting Brown and "his brave boys" to vow "they would save those
grand old prairies from the curse that blights the land." 65 Despite the Lord's
aid in this fight for "Freedom," tragedy strikes when ruffians brutally murder
two of the unarmed sons. It was then that Brown "raised his right hand up to
Heaven, calling Heaven's vengeance down." 66 The poem continues,
And he swore a fearful oath, by the name of the Almighty,
He would hunt this ravening evil that had scathed and torn him so;
He would seize it by the vitals; he would crush it day and night; he
Would so pursue its footsteps-so return it blow for blow, ·
That Old Brown,
Osawatomie Brown,
Should be a name to swear by, in backwoods or in town! 67
Made "crazy" by the Kansas conflict, a "grizzled" and "wild" Brown moves to
Virginia and pursues his grand plans. 68 The poem concludes with a warning,
soon common in the Northern press, that Brown's execution lead to "vengeful
Fury, hissing through your slave-worn lands!" just as the murder of Brown's
sons prompted the violence of Pottawatomie and Harpers Ferry. 69 A portrait
of Brown as insane paired with expressions of divine intervention enabled
Stedman, Beecher, and other antislavery rhetors to at once affirm slavery's
inevitable sowing of rebellion and deny culpability for antislavery violence.
Abolitionists' culpability was at the heart of what I call the condemna-
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tory response to Brown, which, in the process of denouncing his militarism,
asserted the inherent connection of discursive and physical attacks on the
peculiar institution. Across the slaveholding South and among many Northern sympathizers, Harpers Ferry was understood as the logical outcome of
antislavery discourse. In particular, observes David S. Reynolds, "The effort
to link Brown with the Republicans became an organized movement." 70 In
New York, for example, Democrats directed their ire at the state's Republican
Senator, William H. Seward, who, in an 1858 speech delivered in Rochester, referred to the tensions over slavery as the "irrepressible conflict." At a
meeting of New York Democrats on November 2, 1859, Congressman John
Cochrane delivered a speech in which he declared that Seward's words implicated all Republicans in violent rebellion. To call conflict irrepressible, he
argued, was to declare that slavery will only be uprooted through war: "What,
then, becomes of the sophistry of our republican friends who profess to see
in the language of the Rochester speech but the figurative description of
antagonistic principles, silent, bloodless, efficient."71 Such language cannot
have a figurative impact alone. "Is there anything," asked Cochrane, "more
necessary to the proof that the attempt ofJohn Brown at Harper's Ferry was
the logical and practical answer to Wm. H. Seward's speech at Rochester?"
He then denied dissociative arguments regarding Brown's sanity: "But it is
asserted that John Brown is crazy; and why? Because he did what Wm. H.
Seward advised." Cochrane scoffed, "instead of republican doctrines making only insurgents of men, they make them both insurgents and lunatics."
Concluding that the actions at Harpers Ferry were directly attributable not
only to Seward but also to "the incendiary publications and speeches with
which the republic press has teemed and is loaded," Cochrane urged this
audience not to allow Republicans to convince them that "a proclamation of
war means a treaty of peace."
The words of Virginia's Governor Wise in the weeks following Harpers Ferry illustrate the condemnatory response ·embraced by the South. In
his first letter responding to Child's request to nurse Brown, Wise insisted,
"His attempt was a natural consequence of your sympathy, and the errors
of that sympathy ought to make you doubt its virtue from the effect on his
conduct."72 Wise, that is, explicitly rejected the dissociative stance of Child's
first letter-her declaration of sympathy with Brown's cause and his sufferings but disagreement with his methods-and charged all sympathizers with
aiding and abetting murder. 73 In his December 5 message to the Virginia
Legislature, Wise returned to this point when defending his decision not to
commute Brown's death sentence as many to the North had urged him to do.
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"[A]n entire social and sectional sympathy has incited their crimes," Wise
declared, "and now rises in rebellion and insurrection to the height of sustaining and justifying their enormity." 74 Expressions of sympathy with Brown
and his men, even without direct support for their actions, represented nothing less than "a blasphemous moral treason, an expressed fellow-feeling with
felons, a professed conservatism of crime, a defiant and boastful guilty demoniac spirit," and "sympathy sent these men, its mere tools, to do the deeds
which sentenced them." 75 Try as they might, Wise argued, abolitionists could
not disown Brown; their words constituted complicity with his actions.
In this way, condemnatory arguments rejected the distinction between
moral suasion and physical force. Yet the insistence that words can determine action, and more specifically that the expression of principles in conflict
with the law inevitably beget crime, was also an item of faith for many other
abolitionists who believed, in the famous expression of Thoreau, "Under a
government which imprisoned any unjustly, the true place for a just man is
also in prison."76 Associative, dissociative, and condemnatory responses to
the actions of John Brown highlight the way in which a pacifist faith in the
power of words to effect liberation was only one of many stances that blurred
the line between verbal and physical expression. As the leader at Harpers
Ferry moved so many toward the understanding of violence's inevitability
in the conflict over slavery, a new question arose: Who would be armed and
authorized to act?

Ossawattomie Brown and the Theatrical Commissive
As I have highlighted throughout Provocative Eloquence, theater of the antebellum period foregrounded in multiple ways the relation between the individual's words and actions and, more broadly, between beliefs and their
physical manifestation. Words and movement, voice and body, appeared coherent due to an emphasis on the moral legibility of characters. However,
dramatic performance was shot through with irony. By this, I refer both to
dramatic irony as it applied to characters-when the audience understood
the distance between the way one character appeared to other characters
and that character's actual nature-and to the audience's awareness that the
actor was not identical to the role he or she played. Cross-dressing, ethnic
mimicry, blackface minstrelsy, and "whiting up" are obvious examples of midnineteenth century performances heightened by the audience's awareness of
this disconnect, but so too the performance of, say, a devoted husband by an
infamous philanderer. The ironies inherent in performance prompted public
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appreciation for the successful actor, but they also fueled the anti-theatrical
prejudice that dogged the American theater from its inception. 77 Though a
target for the critique of insincerity, the theater and all its practices also constituted a potent site for the examination of insincerity and its sister state,
self-delusion. Perhaps, then, it was inevitable that the ethical-political assessment of militant abolitionism-and of John Brown's actions in particularturned to theatrical forms.
When Kate Edwards Swayze's Ossawattomie Brown debuted as 'Ihe Insurrection, or Kansas and Harper's Ferry at the Old Bowery Theatre on December
16, 1859, fifteen days after the execution of John Brown, it was not the only
theatrical production responding to heightened tensions over slavery. A New
York correspondent to the Lawrence Republican (Lawrence, Kansas) reported:
"Nothing could show more forcibly the depth of the present agitation on the
slavery question, even in this sin-ridden city, than the fact that at the present
time no less than three of the largest theatres announce dramas which bear
directly on the 'irrepressible conflict."' 78 The correspondent was referring to
Swayze's Ossawattomie Brown at the Bowery, Dion Boucicault's 'Ihe Octoroon;
or, Life in Louisiana at the Winter Garden, and the pro-Union drama Distant
Relations; or a Southerner in New York at Laura Keene's. 79 "The subject is thus
brought before hundreds of thousands who otherwise would never give it a
thought," the correspondent enthusiastically added. ''And besides these, lectures, discourses, speeches and poems are delivered every night everywhere,
by everybody, pro and con, on 'John Brown,' on 'Osawatomie Brown,' on 'Old
Brown,' on 'Captain Brown,' and on the 'Hero of Harper's Ferry."'While only
Swayze's play directly depicted the controversial abolitionist, the simultaneous production of these dramas makes plain the relevance of theatrical forms,
especially the melodrama, to the copious assessments of Brown. Indeed, when
'Ihe Octoroon opened at Barnum's the following February, it accompanied the
Museum's display of a waxen Brown and weapon~ from Harpers Ferry. 80 Audiences found in the theater a reflection on the significance of Brown's words
and actions for the future of the nation.
· Ossawattomie Brown lasted only three nights at the Old Bowery, replaced by a bill of Red Ranger, Good Natured Gentleman, Magic Toys, and
Spectre Bridegroom on December 20. 81 Nonetheless, its publication by Samuel
French meant it reached well beyond New York. 82 Swayze's play provides
insight into how theatrical performance meditated on and perhaps even mediated the relation between abolitionist commitment and combative action.
The drama's structure weaves the popular discourse surrounding Brown into
a single interpretation of his actions. Ossawattomie Brown, I argue, moves
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Fig. ro. Playbill for Kate Edwards Swayze's The Insurrection (published as
Ossawattomie Brown) at the Bowery Theatre, December 17, 1859. TCS 65 Bowery
Theatre, Houghton Library, Harvard University.

from the dissociative to the associative stance, while occasionally giving voice
to condemnatory expression by onlookers. Further, it emphasizes how acts
of public expression, specifically promises or oaths, give meaning to Brown's
actions. Brown's words surpass his actions in the drama, and his suffering,
along with that of his family and compatriots, eclipses all violence ascribed to
him. At the same time, the drama's preoccupation with speech acts, grounded
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in theatrical precedent, signifies the way in which Brown's words obligated
himself and others to act. Like Wise, though with a fundamentally dissimilar
tenor, Swayze figures a Brown whose violence is the innate outcome of abolitionism's sentimental-familial discourse. 83
The question remains for today's· reader of Ossawattomie Brown whether
the play obligates the audience to act and in what way. The few twenty-first
century critics who have taken up this query are as critical of the work's politics as they are of its melodramatic aesthetic. "Instead of sticking closely to
John Brown's life, which was fodder enough for a hundred plays," bemoans
David S. Reynolds,
Swayze awkwardly interweaved fictionalized scenes from Brown's experiences in Kansas and Harpers Ferry with standard melodramatic
vignettes of an Irish b'hoy and his sassy g'hal, an orphan who turns out
to be a rich man's son, a fire that almost kills the main characters (who
escape through a trap door), and the near rape of an innocent maiden
by . . . a stock villain. 84

In slight contrast, Ronda praises the development of Brown's character in

the drama but concludes that "Swayze's interpretation of Brown had little
to do with race or abolition; rather, it stressed revenge, sexual violence,
and Brown's manipulation by antislavery agents. This view may well have
suited a New York audience, which was often violently racist in its sentiments." This does not mean Swayze's Brown fails to speak against slavery;
as Ronda acknowledges, and as I will explore, Brown's motives fluctuate
over the course of the drama: "at many points he seems driven by revenge,
his judgment clouded by passion, while elsewhere he seems motivated by
antislavery idealism and speaks a (rather implausible) rhetoric of liberation."85 The abrupt move in the drama from Brown's quest for familial vengeance to his abolitionist work understandably prompts doubt in our own
day concerning the playwright's dedication to radal equality, if not to the
eradication of slavery. Nathans trenchantly concludes that, by "offer[ing] a
sentimentalized interpretation of Brown's actions," Swayze "render[s] the
black witnesses of slavery mute ... . [and] focuses on the potential cost to
the white community should the menace of slavery continue unchecked." 86
Insofar as Swayze's drama is more faithful to the conventions of melodrama
than to Brown's egalitarian vision, one might conclude, as Douglas A.Jones
Jr. writes of this era's performance practices, that it asserts "black people
must serve the economic, moral, political, and social needs and interests of
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their white counterparts." 87 Amy E. Hughes reminds us that, with regard
to melodramatic spectacle in the nineteenth century, "Often, these artifacts
reveal elemental facets of political culture, hidden in plain sight." 88 Read in
the context of what I have called the associative, dissociative, and condemnatory responses to the hero of Harpers Ferry, Ossawattomie Brown appears
to contain the seeds of militant abolitionism buried deep within a melodramatic plot privileging the white household. Put another way, violent
abolitionism finds refuge within the sentimental family.
Attention to the structure of the play helps unearth its complex engagements with debate surrounding Brown. Ossawattomie Brown has three acts
and a total of eighteen scenes, with five in the first act, five in the second
act, and eight in a frenetic third act. The dram.a might be accurately described as folding in the middle. The first nine acts (act 1, scene r through
act 2, scene 4) echo Beecher's dissociative account of Brown's involvement
in Bleeding Kansas; they follow the Brown family's westward migration,
the suffering they experience at the hands of Border Ruffians, and an unhinged father's pursuit of bloody vengeance. The subsequent nine acts (act
2, scene 5 through act 3, scene 8), however, resemble Lydia Maria Child's
celebration of Brown, drawing a pointed parallel between his familial anguish and abolitionists' sacrifices at Harpers Ferry and recuperating Brown
as a sympathetic, expressive idealist.
The drama, bifurcated through its synthesis of competing accounts of
Brown, achieves a measure of coherence through a marriage plot and staged
oath taking. Young Alice Brown and New York neighbor Ralph Dearborn
long to marry, but in act 2, scene 3, one ofJohn Brown's enemies sends Dearborn's father a note warning him that Ralph's intended is "'the daughter of a
man notorious for his bad deeds. An outlaw and a murderer."' 89 One father's
actions, the other's judgment of them, and finally Alice's unwillingness to
proceed without Old Dearborn's blessing delay the nuptials and tax Alice's
weak frame almost (but not quite) to the point of death. Brown's actions with
regard to slavery involve repeated staging of the public promise or oath-or
what I referred to in chapter 3 as the theatrical commissive. The commissive
is a speech act that, in the words of J. L. Austin, "commit[s] the speaker to
a certain course of action," 90 and in the theatrical setting, speech acts such
as oaths, declarations, and vows create vibrant moments that anticipate the
highpoint of dramatic conflict and subsequent unraveling or resolution of
the plot. Swayze's drama, no less than the theatrical adaptations of Dred, is
punctuated by such moments when characters promise or swear to honor
their obligations to others through specific deeds. The dramatic plot unfolds,
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then, as predetermined by speech acts, for characters must follow each oath to
its heartrending conclusion. In Ossawattomie Brown, theatrical commissives
along with young romance reflect and refract the popular understanding of
Brown's psychology and motivations.
The very first scene of Ossawattomie Brown culminates in a theatrical
commissive that proves fatal for the family. Act 1, scene 1, depicts the wedding reception at the Brown family farm in North Elba, New York, such that
the Bowery performance included "an Original Virginia Reel"with "FIFTY
DANCERS." 91 Frederick Brown and Julia have just gotten hitched prior to
Frederick, Oliver, and Lewis's departure for Kansas Territory. The comic plot
of the play is established in the opening moments through the verbal sparring
of the family servants,Jeptha and Little Billy, but the Brown parents' discussion of their sons' looming departure and Mrs. Brown's failing health foreshadow trials ahead. The contrast is sharpened by Jeptha's two screams: first
she cries out when the gluttonous Billy chokes on a pin, and then she shrieks
as Mrs. Brqwn collapses. The matriarch dies in the midst of the celebration,
but not before she requires her children to promise they will "show [their
father] that devotion that shrinks not at the cost of life." 92 The December
17, 1859, Bowery playbill summarizes, "Unexpected calamity. The promise. A
dying mother's legacy. The death! TABLEAU"(figure ro). 93 In the tableau vivant, Marc Robinson writes, "actors arrange themselves in ways that indicate
their individual importance to the narrative (and to one another) and direct
attention to the decisive events in their shared history." 94 In this particular
tableau, the event is a promise made sacred by the mother's death. The first
scene of Ossawattomie Brown makes clear that Mrs. Brown has bound her
children, through love, in obedience to their father and, in this way, has determined their fates.
The family is immediately tested, as the Missouri ruffian and villain Black
Jim (his name alludes to the 1856 Battle of Black Jack in Kansas Territory)
kills Lewis in a tavern brawl before the sons reach the Kansas homestead
and, subsequent to the arrival of the remainder of the Brown family, murders
Frederick in front of their house. Act 1, scene 5, closes with a parallel familial
oath. After another static picture of a family in mourning95-Frederick's wife
weeps, prostrate over the body, while his father, brothers, and sister look onthe patriarch speaks:

If ye are sons of mine, remember your mother's dying words, and swear
to avenge this deed. My son! my son! your father's head shall know no
rest-this hand shall know no touch but an implement of death, to
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wield against your murderers until it is avenged. I'll spare no recreant
heart that dares befriend them. I'll leave no roof unburned that ever
gave them shelter. I'll leave no foot-path in the wilderness untracked,
till I have laid them in the dust. Swear this! 96
The remaining sons, Oliver and Watson, respond, "We swear! we swear!"
From family tragedy springs an urge for vengeance that will lead the Brown
men all the way to the federal arsenal at Harpers Ferry three years (or two
acts) later. Once again, the Bowery playbill highlights the importance of this
moment and indicates through capitalization another scene-ending tableau:
''Assassination. The oath of vengeance. A stricken heart. THE OATH."97 In
the opening act, static arrangements accompany commissives, halting bodies
and speech in a determinative moment, marking for the audience the ways in
which verbal commitment leads to future action.
When act r culminates in a Brown family oath to revenge two sons'
deaths, captured in a spectacular tableau, it draws not only on theatrical
precedent but also on such dissociative accounts as Stedman's "How Old
Brown Took Harper's Ferry" and Beecher's "The Nation's Duty to Slavery."
This John Brown is shaped less by abolitionism than by familial trauma when,
through an appeal to the wishes of the departed mother, he binds his children together to seek retribution for murdered brothers. But in addition to
explaining Brown's aggression in Bleeding Kansas as the result of grief-fueled
vengeance, as Stedman and Beecher'do, Swayze portrays Brown and his men
as having been framed for the murders on Pottawatomie Creek and victimized by a violent mob that eventually burns their house to the ground in act
2, scene 2-the subject of another affecting "PICTURE" at the Bowery. 98 By
scene 4, the final portion of the play's Kansas half, Brown fulfills his clan's oath
in a pointedly precise manner: he kills Black Jim with the ruffian's own knife,
shouting "Die! murderer of my son!" 99 The first half of Ossawattomie Brown
dissociates Brown's violent actions from abolitionist discourse through emphasis on a psychological imbalance brought about through familial loss and
heightened by the pursuit of revenge. At the very same time, and somewhat
ironically, it ennobles Brown's violent actions in Kansas through the emphasis
on the proportionality of the revenge he seeks for his sons. From that point
on in the play, in scenes dedicated to the Harpers Ferry raid, Brown's actions
arise from a different speech act, one far removed from revenge.
The not uncommon understanding of Brown as bound by an oath of vengeance, inaccurate as it is, takes root in accounts of his abolitionist career.Just
as African American daguerreotypist Augustus Washington's famous image

Fig. n. Daguerreotype of John Brown by Augustus Washington, circa 1846-47(Courtesy of the National Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, purchased with
major acquisition funds and with funds donated by Betty Adler Schermer in honor
of her great-grandfather, August M. Bondi.)
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of the Kansas fighter depicts him in the stance of oath taking (figure n),
prayerful self-dedications and communal pledges were essential to Brown's
actions both before and after his fateful raid in Virginia. His first public commitment to abolition is said to have come at a church gathering in the wake
of Elijah Lovejoy's 1837 murder when Brown proclaimed, "Here before God,
in the presence of these witnesses, from this time, I consecrate my life to the
destruction of slavery." 100 Brown extended his personal pledge to his children;
John Brown Jr. recalled his father in the late 1830s "administer[ing] an oath,
pledging [Mary,John,Jason, and Owen] to secrecy and devotion to slavery's
defeat." 101 And Jason Brown recounted how the occasion of Frederick's murder by a proslavery scout the morning of the Battle of Osawatomie prompted
the grieving father to proclaim, with tears in his eyes, "I will die fighting for
this cause."102 Brown employed other commissives hearkening back to the
Revolutionary period-namely the constitutional contract and the declaration-to unite his men in preparation for Harpers Ferry. 103 However, Brown
was adamant that he did not take or administer an oath of revenge. One of
Brown's hosts during his early 1859 trek from Missouri to Canada with a
group of fugitives from slavery recalled, "Nothing seemed to excite him so
much as an intimation that oppression aroused a spirit of revenge," and a supporter in Chicago recalled Brown's directive, "'Do not allow any one to say I
act from revenge. I claim no man has a right to revenge himsel£ It is a feeling
that does not enter into my heart. What I do, I do for the cause of human
liberty, and because I regard it as necessary."' 104 As discussed at the start of
this chapter, Brown strongly denied the motive of revenge after his capture
at Harpers Ferry, and those who defended his means as well as his beliefs
did too. "The few who talk about his vindictive spirit ... " avowed Thoreau,
"have no test by which to detect a noble man, no amalgam to combine with
his pure gold." 105 The commissives that were fundamental to Brown's pursuit
of slavery's demise were also a source of popular misunderstanding, a tension
that plays out in Swayze's bifurcated drama.
When Ossawattomie Brown turns to Harpers Ferry in act 2, scene 5, the
question of Brown's mental imbalance lingers. Brown and his remaining family members take refuge in the home ofJohn Cook, where Julia begs the host
not to involve her father in the developing scheme. "Under his great trials,"
she contends, "his mind has warped and cramped until he can see nothing but
through the glass of his revenge, and lived but to redress his wrongs." 106 She
pleads with Cook (who was one of Brown's real-life conspirators but certainly
was not the mastermind of the Harpers Ferry raid), "is it just or generous to
choose him for this purpose? Is it not fostering a madness that has grown out
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of his misfortunes?" 107 While Cook does not deny Brown's continuing obsession with revenge outright, the remainder of the drama never returns to that
motive but emphasizes Brown's abolitionism. Even act 2, scene 5, goes a long
way toward erasing the motivation of revenge with reference to a new oath.
Cook informs Julia "he joins our cause heart and hand, as one who holds
with freedom," and when young Alice implores her father to forego involvement, he tells her, "My child, I could not ifl would. I am bound by an oath I
dare not break."108 In a scene where Brown resists the pleas of daughter and
daughter-in-law, both of whom refer to the danger his quest poses to their
surviving brothers, the oath referenced is not the familial pact of act I but a
new pledge that has been administered by Cook and that binds Brown to
the "undertaking" of the raid. This commissive, though unstaged, nonetheless
signals a shift away from the dissociative interpretations of Brown as vengeful and mentally imbalanced and toward a more idealistic vision of Brown's
abolitionist motivation, if not Cook's. This is less an indication of the drama's
inconsistency, as Ronda would have it, than its synthesizing survey of interpretations of Brown; it moves steadily from a Brown unhinged by familial
trauma toward a Brown whose actions at Harpers Ferry are in rational and ·
emotional accord with publicly articulated abolitionist commitments.
Act 3 contains no more oaths or promises but instead provides Brown
ample opportunity to judge the sincerity of others' abolitionist expressions.
It is as if, having acted in accord with beliefs and promises, Brown reverses
his relationship to the popular press, scrutinizing those who had presumed to
criticize him. Act 3 opens with Brown sitting at a table at the raiders' headquarters (the Kennedy farm) near Harpers Ferry, reading a letter from an
abolitionist who offers money but predicts that the raid will fail because the
local enslaved population will not join the effort. Ronda notes that Swayze
based much of this letter on an editorial by John Greenleaf Whittier, whose
pacifism prevented him from endorsing the raid but who wrote multiple poems commemorating Brown's selflessness. 109 ln the play, the disgusted Brown
declares, "Your money may do more for us than your sympathy, but I would
not give much for either." 110 Swayze depicts Brown subsequently reading a
letter from one whose "nervous, sympathetic nature" prompts him to embrace
a more hopeful vision of humanity: "Is i[t] natural, were one hand corded to
our side, the other should be used to free it? Is it not a law divine, that when
the bird escapes bondage, it soars to retain its freedom? Are we not therefore
bound by strong ties of humanity, to burst the ties that bind the slaves to
bondage, that they may soar to regain their level with the free men of the
earth." 111 The problem with both of these letter writers, Brown concludes, is
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their unwillingness to put their bodies (and in the first case, trust) into the
practical effort to secure the end of slavery. "One thing is certain," he tells
Oliver, "the result, be it what it may, cannot much affect them as the very safe
distance they are likely to remain .... They would not place themselves here,
as I have done .... "112 If the first half of Ossawattomie Brown, with its focus
on Brown's mental imbalance, resembles dissociative responses that questioned whether Brown's actions were in accord with abolitionism, the second
half identifies, through the discerning eye of Brown and with an emphasis
on Brown's reluctance to kill, a disconnect between the words and actions of
other abolitionists, placing Brown and companions in a superior light. 113
Across its two halves, Ossawattomie Brown persists in reframing the reported violence of Brown, shifting from the proportional familial revenge
in Kansas to acts of self-defense rather than aggression during the efforts at
Harpers Ferry. 114 Act 3, scene r, continues with reference to the testimony
the actual Brown provided after capture concerning his plans for his amassed
pikes and guns. "God knows I have no thirst for blood," Brown tells Oliver
in the play; "Those weapons are for self-defense-to guard the passage of
our rescued band to shores of greater safety-and I have no fear in leaving it
to all humanity to justify the act."115 In the subsequent depiction of the raid
and the storming of the armory, Brown calls his men's killing of a man on
the bridge "a mad, a ruinous act!," regrets that he allowed a train to pass out
of "mercy," and orders his men to "take care of the prisoners." 116 The raiders'
suffering, but not their use of force, is staged. Most strikingly, Act 3, scene 5,
consists of stage directions concerning an angry mob that pursues the raider
Aaron Stevens through the streets of Harpers Ferry and then shoots him as
he "begs far mercy." 117 The spectacle of Stevens's suffering resonates with the
Kansas scenes of Lewis's murder, the oath administered over Frederick's body,
and the mob's burning of the Brown homestead, and in this way completes
the transition in the drama from the Brown family tragedy to a national cause
embodied and articulated by the man with whom Stevens would share a jail
cell: John Brown.
Accompanying the shift from familial revenge to armed abolitionism in
the play is a turn away from Brown's commissives and related tableaux and
toward the confident abolitionist testimony and critique for which he had
become famous. Act 3, scene 6, opens with the incarcerated Brown reading
hostile newspaper accounts of the raid and scoffing, "How easy it is to string
a few light words together to sum up the aims and creation of a scheme like
this .... True, our effort failed, and our lives must pay the forfeit, but the
cause-the glorious cause-lives yet in the hearts of men who will follow
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in our footsteps." 118 The jailor, a disdainful onlooker, and a sympathetic New
York reporter enter. In what Nathans rightly calls a "very meta-theatrical moment,"119 Brown deems the reporter a worthy conveyor of his words and then
emphasizes for the record, "Whatever is represented to the contrary, believe
me, our sole object was to free the slaves, from motives of philanthropy. We
look upon ourselves as workers in a great and good cause, to which we have
sacrificed our lives." 120 Swayze offers the audience a stage version of the interview that had circulated so widely in the papers-an embodiment of the
eloquent Brown who, wounded and bound for execution, articulated without
regret why he did what he did. The reporter, prescribing the response by the
newspaper and theatrical audiences alike, declares, "However I may condemn
that cause, or the means taken to uphold it, I can but admire the man, who,
thinking it right, sacrifices all to it as you have done." 121 Brown's public articulations establish the harmony of his beliefs and actions, which in Swayze's
formulation, goes a long way toward ennobling him.
Despite this reclamation of Brown through his jail-cell speech, Ossawattomie Brown primarily expresses scorn for the broader abolitionist movement
because its participants fail to act in accord with their expressed beliefs. As we
have seen, Swayze's Brown critiques all who doubt the efficacy of armed resistance to slavery-all those who refuse to covenant themselves with Brown.
In the remainder of the jail-cell scene, he turns his criticism specifically toward the many female abolitionists who in actuality found Brown deeply
compelling. 122 The reporter's exit is followed by the arrival ofan abolitionist
named Mrs. Sligo, whom Brown assumes "is not so much the sympathizing
woman feeling for one in my desolate position, as the strong minded lady
claiming sympathy with the cause." 123 That is, despite Mrs. Sligo's insistence
that she has "felt all [Brown's] sufferings," she comes to the cell not to care
for the wounded man but to collect fodder for her abolitionist writings. Mrs.
Sligo appears to be a composite portrait of the multiple abolitionist women
who sought out Brown in his cell in the weeks after the raid, especially Rebecca Buffum Spring, who with her son visited Bro~n on November 6, 1859,
and Child, whose request in late October to visit Brown led to her much
publicized correspondence with Governor Wise and Margaretta Mason. 124
In her first letter to Brown, Child professed, "I think of you night and day,
bleeding in prison, surrounded by hostile faces, sustained only by trust in
God, and your own strong heart. I long to nurse you-to speak to you sisterly
words of sympathy and consolation." 125 Brown refused Child's offer, but proceeding without Brown's consent less than two weeks later, Spring braved the
angry throng outside the Charlestown jail to bring Brown autumnal leaves
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and record their conversation. From Child's correspondence with Wise and
Spring's account of her time with Brown, Swayze constructs a female abolitionist character less interested in nursing Brown than in interviewing him,
her commitment to "the noble cause" overwhelming all feminine, maternal
impulses. "Good soul!" reflects Brown, "she had better leave the cause alone,
and claim no sympathy but what her heart teaches." 126 Thus, the drama returns to the dissociative tenor, this time to highlight the discrepancy between
the words and actions not of Brown but of his most conspicuous supporters.
Moreover, the drama returns in conclusion to the marriage plot and the
figure of the dying mother, moving, it would seem, from the commissive
uniting the militant abolitionists back to the familial bond. Frederick Brown's
widow, Julia, arrives to visit Brown, displacing Mrs. Sligo and all those she
represents.Julia brings to Brown's cell a "tiny spray" of the flowers she planted
on the graves of Brown's sons-surely an ironic reference to the leaves Rebecca Buffum Spring gifted Brown. 127 Despite his preceding emphasis on
the goals of Harpers Ferry, Brown's final words in the play, delivered as he
weeps over the botanical memento, are "My sons! my sons!" 128 We then learn
in the final scene of Ossawattomie Brown that before Julia's farewell, Brown
provided the very thing that would save her little sister from death by heartbreak: a note establishing that Alice is adopted and thus free to marry Ralph.
However, as the young lovers rejoice, the emotionally truced Julia dies in grand
sentimental style: "Do not grieve for me. I am happy-oh, how happy-for I
shall soon be with him. Farewell, my sister. Frederick, my husband. I come-I
come." 129 Having already stated that she "stand[s] almost in the light of a
mother" to Alice,Julia offers herself up in the same manner as Mrs. Brown in
the first scene of the play. The playbill's synopsis makes this clear: "Death.Joy.
Grief Gratitude and prayer. TABLEAU." 130 Maternal self-sacrifice secures
the union of the remaining Brown daughter and thus the perpetuation of the
family. Out of familial trauma comes renewal.
Ossawattomie Brown's denouement, which excludes the execution of
Brown to focus on the union of Alice and Ralph, contributes to the understanding of the play as a political disappointment. Certainly it is a whitewashing of the John Brown legacy: the drama eliminates all of Brown's
African American comrades-in-arms, never referring to Lewis Leary, Dangerfield Newby, Shields Green, John Copeland, or Osborne Anderson. In
fact, Ossawattomie Brown lists no specific African American characters in the
dramatis personae, though the category of "Soldiers, Citizens, Ruffians, &c."
might have allowed for a few actors in blackface. Still, without stage directions or playbill references to the African Americans, it would appear Swayze
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ignored such theatrical precedents as Cassy, Tom, Glen, Dred, Zoe, Camille,
and Cato-African American characters that spoke and enacted open resistance to slavery. She recasts the leader of Harpers Ferry as a new Spartacus,
Jack Cade, or Metamora, modernized through nineteenth-century networks
of reform and print, yet transcendent of those conditions-and of the movement his noble actions initiate. Like the white minstrel performer whom
Jones describes as "invest[ed] in black political and performance material, not
black men," 131 and like J. T. Trowbridge and Boucicault penning their racial
melodramas, Swayze creates a performance invested in the political agency of
(Northern) white men, not their African American peers.
Swayze's compositions prior to Ossawattomie Brown include a work
deeply embedded in antislavery discourse but in thrall to white supremacy.
Between May 1858 and the staging of Ossawattomie Brown in December 1859,
Swayze's husband, Jason Clarke Swayze, transcribed four plays by his wife,
including the disturbingly titled Nigger Sweethearts, an Americanized version
of George Colman the Younger's comic opera Inkle and Yarico (1787), a work
associated with British abolitionism. 132 Sweethearts concludes with the union
of a noble African woman and a repentant Georgia slaveholder (who just so
happens to be a parody of the proslavery firebrand Charles Lamar) and the
nuptials of their respective African handmaiden and Irish servant. At the
same time that it imagines the demise of slavery through interracial romance,
the play rests its comedy almost entirely on the troubling racial stereotypes
of the blackface minstrel and the stage Irishman. Such pairing of African
American freedom and racial essentialism was further evidenced in the rocky
career of Jason Clarke Swayze after Kate Edwards Swayze's untimely death
in 1862. Jason edited a short-lived pro-Union newspaper in Georgia, Bugle
Horn of Liberty, fought in the Civil War, briefly served as an agent for the
Freedman's Bureau in Georgia (he resigned under pressure after attempting to create an armed black militia), and then stayed in Griffin, Georgia,
to edit a Radical Republican weekly, 1he American .Union, from 1867 to 1872.
But for all of his aggressive rhetoric in defense of Reconstruction,Jason was
highly critical of black leaders and voters, ultimately earning public rebuke
by none other than Douglass. 133 The absence of African American agency in
Ossawattomie Brown, read alongside the racism of Sweethearts and the career
of Swayze's husband and amanuensis, reminds us that support for armed resistance to slavery did not coincide with an embrace of egalitarian interracial
community.
Nevertheless, Ossawattomie Brown contains traces of antislavery militantism in tension with its racist exclusions. As I have argued, Swayze's recu-
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perative synthesis of discourse surrounding Brown proceeds through careful dramatic structuring: the play is divided in two according to geographic
orientation (Kansas and Virginia), the characterization of Brown's primary
motivation (familial revenge and the liberation of the enslaved), and the
nature of the character's central speech acts (commissives and testimony/
critique), with the marriage plot providing a traditional, unifying, dramatic
frame. Arising out of the prolific response to Brown in the periodical press,
Ossawattomie Brown moves from the Brown family experience to that of the
raiders at Harpers Ferry, such that individual trauma foments communal affiliation and action, which in turn makes the suffering of others personal.
In this way, the drama points toward the post-Harpers Ferry embrace of a
"wartime nationalism'' that "took the escalation of violence to be a source of
collective identity.... "134 Ossawattomie Brown helps us discern the place of
theatrical forms in that emergent formation.
Responding to the violence of Harpers Ferry, journalists, abolitionists,
politicians, poets, and playwrights considered whether John Brown acted in
accord with his speech, in defiance of abolitionist ideals, in a cloud of grief
or a fog of insanity, in the auspices of Northern political interest, or in the
service of God. Kate Edwards Swayze staged John Brown first and foremost
as a patriarch whose fate is an index of the nation's condition and whose love
of family is an index of his sound heart. As Brown flips from traumatized
insanity to antislavery martyrdom, an emphasis on familial relations unites
the play, only to further muddy the political waters. The return to the tableau
of a dead maternal figure at the close of Ossawattomie Brown might leave
the audience unclear of the individual's obligation to act beyond the white
familial-national circle. Then again, it might also map for spectators a direct
line from sentimental attachment to violent resistance.

Thoreau's Scenes of Resistance
In "Resistance to Civil Government," the now classic essay first presented
as an 1848 lecture before the Concord Lyceum, Thoreau flexes his rich performative imagination. 135 In the middle of this seminal exposition of civil
disobedience, Thoreau places a surprisingly theatrical description of the night
he spent in the Concord jail in late July 1846 for refusal to pay his poll tax
in light of federal support for the Mexican War. 136 Thoreau recounts with
specificity the sights, sounds, dialogue, arrangement, and movement of the
experience, in effect staging the experience of incarceration much like Ossawattomie Brown. We see the "prisoners in their shirt-sleeves," the hook on
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which he hangs his hat, the meticulously white-washed walls and simple
furnishings, the cell's two prisoners positioned in front of their two windows,
a sawed-off grate, and "a long list of verses" written by occupants whose attempt to escape had failed. 137 We hear the jailer's order ("Come, boys, it is
time to lock up") and Thoreau's cellmate's claim to innocence ("they accuse
me of burning a barn; but I never did it"), and we imagine Thoreau taking
in myriad stories and observations. "I pumped my fellow-prisoner as dry as
I could," he admits. And when the men's conversation and slow movements
cease with the extinguishing of the lamp, we hear through the windows "the
town-clock strike," "the evening sounds of the village," "the voices of all burghers," and the noises of "the kitchen of the adjacent village-inn."The lights
come back up on the waking men and a meager breakfast. Each audience
member becomes, like Thoreau, "an involuntary spectator and auditor" to a
mundane drama with profound implications. Through a scene marked by
the immediacy of theatrical forms (iconic properties, confrontational dialog,
prominent sound effects, transitional lighting, strategic blocking), Thoreau
brings the audience member into and back out of the cell, that they might
also say, "I saw yet more distinctly the State in which I lived": one reliant on
physical coercion both in and out of jail. 138
As mentioned above, Thoreau's formulation of civil disobedience rests on
a commitment to "Action from principle," or what he glosses as "the perception and the performance of right." 139 When one recognizes principle to
be in conflict with civil law, one must act according to principle. This was
not the state of affairs Thoreau saw in antebellum New England, and he
offered himself through speech and print as a model for aligning belief and
action. Michael T. Gilmore describes Thoreau as taking up the gauntlet of
the "scholar-poet" who is "cognate with the hero, unafraid to implement his
values, and ... a creator of words to galvanize his countrymen for civic action."140 Thoreau's revolutionary expression arises from and in turn prompts
particular actions: a repudiation of taxes and repre$entative government, a
proclivity for sojourns in nature, a divestment from the economy, and an embrace of militant abolitionism. Thoreau can offer words as deeds, concludes
Gilmore, because of his deeds prior to expression and his faith that expression will be generative of deeds in others.
What scholars have identified as the essential place of action in Thoreau's
political writings leads to what I identify as their theatricality, the way in
which they enact through words and spectacle the principled deeds from
which they originate. "Resistance to Civil Government," as oration and as
essay, deliberately and rhetorically re-stages Thoreau's public displays of dis-
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obedience in a manner that recalls Richard Schechner's influential definition of performances as "'restored behaviors,' 'twice-behaved behaviors,'
performed actions that people train for and rehearse. "141 ''Although Thoreau
did not initially intend his act of civil disobedience in 1846 to be a political performance," concludes Jack Turner, "his decision to lecture and write
about it converted this personal act of no-saying into a positively political
act of self-exhibition... . Conscientious refusal became public statement
through the artistic re-creation of the act of refusal and public meditation
on its significance." 142 Thoreau's staging of disobedience in the jail cell scene
in particular makes clear how essential the spectacle of the author-orator's
body is to his linguistic communication. Tracing "spectacles' centrality in
nineteenth-century American communication," Hughes contends that the
sensation scene of nineteenth-century theater culture "harbors a unique potential to generate affect because ... the body as/in/at the spectacle serves
as an epicenter of meaning." 143 Thoreau's body makes manifest action from
principle, and its presence in the jail scene (and by extension, at the lyceum
podium) alongside bodies successfully disciplined by law (the jailer, the other
prisoner, and by extension his lyceum audience and readers) ideally provokes
audience members to follow in his footsteps. Though it does not evoke the
melodramatic trope of familial separation and death, Thoreau's jail cell scene,
no less than Swayze's, operates on the understanding that the spectacle of
the heroic orator's body is essential to the articulation of principle insofar as
principle must be in accord with physical action.
Ten years after the publication of "Resistance to Civil Government,"
Thoreau addressed Concord on the subject ofJohn Brown, publicly enacting
principled action even before he approached the podium. Thoreau announced
that he would deliver an oration concerning Brown, on Sunday evening, October 30, 1859, and when the town selectmen refused to ring the bell to announce the meeting, Thoreau rang it himself. 144 Then, according to auditor
Edward Emerson, Thoreau read his speech to a packed Concord Town Hall
"as if it burned him" such that "many of those who came to scoff remained to
pray." 145 Thoreau's bell ringing and fierce eloquence constituted a theatrical
act of civil disobedience. Turner writes, "The image of Thoreau ringing the
bell to gather the townspeople for his speech reveals the act's self-initiated
nature. More than any other action in his lifetime, Thoreau's public defense of
John Brown was a premeditated projection of himself into political affairs." 146
Thoreau offered himself as an eloquent spectacle in the interest of restaging
John Brown as a noble idealist rather than a bloodthirsty terrorist, a sacrificial hero rather than a deranged murderer. Thoreau's speech, subsequently
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delivered in Boston and Worcester before being published as ''A Plea for
Captain John Brown," was essential in its day to the recuperation of Brown
by a portion of the abolitionist movement. It was, as we will see, a spectacular
rhetorical rejection of the descriptions of Brown in the popular press and
the occasion for Thoreau to take up, albeit briefly, the role of Captain John
Brown, reciting the action-backed words of a man he declared, with solemn
pun, "a transcendentalist above all."147 After Thoreau's death, Thomas Wentworth Higginson recalled his friend's bold performance, declaring that he
"found a voice when the curtain fell, after the first act of that drama, upon the
scaffold ofJohn Brown." 148 The eloquent voice was, at once,John Brown's and
Thoreau's own, and it arose from the body on public display in the jail cell, in
the courtroom, on the scaffold, and behind the lectern.
To consider the theatricality of Thoreau's "Plea," one must begin with its
intertextuality, especially its explicit concern with the treatment of Brown
in the Northern newspapers. Like Swayze's Ossawattomie Brown, Thoreau's
"Plea" addresses directly and repeatedly what I have called the dissociative
and condemnatory responses in the popular press. In the exordium, Thoreau
humbly states his desire to "do my part to correct the tone and statements of
the newspapers, and of my countrymen generally, concerning [Brown's] character." Later he expounds, "I read all the newspapers I could get within a week
after [Harpers Ferry], and I do not remember in them a single expression
of sympathy for these men." 149 Concerned as Thoreau is with action from
principle and with expression that prompts further principled action, he has
little patience for the common characterizations of Brown's actions as inappropriate or immoral. "Plea" is Thoreau's full-throated rebuttal of the popular
press, as David G. Fuller carefully documents, and it is especially critical of
the dissociative stance of the Republican periodicals. 150 The theatricality of
that rebuttal lies in his recital of others' words in the manner of William
Wells Brown's dramatic suasion (as discussed in chapter 2) and his use of
figures akin to morally legible theatrical spectacles. Thoreau's closing emphasis on Brown's courtroom speech unites quotation and the static tableau in a
rhetorical spectacle binding his audience in a common cause.
Immediately clear in "Plea" is the way the treatments of Brown in the
press have infected Thoreau's neighbors, whose comments Thoreau pointedly
recites: "'he died as the fool dieth,"' "'he threw his life away,"' "'But he won't
gain anything by it,"' "'Served him right'-'A dangerous man'-He is undoubtedly insane." 151 Thoreau voices these opinions not simply in the course
of his refutation, that part of the speech in which the orator acknowledges
and counters the opposition's claims, but in the spirit of theatrical mimicry. 152
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Voiced in the lecture hall or quoted on the page, these judgments repeated
by Thoreau stand as double echoes of their morally bankrupt sources, emblems of the culture's dissociation from truth. "On the whole," he admits,
"my respect for my fellow-men, except as one may outweigh a million, is
not being increased these days." 153 Thoreau's performance demonstrates how
such words, as easily recited by newspaper readers as by himself, can just as
easily be rejected, with the outcome of social transformation. The process is
already underway, argues Thoreau: "The newspapers seem to ignore ... that
there are at least as many as two or three individuals to a town throughout the
North, who think much as the present speaker does about [Brown] and his
enterprise. "154 Added to the voices of those Thoreau takes up in "Plea," then,
are the unheard voices in concert with Thoreau's praise of Brown. The orator,
who briefly performs the role of his aggregate opponent, insists his audience
imagine him as representative of a counter chorus. In the process, he offers
his own sentiments for performative circulation. Once spoken and printed,
Thoreau's defense of Brown is a script for those who have begun to discern
the moral fitness of the Harpers Ferry raid but are overwhelmed by the dissociative and condemnatory responses that fill the popular press.
In order to free his audience from the discourse of Brown's critics, es..:
pecially the dissociative stance, Thoreau offers a shocking rhetorical figure:
the United States as a "slave-ship ... crowded with its dying victims." 155
He elaborates, "new cargoes are being added in mid-ocean; a small crew of
slaveholders, countenanced by a large body of passengers, is smothering four
millions under the hatches, and yet the politician asserts that the only proper
way by which deliverance is to be obtained, is by 'the quiet diffusion of the
sentiments of humanity,' without any 'outbreak."' Taking aim at those who
imagine that appeals to white sympathy will eventually overturn slavery, Thoreau declares that they proceed "[a]s if the sentiments of humanity were ever
found unaccompanied by its deeds."The rhetorical figure of the nation as a
slave ship then becomes an appalling sensation scene. "What is that that I
hear cast overboard?"Thoreau asks; "The bodies of the dead that have found
deliverance. That is the way we are 'diffusing' humanity, and its sentiments
with it." 156 Thoreau places all Americans on board the ship of slavery and
avers that those unwilling to countenance physical resistance to slavery are
morally culpable for its atrocities.
Thus in "Plea," no less than in "Resistance,"Thoreau espouses action from
principle through a discursive spectacle of the body subject to the force of
the state and, in the case of Brown, nobly resistant to that force. "No man
in America" declares Thoreau of his hero, "has ever stood up so persistently
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and effectively for the dignity of human nature, knowing himself for a man,
and the equal of any and all governments. "157 As his righteous indignation
against the newspapers and politicians crests about halfway through the essay,
Thoreau uses the word spectacle to capture the power of Brown's courtroom
appearance:
When a man stands up serenely against the condemnation and vengeance of mankind, rising above them literally by a whole body,-even
though he were oflate the vilest murderer, who has settled that matter
with himself,-the spectacle is a sublime one,-didn't ye know it, ye
Liberators, ye Tribunes, ye Republicans?-and we become criminal
in comparison. Do yourselves the honor to recognize him. He needs
none of your respect. 158

In this remarkable passage, Thoreau celebrates the physicality of Brown's resistance to slavery without shying away from the brutality with which the
press charges him. In a breathless and ambiguous dependent clause ("even
though he were oflate the vilest murderer ... "), he dismisses as irrelevant the
Pottawatomie Creek massacre. 159 The performance of Brown in court, rising
wounded from a cot to speak his rejection of the laws according to which
he is being tried, secures his moral transcendence. For Thoreau, the active
and eloquent Brown encapsulates the ideal of principled action, such that
recalling Brown and his men's painstaking preparations for Harpers Ferry
prompts him to repeat the point: "I say again that it affects me as a sublime
spectacle." 160 "Plea" quotes all those who disparage Brown only to declare
that any honest spectator must see the dramatically discernable morality of
his actions. 161
Given the emphasis Thoreau places on the moral spectacle Brown posed,
what do we make of the title that Thoreau assigned his oration when it went
to print? Thoreau finds particularly moving Brown's courtroom performance,
and on one level, he uses the word plea in invocation of what DeLombard
has documented as abolitionists' creation of an extralegal trial for slavery in
print. Considering "Slavery in Massachusetts" (1854) in particular, DeLombard argues that Thoreau embraces the strategy of decrying the actual U.S.
courtroom in order to establish a higher law tribunal within what he found
to be the '"noble exceptions'" of American newspapers: The Liberator and The
Commonwealth. 162 Yet in "Plea," Thoreau disavows the antislavery press along
with the actual court: "He needed no babbling lawyer, making false issues, to
defend him. He was more than a match for all the judges that American vot-
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ers, or office-holders of whatever grade, can create. He could not have been
tried by a jury of his peers, because his peers did not exist." 163 Brown could
not, would not, make a common plea before an earthly tribunal he felt to be
in conflict with higher law-one that, in Thoreau's words, is an extension of
a "most hypocritical and diabolical government" that "puts forth its strength
on the side of injustice."164 In his last address to the court, Brown declared
with defiant civility, "I deny everything but what I have all along admitted, of
a design on my part to free the slaves.... I feel no consciousness of my guilt.
I have stated from the first what was my intention, and what was not." 165
Having critiqued the court and the press, and approaching the peroration,
Thoreau appears to give a straightforward explanation of his rhetorical goal
and title: "I am here to plead his cause with you. I plead not for his life, but
for his character-his immortal life; and so it becomes your cause wholly, and
is not his in the least. Some eighteen hundred years ago Christ was crucified;
this morning, perchance, Captain Brown was hung." 166 This plea does not
concern the audience's judgment of Brown but its response to a martyrdom
that stands aloof from their judgment. Brown's work, he tells them, should
"become[] your cause wholly" no less than the earthly mission and sacrifice
of Jesus Christ, one whose execution signaled not submission to human law
but atonement for human depravity. Moving from the language of the plea
to the tableau of doubled martyrdom, Thoreau weds words to spectacle, eloquence to action. If in Horwitz's estimation Brown "put his accusers on trial
and pronounced them guilty," 167 Thoreau can be said to plead not for the life
of Captain John Brown but for the souls of his audience.
As "Plea" comes to its conclusion, Thoreau intensifies the performativity through the intoning of others' words. "'Misguided!' 'Garrulous!' 'Insane!'
'Vindictive!' So ye write in your easy-chairs," he scoffs, "and thus he wounded
responds from the floor of the Armory, clear as a cloudless sky, true as the
voice of nature is: 'No man sent me here; it was my own prompting and that
of my Maker. I acknowledge no master in human form."' 168 Once again, Thoreau delivers the expressions of Brown's critics (Garrison, for one, had used
the adjectives "misguided" and "insane" in 1he Liberator), contrasting these
sentiments divorced from action with Brown's speech, which were as palpably
true as the gashes in his neck and chest. 169 The closing paragraphs of "Plea"
consist largely of Brown's "testament" verbatim, the words he issued when
first captured at Harpers Ferry, including "I think, my friends, you are guilty
of a great wrong against God and humanity ... "; "I pity the poor in bondage ... "; "I respect the rights of the poorest and weakest colored people ...
just as much as I do those of the most wealthy and powerful"; and "I wish
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to say ... that you had better, all you people at the South, prepare yourselves
for a settlement of that question .... "170 On the one hand, this is dramatic
suasion, a use of theatricality to underscore physical resistance to slavery. On
the other, this is a public recitation of Brown's works akin to a creed or covenant. To promulgate Brown's words in the wake of Brown's deeds is to affirm that antislavery sentiment must be issued from the field rather than the
armchair. 171
In the final lines of "Plea," Thoreau returns to the "sublime spectacle" of
Brown issuing this testament. "I foresee the time,"Thoreau declares,
when the painter will paint that scene, no longer going to Rome for
a subject; the poet will sing it; the historian record it; and, with the
Landing of the Pilgrims and the Declaration oflndependence, it will
be the ornament of some future national gallery, when at least the
present form of Slavery shall be no more here. We shall then be at
liberty to weep for Captain Brown. Then, and not till then, we will
take our revenge. 172
Thoreau's mode here is strategically, multiply ekphrastic. He imagi~es a
painting of Brown the declaimer in an imagined national pantheon, as well
as laudatory poetic and historiographic treatments of Brown's physical and
rhetorical stand against slavery. I would add that, through the emphasis on
"scene" and reference to oft-staged moments from national history, Thoreau
once again theatricalizes Brown through a tableau vivant of the heroic orator
addressing the Virginia court. Robinson writes that the tableau "banishes
language and narrative in favor of compositions that give voice to silence and
release the energy of stillness." 173 Thoreau concludes his oration-one that
has paired critique of popular discourse and the figuration of Brown's moral
transcendence-with a pause in words and in action aimed to reinvigorate
those gathered.
More to the point: ending with the word "revenge,"Thoreau's portrait of
an eloquent, captive Brown constitutes a tableau like those in the first act of
Ossawattomie Brown. In Swayze's frozen spectacles of Brown family grief,
death is a decisive event prompting commissives that send mourners into the
world to act. Thoreau's reference to the lamentation and the revenge that all
will have after the nation's acceptance of Brown's cause joins him to this audience as an aggrieved family turned armed force. But Thoreau constructs this
tableau as anticipatory rather than just imaginary. 174 Through a move from
the prophetic to the collective-from the first-person singular of the vision-
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ary to first-person plural of all those gathered by the occasion of Thoreau's
address-Thoreau presents Brown's eloquence already quickening the shared
will of the audience.
At the same time, Thoreau employs displacement and ambiguity to distance his newly covenanted abolitionists from sentimental excess and the
revenge motive, hallmarks of the theater and of the discourse swirling around
Brown. Thoreau finds portraits of Brown acting out of heartbreak, vengeance,
or insanity particularly pernicious, for they deny the principled basis for
Brown's actions. 175 His use of the word revenge at the very end of "Plea"
challenges such dissociative accounts by displacing the trauma and the desire
for reprisal onto Brown's survivors (including himself), only to delay their
weeping and vengeance to a future date. And the delay of vengeance frames
Thoreau's eloquence as action insofar as ·it amplifies Brown's transformative
project of "galvaniz[ing] his countrymen for civic action." 176 In "Plea," as in
"Resistance to Civil Government," Thoreau locates revolution in the radical
realignment of individuals' everyday actions {even if action is a retreat from
society) with their deepest beliefs. 177
Perhaps fittingly, then, the conclusion of "Plea" does not make clear
whether the revenge accomplished at the moment of Brown's canonization
consists in the victory of his sentiments or will follow that victory-and if the
latter, whether the revenge will consist of violence or love, if indeed, the two
can be differentiated. What can be said is that Thoreau craftily rejects the account of Brown acting out of vengeance while simultaneously implementing
the revenge trope in a striking commissive. He binds individual auditors in a
common and potentially bloody pursuit: to act in accord with Captain John
Brown's words.

John Wilkes Booth's Heroic Oratory
Ossawattomie Brown does not conclude with the scene of John Brown's execution, though it is fair to say that the unstaged event envelops the drama.
In place of the corpse dangling from a Charlestown gibbet-what Herman
Melville called "[t]he meteor of the war" 178-Swayze exhibits the dying bodies of women whose deaths secure collective action. When it came time to
execute John Brown on December 2, 1859, officials made sure to limit the
public's view of his famous body, aware of its divisive significance; in Gary
Alan Fine's words, it had become "the first advertisement for the power of
his beliefs and the tenacity with which he held them." 179 There was also the
widespread fear that a band of abolitionists would attempt to rescue Brown.
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A force of fifteen hundred soldiers, including members of the Richmond militia, known as the Richmond Grays, and cadets from the Virginia Military
Institute in Lexington, assembled in Charlestown to ensure the captive was
hung. Eager civilian spectators were kept at a distance, with the scaffold surrounded by Virginia's military men and journalists who were allowed to draw
closer after much pleading. 180
Present at the execution was twenty-one-year-old John Wilkes Booth,
who had been a resident actor at the Marshall Theater in Richmond since
1858, where he often appeared in such popular vehicles as Jack Cade, Wallace,
'Ibe Hero of Scotland, Hamlet, Pizarro, Brutus, Venice Preserved, Richard III,
William Tell, and Julius Caesar-"historical plays highlighting the struggle

against tyranny and oppression." 181 Spotting the Richmond Grays boarding
the train for Charlestown, Booth bought from the men a spare uniform so
he could tag along, then remained with the Grays from November 18 to December 4. 182 A few days later, the Richmond Enquirer reported Booth's bold
move, and Booth subsequently recalled his "service" in increasingly grandiose
terms. Most important, he had a front-row view of the thrilling scene as
the stoic Brown, hooded and with the noose around his neck, waited more
than ten minutes before the trap door was opened and then writhed for five
minutes on the end of a rope that had been too short to break his neck. 183
Moved not by Brown's cause, which was anathema to him, but by his willingness to die for his beliefs, Booth concluded, "John Brown was a man inspired,
the grandest character of the century!" 184 Brown's execution became a touchstone in Booth's political imagination, at once a symbol of just retribution
for abolitionist treachery and a model of heroic political action in the face of
overwhelming opposition.
One year later and just after a two-month theatrical tour in Georgia and
Alabama, Booth found himself in Philadelphia in the aftermath of Abraham Lincoln's divisive election. On December 13, 1860, with South Carolina's
secession looming, a Grand Union Demonstratio_n was held in the City of
Brotherly Love, with over 10,000 in attendance. 185 Whether Booth attended
the demonstration, read the speeches in the press, or both, he was inspired
to imagine himself in the role of heroic orator, penning a speech never delivered yet preserved by his famous brother, Edwin, as essential to understanding his brother's subsequent actions. 186 Booth had recently performed the
role of Marc Antony in Julius Caesar, and the manuscript speech conjures
an audience with which he interacts, Antony-like. 187 It is a highly theatrical
work of provocative eloquence, blaming disunion on abolitionist speech and
exploiting the occasion of political oratory to foment violent revenge. "Men
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have no right," Booth declares, "to entertain opinions which endanger the
safety of the country. Such men who AJA call trators [sic] ... "188 In the eyes
of this actor-turned-orator, one could repair the ruptured national scene only
by treating those who verbally challenged the rights of Southern slaveholders
as new John Browns.
"Gentlemen,"Booth begins, ''Alow [sic] me a few words! You every-where
permit freedom of speech. You must not deny me now. "189 Picturing the South
as a wronged woman crying out for aid, he accuses his audience of unmanly
inaction: "You are troubled but will not act.... If a foe did wrong, you'd be
revenged. Why not then use justice and revenge to right the states, and save
the Union." 190 Indeed, "Northern fanaticism" has set "[a] fire which naught
but blood & justice can extinguish. "191 Like Hamlet, Othello, or Richelieucharacters Booth references in the speech:.,the thespian declares that men
must take action in light of the betrayal. "I tell you Sirs when treason weighs
heavy in the scale," he cries, "it is a time for us to throw off all gentle feelings
of our natures and summon resolution, pride,justice, Ay, and revenge, to take
the place of those nobler passions in the human heart, respect, forgiveness
and Brotherly-love."192 Further, "I love [my country] so that I oft mentally
exclaim, with Richelieu[,] 0 my native land let me but ward this dagger from
thy heart! and die upon they bossom [sic]." 193 With dramatic speech, Booth
announces his intention to take action, dramatically.
Vengeful actions, Booth acknowledges, are essentially brutal, and in the
speech's (unfinished) peroration, he becomes more forthright about the asyet-unspecified plans that must be justified. Booth demands the execution
of the most vocal abolitionists because their words are equivalent to armed
attack. For legal precedent, he points to the fate of "the grandest character of
this century":
John Brown was executed (yes, and justly) by his country's laws for
attempting in another way, mearly [sic] what these abolitionists are
doing now. I saw John Brown hung. And I blessed the justice of my
contrys [sic] laws. I may say I helped to hang John Brown and while I
live, I shall think with joy upon the day when I saw the sun go down
upon one trator [sic] less within our land. His treason was no more
than theirs,far open force is holier than hidden mJjl.. 194
Anticipating the objections of his imagined audience, Booth develops his
refutation through an exaggerated account of his own valiant past. 195 Still,
Booth's irrepressible admiration for Brown as a man who never shirked a
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battle reinforces his call for a martial response to verbal sedition. (He identifies only one such traitor by name: Henry Ward Beecher. 196) The hero who
knows the danger of his enemies' speech and the limits of his own leads the
people to decisive action.
At a national turning point, at the very start of Southern secession, the
passionate oratory of Northern concessionists and the recollection of John
Brown's execution inspired John Wilkes Booth to compose for himself the
part of heroic orator. Apparently never delivered, held privately by his brother
until 1893, and not published in full for another hundred years, Booth's speech
did not achieve the work it intended in 1860: to justify Booth's plans to kill
abolitionists and to assemble comrades-at-arms. Nonetheless, it testifies to
one actor's faith in the power of oration to foment militancy, uniting a people
to perpetrate violence in the name of national-familial honor. Booth-theorator arose from a theater stocked with rebel leaders and tyrant killers, the
language of honor, and the logic of retaliation. Having judged abolitionist expression to be villainous and having witnessed the execution of John
Brown, Booth imagined his own turn on the national stage as the embattled
but charismatic executor of vengeance. And like Shylock, a role Booth also
performed, 197 he insisted through oration on the implementation of a blood
contract that would ultimately result in his own undoing.
The opponents of slavery whom Booth scorned recognized theatricality as a rhetorically effective medium for countering the violent subdual of
antislavery speech. This is what I have traced, in varying forms and to divergent ends, across texts and performances by Edwin Forrest, Henry Highland Garnet, Harriet Beecher Stowe, William Wells Brown, Mary Webb,
Thomas Wentworth Higginson, Frederick Douglass, J. T. Trowbridge, Dion
Boucicault, Kate Edwards Swayze, Henry David Thoreau, and others. Each
of these actors, writers, rhetors, showmen, and activists worked at a performative crossroads, bringing theatrical forms to oratory and print, emphasizing transformational eloquence within the drama, utilizing the rhetorical resources embedded within theatrical tradition, and highlighting embodiment
and spectacle in the elocutionary arts. The arresting confluences of oratorical
and theatrical practices in the antebellum period made manifest the culture's
interweaving of eloquence and violence and in no small measure provoked
actions necessary to end slavery's brutal reign.
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to his unrivalled powers" (94).
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1847. Richard Moody, Edwin Forrest, First Star of the American Stage (New York:
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Poetics ofjustice from the Revolution to the Civil War (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2013), 152.
47. Indeed, as I will take up more fully in what follows, that disappointment
shapes much of the initial scholarship of recovery on the novel. As Schoolman
writes, "Whereas an earlier critical consensus about the novel emphasized its aesthetic and political failures ... , Dred is quickly coming to be recognized as one of
Stowe's most important works." Schoolman, Abolitionist Geographies, 167.
48. Clayton serves as Aunt Nesbit's lawyer when she sues Mr. Barker for beating and shooting Milly while she was hired out to him. He wins the initial case but
loses on appeal to the State Supreme Court, where his own father, Judge Clayton,
confirms, "THE POWER OF THE MASTER MUST BE ABSOLUTE, TO
RENDER THE SUBMISSION OF THE SLAVE PERFECT. ... [A]s a principle of moral right, every person in his retirement must repudiate it. But, in the
actual condition of things, it must be so." Harriet Beecher Stowe, Dred: A Tale of
the Great Dismal Swamp, ed. Levine, 353-54. For this decision, Stowe drew upon
the actual 1829 ruling in the North Carolina case of State v. Mann, which she had
included in 1be Key to Uncle Tom's Cabin (1853). Clayton quits the bar and repudiates
mastery in disgust, only to face brutal reprisals.
49. Stowe, Dred, 247.
50. As mentioned in chapter 2, the antislavery clergyman in Uncle Tom's Cabin
quotes Matthew 7=12 as a counter to the proslavery citation of Noah's curse of Canaan in Genesis and then warns the slave trader Haley, "God will bring you into
judgment for this." Harriet Beecher Stowe, Uncle Tom's Cabin; or, Lift among the
Lowly, ed. Stephen Rail ton (Boston and New York: Bedford/St. Martin's, 2008), 155.
51. Stowe, Dred, 268.
52. Ibid., 269.
53. Ibid., 484. This bears a resemblance to the mockery of Jesus while on the
cross, when according to Luke 23:37, the soldiers called out, "If thou be the king of
the Jews, save thysel£" In their treatments of sermonizing in Uncle Tom's Cabin and
Dred respectively, critics Dawn Coleman and Stratman emphasize that an aspect of
Stowe's critique of the institutional church's silence on or complicity with slavery
was her relocation of gospel truth to peripheral figures and locations. Dawn Coleman, Preaching and the Rise ofthe American Novel (Columbus: Ohio State Univer-
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sity Press, 2013), chap.' 6; Stratman, "Stowe's Preachers," 380. Ordained and called,
Dickson does not fit the profile of the alternative preacher; indeed, the narrator
emphasizes that he is "one of those men among the ministers of America, who
keep alive our faith in Christianity," and through the quotation of 2 Corinthians
n:26-29, associates him with none other than apostle Paul (247). Still, as Stowe
emphasizes in Appendix III of Dred, the exception proves the rule: proslavery ministers, she notes, "are numerous, and have the predominant influence, while the
Dicksons ... are fewer, and have far less power" (s93).
54. Stowe, Dred, 493. Like Brooks's cane, Gordon's is made of the popular treederived latex material, gutta-percha. Stowe's allusions to the Brooks-Sumner affair in Dred are oft noted in treatments of the novel, but it was also noted in its
day. Grant points to a September 23, 1856, review of the novel in the Buffalo Daily
Republic that calls Tom "a daguerreotype of South Carolina's Brooks." O!ioted in
Grant, Political Antislavery Discourse, 53.
55. Schoolman,Abolitioni;t Geographies, 174. Earlier she writes, "[W]hereas the
abolitionist movement approximately from Garrison's emergence in the early 1830s
to the beginning of the Kansas Crisis in 1854 endeavored to keep insurgent violence
and abolitionist agitation philosophically distinct, the odd conjunction of voting
and violence brought about by Bloody Kansas altered what came to be considered a
politically useable past. Stowe participates in this shift by, on the one hand, portraying white activism in the public sphere as heroic, and, on the other, making Dred
the center of her novel as a means for providing radicalizing inspiration for her
white characters, and, by extension, white readers" (169).
56. Along this line, Grant identifies the novel as an allegory wherein "Dred
becomes the prophetic narrator, Tom Gordon becomes Preston Brooks, Harry becomes a would-be Kansan ~ettler, the lynch mob becomes the border ruffians, [and]
Anne and Clayton become J. C. Underwood," a Southern Republican who was
treated as an outcast. Grant, Political Antislavery Discourse, 58.
57. Stowe, Dred, 458. While it is true that Dred dies before leading his envisioned revolt, he initially escaped slavery by killing the white overseer tasked with
breaking him.
58. Pelletier,Apocalyptic Sentimentalism, 122.
59. Stowe, Dred, 263, 458.
60. In the scene, Dred shames Harry for his hesitation to resist slavery. "'Take
your master's old coats-take your wife when he's done with her-and bless God
that brought you under the light of the Gospel! Go! you are a slave! But, as for me,'
he said, drawing up his head, and throwing back his shoulders with a deep inspiration, 'I am a free man! Free by this,'holding out his rifle. 'Free by the Lord of hosts,
that numbereth the stars, and calleth them forth by their names.'" Ibid., 199.
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6r. The influence Dred wields over that community leads Zwarg to conclude,
"Dred is less important as a character than for the energy he channels through
people around him." Zwarg, "Who's Afraid," 40.
62. Stowe, Dred, 388.
63. Ibid., 453-54. Stowe's typological work in Dredbecomes clear in a reflection
on Dred's use of Old Testament scripture: "Who shall say that, in this world, where
all things are symbolic, bound together by mystical resemblances, and where one
event is the archetype of thousands, that there is not an eternal significance in these
old prophecies?" (450-51).
64. Ibid., 455-56. Garner's story is most famously adapted in Toni Morrison's
classic, Beloved (1987). On Dreds use of the Garner story, see Zwarg, "Who's
Afraid," 44-47. Clymer emphasizes that Cora explains her decision to kill her children rather than allow them to be sent into slavery with reference to her "Virginia
blood" and Revolutionary heritage. Clymer, Family Money, 37.
65. Stowe, Dred, 456. Importantly, Stowe starts the chapter with the assertion,
"We shall never have all the materials for absolute truth on this subject [of slavery],
till we take into account, with our own views and.reasonings, the views and reasonings of those who have bowed down to the yoke, and felt the iron enter into their
souls." Stowe, 445. Another way to understand the Jegar Sahadutha in Dred is that
it represents the extensive archive of slave narratives-published and given orallythat the abolitionist movement had collected in pursuit of its goals.
66. In her remarkable reading of Dred, Zwarg reminds us, "both Stowe and
Douglass experienced a deep ambivalence concerning violence as a strategy for
abolition, which means violence never completely lost its authority in their thinking." For Stowe, argues Zwarg, the violence was eschatological while for Douglass
it was a strategy to be deployed in the context of broader support for abolition.
Zwarg, "Who's Afraid," 33.
67. Frederick Douglass, "If There Is No Struggle There Is No Progress," in Lift
Every Voice: African American Oratory, q87-r9or, ed. Philip S. Foner and Robert .
Branham (Tuscaloosa: University Alabama Press, 1998), 310. He delivered the address in Canandaigua, New York.
68. In contrast, and with reference to the novel's concern with religious enthusiasm, Murison argues that "Stowe's liberal use of Sojourner Truth in her depictions of both Dred and Milly suggests that these characters mirror each other."
Murison, Politics ofAnxiety, 124. While I agree that Stowe is deeply interested in
the political potential of religious enthusiasm, her declaration at the outset of chapter 21-"There is no study in human nature more interesting than the aspects of
the same subject seen in the points of view of different characters"-leads me to
emphasize her careful placement of Milly, Dred, and Harry as foils, or characters
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whose differences illuminate the essential characteristics and guiding principles of
one another. Stowe, Dred, 445.
69. Dred groans when Milly appears at Engedi, her words positioning her immediately as his foil: "If dere must come a day of vengeance, pray not to be in it!"
Stowe, Dred, 461. Levine notes that Stowe based Milly's curse on her mistress-"O,
Lord God in heaven, hear me, and render unto her double!'-on the one Truth issued
to her mistress (based on Zechariah 9:12). Stowe, 6oon4. Notably, Harry issues a
similar response to Jekyl when he learns that Tom Gordon will not allow him to
purchase his freedom. Stowe, 388.
70. Harriet Beecher Stowe, "Sojourner Truth, The Libyan Sibyl," 1he Atlantic,
April 1863; Stowe takes the story from Wendell Phillips.
71. Stowe, Dred, 462.
72. My reading of Milly and Dred as practitioners of provocative eloquence
acknowledges Pelletier's argument of the central place of fear in abolitionist sentimentalism but departs from his assertion that Stowe favors neither Milly nor
Dred's stance. Rather, I argue, Stowe uses Milly and Dred as foils for one another,
representation ofloving versus violent retribution. They are not so much the "two
powerful dimensions to Christ-the lion and the lamb" as they are the God of the
Old Testament and the savior of the New Testament. Pelletier, Apocalyptic Senti-

mentalism, 143.
73. Stowe, Dred, 5IJ·
74. Ibid, 506. Gordon's hateful speech at the end of chapter 28, which is met
with "[b]ursts of crazy, half-drunken applause" (so7), represents one of Stowe's most
chilling portrayals of provocative eloquence. Further, unlike villain Simon Legree
of Uncle Tom's Cabin, Gordon is not tormented in the closing pages of Dredwith a
rapid decline through alcoholism ("that frightful disease") and death without hope
for salvation. See Stowe, Uncle Tom's Cabin, 430.
75. Stowe, Dred, 3.
76. Ibid, 462.
77. Murison, Politics ofAnxiety, 126.
78. "Bowery Theatre-'Dred'," New York Herald, September 30, 1856; "Dred,' At
the Museum," New-York Daily Tribune, October 18, 1856.
79. On these productions, see especially Newman, "Staging Black''; John W.
Frick, Uncle Tom's Cabin on the American Stage and Screen (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012), 26; Heather S. Nathans, Slavery and Sentiment on the American Stage,
q87-I86I: Lifting the Veil ofBlack (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009),
206; Walter J. Meserve, "Social Awareness on Stage: Tensions Mounting, 18501859," in 1he American Stage: Social and Economic Issues from the Colonial Period to the
Present, ed. Ron Engle and Tice L. Miller (New York: Cambridge University Press,
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1993), 92; H. Philip Bolton, Women Writers Dramatized: A Calendar ofPerformances
from Narrative Works Published in English to r900, Novels on Stage 3 (London and
New York: Mansell, 2000), 310; Manuel Herrero-Puertas, "Freak Bodies Politic:
Charles Stratton, Dred, and the Embodiment of National Innocence," American
Quarterly 67, no. 4 (2015): n37-67. A broadside records the fourth American performance: William Cowell's at the Boston Museum, undated. Newman, "Staging
Black," 128.
80. T. Allston Brown, A History of the New York Stage: From the First Performances in q32 to r9or, vol. 1 (New York: Dodd, Mead, & Co., 1903), 328.
81. Dana Rahm Sutton, "John Brougham: The American Performance Career
of an Irish Comedian, 1842-1880" (City University of New York, 1999), 478-80.
Also, playbills from the Bowery, 1856-1857, pfTCS 65 Houghton Library, Harvard
University.
82. Bluford Adams, E Pluribus Barnum: 7he Great Showman and the Making of
US. Popular Culture (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997), u8.
83. "'Dred,' At the National Theatre," New-York Daily Tribune, September 24,
,'
1856.
84. "Dred," Daily Express, October 9, 1856.
85. Hughes, Spectacles of Reform, 3. On the mutual exchange between theater
and fiction in the nineteenth century, see also Alan L. Ackerman, 7he Portable 7heater: American Literature & the Nineteenth-Century Stage (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University, 1999).
86. Stowe, Dred, 99.
87. Ibid., 458.
88. As Jeffory Clymer writes ofTiff, "Stowe minstrelizes him terribly...."Clymer, Family Money, 40.
89. Stowe, Dred, 59, 325-27.
90. Noting that all four U.S. adaptations include the death of Tom Gordon,
Newman concludes, "The adaptations demonstrate that Stowe's own readership
was much more prepared to envisage violent solutions on stage than has been
thought." Newman, "Staging Black," u4.
91. W. Caleb McDaniel, "John Brown, ~ietist," Common Knowledge 16, no. 1
(December 21, 2010): 42, https://doi.org/10.1215/0961754X-2009-059
92. Herrero-Puertas, "Freak Bodies Politic," n51. Herrero-Puertas identifies the
figure ofTom Thumb, or Charles Stratton, to be the reason for this success.
93. "Dred," October 9, 1856.
94. Adams, E Pluribus Barnum, 129.
95. Ibid., 130 ..
96. In an unpublished paper, Alex Black argues of Cipher Cute, "His most
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immediate ancestors are Gumption Cute, from Aiken's Uncle Tom, and Penetrate
Partyside, from Conway's." Alex W. Black, '"The Educated Outlaw': Labor Abolitionism in Conway's Dred' 2014, 4.
97. H.J. Conway, Dred; A Tale of the Great Dismal Swamp. A Drama, in Four
Acts, Founded on the Novel ofthe Same Title, by Mrs. H B. Stowe (New York, 1856), 24.
98. Black, "Educated Outlaw," 3-4. Black also examines Cute's "No doubt
property's property" speech and emphasizes how Cute's experience with unintentional "racial passing" leads to abolitionist sentiment.
99. The first half of the scene brings together Nina Gordon, Uncle John, Aunt
Nesbit, and her spiritual adviser Obadiah Orthodox to discuss Nina's three beaux
and in particular Edward Clayton, who arrives just in time for Nina's description of
him. The second half of the scene begins with the arrival of Cipher Cute, who has
been mistaken for the fugitive Jem and chased by dogs. Conway, Dred, 30.
IOO. Ibid.
101. Ibid. Again the parallels with the Brooks-Sumner affair are prominent.
rn2. Ibid., 31.
rn3. Ibid.
104. Ibid.
rn5. Ibid., 40.
rn6. Ibid.
107. Ibid., 41.
rn8. Adams, E Pluribus Barnum, 142.
109. J. L. Austin, How to Do 1.bings with Words, ed. J. 0. Urmson and Marina
Sbisa, 2nd ed. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1975), 157-58.
no. The precedent for the theatrical commissive includes Greek and Shakespearean tragedies, and co~missives abound in nineteenth-century drama. Edwin
Forrest's most famous non-Shakespearean heroes (Metamora, Spartacus, and Jack
Cade), for example, take fatal oaths to protect the weak or to avenge harm, thereby
fomenting communal affiliation and broader military conflict. See chapter 1 for
a treatment of Forrest's tragic heroes and the way in which they stand ready for
antislavery signification.
III. Conway, Dred, 42.
II2. Ibid., 44.
n3. Ibid.
n4. Ibid., 45.
n5. Ibid., 47. The novel's Tom Tit of Canema is also conflated with Dulcimer
in Brougham's adaptation and appeared to one reviewer as "a sort of male Topsy."
"Bowery Theatre-'Dred,"' New York Herald, September 30, 1856. Reviews of the
novel's adaptations pointed out the repetition with Uncle Tom's Cabin. One ·noted, .
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"Harry ... is a repetition of George Harris .... Tom Gordon is a modified Legree,"
"Dred," October 9, 1856.
u6. Conway, Dred, 48.
117. '½.t the Museum," October 18, 1856; Adams, E Pluribus Barnum, 142;
Herrero-Puertas, "Freak Bodies Politic," 1153.
u8. On the verdictive, see Austin, How To Do 7hings with Words, 153. Austin
notes throughout his lecture on verdictives, exercitives, commissives, behabitives,
and expositives their unavoidable overlaps.
u9. Conway, Dred, 48.
120. Ibid., 17.
121. '½.t the Museum," October 18, 1856.
122. Drawing on a speech Barnum made to, the Connecticut legislature in 1865,
Herreo-Puertas concludes, "In Barnum's racial universe, black bodies would be normalized only after whites educate them." Herrero-Puertas, "Freak Bodies Politic,"
u59.
123. John Brougham, Dred; or 7he Dismal Swamp. A Play in Five Acts. Dramatized (By Special Permission,) From Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe's Novel, French's
American Drama, acting edition, C (New York: Samuel French, 1856), r.
124. For an overview of Brougham's life and career, see especially, Pat M. Ryan,
"John Brougham: The Gentle Satirist," Bulletin of the New York Public Library 63
(1959): 619-40; Shelley Armitage, "John Brougham," ed. StanleyTrachtenberg,Dictionary ofLiterary Biography (Detroit: Broccoli Clark/Gale, 1982).
125. Brougham, Dred, 18.
126. Ibid., 19.
127. They also distance him from rowdy bar songs; the other character who sings
repeatedly in Brougham's adaptation is the drunkard, Mr. Cripps.
128. On Rice's affirmation of essential "black grotesquerie," including in an 1837
curtain speech, see Douglas A. Jones Jr., "Black Politics but Not Black People,"
TDR· 7he Drama Review 57, no. 2 (Summer 2013): 33-34.
129. Brougham, Dred, II.
130. Ibid., 34.
131. Ibid. Dred's words are extensive in the close of act 4, scene r, and come
primarily from Stowe's novel, with rearrangement.
(

132. Ibid., 34, 35.
133. Ibid., 35.
134. Ibid., 36.
135. Ibid., 36, 38.
136. Ibid., 41. In the conclusion of chapter 29, the dying Dred utters these sentences, with slight variation. The utterances draw on Luke 18:7 and Job 16:18. See
Stowe, Dred, 513, 6I4mo, 614m1.
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137. Newman highlights this scene as proof that the drama's comedy is excessive
and irredeemable. Newman, "Staging Black," 127. I believe that, insofar as the scene
comes directly from Stowe's novel, it represents another way in which Brougham
separates the comic elements of the performance from a deadly serious staging of
violent resistance to slavery.
138. Brougham, Dred, 43.
139. Ibid.
140. Newman, "Staging Black," 127.
141. As evidenced by playbills, starting on October 1, Brougham's Dredwas presented in three acts that moved up the death ofTom Gordon to the end of act 1 and
generally compressed the action of the entire plot. As a result, the conflict between
Gordon and Dred and between Gordon and Harry occurs entirely in what appears
to be an over-stuffed act 1, and acts 2 and 3 are devoted almost exclusively to the
experiences of Tiff and the Cripps family. Nonetheless, Dred still dies a dramatic
death while defending the fugitives in the penultimate scene.
142. "BoweryTheatre-'Dred'," New York Herald, September 30, 1856.
143. "'Dred,' At the Museum,'' New York Herald, October 17, 1856.
144. Butler, "Speech 1854," 236.
145. "Untitled," Lowell Daily Citizen, February 12, 1857-

Chapter Four
r. E. B., "Letter from a O!Jaker Lady to John Brown," 1he Liberator, November n, 1859. She writes just prior to the Portia reference, "If Moses led out the
thousands ofJewish slaves from their bondage, and God destroyed the Egyptians
in the sea because they went after the Israelites to bring them back to slavery, then
surely, by the same reasoning, ~e may judge thee a deliverer who wished to release
millions from a more cruel oppression. If the American people honor Washington
for resisting with bloodshed for seven years an unjust tax, how much more ought
thou to be honored for seeking to free the poor slaves!"
2 . Ibid. The full passage is as follows: "You can never know how very many
dear Friends love thee with all their hearts, for thy brave efforts in behalf of the
poor oppressed; and though we, who are non-resistants, and religiously believe it
better to reform by moral, and not by carnal weapons, could not approve of bloodshed, yet we know thee was animated by the most generous and philanthropic
motives. Very many thousands openly approve thy intentions, though most Friends
would not think it right to take up arms."
3. Frederick Douglass, "What to the Slave Is the Fourth ofJuly?" in American
Speeches, ed. Edward L. Widmer (New York: Library of America, 2006), 538. He
continues, "O! had I the ability, and could I reach the nation's ear, I would, to-day,
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pour out a fiery stream of biting ridicule, blasting reproach, withering sarcasm, and
stern rebuke."
4. Jeannine Marie DeLombard, Slavery on Trial· Law,Abolitionism, and Print
Culture (University of North Carolina Press, 2007), 12.
5. Ibid., 69.
6. Joseph R. Roach, Cities of the Dead: Circum-Atlantic Performance (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1996), 26.
7. Ibid., 29.
8. As Heather S. Nathans and Coppelia Kahn write, Shakespeare's works in
this period were "a kind of palimpsest upon which Americans continually reinscribed new notions of identity and belonging." Coppelia Kahn and Heather S.
Nathans, introduction to Shakespearean Educations: Power, Citizenship, and Performance, ed. Coppelia Kahn, Heather S. Nathani ,'and Mimi Godfrey (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 20n), 21.
9. As Roach writes (in reference to another text), "To perform as protagonists
of gendered whiteness, they must rely on an unnamed black antagonist, who, like
millions of indispensable actors in the dramas of rhe circum-Atlantic world, remains forgotten but not gone." Roach, Cities ofthe'Dead, 31.
10. 4.1.89. All Merchant quotations come from William Shakespeare, Shakespeare's Play of The Merchant of Venice: Arranged far Representation at the Princess's
Theatre, with Historical and Explanatory Notes (London: John K. Chapman & Co.,
1858).
II. 4.1.190-208.
12. Portia pleads to no avail, "Be merciful; /Take thrice thy money; bid me tear
the bond." 4.1.242-43.
13. On the evolving interpretation of Shylock since his creation, see John
Gross, Shylock: A Legend and Its Legacy (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1992).
14. In modern editions, the lines are found near the beginning of act 3, scene 1,
but the 1858 Chapman edition makes this act 3, scene 2.
15. 4.1.91-102. Anglo-Jewish editor Israel Davis would later reflect that the
speech "must have smitten for many years afterwards the consciences of the traffickers in the slave trade." Israel Davis, "Shylock's 'nobility and Distinction' (1879),"
in Shakespeare: The Critical Tradition, The Merchant of Venice, ed. William Baker and
Brian Vickers (Thoemmes Continuum, 2005), 132.
16. Thomas C. Bilello, "Accomplished with What She Lacks: Law, Equity, and
Portia's Con," in The Law in Shakespeare, ed. Constance Jordan and Karen Cunningham (Basingstoke, England and New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 109.
Bilello actually rejects the standard reading of equity versus common law literalism
he describes here and which is better seen in Richard A. Posner, "Law and Com-
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merce in 7be Merchant of Venice," in Shakespeare and the Law: A Conversation among
Disciplines and Professions, ed. Bradin Cormack, Martha Craven Nussbaum, and
Richard Strier (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 2013), 147-55.
Posner writes, ''A punctilious legalism is the pariah's protection. But he who lives
by the letter of the law may perish by it" (151). Andrew Zurcher argues that Portia's
decision "relies on one of the most fundamental and firmly held of common law
maxims, verba fortius accipiuntur contra proferentem ['a man's words shall be taken
most strongly against himself]." Andrew Zurcher, Shakespeare and Law (London:
Arden Shakespeare, 2oro), 2701 1.
17· 4.r.352-53.
l8. 4.1.347.
19. In the antebellum period, U.S. residents from all walks of life-black and
white, male and female, laboring and elite-read, memorized, performed, lampooned, and applauded the bard. On the centrality of Shakespeare in American
culture, see especially Lawrence W. Levine, Highbrow/Lowbrow: 7be Emergence of
Cultural Hierarchy in America (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1988),
chap. 1; Kim C. Sturgess, Shakespeare and the American Nation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press; 2004); Frances N. Teague, Shakespeare and the American
Popular Stage (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), chaps. 2-5. On the
importance of Shakespeare particularly to African American, working-class, and
female residents of the United States from the late eighteenth century through the
mid-nineteenth century, see Heather S. Nathans, '"A Course of Learning and Ingenious Studies': Shakespearean Education and Theater in Antebellum America," in
Kahn, Nathans, and Godfrey, Shakespearean Educations, 541 0.
20. Kahn and Nathans, introduction, 20. See also Sandra M. Gustafson, "Eloquent Shakespeare," in Kahn, _Nathans, and Godfrey, Shakespearean Educations,
71-91. On the elocutionary movement, see Jay Fliegelman, Declaring Independence:
Jefferson, Natural Language, & the Culture of Performance (Stanford, CA: Stanford
University Press, 1993).
21. Kahn and Nathans, introduction, 21.
22. A representative sample of elocutionary textbooks from this period that
include act 4, scene 1 from Merchant of Venice: James Burgh's Art of Speaking (Boston 1795); William Enfield's Exercises in Elocution (London 1804); John Hall's 7be
Reader's Guide, Containing a Notice ofthe Elementary Sounds in the English Language
(Hartford 1836); George Vandenhoff's A Plain System ofElocution (New York 1845);
Barton Ross's Rhetorical Manual, or, Southern Fifth Reader (New Orleans 1854); and
Salem Town and Nelson M. Holbrook's 7be Progressive Fourth Reader for Public
and Private Schools (Boston 1864). Textbooks that excerpt Portia's speech on mercy
include Benjamin Smart's 7beory and Practice of Elocution (London 1820), David .
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Tower's North American First Class Reader (Boston 1848), and Epes Sargent's FirstClass Standard Reader (Boston 1854).
23. James Burgh, 7he Art of Speaking (Boston: Printed by Thomas Hall, for
James White and Ebenezer Larkin, 1795), 185, 187, emphasis mine. Notably, Shylock's lines on slavery are cut from this excerpt.
24. George Vandenhoff, A Plain System of Elocution: Or, Logical and Musical
Reading and Declamation, with Exercises in Prose and Verse (New York: C. Shepherd,
1845), 88.
25. Gross, Shylock, 138. James Wallack played Shylock, son Lester Wallack
played Bassanio, and John Brougham played Gratiano in the production. See FitzJames O'Brien, "Dramatic Feuilleton," Saturday Press, December 18, 1858, The Vault
at Pfaff's (Lehigh University). Brougham went on to pen the farce Much Ado about
a Merchant of Venice (1858). One wonders whether Boucicault saw this production
before or while writing 1he Octoroon.
26. William Hazlitt, "Sympathy for Shylock, but Not for Portia (1817)," in
Baker and Vickers, Shakespeare: The Critical Tradition, 133.
27. Henry Norman Hudson, "Shakespeare's fVenhandedness (185r/1872)," in
Baker and Vickers, Shakespeare: The Critical Traditi6n, 75.
28. Kirk Mallory Reynolds, "A Stage History of 'The Merchant of Venice,'
1596-1982: A Study Based on Selected Promptbooks" (University of South Carolina, 1987), 193-94; December 17, 1858, Wallack's playbill [in box labeled Lyceum
(Brougham's)], Playbills and Programs from New York City Theaters, Ca. 18001930, pf TCS 65, Houghton Library, Harvard University. Reynolds , notes that
Booth's 1878 production also ended with the trial, and in an appendix indicates that
Booth's 1857 production actually appears to have had three possible endings for the
play, including closing with Shylock's exit.
The power of the trial scene surely rests in its inclusion of what Robert A. Ferguson describes as the "three separate but interlocking catalysts" of the high-profile
trial: "a spread of conflict,'' "an element of shock or sudden reversal of circumstance
or a startling twist in recognition," and "an inviting iconography at work, a visceral
appeal that carries from the concrete to the imagination of the onlooker." Robert
A. Ferguson, 1he Trial in American Life (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2007), 2.
29. John Brougham, Much Ado about a Merchant of Venice, from the Original
Text-A Long Way, French's Minor Drama 308 (New York: Samuel French, 1858),
22-23; then, as now, a Philadelphia lawyer referred to "one expert in the exploitation
of legal technicalities." "Philadelphia, n." OED Online. Oxford University Press,
December 2015. Accessed 18 February 2016.
30. Reynolds, "Stage History," 155, 166.
31. December 17, 1858, Wallack's playbill, pfTCS 65, Harvard Theatre Collection.
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32. As Anna Brownell Jameson wrote, "These two splendid figures are worthy
of each other; worthy of being placed together within the same rich framework
of enchanting poetry, and glorious and graceful forms." Anna Brownell Jameson,
"Portia (1833)," in Baker and Vickers, Shakespeare: 'Ihe Critical Tradition, 47.
33. Nathans, ''A Course of Learning," 66.
34. Georgianna Ziegler, "The Actress as Shakespearean Critic: Three
Nineteenth-Century Portias," 'Iheatre Survey 30, no. 1-2 (1989): 93.
35. 01ioted in Ziegler, 94. Ziegler goes on to note, dismissively, "Reading a
character only in this way, however, leads to identifying it with the platitudes of
Victorian womanhood which color the remarks of contemporary critics."
36. Hudson, "Shakespeare's Evenhandedness (185r/1872)," 71.
37. Anna U. Russell and William Russell, 'Ihe Young Ladies' Elocutionary
Reader; Containing a Selection of Reading Lessons (Boston: J. Munroe & Co., 1851),
402;Jameson's full treatment of Portia from Characteristics of Women: Moral, Poetica
and Historical (1833, 2nd ed.), including the trial scene, may be found in Jameson,
"Portia (1833)."
38. For examples, see L. S. M, "Woman and Her Needs," DeBow's Review of
the Southern and Western States, September 1852; "Untitled," 'Ihe Daily Comet, July
19, 1854; "Sentence of Henrietta Robinson, the 'Veiled Murderess' [from 'Ihe Troy
Times]," 'Ihe Ashland Union,July 4, 1855; "Women Lawyers," Southern Sentinel, December 8, 1855.
39. Gross, Shylock, 128,133. Mahon quotes critic William Hazlitt on the impact
of Kean's performance: "his Jew is more than half Christian. Certainly, our sympathies are much oftener with him than with his enemies. He is honest in his vices;
they are hypocrites in their virtues." 01ioted in John W. Mahon, "The Fortunes of
The Merchant of Venice from 1596-2001," in The Merchant of Venice: New Critical
Essays, ed. John W. Mahon and Ellen Macleod Mahon (New York: Routledge,
2002), 24. Leading players on both sides of the Atlantic took up the part of Shylock:
Edmund Kean, Charles Kean, William Charles Macready, Edwin Forrest, Junius
Brutus Booth, Edwin Booth, and Henry Irving all performed the role. Gross, Shylock, chap. 9; Mahon, "Fortunes ofThe Merchant of Venice," 24--:34.
40. Reynolds, "Stage History," 156, 166, 198. It is worth noting that even the
perception of Shylock's villainy was changing over the course this period. Nathans
argues that in colonial America and the early republic, Shylock's relationship to
Jessica (a role also popular in the period and "acquiring additional songs and small
scenes along the way") was likely key as audiences "imagined [Shylock] as the repressive paternal figure (Britain) successfully defeated by a rising generation (the
former colonists) that would reconcile all differences." In a more recent study, Nathans points to Thomas Abthorpe Cooper's performance of Shylock at the turn
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of the nineteenth century as initiating sympathetic interpretations in the United
States (prior to Kean's more noted performances). Heather S. Nathans, "'A Much
Maligned People': Jews on and off the Stage in the Early American Republic,"
Early American Studies: An Interdisciplinary Journal 2, no. 2 (2004): 124; Heather S.
Nathans,Hideous Characters and Beautiful Pagans (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2017), 34.
41. Hudson, "Shakespeare's Evenhandedness (185r/1872)," 73. Baker and Vickers
note that Hudson's treatment of Merchant in Shakespeare, His Life, Art, and Characters (1872) "is essentially a reprint of Hudson's introduction to his 1851 edition of the
play" (68).
42. As Sandra Gustafson has explored, Daniel Webster and Frederick Douglass, in their respective defense and critique of the Fugitive Slave Law, drew on
Shakespeare's plays (especially Julius Caesar and Macbeth), and Nathans notes that
as early as 1789, Shylock's famous speech asserting equality was adapted to the
abolitionist cause when a formerly enslaved person wrote in the American Museum,
"Has not a negro eyes? Has not a negro hands, organs, dimensions, senses, affec~
tions, passions?" Gustafson, "Eloquent Shakespeare," 83-88; Nathans, ''A Course of
Learning," 54.
'<:
43. "Slavery. The Right of Northern Interference," 1he Anti-Slavery Record,
April 1837, 6.
44. Deak Nabers, Victory ofLaw: 1he Fourteenth Amendment, the Civil l¾r, and
American Literature, I852-I867 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006),
8. Admittedly, Nabers's discussion of the reinterpretation of the Constitution as an
antislavery document locates this and other argumentative developments in the
1850s. "Slavery: The Right of Northern Interference" represents an early use of these
arguments just as it contains the earliest abolitionist use I have been able to find of
the eloquence of Portia. While appearing in a Garrisonian publication, it offers a
very un-Garrisonian vision of the Constitution.
45. "Slavery. The Right of Northern Interference," 7. The ellipsis indicates where
the relevant passage from Merchant (4.1.316-24) appears.
46. Ibid.
47. Nabers, Victory ofLaw, 8, 9.
48. On the political antislavery call for Northern agency in the 1850s and the
literary pursuit of the same, see David Grant, Political Antislavery Discourse and
American Literature ofthe I850s (University of Delaware Press, 2012), chap. r.
49. Nabers argues that concerns with constitutional interpretation in the 1840s
and 1850s, including the questions of "whether legal authority inhered in the law
as such or in its interpretation" and "whether the law was properly understood as a
wholly human syntax or a human effort to codify a more divine grammar," shapes
and is shaped by literature of the era. Nabers, Victory ofLaw, n.
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bridge:
51.
52.
53.

Gregg D. Crane, Race, Citizenship, and Law in American Literature (CamCambridge University Press, 2002), 6.
Ibid., 17.
DeLombard, Slavery on Trial, chap. 1.
Caleb Smith, 1he Oracle and the Curse: A Poetics ofJustice from the Revolution
to the Civil T¾r (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2013), 20, 4.
54. Ibid., 26-28, 171; Kevin Pelletier, Apocalyptic Sentimentalism: Love and
Fear in U. S. Antebellum Literature (University of Georgia Press, 2015), 19. Reflecting on the unease surrounding the use of the curse by the 1859-6! period,
Smith writes, "Would readers carry their conviction to the public sphere of
print, to the legislature, or into open rebellion? These questions .. . are basic
to understanding how a narrative could have been imagined as an appeal to a
contemporary public capable of reforming the law, or as a call to militant resistance" (190).
55. "Party Platforms, and Party Practices," Burlington Free Press,June 2, 1854.
56. To "throw away the scabbard" is, notably, a common proverb dating back to
the eighteenth century and subsequently enshrined by none other than Stonewall
Jackson in a March 1861 speech to cadets at the Virginia Military Institute, where
he was an instructor. See Bartlett Jere Whiting, Early American Proverbs and Proverbial Phrases (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1977),
427; S. C. Gwynne, Rebel Yell· 1he Violence, Passion, and Redemption of Stonewall
Jackson (New York: Scribner, 2014), 29.
57. Richard Hildreth, Despotism in America: An Inquiry into the Nature, Results,
and Legal Basis of the Slave-Holding System in the United States (Boston: John P.
Jewett,1854),253.
58. Ibid., 260-61. The first edition of Despotism appeared in 1840.
59. 4.1.329-30. Punctuation here is slightly different from the 1858 Chapman
edition.
60. Hildreth, Despotism in America, 262.
61. Anonymous, "Anniversary of the American Anti-Slavery Society," 1he
Anti-Slavery Bugle, May 23, 1857, emphasis mine.
62. Thomas Wentworth Higginson to Louisa Storrow Higginson, 18 January
1851. Houghton Library, MS Am 784. Higginson refers to the lecture, Sumner's
candidacy, and his first meeting with Henry Ward Beecher in this letter, suggesting
his reflections on the play could not be separated from heightened tensions over
slavery in his home state. Many thanks to Sandra Harbert Petrulionis for generously sharing transcriptions of this and the other Higginson letters and journal
entries cited in this chapter.
63. Thomas Wentworth Higginson to Louisa Storrow Higginson, 3 March .
1857. Houghton Library, MS Am 784. An earlier letter shares his enthusiasm for
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Kemble's reading of A Midsummer Nights Dream. Thomas Wentworth Higginson
to unknown recipient, 12 February 1850. Houghton Library, MS Am 784.
64. Thomas Wentworth Higginson to F. H. Underwood, 21 November 1853.
Houghton Library, MS Am 784. Underwood was then an assistant editor at The

Atlantic Monthly.

65. Thomas Wentworth Higginson, "The Duty of Massachusetts," The Libera-

tor, February 25, 1859.

66. 4.1.343-44.
67. Tilden G. Edelstein, Strange Enthusiasm: A Life of Thomas Wentworth Higginson (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1968), 170. "Duty of Massachusetts"
begins with an emphasis on his fellow petition signers from Worcester.
68. Higginson, "Duty of Massachusetts."
69. On the ambiguity of whether Stowe's Senator Bird is an Ohio state legislator or a member of the U.S. Senate from Ohio, see Martha Schoolman,Abolitionist
Geographies (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2or4), 141.
70. James Freeman Clarke, Secession, Concession, or Self-Possession: Which? (Boston: Walker, Wise, 1861), 34; Clarke writes just aboye this passage, "Unquestionably,
the purpose of [Massachusetts's Liberty Law of 1855] is to make it difficult to retake
a fugitive in Massachusetts; and it has done so. It says to the man claiming his
brother as a slave, what Portia says to Shylock, 'Take thy pound of flesh; but take
care you do not shed a drop of blood in doing it."'
71. Walter J. Meserve and Mollie Ann Meserve, eds., Fateful Lightning: Americas Civil l¾r Plays (New York: Feedback Theatrebooks & Prospero Press, 2000 ), 71.
On the hissing match, see J. T. Trowbridge, "Some Confessions of a Novel-Writer,"
The Atlantic Monthly, March 1895, 322.
72. On his adaptation of the novel, see J. T. Trowbridge, "Preface," in Neighbor
Jackwood· A Domestic Drama, in Five Acts (New York, 1857), 3.
73. Jennifer De Vere Brody, Impossible Purities: Blackness, Femininity, and Victorian Culture (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1998), 16. Brody coins the term
"mulattaroon" to capture the various permutations of the figure. Theorizations of
racial intermixture and the tragic mulatta more specifically include Brody, Impossible Purities; Werner Sollors, Neither Black nor White yet Both: Thematic Explorations of Interracial Literature (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), chap. 8;
Tavia Nyong'o, The Amalgamation l¾ltz: Race, Performance, and the Ruses ofMemory
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2009); Diana Rebekkah Paulin, Imperfect Unions: Staging Miscegenation in US. Drama and Fiction (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2or2).
74. Roach, Cities ofthe Dead, 182.
75. Nyong'o writes, "Cultural hybridity became the centerpiece of the drama
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of human liberation as forms of racial and humanistic essentialism were deployed
to harness its more irreverent and outrageous consequences. And it is within this
context, within this fold, that the discourses of miscegenation and amalgamation
proliferated." Nyong'o, The Amalgamation Waltz, 22.
76. On the figure of the stage Yankee in Trowbridge's play, see Heather S. Nathans, Slavery and Sentiment on the American Stage, q87-I86I: Lifting the Veil ofBlack
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 164-67.
77. J. T. Trowbridge, Neighbor jackwood, rev. ed. (Boston: Lee and Shepard,
1895), 6-13.
78. Ibid., 6.
79. Ibid., 7.
Bo. On the case of Anthony Burns, see especially Albert J. Von Frank, The Trials ofAnthony Burns: Freedom and Slavery in Emerson's Boston (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1998).
Br. Trowbridge, Neighbor Jackwood (1895), 9. Subsequent quotations in paragraph from same page.
82. Burns's freedom was purchased the following February through the efforts
of Boston's Reverend Leonard A. Grimes and Charles C. Barry. Von Frank, Trials,
290.
83. Trowbridge, Neighbor ]ackwood (1895), 13. This was not the first time Trowbridge had felt compelled to attack the Fugitive Slave Law in print. Benjamin
Perley Poore hired Trowbridge to work on the American Sentinelin 1850 and trusted
it to him in his absences. Trowbridge writes, "It was during his absence in Washington, early in 1851, that a poor little innocent article of mine, touching satirically
upon our Northern zeal in slave-catching and Southern threats of secession (burning questions then), lost it many subscribers, and, I fear, hastened its demise." J. T.
Trowbridge, My Own Story: With Recollections of Noted Persons (Boston and New
York: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1903), 158.
84. Trowbridge, Neighbor jackwood (1895), r. Von Frank notes that Trowbridge
was one of four associates, including Benjamin Shillabar, Benjamin Drew, and William D. O'Connor, to write a book inspired by the Burns case. Von Frank, Trials,

356.
85. KJV Luke 10:25-37.
86. Qyoted in Trowbridge, Neighbor jackwood (1895), 15-16.
87. John Townsend Trowbridge, Neighbor jackwood (1857), in Fateful Lightning:
America's Civil War Plays, ed. Walter J. Meserve and Mollie Ann Meserve (New
York: Feedback TheatreBooks & Prospero Press, 2000), 85.
88. Ibid. Rigglesty's assertion that "There an't half enough Good Samaritans in
this world!" proves quite true.
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89. Von Frank, Trials, 128. He writes, "the shouts of the milling crowd outside ... made the nearer language of the lawyers hard to hear."
90. Trowbridge, Neighbor ]ackwood (1857), 148.
91. Ibid.
92. Ibid.
93. Ibid.
94. Ibid. The actions that follow in the original novel are very much like that in
the play, though more protracted. Hector declares "She is mine!' to which Dickson
responds "She is mine ... by order of this court-by the laws of the country!" Hector: "She is mine ... by the one eternal Law!" Dickson, of course, responds, "That
don't hold in our courts! ... I order the marshal to do his duty!" "'Amen!' Hector
turned to the court, his score and triumph quivering in every fibre of his frame, in
every line and curve of his defiant face. 'I call,upon all to do the duty of men! There
is no power to take from me my own!'" In what follows, Dickson draws his pistol,
Hector knocks it out of his hand, and then passes his paper to Dole with sarcastic
words: "Give that to your master!"Trowbridge, Neighbor jackwood (1895), 441.
95. Trowbridge, Neighbor jackwood (1857), 149.
96. Thomas C. Bilello observes of Merchant, "the court's operation can best be
understood in terms ... of the exertion of Portia's will through her disingenuous
use of the law" and thus Portia's control over the court "implicates the very laws and
legal procedures of Venice." Bilello, "Accomplished with What She Lacks," no, 123.
97. Trowbridge, Neighbor jackwood (1857), 149.
98. Trowbridge, Neighbor ]ackwood (1895), 13. Trowbridge finished the novel
while in Paris in 1855, but his publisher delayed the novel's appearance until winter
1856 so sales would not be negatively affected by the appearance of Stowe's Dred: A
Tale ofthe Great Dismal Swamp earlier that year. As discussed in chapter 3, Stowe's
novel about a fugitive from slavery who prophesies divine retribution against all
slaveholders but stops short of inflicting the violent blow he envisions directly engages with the question of African Americans' role in political and social crusades
against slavery. As this passage makes clear, Stowe's Uncle Tom~ Cabin seems only
to have increased Trowbridge's wish to avoid black male characters.
99. Ibid., 14.
100. Patrick Healy, "'.Appropriate' and 'Octoroon' Among Obie Award Winners," New York Times Online, May 19, 2014. Jacobs-Jenkins originally developed
An Octoroon in 2010, and he won the 2014 Obie for it and Appropriate. In fall 2016,
Jacobs-Jenkins was named a MacArthur Fellow.
101. On Boucicault's borrowing of Reid's narrative and the participation of both
in a British adaption of the tragic mulatta of U.S. antislavery discourse, see especially Kimberly Snyder Manganelli, Transatlantic Spectacles of Race: The Tragic
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Mulatta and the Tragic Muse (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2012),
chap.3.
102. Spelling varies between M'Closky and M'Closkey across productions. I use
the spelling (M'Closky) that appears in the 1861 American publication of the play
and in Jeffrey Richards's 1997 edition and Sarika Bose's 2014 edition. While I have
not been very successful convincing others, I am determined that M'Closky is a
near anagram of Shylock (switching the m for an h), a nod to what I will describe
below as the play's debts to Merchant of Venice. Another interesting connection is
that a villain by the name ofMcCloskey appears in Frank Webb's .1857 novel about
the perils faced by free African Americans in antebellum Philadelphia.
103. Dion Boucicault, 1he Octoroon, ed. Sarika Bose (Peterborough, ON: Broadview Press, 2014), 33, 35.
104. Sidney Kaplan, "1he Octoroon: Early History of the Drama of Miscegenation," 1he Journal of Negro Education 20, no. 4 (1951): 547-57, https://doi.
org/10.2307/2966291; see also Deirdre McFeely, Dion Boucicault: Irish Identity on
Stage (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 9-12.
105. December 30, 1859, Winter Garden playbill, Playbills and Programs from
New York City Theaters, Ca. 1800-1930, pfTCS 65, Houghton Library, Harvard
University.
106. Qyoted in Kaplan, "1he Octoroon," 548. Most critics focus on the ambivalence of the play concerning slavery and Boucicault's attempt to manage its shifty
political signification. Kaplan provides a rich account of how Boucicault's play
harnessed antislavery interest and current events, along with dramatic convention.
More recently, Sarah Meer documents Boucicault's proslavery statements and how
he attempted to manage the meaning of the play through statements in the press,
testimony before the Parliament Select Committee in 1866, and the revised ending.
Suggesting that "all ofBoucicault's actions could as easily be attributed to his business sense as to artistic integrity,"Meer describes the playwright-with his fixation
on social hierarchy-as "'lukewarm' on issues of slavery and race." Focusing on the
legal aspects of the drama; Gary A. Richardson assumes the play was inherently antislavery yet concerned first and foremost with "the viability of the law as a framework for democratic society." Mark Mullen and Stephanie Pocock pick up this
thread of argument in their respective considerations ofBoucicault's use of the trial
scene. Also relevant to this chapter is Katy L. Chiles's conclusion that the moral
of 1he Octoroon lies in a "reconstituted and revalidated sense of U.S. whiteness"
and Matthew Rebhorn's discussion of the play's "amalgamation" of melodrama and
frontier aesthetic to challenge established narratives of American identity. Kaplan,
"The Octoroon"; Sarah Meer, "Boucicault's Misdirections: Race, Transatlantic Theatre and Social Position in 1he Octoroon," Atlantic Studies: Literary, Cultural, and .
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Historical Perspectives 6, no. 1 (2009): 84, 92; Gary A. Richardson, "Boucicault's The
Octoroon and American Law," Theatre Journal 34, no. 2 (1982): 155; Mark Mullen,
"The Work of the Public Mind," Nineteenth Century Theatre & Film 27, no. 2 (1999):
89-u5; Stephanie J. Pocock, "The Judicial and the Melodramatic Stage: Trial Scenes
in Boucicault's Arrah-Na-Pogue and The Octoroon," Theatre journal 60 (2008): 54561; Katy L. Chiles, "Blackened Irish and Brownfaced Amerindians: Constructions
of American Whiteness in Dion Boucicault's The Octoroon," Nineteenth Century
Theatre & Film 31, no. 2 (2004): 28-50; Matthew Rebhorn, Pioneer_ Performances:
Staging the Frontier (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), chap. 4.
ro7. Reviews included in Boucicault, Octoroon, 77-86.
ro8. Kaplan, "The Octoroon," 548-52. The quotation from the Times appears on 551.
Jefferson stated, "The truth of the matter is, it was non-committal. The dialogue and
the characters of the play made one feel for t4~. South, but the action proclaimed
against slavery and called loudly for abolition." Qyoted in Sarika Bose, introduction to The Octoroon, by Boucicault, ro.
109. 16 December 1859 letter from Agnes Robertson to the Herald included in
Boucicault, Octoroon, 97. On Robertson's concerns, see also Kaplan, "The Octoroon,"
553.

Bose, introduction, II.
III. Letter included in Boucicault, Octoroon, ro2-3.
n2. Meer, "Boucicault's Misdirections," 86. Bose includes accounts of alternative endings and extant passages in her edition of the play.
n3. Qioted in McFeely, Dion Boucicault, 173.
n4. Daphne Brooks, Bodies in Dissent: Spe/tacular Performances ofRace and Freedom, r850-r9ro (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006), 34.
n5. Brody, Impossible Purities, 52. As Brody argues, the fact that Robertson was
known for breeches roles and for playing multiple parts in a single production made
her an apt actor for such a liminal part (52).
n6. Ibid., 57.
117. In his treatment of vengeance in The Octoroon, Roach focuses in on these
extrajudicial proceedings as essential to reading the meaning of race and difference
in the play. See Roach, Cities ofthe Dead, 200-201.
n8. Boucicault, Octoroon, 64.
n9. Rebhorn, Pioneer Peiformances, ro7; Chiles, "Blackened Irish," 40; Boucicault, Octoroon, 30.
120. Boucicault, Octoroon, 65.
121. Ibid., 38.
122. Roach, Cities ofthe Dead, 200.
123. Ibid., Octoroon, 66.
IIO.
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124. Roach, Cities of the Dead, 201. Throughout this section, I draw on Roach's
dense, suggestive reading of Scudder's performance in pursuit of revenge. Bluford
Adams, in a reading that links Scudder to John Brown, refers to it as "a reversal bordering on the absurd." Bluford Adams, E Pluribus Barnum: 1be Great Showman and
the Making of U.S. Popular Culture (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
1997), 152 •

125. Admittedly, Portia and Scudder cannot be said to take identical stances in
their respective trials. Portia shifts her emphasis from mercy to justice while Scudder, never dropping the language of conscience, promotes first legitimate courtroom
procedure and then extralegal prosecution. Addressing the citizens, Portia begins
by encouraging moderate dissent from the letter of the law only to demand strict
obedience, while Scudder initially demands compliance with established court procedure only to celebrate vigilante action. Nonetheless, Portia and Scudder's rhetorical commonalities are more instructive than their distinctions.
126. Cassius Marcellus Clay, 1be Writings of Cassius Marcellus Clay, Including
Speeches and Addresses, ed. Horace Greeley (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1848),
221; Clay's earlier description of lynch law sounds very much like Scudder before
his rhetorical reversal: "Give us back our savage life, the scalping knife, the poisoned
arrow, the war club, the cave, the brushwood, the prairie grass, the sharpened sense
of aggression, vengeance, and defence [sic]: or spread over us the sacred panoply of
inexorable and eternal law" (220).
127. Grant, Political Antislavery Discourse, 51.
128. Boucicault, Octoroon, 54.
129. Chiles offers a rich reading of M'Closky as implicitly Irish and aware of
his status as racial Other, and Paulin emphasizes M'Closky's pursuit of Zoe in the
interest of establishing his white masculinity. See Chiles, "Blackened Irish"; Paulin,
Imperfect Unions, 15. Chiles concludes, "1be Octoroon, in what one might conjecture
is part of its 'moral' and 'teaching,' ends with a reconstituted and revalidated sense
of U.S. whiteness" (45).
130. Mullen argues in .particular that 1be Octoroon juxtaposes the sentimental
and legal codes to underscore, through melodramatic language, how the law has
undermined justice within the system of slavery and, moreover, attempted to appropriate sentimental virtue. In the context of the play's ambiguity with regard to
slavery, Pocock describes Boucicault's critique as twofold, targeting at once "authoritarian abuses of justice" and the sway of "popular opinion in the courtroom."
Overall, concludes Richardson, 1be Octoroon "reflects on the viability of the law
as the framework of a democratic society." See Mullen, "The Work of the Public
Mind," 109-12; Pocock, "Judicial and Melodramatic," 561; Richardson, "Boucicault's
1be Octoroon and American Law," 155. After 1be Octoroon, the trial would become
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the hallmark ofBoucicault's sensational dramas, including 1he Colleen Bawn (1860 ),
1he Heart of Midlothian/Ihe Trial of Effie Deans (1860/r863), and Arrah-na-Pogue
(1864). Pocock writes, ''Aware of the delight his audiences took in viewing the judicial system 'unclothed' ... Boucicault repeatedly returned to the trial scene, thereby
creating some of the most entertaining and enduring dramatic moments" {546).
131. Boucicault, Octoroon, 72. Roach rightly calls this a "sentimental apostrophe
of the white man's rule of law." Roach, Cities ofthe Dead, 202.
132. Boucicault, Octoroon, 36, 37.
133. Ibid., 6r.
134. Ibid., 65, 66.
135. Ibid., 72.
136. Ibid.
137. December 30, 1859, Winter Garden playbill, pfTCS 65, Harvard Theatre
Collection.
138. In his twenty-first-century adaptation the play, An Octoroon (Dramatist's
Play Service 2015),Jacobs-Jenkins zeroes in on the moment of Scudder's reversal
in a way that heightens what I identify as the declamatory opacity of the original.
Jacobs-Jenkins eliminates the character of Scudder,.places the "lynch law" speech
in George's mouth, and has a single actor play both G~orge and M'Closky. Further,
it is in this trial scene, rather than a subsequent showdown in the swamp, that Pete
pleads for leniency for M'Closky. As a result, contradictory stances concerning legal
process extend from one body even before George pivots to call for M'Closky's
death. Jacobs-Jenkins further interrogates performance and the legacies of racialized violence by incorporating both the projection of an historical lynch photograph and the on-stage bloody murder ofM'Closky by knife and noose.
139. Boucicault, Octoroon, 75. The Winter garden playbill describes it this way:
"LITTLE PAUL'S GRAVE. McCloskey [sic] appeals to the highest tribunal. The
last that was seen of the Indian Wah-no-tee." December 30, 1859, Winter Garden
playbill, pfTCS 65, Harvard Theatre Collection.
140. Roach, Cities ofthe Dead, 224, 222.
14r. "The Ordeal by Battle," The Atlantic 8, no. 45 (July r86r): 94. The author is
Higginson according to Edelstein, Strange Enthusiasm, 246.
r42. "The Ordeal by Battle," 95. Emphasis mine.
r43. Thomas Goodrich, 1he Darkest Dawn: Lincoln, Bo~th, and the Great American Tragedy (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2005), 290. Goodrich goes on
to note that Ford was also unsuccessful in his attempt to sell it, that Henry Ward
Beecher considered purchasing the building and turning it into a church, and that
eventually Ford had to be content with a monthly payment of sr,500 from the government to keep it closed. For more on Booth and the theatricality of his resistance
to Northern abolitionism, see chapter 5.
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144. See especially Judith Pascoe, 7he Sarah Siddons Audio Fifes: Romanticism and
the Lost Voice (An,n Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2ou).
Chapter Five

r. Caleb Smith writes in less theatrical terms, "Brown's trial was the last great
crisis for abolition's public sphere ... The Fugitive Slave Law of 1850, the Northern courts' decisions against runaways and their allies, the Supreme Court's racist
definition of citizenship in the Dred Scott case of 1857-all of these had intensified
the moral crusade against the slave system." Caleb Smith, 7he Oracle and the Curse:
A Poetics ofJustice from the Revolution to the Civil Uizr (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2013), 177.
2. One could spend a lifetime reading books on John Brown. Unless otherwise indicated, biographical material on John Brown in this chapter comes from
John Stauffer, 7he Black Hearts of Men: Radical Abolitionists and the Transformation ofRace (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2002); David S. Reynolds,
John Brown, Abolitionist: 7he Man Who Killed Slavery, Sparked the Civil Uizr, and
Seeded Civil Rights (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2005); Jonathan Earle, ed., John
Brown's Raid on Harpers Ferry: A Brief History with Documents (Boston: Bedford/
St. Martin's, 2008); Brian McGinty,]ohn Brown's Trial (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2009); Tony Horwitz, Midnight Rising.']ohn Brown and the Raid
7hat Sparked the Civil T¼lr (New York: Henry Holt, 2ou). Throughout this chapter,
I follow Horwitz's use of the present-day spelling of the cities Harpers Ferry and
Charlestown.
3. David S. Reynolds,]ohn Brown, 334. Brian McGinty writes, "[I]t was the
eloquence and courage that Brown exhibited during his trial, much more than the
recklessness he displayed in the raid, that transformed his public image from that
of a violent fanatic into one of a public hero." McGinty,John Brown's Trial, 17.
4. Abolitionist Wendell Phillips quipped, "Having taken possession of Harpers Ferry, [Brown] began to edit the New York Tribune and the New York Herald
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n the mid-nineteenth century United States, rhetoric surrounding slavery
was permeated by violence. Slavery's defenders often used brute force to
suppress opponents, and even those abolitionists dedicated to pacifism drew
upon visions of widespread destruction. Provocative Eloquence recounts how
the theater, long an arena for heightened eloquence and physical contest,
proved terribly relevant in the lead up to the Civil War. As antislavery speech
and open conflict intertwined, the nation became a stage. The book teases out
an underlying theatricality in the debate over slavery through a range of plays,
speeches, essays, novels, poetry, and visual culture. It brings together notions
of intertextuality and interperformativity to understand how the confluence
of oratorical and theatrical practices reflected the conflict over slavery and
deeply influenced the language that barely contained that conflict. The book
draws on work in performance studies, theater history, black performance
theory, oratorical studies, and literature and law to provide a new narrative of
the interaction of oratorical, theatrical, and literary histories of the nineteenthcentury United States.

"An excellent book, grounded in rhetorical styles and strategies, dramatic
genealogies and debates, theatrical conventions, and performance theories,
while actively contesting these fields and conventions and reshaping how we
view them. Her imbrications of nineteenth century theater, oratory, and print
culture, in service to anti-slavery and pro-slavery positions are thoroughly
convincing."
-MARVIN McALLISTER, WINTHROP UNIVERSITY

"A historical excavation of all the inherited conflicts and inconsistencies that
have come to define our present social moment ... an indispensable accounting
of how American culture performed its own divided loyalties, uncertainties,
and unspoken internal contradictions about race, freedom, and national
allegiances."
-PETER REED, UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI
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